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EDITORIAL

Wire or Wireless ?
Feeding the Television Relays

IT would appear that the Radio
Manufacturers' Association's
offer to bear any financial loss
consequent on extension of the

television service to the Birmingham
area has been generally misunderstood.
In a supplementary statement sub-
sequently issued by the Association
the details are elaborated, and it is
made clear that the offer is confined
to reimbursing those concerned for the
cost, in the event of the experiment
proving unsuccessful, of a wireless
link for supplying the proposed Midland
transmitter with modulation from the
London television headquarters.

It is rightly stressed in the R.M.A.
statement that the transmitting station
itself will in any case be required sooner
or later, and so there is no real excuse
for delay in beginning construction.
The transmitter that would be built
can in no sense of the word be described
as experimental, and it would be equally
suitable for operating with picture
signals supplied either by co -axial
cable or a radio link.

Sir Noel Ashbridge, Chief Engineer
of the B.B.C., has expressed himself
publicly as being in favour of cables for
television extensions, as he considers
that they provide a neater and more
workmanlike solution of the problem,
and, above all, one that does not
occupy valuable space in the ether.
Although it may sound like heresy to
admit it in a wireless journal, this is an
opinion with which one cannot disagree,
at any rate as applied to the permanent
system that will, we may be sure,
eventually supply the whole of this
country with a television service. But
for experimental extensions in the
early stages the wireless link seems to

COMMENT
have much in its favour ; its cost is
considerably less than that of a cable
and it is certainly more flexible.

In the opinion of the technical
advisers of the R.M.A. there are no
unsurmountable obstacles to the use
of wireless, and this opinion is endorsed
by Mr. Ralph R. Beal, Research Director
of the Radio Corporation of America,
who recently said : " R.C.A. engineers
are confident that American cities will
be linked by means of automatic radio
relays, employing ultra -high frequenCies.
The practicability of such relays has
been proved by exhaustive experi-
ments."

If this country is to retain the lead
it has gained something must be done
quickly, and, from this point of view,
the outstanding attraction of the wire-
less method of distribution is that it
can be installed more quickly than
cables.

Battery Portables
The "All -dry -cell" Type

ALTHOUGH America was slow in
taking up the self-contained
battery -fed portable receiver,

she has, in one important detail, made
amends for her tardiness. As described
by a correspondent on another page,
the latest American portables are
equipped with dry -cell low-tension
batteries.

We have for some time urged the
use of this form of LT supply for
broadcast receivers-and other appa-
ratus-that is intended solely for
intermittent and occasional use. Of
course, over long periods of operation
the accumulator remains the most
effective and by far the most economical
source of current, in spite of the im-
provement that has taken place in the
better type of dry cell.
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Auto Transformers.
THEIR OPERATION EXPLAINED

By N. PARTRIDGE

THE auto transformer is a much
maligned piece of apparatus.
When 'recommending such an
instrument, it is not at all

unusual to be met by the retort : " Oh,
I want a proper transformer, not a tapped
choke." Remarks of this sort are nothing
short of libellous. Not only is the auto
directly descended from the greatly
respected double -wound transformer, but
it is an amazingly energetic offspring. It
will handle more power, weight for weight,
than its revered ancestor could contem-

(a)

INDUCED
VOLTAGE

APPLIED
VOLTAGE

(b)

Fig. L-Two ways of symbolising a double -
wound transformer ; (a) is the more usual way
but that of (b) serves better to follow the ex-

planation given in the text.

plate without acquiring a feverish tem-
perature and other symptoms of distress.

Fig. 1(a) shows the usual diagram
representing a double -wound transformer.
In order to make the ensuing discussion
more readily understandable, we will re-
draw it in the form of Fig. I(b). There
is no reason why both windings should
not be drawn on the same side of the core,
and this proceeding involves less mental
readjustment when we join the windings
together and thus make an auto of it.

Suppose the primary, which we will
assume is the lower winding in the
diagram, is rated at, say, ioo v., r a.,
i.e., loo watt. The DC resistance of this
winding would be a matter of only 2 to 3
ohms. Yet, when ioo v. AC is applied
(the secondary remaining open circuited)
only quite a small current flows. On the
face of it, Ohm's Law appears to be in
error !

The explanation -is that as soon as an
alternating current passes round a coil it
sets up an alternating magnetic flux in the
iron core of the transformer. This in turn
induces an opposing voltage in the coil
which tends to prevent current from flow-
ing. The state of affairs can be pictured
by looking at the arrows in Fig. 1(b).
The heavy external arrows indicate the
applied voltage at any instant, while the

light arrow suggests the internally gener-
ated voltage. These two are pushing in
reverse directions and almost cancel each
other. The induced EMF is always
slightly smaller than the applied voltage
owing to losses and the inefficiency of the
magnetic circuit, and, therefore, a small
no-load current flows from the external
supply.

It is not necessary for the reader to
worry about the technicalities of how all
these things come to pass, but it is
extremely important to thoroughly under-
stand that an opposing voltage is gener-
ated within the winding, and that it is
thiS voltage that prevents a heavy current
from flowing.

Since both the windings on our imag-
inary transformer are wound upon the
same magnetic core, it is reasonable to
expect that if a voltage is induced in one
it will also be induced in the other. Such,
indeed, is the case, as the application of
a voltmeter to the open -circuited coil will
readily prove. The induced voltage is
found experimentally (and can be proved
theoretically) to be proportional to the
number of turns on the coil. In other
words, a definite voltage is induced in
each turn of the winding, and the total
voltage exhibited by the coil will be the
voltage per turn multiplied by the number
of turns.

When the mains
are applied to the
primary of a trans-
former, everybody

Fig. 2.-The induced
secondary current in
a double - wound
transformer flows in
the opposite direction
to the primary cur-

rent.

knows that the various secondaries be-
come " alive." But we have just dis-
covered a vital point that normal experi-
ence does not reveal, namely, the direc-
tion of the voltage. The induced EMF in
the. secondary is always in the reverse
sense to that of the voltage applied to the
primary. If the secondary circuit be com-
pleted through a suitable load, current will
flow through the winding in such a direc-
tion as to oppose the magnetising effect of
the small no-load primary current. As
soon as this occurs the back voltage in
the primary falls and the primary current
consequently increases (see Fig. 2).

Were this a serial story it would be a
suitable moment to terminate the episode
at this juncture, with the secondary doing
its best to demagnetise the core, and the

I.

THE main features of an auto
transformer are explained in this

article and it is then shown that a
considerable saving in cost can be
effected when conditions permit the
use of components of this kind.

1

primary speedily drawing excess current
in a desperate effort to hold its own.
However, the sequel must be divulged at
once and, as is not unusual with these
things, it is somewhat disappointing. The
invariable result of the struggle is a draw.
The excess primary current ends up by
exactly balancing the demagnetising effect
of the secondary current, and the small
initial primary current that flowed in the
no-load condition continues its monoton-
ous occupation of producing an alternat-
ing magnetic flux in the core.

Primary Current

It will be noted that the primary current
(on load) consists of two parts. Namely,
the magnetising or no-load current and the
load current. The former is only a small
percentage of the latter in a well -designed
component, and can be left out of one's
calculations so long as its presence is not
entirely forgotten. Henceforth we will
ignore its existence.

The magnetising effect of a current pass-
ing round a coil is proportional to the
current multiplied by the number of turns
in the coil. Since, under load, primary
and secondary always balance one another
magnetically, it follows that '

is Ts = is (I)
where Ts and Ts are the turns on the
primary and secondary windings, and ip
and is are the corresponding currents. It
has already been stated that the voltages
of the windings are proportional to the
turns and, therefore, it follows that

is vs = is vs .. (2)
which is to say that the watts put into the
primary equal the watts going out of the
secondary. This condition would be sub-
stantiated if iron and copper losses were

Fig. 3.-By connecting primary and secondary
in series it becomes an auto transformer.
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Auto Transformers-
non-existent, and it is approximately true
in practical experience if the transformer
is a good one.

Having understood the general principles
of transformer action, it is easy to grasp
what occurs when the windings are auto
connected. .Fig. 3 shows the transformer
of Fig. 2, arranged in auto fashion with
v, and v, the original primary and
secondary voltages. Under the new
scheme the total output voltage becomes
(v, + v,) since the windings are joined to-
gether with their induced voltages in the
same sense. I, and i, represent the load
current drawn from the mains and that
passing through the secondary load. Note
carefully that I, is the current drawn from
the mains and not necessarily the current
passing through the primary section of the
winding.

Current in Auto Transformer

A critical examination of Fig. 3 will re-
veal that while the upper section of the
winding, i.e., the original secondary,
carries the secondary load current (is), the
lower section, i.e., the original primary,
carries both the input load current (In) and
also the secondary current (is). These two
currents are in reverse directions and the
true current passing through the conduc-
tors of the primary winding is (I, - i,). If
we can show that (I, -is) = i, the trans-
former will function quite happily because
the currents carried by the upper and lower

Fig. 4.-The current flow and voltages in an
auto transformer are shown here.

sections of the winding will be the same
as they were originally, although the out-
put has been increased from i, v, to
i. (vi, + v,) watts.

The proof is not very difficult. For a
condition of equilibrium we know that a
state of. " magnetic balance must exist
between the two sections of the winding.
The demagnetising effect of the secondary
is proportional to is Ts and the magnetis-
ing effect of the primary is (I - is) T. It
follows that

is Ts= (I -is) T (3)
Earlier it was shown that " magnetic

balance " resulted when i, T, equalled
is Ts (see equation 1). Thus by substitut-
ing in equation (3) we conclude that

T= (I,- i,) T,
and if both sides. are now divided by T,
we achieve our object by proving that :

= I - is (4)
A common sense method of visualising

WAT@IS.2.0
Wafild.

what, happens without fussing around with
algebraical. symbols is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The load current drawn from the mains
(4) splits into two parts when it reaches
the transformer at the junction of the two
windings: One part turns to the right and
becomes the secondary load current (is),
while the remaining part (i,) goes to the
left through the lower or primary winding.
Hence i, = I, - is as before. .These two
currents, i, and i, having completed their
various journeyings, link up again on
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wound. Note that when the transforma-
tion ratio is 2: 1 the current through both
sections of the winding is the same, and
hence the same gauge of wire can be used
throughout. This is the practice adopted
for autos designed to operate between the
loo to 120 V and the 200 to 250 V ranges.

Example 3.-Input 23o V, output 4 V,
40 watts.

The input current is 40 divided by 23o,
which is 0.174 amp., and the output cur-
rent is 10 amps. (40 + 4). The current

230V
1,305 A

30 V

200 V
1.5 A

(a)

290 V
0.3475 A

115 V

115 V
0.695 A

(b)

230 V
0.174 A

4

226 V

A
4V
10 A

(c)

Fig. 5.-Three examples of auto transformer ; the method of calculating current distribution
is explained in the text.

leaving the transformer and proceed home
to the local power station as one (I).

Having elucidated the problem of how
an auto works, the solution should not be
discarded in the manner of a finished cross-
word puzzle. The fact that i, equals
I, - is can be extremely useful and trans-
former manufacturers who know about it
can often save a lot of money by its con-
scientious application. A few examples
will make this clear.

Example I.-Input voltage 200 V, out-
put 230 V ; 300 watts. The input current
will be 300 divided by zoo which equals
1.5 amps, and the output current is 300
divided by 23o which equals 1.305 A.
Current through the common portion of
the winding becomes 1.5 -1.305 =0.195
amp. (see Fig. 5 (a)). The apparent wat-
tage of each section of the winding is :
200 x 0.195 = 30 x 1.305 = 39 watts.

It follows that this 30o -watt auto trans-
former could be assembled on a core that
would accommodate only 40 watts if
double -wound.

Example 2.-In-
put voltage Ir5V ;
output 23o V, 8o
watts.

The input cur-
rent will be 8o
divided by 115 --
0.695 amp., and
the output current
8o divided by 23o
= 0.3475 amp.
Current through
the common por-
tion of the wind-
ing becomes 0.695
- 0.3475 = 0.3475 amp. (see Fig. 5 (b)). small allowance -that should be made in the
The apparent wattage of each section of final design for the voltage dropped in the
the winding is : 115 x 0.3475 = 115 x windings.
0.3475=40 watts. The photograph shown in Fig. 6 brings

Again the core required will be one out in a striking manner the economy that
capable of handling 40 watts when double can be effected by the use of properly de -

through the common portion of the wind-
ing is therefore 10 -0.174 =9.826 amps.,
and the apparent wattage of each portion
of the winding is : -

226 x 0.174= 4 x 9.826 = 40 (approx.)
It is evident from the above calculations

that the saving is greatest when the input
and output voltages are of the same order,
i.e. when the transformation ratio ap-
proaches unity. In fact, when the ratio is
unity the transformer vanishes and is not
wanted at all whatever the power ! At
the other end of the scale, Example 3 indi-
cates that little advantage is to be gained
by auto connecting when the ratio is large.
A point that might well be mentioned here
is that for the purpose of preliminary cal-
culations it does not matter which way the
auto transformer is working, i.e. stepping
up or down. This will influence only the

Fig. 6.-All these transformers handle the same wattage but the
smallest and medium -size models are auto -wound. The largest weighs

29i lb., the medium -size one 12 lb. and the smallest 3,1 lb.
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signed auto transformers. Each of the
three transformers illustrated is rated at
500 watts and the complete electrical de-

WEE3g2g0
MACI.

The reader can verify his understanding of
the foregoing by calculating from the in-
formation given in Fig. 7 what wattage
could be accommodated on the two smaller

Fig. 7.-Voltages and currents of the three transformers illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) the large
model, (b) the medium -size one and (c) the smallest.

tails are indicated in Fig. 7. Were the two
smaller items double wound they would
have been the same size as the large one.

transformers if they were double wound.
The answer is approximately 140 and 33
watts.

Single -knob Sensitivity Adjustment
COUPLING DEVICE FOR CONTROL

IT is nearly always found necessary to
provide two controls for simple TRF

receivers to enable, on the one hand, ex-
cessive input from strong local trans-
mitters to be cut down, and, on the other,
to provide adequate sensitivity for the
reception of very weak stations.

In the interests of simplicity, it is highly
desirable that these two controls should be
operated from the same knob. This can
be achieved by means of :-

(r) a three -electrode differential con-
denser;

(2) a tapped potentiometer;
(3) concentric knobs;
(4) two controls ganged together.

Methods (1) and (2) have various
technical disadvantages, and method (3)
is not a complete solution. Method (4)
may have the following disadvantages:-

(a) Undue space may be taken up in
attempting to couple two standard
components.

(b) To overcome disadvantage (a) it
will be necessary to design special
controls having a common spindle.

(c) Unless components of special de-
sign are used both controls will
operate simultaneously, whereas it
is desirable that one should com-
plete its travel before the second
comes into effect. Further, the
second should be brought near zero
before the first commences to
reduce the input.

A mechanism has been evolved which
overcomes these three difficulties. It is
simple in operation and takes up very
little space.

It couples two spindles, mounted in
parallel planes, in such a manner that the

SPINDLES

Showing different stages in the operation of the
coupling mechanism described in the text. The
coupling would be suitable for linking, say, an
RF gain potentiometer and a reaction conden-

ser in a simple " straight " receiver.

first control moves to maximum before
the second advances considerably, and re-
mains at maximum while the second con-
tinues on its travel towards maximum.
On returning the second control to mini-
mum the first control does not start to
decrease until the second has almost
reached a minimum value itself. The
mechanism is shown in the accompanying
sketch in four positions in order to make
clear the principle of operation.

The two controls have spindles A and
B respectively. On spindle A a cam is
mounted, having a slot S. On spindle B
a cam and disc are mounted. A pin P
is fixed to the disc. The knob is mounted
on the spindle B. At (a) both controls
are shown at maximum. On rotating the

MAY 4th, 1939.

knob in an anti -clockwise direction the
spindle B moves towards minimum, and
at a point near minimum the pin P enters
the slot S. Spindle A then starts to move.
This is only possible due to the fact that the
cam face C at this point ceases to lock with
cam D, as indicated at (b). In diagram
(c) spindle B has moved nearer to mini-
mum and spindle A has completed half
its travel. At the point when the pin is
about to leave the end of the slot, spindles
A and B have both reached mini-
mum. Throughout these movements both
spindles remain interlocked either by the
slot and pin or the cam surfaces, and stops
at minimum and maximum of control B
prevent the pin P from leaving the slot S.

PROBLEM CORNER -18
An extract from Henry Farrad's corre-

spondence, published to give readers an
opportunity of testing their own powers of
deduction :-

All Hallows School,
Berkhamsted.

Dear,Henry,
During the hols. my people were having

a refrigerator put in ready, for the summer,
and as it made quite a row in the domestic
radio I thought I would have a shot at sup-
pressing it. I wanted to use the smallest
coils possible, but the current -carrying capa-
city question then arose. As I haven't an
AC ammeter I tried working it out from the
house meter, and although the coils I got
should be all right I find they get quite hot.
Would you mind checking over my line of
thought, because I can't see anything wrong
with it ?

The meter is marked " goo revs per
kWH," and the voltage is 240. When the
fridge is on (and nothing else) it does two
revs in exactly one minute. That would be
120 revs in an hour, so the watts ought to be
1,0o° x 120

, which I think is just over 133.
goo

133
'

So the current ought to be which I
24o

make to be o.55 amp. Seeing that the thing
doesn't run continuously I should have
thought coils advertised to carry half an
amp would have been quite good enough,
wouldn't you? Or have I slipped up some-
where?

Yours ever,
Tony.

Has he? And, if so, where? Turn to
page 416.

"The Wireless Engineer"
THE properties and advantages of a new

" all -glass " valve construction are given
in the May issue of The Wireless Engineer,
which is published at 2S. 6d. and is obtainable
from booksellers or from the Publishers, Dorset
House, Stamford. Street, London, S.E.r. Among
other articles in this issue is one in which the
input impedance of self -biased amplifiers is
discussed.

Editorial comment is made on an apparatus
recently introduced in Germany for the direct
measurement of the " quality " of coils. A
monthly feature of The Wireless Engineer is
the Abstracts and References section, compiled
by the Radio Research Board, in which is given
abstracts of the articles on wireless and allied
subjects published in the World's technical
press.



ANTI -NOISE BROADCASTING AND
HOW IT WORKS

TWO years ago' I had something to
say about the Armstrong fre-
quency modulation system. It
was not new even then, but it is

only in the last month or two that it has
attained the supreme rank of " front-page
stuff," as the lay Press has it. I am not
now attempting to compete with the well-
known organs of journalism in the matter
of picturesqueness of description or the
wealth of imagination with which they
decorate these highly technical matters,
but perhaps the tendency for this enthusi-
asm to lead to a
loss of proportion
needs some correc-
tive. For example,
the solution of some
great technical prob-
lem that has exer-
cised the minds of
the experts for a
generation is much
more likely to
qualify for the
status of " front-
page stuff " if an
unimportant b y -
product of the thing
happens to cause
tabby cats to turn
light blue and re-
fuse fish. To appre-
ciate the really im-
portant features of
a technical achievement it is generally
necessary to know something about the
subject, and the lay writer suffers from
the handicap of being unable to assume
even the desire for knowledge except of
the most superficial kind.

The Basic Problem
My readers, on the other hand, prob-

ably know already that the problem in
radio nowadays is not so much how to get
the " signal " across as how to exclude
" noise." " Noise " in this sense means
interference due to a great variety of
causes-atmospherics, disturbances caused
by electrical appliances, other stations,
valve and circuit fluctuations, and so on.
It isn't an ideal term, I know, but the
American " static " is far worse (static
means " at rest " ) . Put concisely, signal!
noise ratio is more important than signal
strength. If it were not for noise, the
range of even a low -power transmitting
station would be almost unlimited. If

1 "Noise," January 15th, 1937.
"Frequency Modulation," July 16th, 1937.

you have ever worked an extremely-one
might perhaps say excessively-sensitive
receiver you will have realised that almost
every station in the world can be brought
in, but only a few of them are worth
having. On a thundery day it may be
that only the local station is clear of noise ;
perhaps not even the local station.

Hitherto, the method of tackling this
problem has been to use brute force. The
power of the largest broadcasting stations,
which used to be kW, has gone up in
turn to 5, 10, 25, 5o, no, 120, 150, and

even 500, in the
attempt to keep
above the rising
flood of noise. Of
course, this tends to
increase the inter-
ference trouble. Al-
ready one of the
50o kW fellows-
Cincinnati - '11 a s
been told to come
down to a more
'reasonable level.

The main object
of frequency modu-
lation is to cut
through the noise
without excessive
power. It has been
demonstrated that
a frequency modu-
lation station of,

say, i kW, gives as good a service as an
amplitude modulation station of perhaps
20 kW or more. Why ? Well, it is not
at all easy to see exactly, but some idea
can be got by considering how " noise "
affects a receiver of the ordinary type.
Looking, at Fig. 1, (a) shows a typical
sample of the waveform received from a
broadcasting station. The sound is con-
veyed by variations in the amplitude of the
carrier wave ; in other words, it is ampli-
tude -modulated. Most of the noises have
waveforms something like (b) ; often
much stronger than the transmitter's
wave, but very short-lived. The effect of
these sudden blows is to jerk the tuned cir-
cuits of the receiver into oscillation at
whichever frequency they are tuned. The
signal amplitude is therefore disturbed,
and besides the broadcast programme one
hears crackles and bangs.

Now contrast the reception of a fre-
quency -modulated station. The receiver
is of a special design, and is arranged to
be unresponsive to variations in ampli-
tude. So ordinary stations and noise are
not heard. At least, not nearly so much.

"SILENT"
CARRIER WAVE

MODULATED
CARRIER WAVE

if\iv,A4\4111%
(a)

(b)

ofFig. I.-The waveforms (a), an ordinary
broadcasting station and (b) noise.
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Frequency Modulation
Again

The transmitter sends out a carrier wave
of constant strength, and the sound is im-
posed on it by causing its frequency to
vary to and fro around the normal fre-
quency. The receiver is designed to
translate these frequency variations back
into sound.

That is a very rough and ready explana-

1
"CATHODE RAY" I

tion. Actually, there is very much more
in Armstrong's system. It would be
possible theoretically to convey a pro-
gramme with only a small variation in
frequency, but the discrimination against
noise would then be small, too. To get
the full benefit of the method the fre-
quency is made to vary over a wide band
-about 6o,000 cycles each side of normal.
That covers the space allotted to about a
dozen ordinary broadcasting stations, so
a frequency -modulated station has to be
treated like a television station and pushed
into the ultra -short wave department
where a hundred kilocycles or so doesn't
matter very much.

The Methods Compared

Those who have forgotten my previous
article on frequency modulation, or never
read it, may be a bit confused about the
difference between these two methods of
modulation, knowing that the common or
amplitude modulation system also covers
a band of frequencies. That is quite true.
Any elementary textbook on radio ex-
plains how a variation in amplitude of a
constant -frequency wave, as shown in
Fig. I (a) , is equivalent to the combina-
tion of a constant amplitude wave and
waves of slightly different frequencies (the
" sidebands "). But here is the distinc-
tion-in such a system the difference in

1
500 kola

FREQUENCY

Fig. 2.-Amplitude/frequency diagram of a
silent carrier wave transmitting at 500 kcis.
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Frequency Modulation Again-
frequency between the original carrier
frequency and these sidebands is fixed by
the frequency of the modulation; whereas
in frequency modulation the frequency of
the carrier wave itself fluctuates, to an
extent that has nothing to do with the
frequency of the modulation. It sounds
very confusing in words, I'm afraid, but
the idea is easy to grasp from simple dia-
grams representing the result of broad-
casting a I,000 -cycle tuning note on a yo-
ke carrier wave. In either system the
unmodulated carrier wave would be repre-
sented as in Fig. 2-a single fixed fre-
quency. In the common AM system the
effect of varying the amplitude at a fre-
quency of 1, 000 ,c/s is to produce two more
waves, differing i,000 c/s from the carrier
(Fig. 3). A strong sound is shown by
(a), a weak one by (b). In FM the
frequency of. the carrier is varied to and
fro I,000 times a second (Fig. 4). The
extent of the variation corresponds to the
strength of the sound, so strong and weak

-are again shown by (a) and (b) respec-
tively. Suppose now that the frequency
of the modulation-that is to say, of the
sound that is heard-is raised to 2,000 Os;
the effect in Fig. 3 is that the two outside
vertical lines spread out twice as far from
the centre line, whereas in Fig. 4 there is
no visible change, but the line has to be
imagined to vibrate to and fro twice as
many times per second.

The above simple explanation is rather
misleading, because it would lead one to
suppose that a frequency -modulated

Vffirea®M
MEtt

higher power than any other ultra -short
wave station in the world, though less than
the average medium -wave "main " broad-
casting station ; and it has been received
consistently at 275 miles distance. But at
5o miles even the low -power station gives
results better than ordinary broadcasting
stations a hundred times more powerful, at
the same distance, the superiority being
more marked the worse the conditions of
noise prevailing at the receiving station.

Another advan-
tage is that there is
a further saving at
the transmitter due
to the very nature
of the modulation.
As the amplitude is
kept constant the
transmitter does not
have to be designed
to cope with the
peaks of amplitude
that occur in ampli-
tude modulation,
and which for a given average radiated
power necessitate far larger and more ex-
pensive valves, power plant, etc. Then,
for the same reason-constancy of ampli-
tude-there is no objection to the use of
" Class C " amplification in the output
stage of the transmitter, giving a higher
power efficiency than the methods that
are generally necessary for really high
quality in amplitude modulation. Still
another point in favour of FM, so far as
the transmitter is concerned, is that no
drastic results follow if there is accidental

over - modulation.
With the AM trans-
mitters the control
engineers have to
be extremely vigi-
lant in preventing
the audio signal
supplied to the
transmitter f o r
modulation f I o m
exceeding a certain
amount. Not only
would it cause dis-
tortion, but it might

lead to serious and expensive damage and
breakdown. In a demonstration of the
Armstrong system the modulation was in-
creased up to nearly six times the normal
limits, and there was not even noticeable
distortion up to three times. Much
smaller increases would be absolutely
fatal in AM.

On the other side of the balance sheet,
the system is far more complicated, and
about 5o valves are used in the pre-
liminary stages. That may sound a lot,
but remember the 1,079 -valve receiver I
referred to a few weeks ago. And,
although they are at the transmitting end,
these preliminary valves can be small
receiving types, and it would not be un-
economical to duplicate the whole system
for guarding against breakdown. The
original oscillation is at 200 kc / s (same as
Droitwich long -wave station) ; and modu-
lation is introduced at this stage, produc-
ing a small shift in phase, that is :to say,
a fraction of each cycle. The carrier fre-

409 k cis 500 kcia 501 k 400ko/s

(a)

500 kois 501k cis

( b)

Fig. 3.-The same carrier ,wave as in Fig. 2 when modulated by a
r,000 c/s note, (a) strong, (b) weak.

station could be made to operate within
a narrower band of frequencies than an
A -M station. In fact, even the experts
thought so at one time, until a certain Mr.
Carson proved mathematically that the
frequency band covered by a transmitter
could never be less than twice the greatest
modulation frequency ; which put a per-
manent end to hopes of packing stations
closer together in the frequency scale.
However, that is not what Armstrong was
after.

High -Power Tests

In his most recent demonstrations he
used two ultra -short wave transmitters ;
one high -power station, 40 kW on 42.8
Mc/s (just about half -way between the
Alexandra Palace sound and vision fre-
quencies), and a low -power station, o.6
kW, on the still higher frequency of um
Mc/s (about 21 metres). The first ought
to be pretty good, of course, being of far
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quency is then multiplied time after time
till it reaches 12,800 kc / s ; it is whisked
back to 891.6 kc/ s by a frequency -changer
stage as in a superhet ; and then multiplied
again until it reaches the final 42,800 kc / s.
By the time all this has been done the
modulation is 120,000 ..C/ s wide (60,000
each side of normal). Then the power is
amplified in several stages up to the full
output.

At the receiver there is no constructional

500 k cis

i4

500 k cis

(a) ( b)

Fig. 4.-Diagrams, corresponding to Fig. 3, for a frequency modu-
lation transmitter.

advantage ; in fact, it seems inevitable
that it must be rather more complicated
and costly than an AM receiver. From in-
formation available, however, it does not
look as if the extra cost need be out of
proportion to the increase in performance.
This advantage in performance consists,
first, as I said, of cutting out most of the
noise. Listeners at the demonstrations
were greatly impressed by the dead quiet
background. The other thing that im-
pressed them was the extremely high
fidelity of the reproduction. This was made
possible by working in the ultra -short
waveband, allowing frequencies up to
15,00o c/s without the interference that
would be inevitable at 50 -mile range in
the medium band. Of course, that is no
monopoly of frequency modulation ; any
ultra -short wave station can be allowed to
spread enough to take in the highest pro-
gramme frequencies. But, with AM, the
wider the band the more liable to noise,

Our cover illustration shows the
aerial tower. of Major Armstrong's
experimental frequency - modulated
station at Alpine, New Jersey. The
radiating system, relatively insignifi-
cant in size as compared with the
tower, can just be seen between the
extremities of the upper and inter-

mediate arms.

whereas the opposite applies to FM of the
Armstrong brand ; and a lot of the natural-
ness of reproduction was stated to be due
to the complete absence of background.
So FM can be said to improve the quality
actually attainable under working condi-
tions at a distance from the transmitter.

The one type of interference that has
been found to break through-though
much less badly than with AM-is car
ignition, because, as ill -luck would have it,
this is the type of interference that FM is
least effective against, as well as being
by far the most vicious on USW.

Well, it would be very nice to have some
FM stations for the quality merchants to
practise on, but the B.B.C. will have their
hands full for some time to come develop-
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Frequency Modulation Again-
ing the television service, and are not
likely to put up stations that would be of
no use to existing receivers. On the other
hand, it seems hardly likely that such a
worked -out invention will be allowed to
lapse. One must certainly congratulate
Armstrong and his co-workers on their
achievement in the face of all previous

Wfl)rasoo
Waldo 'I

theoretical assumptions and established
precedent.

By the way, seeing that the Alexandra
Palace station is systematically received in
U.S.A., is it not time that somebody re-
ported the much more powerful Armstrong
station over here? Given a suitable
receiver, the Fllf characteristics ought to
give good reception.

Cheap Valve Voltmeter
SIMPLE WIDE -RANGE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

USING A DIODE
TO the serious experimenter, a

valve voltmeter of fairly wide
voltage range and reasonable
accuracy is a very necessary

instrument. It has an enormous number
of uses, for both audio- and radio -fre-
quency measurements. Unfortunately,
many voltmeters of a suitable type are
expensive. With a view to producing a
valve voltmeter of sufficient accuracy for
the normal needs of the experimenter, and
which may be easily constructed and cali-
brated, the instrument described below has
been designed.

Perhaps the simplest voltmeter to con-
struct is the leaky grid or anode -
bend triode type. The anode
current, or rather the change in
anode current, is a measure of
the AC voltage aplied to the grid
of the triode and usually this
involves the use of a calibration
chart or curve. Anyone who
has used this type of meter
knows thaf, although great
accuracy can be obtained, the
calibration curve can be a great
nuisance and unless permanently
fastened to the meter in some
way, has a nasty habit of getting
lost. In any event if great
accuracy is not required and
speed is important a direct read-
ing meter saves a great deal of
time.

The writers, therefore, have
3vercome these difficulties by
designing a meter, having a
reasonable input impedance,
with which any alternating voltage from
between 1 volt to 30o volts can be easily
read directly on the scale of the meter.

To make the instru-
ment as simple as

By

HUMFREY ANDREWES , B.Sc., A.M.! .E.E
and F. A. LOWE

possible a 2 -volt triode is used connected
as a diode. A diode of the type used for
rectification in superheterodynes, or for
supplying AVC was not used, as it was
found that the zero space current is too
high.

The most expensive item in all instru-
ments of this type is usually the meter
used to read the current flowing through
the diode. To obtain a fairly wide range
at a reasonably high input impedance it
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An exterior view
of the instrument.

obtainable at a low price and has the re-
quired accuracy ; it is a Leslie Dixon 0-50
microammeter. The circuit diagram of
the voltmeter is shown in Fig. I and the
photographs show the completed instru-
ment. It will be seen that it is self-con-

tained and very compact.
A Mullard Type PM2DX

valve is used, but any valve
having similar characteristics
may, of course, be employed. It
will be noted from an examina-
tion of Fig. = that the control
grid is connected to the positive
end of the filament. This is
done to reduce the standing
space current. It was found that
with the grid connected to the
anode the space current was
about 5 microamps, but with
the connections as shown this
value dropped to about I micro-
amp.

The ranges of the meter illus-
trated are as follows : 5, ro, 20,
50, 100, 200, 300 volts maxi-
mum, using a seven position
switch, but these may, of
course, be altered to suit indivi-
dual requirements. Ag the meter

is scaled 0-5o, no calibration curve is
necessary and the voltage reading is ob-
tained by multiplying by a simple factor.
It was found that the readings were accu-
rate to about plus or minus 5 per cent.
using standard resistances.

Calibration, that is to say, checking the
accuracy of the ranges, was carried out at
5o c/s using an Avometer, and it is felt
that this is probably the best method.

The frequency characteristic of the in-
strument is good and the writers feel con-
fident that in view of its extreme simplicity
the time and money spent on its con-
struction will be well repaid.

Apart from the general uses at radio -
frequency the meter is suitable for all
audio -frequency work and, of course, for
checking valve heater voltages.

R3 R4
12 5,000 0 190,000 r:

R2 R5
50,000 0 400,000 0

25,000
R10 R6

400,000 0

Cl
2 mlOs

R8
25,0000

R7
30,000 0

0 2
0.1 mld

S2

Fig. i.-The voltmeter itself is of fixed range and a wide variety of
input voltages is catered for by the input potentiometer, which is

controlled by the 7 -way switch Si.

was decided to use a meter having a maxi-
mum reading of 5o microamperes.

The particular instrument used is

The underside of the
panel is shown here
together with the

LT accumulator.
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The Radio Compass
N N expression which has been used

rather freely to describe any
automatic method of direction -
finding which claimed to be an

improvement on the ordinary frame aerial
appears at the head of this article. It
was applied, for instance, to the early
rotating beam transmitter which radiated
first a " start " signal and then a timed
sequence of im-
pulses at succes-
sive points of the
compass, so that a
distant navigator
could ascertain his
bearings with the
help of a stop-
watch. As far back
as 192o, the U.S.A.
Navy installed a receiving set which was
officially called a radio -compass though,
in fact, it was little more than a conveni-
ent form of the well-known frame -and -
open -aerial combination that has the merit
of indicating " sense " as well as direction.

More recently directional systems have
been developed in which two overlapping
beams (one modulated with dots and the
other with dashes) mark out a definite
path or " guideway " ..for air navigation.
The machine is flown along the centre line
of overlap, where the dots and dashes
merge into a sustained or unbroken note.
At first the pilot had to depend upon a
pair of headphones to distinguish the

Elaborati
Directio

Prin

ons of the
n -finder
ciple

DESCRIBING the principles of operation of specialised direction -
finding instruments, largely used on aircraft, in which visual or

aural indication of bearing (or deviation from course) is given more or
less automatically and without the usual " searching" process.

starboard " dots " and the port " dashes "
from the continuous note which told him

he was keeping on
his proper course.
Subsequently, t h e
headphones were
replaced by visual
indicators which
showed him auto-
matically t h e ex-
tent and direction
of any deviation

from the straight path. This kind of in-
stallation-also known as a radio -compass
-is representative of the more modern
type of instrument, which is usually
designed for work in the air where quick
results and auto-
matic action are of
the first import-
ance.

Generally, it con-
sists of a small
frame aerial main-
tained in constant
rotation at a speed
sufficiently high to
keep the indicator
steady, whether the
latter is a centre -
zero meter possess-
ing a certain
amount of inertia,
or a cathode-ray
tube depending on

Fig. x.-Simplified
diagram of a single -
frame radio com-

pass.

revolution. Similarly, there are two points
of minimum signal strength, where the
phase of the pick-up is also reversed. The
resulting current is therefore sinusoidal,
with a low -frequency " amplitude " varia-
tion of ro cycles a second, and so long as
the machine keeps on a straight ..course
towards the transmitter, the maxima and
minima will always repeat themselves at
the same points on the circle of rotation.
In other words, both the frequency and
phase of the signal current remain
constant.

But if the machine changes course the
point in the circle of rotation at which the
aerial picks up maximum signal strength
will follow suit. That is to say, the phase

INDICATOR NEEDLE

ROTATING
FRAME AERIAL

PHASEMETER

RECEIVER

00

db 0

TWO-PHASE
GENERATOR

MOTOR

a persistence -of -vision effect. In some
cases the aerial is positively driven, whilst
in others the effect of physical rotation is
secured by a method of switching which

leaves the aerial stationary.
When a single frame aerial is

constantly rotated, at a speed of,
say, five revolutions a second,
the received signal strength rises
to a maximum each time the
plane of the aerial cuts across
the line of the distant trans-
mitter ; this will occur twice in
the course of each complete

A direct - reading
aircraft direction -
finder produced by
Standard Tele-
phones and Cables.

of the pick-up current shifts by an amount
which depends upon the change in direc-
tion. This phase -shift, which can be
measured by comparison with a second
current of constant frequency and unvary-
ing phase, then gives a direct indication of
the new bearing of the distant transmitter.

As shown in Fig. r, the frame aerial is
driven by a motor through reduction gear-
ing, and the local " reference " current is
supplied from a two-phase motor mounted
on the same spindle. After the phase of
the reference current has been centred
about the fore-and-aft line of the machine
it is supplied to the field coils of the phase -
meter or indicator, whilst the pick-up cur-
rent from the aerial is fed through the
receiver into the pivoted search coil L:

The reference current produces a con-
stantly rotating field in which the coil L
seeks to set itself so as to link with maxi-
mum flux at the moment when the signal
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current is greatest. If the transmitter is
located along the fore-and-aft line of the
machine, this will occur when the needle
points to zero, but
for any other posi-
tion of the trans-
mitter the coil L
must move in one
direction or t h e
other to a point
where both the flux
and the current are
in phase. The
needle will then
show the bearing
of the transmitter
relatively to t h e
fore-and-aft line of
the machine.

Fig. 2 (a) shows
another direct -
reading instrument
in which the rotat-
ing frame F is com-
bined with a verti-
cal aerial A to pro-
duce the well-
known "heart -
shaped " curve of
Fig. 2 (b). This
gives only one
point of maximum
and one point of
minimum signal
strength, so that it
is free from the

Fig. 2.- Rotating
frame radio com-
pass giving indica-
tion of sense. Dia-
gram (b) explains

its action.

WIT@RIS@O
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collects equal currents. For the position
T2 the excess current will tend to rotate
the coil L clockwise, whilst in the position
Ti the conditions are reversed. In both

(a)

F

7

\./A

MOTOR

B

L

RECEIVER

SPEED
CHANGE

COLLECTING RINGS

GRADUATED
DIAL

INDICATOR
--- NEEDLE

MAGNET

usual 18o deg. ambiguity of the single
frame. The indicator is operated by
reversing the pick-up current each time
the aerial passes through the fore-and-aft
line of the machine and balancing the
currents collected on one side of the revers-
ing switch against those collected on the
other side.

- The frame is rotated by a motor, which
also drives the rev'ersing switch or com-
mutator (and its collecting rings) at double
speed. The signal pick-up from both
aerials is first combined in the receiver
and the output is fed to the collecting rings
of the commutator. The indicator needle
is carried by a galvanometer coil L, which
swings about a pivot between the poles of
a magnet and is fed with current from the
commutator through brushes B.

Operation of Indicator

If the beacon transmitter is situated
along the fore-and-aft line of the machine,
that is, in the direction marked To in Fig.
2 (b), the commutator will collect exactly
equal currents on both sides of the
reversal point and the indicator needle
remains at zero. But if the machine is
heading in a different direction, such as Tr
or T2, the commutator (which is fixed
relatively to the fore-and-aft line) no longer

cases, however, the torque is such as to
urge the needle towards the " maximum "
position To, that is, towards the line of the
distant transmitter, so that the indicator
shows the angle which this bearing line
makes with the flight of the aeroplane.
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In Fig. 3 the aerial system is kept
stationary and the critical bearing line is
ascertained by a method of switching-an
arrangement which is particularly suitable
for use when " homing " or flying directly
on to a distant beacon. The frame aerial
F is connected to the top grid of a pentode
valve, and the output from this valve is
combined with the pick-up from the verti-
cal aerial A and fed to the receiver, where
it produces a " heart -shaped " response.
The two lower grids of the pentode are
back -coupled at L so as to generate a local
oscillation having a frequency of, say, Too
cycles a second. The output from the
receiver is also fed back at Li.

Valve -controlled Switching

The local oscillation produces the effects
shown in detail in Fig. 4, where curve 1
represents the RF signals picked up by the
non -directional aerial A, whilst 2 and 3
show the signals picked up by the frame
aerial on two opposite sides of its critical
minimum position. The phase of the cur-
rent in a frame aerial reverses as it passes
through this point, so that whilst curve 2
is shown in phase with the non -directional
signals, curve 3 is drawn in phase -opposi-
tion. Curve 4 is the low -frequency oscilla-
tion produced in the circuit L, and curve
5 shows how it is modulated, through the
pentode valve, by the frame signals. The
signals from the non -directional aerial A do
not pass through the pentode, and there-
fore remain unaltered, but curves 6 and 7
show their effect on the signals received by
the frame according as the latter points
to one side or other -of the critical bearing
line. In one case the two signals reinforce
each other, whilst in the other they are in
opposition.

The meter M is adjusted by a potentio-
meter P until the needle points to zero,
when the normal current from the middle
grid (which forms the anode of the local -
oscillator part of the valve) passes through
the output resistance R. The needle will
then be deflected to one side or other of

F

7*-
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L -L
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0
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Fig. 3.-Homing compass with high-speed switching and fixed frame.
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Radio Compasses-
the zero as the frame aerial is turned to
the right or left of the critical bearing line
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Fig. 4.-- Effect of high-speed switch on
received signals.

As the frame aerial is usually mounted on
the fuselage so that it is fixed relatively to
the fore-and-aft line of the aeroplane, the
indicator will show automatically
deviation from the straight-line course
when the machine is " homing " on to a

WAY®11@g0
WORtt

beacon station. Preferably, the signals
are fed to two different pentode valves
which operate in the manner just described
to light up separate port and starboard
glowlamps if the machine yaws to one side
or other of its proper path.

In Fig. 5 two fixed frame aerials A, B,
mounted at right -angles to each other, are
used to secure a similar result. The
strength of signal picked up at any instant
by each aerial depends upon its setting
relatively to the distant beacon, just as in
the well-known Bellini-Tosi arrangement.
As shown, both aerials are coupled to an

Fig. 5.-Non-rotating crossed frame compass.

iron -cored RF transformer T, to which a
locally generated modulating current of,

TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
Sound 41.5 Mc/s Vision 45 Mc/s

THURSDAY, MAY 4th.
3, Stanley Holloway in " Eastern Cabaret," with
Browning and Starr and Hari Sin Bey, compere.
3.45, 239th edition of Picture Page.
9, Edward Cooper and Patricia Leonard in
" Order to View," No. 3. 9.45, Gaumont-
British News. 9.55, 24oth edition of Picture
Page. 10.25, News.

FRIDAY, MAY 5th.
3-4.30, " On the Spot," the play by Edgar
Wallace. Cast includes Arthur Gomez, Percy
Parsons and Joan Miller.
9, " London Wall," a play by John van Druten.
Cast includes Lewis Stringer, Barbara Couper
and Nadine March. 10.30, News.

SATURDAY, MAY 6th.
12-12.45, The Departure from London of The
King and Queen on their State Visit to Canada,
the United States, and Newfoundland. Tele-
vision cameras will be situated outside Bucking-
ham Palace and at Waterloo Station.
3, A Gershwin programme by Eric Wild and his
Band. 3.25, Cartoon Film. 3.30, Punch and
Judy show by Frank Worth. 3.40, British
Movietonews. 3.50, " In Our Garden,"-
C. H. Middleton.
9," Eastern Cabaret " (as on Thursday at 3 p.m.)
9.55, Gaumont-British News. 10.5, Wyndham
Goldie in " Five at the George," a ghost play by
Stuart Ready. 10.30, News.

SUNDAY, MAY 7th.
3, Pas Seul.. 3.15, Cartoon Film. 3.20, " Early

Days," Film. 3.30, " Anna Janska, The Bol-
shevik Empress," by George Bernard Shaw.
8.50, News. 9.5, Friends from the -Zoo. 9.20,
Cartoon Film. 9.25-10.50, The. Hungarian
State Ballet from the Adelphi Theatre in " Hun-
garian Rhapsody."

MONDAY, MAY 8th.
3-4.30, " London Wall," (as on Friday at 9 p.m.)

9, Starlight-Peggy Wood. 9.10, Salute to
America," a picture of life across the Atlantic.
9.45, Gaumont-British News. 9.55, Black and
White Boxing Demonstration. 10.15, Bridge
Demonstration by a team of International
Women Players. 10.30, News.

TUESDAY, MAY 9th.
3, Renee Houston and Donald Stewart in
Cabaret, with Charles Harrison and Afrique.
3.40, Gaumont-British News. 3.50, " Looking
for a House." Pearl Binder' describes her trials
with the help of drawings.
9, O.B. from the stage of the Coliseum. 10,
The Right Hon. R. B. Bennett, K.C.-Speaking
Personally. 10.10, " A Game of Cut -Throat,"
a " telecrime." 10.35, News.

WEDNESDAY, MAY loth.
3, " Order to View " (as on Thursday at 9 p.m.).
3.45, Cartoon Film. 3.50, British Movietonews.
9, Talk by Frank Lloyd Wright, the American
architect. 9.10, Starlight-Ivor Moreton and
Dave Kaye. 9.20, Cartoon Film. 9.25, Week
ends in the Country. 9.45, Gaumont-British
News. 9.55, " Castle in Spain," a programme
of dances to music by Albeniz and Granados,
with Sidonie Goossens, harp. 10.30, News.
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say, ioo cycles, is supplied through coils
L, In this instance the local current
must be fed in quadrature to correspond
with the right-angled setting of- the two
aerials.

The local current varies the permeability
of the iron core of the common trans-
former, and so modulates the incoming
signal at that frequency before the latter is
fed in phase to the meter M. Here the
signal current is compared with the locally
generated current, which is also supplied
directly to the meter in order to serve as
a reference. Any difference in phase
between the two currents will then force
the indicator needle. to set itself, in the
manner already explained, so as to indi-
cate the bearing of the distant transmitter.

Electro-Acoustics. By Prof. Erwin Meyer.
117 pages, 84 illustrations, including 24
half -tones. G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.
Price los.

THE title and list of contents (I. Physical
and Physiological Foundations. II.

Electro-Acoustical Measurements.
Microphones and Loud Speakers. IV.
Sound Recording Technique, and Electrical
Music. V. Architectural Acoustics) suggest
that this might be yet another standard text-
book on a subject which, long neglected, is
now reasonably well served by general text-
books for the student.

The contents list is certainly familiar, but
the treatment, while it retains enough well-
known theory to give continuity, makes fre-
quent excursions into those fascinating by-
ways which the originality of Dr. Meyer and
his co-workers at the Institute Schwin-
gungsforschung, Berlin, and other. investiga-
tors in Germany, have Opened up.

There is a strong bias towards experimen-
tal methods and many useful hints for those
engaged in acoustic measurements, par-
ticularly in connection with architectural
acoustics. The principle underlying the
measurement of velocity amplitude in gramo-
phone records by optical methods is ex-
plained in detail, as are the analysis of
sounds of short duration by the Gruzmacher
grating and the Freystadt spectrometer.

On the subject of loud speakers there is
some very useful information concerning
baffles, which suggests that interference pat-
terns may still exist even when the radiation
from the back of the cone is absorbed; also a
comparison of transient measurements at
different parts of the frequency scale.

Electrical musical instruments we dis-
cussed with much interesting data on electri-
cal pianos.

This is altogether a stimulating work and
one which naturally supplements the recog-
nised text -books on acoustics. F. L. D.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 410)

YES, Tony has 'slipped up. As he men-
tions an AC ammeter, presumably the

'mains are AC, and he is wrong in supposing
that watts in an AC circuit are equal to
volts x amps. In an inductive load such as
a refrigerator motor the actual power is only
a fraction of volts x amps, this fraction being
known as the power factor. Supposing the
power factor to be 0.5, the current would be
r.x amp, which would+ produce four times
as much heat in the suppressor coils as the
current. Tony bargained for, because heat
is proportional to the square of the current.
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Modern Insulating Materials
Part IL-CERAMICS; THEIR PROPERTIES AS INSULATORS AND DIELECTRICS

/T is well known that ceramics in the
raw state take the form of a clay,
which can be moulded to shape while
wet, dried without change of shape

(although usually with some shrinkage),
and finally hardened or vitrified by heat-
ing to a very high temperature.

China clay or kaolin is a hydrated com-
pound of alumina and silica. The clay
used for the manufacture of ordinary
porcelain is a fine-grained mixture of this
material with quartz and felspar (which is
a complex compound of potash, alumina
and silica). The felspar acts as a flux by
combining at the high temperature with a
certain proportion of the other materials
to form a glass, which softens at a much
lower temperature than the other con-
stituents and, therefore, serves to bind
them together into a coherent mass. Thus
the final product may be regarded as a
mass of microscopically small crystals
bonded together by thin films of glass.

It is interesting to note that these
materials are the inorganic equivalent of
the organic plastics : the one material con-
sisting of an agglomeration of tiny mineral -
crystals bonded by thin glassy films, and
the other particles of wood or cellulose
fibre bonded by an organic resin. The
analogy even extends to the method of
fabrication, for ceramic components may
be made .by dry dust pressing as well as
by the wet plastic process. Both materials
owe their industrial importance in greater
part to the fact that such moulding pro-
cesses lend themselves so well to mass
production. Large
ceramic compo-
nents can also be
made by a process
of casting.

The importance
of the new ceramics
to the radio in-
dustry is due to the
wide range of their
electrical properties.
It is obvious that
the electric a 1
properties of
ceramics will vary
very considerably
with the nature and
relative proportions
of their crystalline
and glassy com-
ponents. The recent
successes of the
ceramic technologist
in producing
materials which are
so admirably suited
to certain radio applications are due to the
fact that he has succeeded in bonding
certain mineral crystals having the desired
electrical properties with the minimum
quantity of glassy material.

By L. HARTSHORN, D.Sc.

Glasses, except those like fused quartz
which are of very high melting point, are
electrically inferior to these mineral
crystals, and therefore the proportion of
readily fusible glassy component must be
kept small. It is, however, equally im-
portant that the material shall be imper-
vious to water. The whole mass must be
thoroughly bonded or " vitrified," and not
porous. These conditions are evidently to
some extent conflicting, and it is therefore

ONE of the most remarkable
developments in insulating

materials in recent years has been
the increasing use of ceramics in
the radio industry. Not only are
these materials very stable me-

chanically, but they can be blended
to give a wide range of dielectric

properties

perhaps not surprising that nominally the
same ceramic materials vary considerably
in quality. Nevertheless, all the new
materials mark a great advance on
ordinary " electrical porcelain."

The new materials may be divided into
groups according to -their principal cr-S7stal-
line constituent. The first group is the

the main considerations, e.g., for coil
formers. They are mad" from steatite
(soapstone) or talc, both hydrated forms
of magnesium silicate, with a small pro-
portion of, say, kaolin and felspar (a potas-
sium alumino-silicate) to form the glassy
binder. Glasses containing the alkali
metals are of relatively high power factor,
since they contain sodium or potassium
ions which give rise to electrolytic conduc-
tivity. Thus by the use of fluxes other
than felspar the losses may be made even
smaller. Examples of these materials are
" Frequentite," " Calit," and " Calan."
They have a dielectric constant of about
6, and power factors ranging from about
o.00i to 0.002 at frequencies of the order
of to Mc/s.

It should be mentioned that ordinary
electrical porcelain is also made from
steatite, but the proportions of clay and
felspar used in its manufacture are greater
than those in the high -frequency ceramics.
Manufacture is correspondingly easier, but
the power losses are of a higher order.
Steatite materials have also been used for
many years for special experimental work
in which insulation capable of withstand-
ing very high temperatures is required.
For such purposes the material is moulded
approximately to the shape required and
given a preliminary firing, after which it
is strong enough for the final shaping by
turning, drilling, tapping, etc. The corn-

.,

ponent is then fired at a higher tempera-
ture to complete the vitrification.

For certain applications, such as coil
formers used in the

Photo: Courtesy United Insula!or Co., Ltd.

Fig. 4.-Coil formers made from Calit," a ceramic material of the steatite group.

steatite group, in which the principal con-
stituent is magnesium silicate. These
materials are specially valuable where low
dielectric loss (and, of course, great
mechanical strength and permanence) are

construction of con-
st a nt - frequency
oscillators, t h e
smallness of the
thermal coefficient
of expansion is the
main criterion, and
for such work
materials in which
the main crystalline
constituent is
cordierite 2MgO,
2A1,03, 5SiO, have
been found advan-
tageous. These may
be regarded as de-
velopments of the
steatite materials,
in which some of
the steatite is re-
placed by alumina.

A completely
different class of
ceramics is that in
which the principal

constituent is rutile, a crystalline form of
titanium dioxide, which is remarkable for
its very high dielectric constant. It has
been known for thirty years or more that
the dielectric constant of rutile has the very
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modern Insulating Materials-
large value of 170 for fields in the direc-
tion of the axis of the crystal and about
90 in a perpendicular direction, but only
quite recently has it been discovered that
ceramics consisting mainly of rutile can be
commercially produced, and that not only
have they the high dielectric constant of
rutile, but also a fairly low power factor
at radio frequencies. They are, therefore,
specially valuable for the construction of
small fixed condensers. Unlike mica, such
materials require no mechanical protec-

WfiTeMO
W©reild

form a titanate. An example is " Tempa
S." in which the principal crystalline con-
stituent is magnesium titanate. This
material has a dielectric constant -of about
16, and when perfectly dry a power factor
which may be as low as 0.0005 at audio -1
frequencies and o.000i at radio -fre-
quencies. In addition its temperature
coefficient of capacity is almost negligible.

When it is remembered that these re-
markable electrical properties are com-
bined with a very high degree of perman-
ence of linear dimensions and excellent

Photo: Courtesy United Ins! terror Co., Ltd.
Fig. 5.-Condensers made of ceramic material of the rutile group.

tion. It is only necessary to take a small
disc of the material and deposit metal
films on two opposite faces, and the con-,
denser is complete.

The earlier materials of this kind had
dielectric constants varying from 20 to
too according to the proportion of rutile,
but more recently the very high dielectric
constants have been dispensed with in
order to secure certain other properties.
Constancy of capacity with rise of tempera-
ture is obviously of considerable im-
portance, for variations in working tem-
perature are often considerable, and it is
important that these . shall not cause
appreciable changes of capacitance. The
temperature coefficient of capacitance of a
good small air condenser may be no more
than 0.003 per cent. pert deg. C., but
for materials consisting mainly of rutile the
coefficient is negative and amounts to
about 0.07 per cent.

Power Factor at RF and AF

For the steatite materials the coefficient
is positive, so that by using mixtures of
the two kinds, ceramics with a dielectric
constant of about to and a negligibly small
coefficient may be produced. , Another dis-
advantage of the earlier ceramics of the
rutile group was that the power factor, al-
though very low at very high frequencies,
tended to become high at lower fre-
quencies. This disadvantage has been over-
come in rutile ceramics by combining the
titanium dioxide with an alkaline earth to

thermal properties, it will be clear that the
various short-wave components now manu-
factured from these materials constitute a
great advance on previous practice. There
is, however, still one fly in the ointment,
and that is that all the ceramics have an
affinity for water. They may be no more
porous than glass when properly vitrified,
but they appear to have the power of ab-
sorbing an appreciable amount of water
from the atmosphere. This doe not greatly
affect their properties at very short wave-
lengths, but is apt to be serious at the
lower frequencies. In practice steps are
taken to ensure that as far as possible the
materials are used in the dry condition.
Thus small condensers are almost invari-
ably protected by a coating of some kind
of varnish after drying.

Probably a great part of the moisture
is held by the material in the form of a
surface film, and it is therefore very im-
portant that the surface should be kept
clean and not handled, for dirty water has
a much greater conductivity than clean
water. A few dirty finger -marks on the
surface of the ceramic insulator of a
standard laboratory condenser will often
cause a serious deterioration of its proper-
ties, especially at the lower frequencies.
The same is true of fused silica. If the
ceramic industry is able to overcome this
disadvantage it will probably be able to
supply us with the ideal insulating
material.

Meanwhile the polystyrene resins hold a
decided advantage on this particular point.
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Not that these two groups of materials are
to be regarded as merely competitors. The
flexibility of the resins is as valuable in its
own way as the rigidity of the ceramics,
and all radio experimenters will find many
uses for both classes of material.

CLUB NEWS
Aldershot and District Radio Society
Headquarters: 41, Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. H. Atthill, " Ardvarney," College Road,

Farnham, Surrey.
The first general meeting of the society, held on

April 6th, opened with a junk sale. Morse practice is
held at each meeting, and, in addition, certain trans-
mitting members are 'giving slow worse " over the air "
at stated times. The club hopes to arrange a visit to
the local telephone exchange and a visit to view the
apparatus at the local cinema. A field day is also to
be held.

The next meeting will be held in the first week of
May.

Bethnal Green Radio Club
Headquarters: The Institute, 224, Bethnal Green Road,

Bethnal Green, London, E.2.
Meetings: Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. L. Bard, The Institute, 224, Bethnal

Green Road, Bethnal Green, London, E.2.
The club devotes its Tuesday meetings to the

theoretical side of radio engineering. Lectures are
usually accompanied by a demonstration of apparatus.
Thursday evenings are given over to practical construc-
tional work. A morse class is also held on Thursday
evenings.

This club is additional to those given in the directory
of wireless societies, published in The Wireless World
of April 6th.

International Short-wave Club
Headquarters: R.A.C.S. Hall, Cavendish Grove, Wands-

worth Road, London, S.W.S.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. A. E. Bear, 100, Adams Gardens Estate,

London, S.E.16.
 On April 21st Mr. M. Raymond gave a lecture and
demonstration arranged by Baird Television, Ltd., a
Baird Type T18 model being used for the purpose.

The society has erected a 50ft. mast on the roof of
its headquarters. The mast is a wooden structure,

The new aerial system installed at the head-
quarters of the International Short-wave Club

(London Chapter).

and provision is made for a television dipole and also
for short-wave reception and transmission. Experi-
ments in transmitting are at present being carried out
on a dummy aerial circuit (call sign 2CLR) prior to
going on the air.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
ECONOMISING IN METAL

New Methods of Set Construction
THE full effect of the German

Four -Year Plan and the
order to economise in the use of
metals which have to be im-
ported from foreign countries
will be felt for the first time when
next season's receivers are put on
the German market.

One hundred and thirty metric
tons of iron will be saved on
every hundred thousand sets
manufactured by the introduc-
tion of a new type of vertical
presspahn chassis and some
twenty-eight metric tons by the
replacement of the iron loud-
speaker cradle by one of wood.

Until now, twenty - five
grammes of precious metal were
required for superhet wave -
change switch contacts, but in
future only six grammes will be
used. Instead of fitting small
alloy rivets to the bronze
contact spring of wavechange
switches an ultra -thin coating is
pressed on to it, and flat and
pointed contacts are produced by
simply pressing out part of the
strip. Further to save metal
the thickness of the covering has
been reduced from 0.04 mm. -to
o.or mm. without, it is stated
officially, ill-effects on the life of
the switch !

As tin has to be imported, the
amount used is to be reduced to
a minimum by employing the
welding process instead of solder-
ing in all cases where this is pos-
sible, and also, by decreasing the
percentage of tin in the solder to
forty. The introduction of a
new method of making coil cans
by the cold -spray method will
result in a saving of 74 per cent.
in imported metals.

Further saving is effected by
the use of artificial silk covered
Litz and by substituting home-
grown flax thread in the place of
the cotton used for tying the
ends of the coils.

It is stated in the official report
that the changes will in no way
lower the quality of receivers.

EMPIRE DAY PROGRAMME
MESSAGES of loyalty and

devotion to the Crown from
all parts of the United King-
dom will be heard on Empire
Day, May 24th, in the pro-
gramme arranged by the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation,
beginning at 7.15 p.m., B.S.T.,
and concluding with the voice
of the King speaking from
Winnipeg at 8 p.m.

The honour of supplying a
contribution in the name of
England rests with a boy from
the training ship H.M.S.
Conway.

RADIOLYMPIA, 1939
Some Features : Televiewers' Corridor, Technical Section, Model

Factory and Television Equipped Amphitheatre
THE chairman of the. Radio

Manufacturers' Association
Exhibition Committee, Lt. -Col.
G. D. Ozanne, outlined in a mes-
sage to overseas buyers the main
features of this year's Radio
Exhibition, which is to be held
at Olympia from August 23rd to
September znd. It would ap-
pear that the Show is to surpass
all others, for, he says : " It will
reflect the predominant position
which radio, after seventeen
years of existence, has won for
itself in the life of the nation and
the individual.''

Every effort is being made to
bring before the public the ad-
vantages of 1940 receivers, and
to impress upon listeners through-
out Great Britain, what they are

to know that a technical section
is being incorporated this year.

Last year's decision to drop
the Radiolympia Theatre has
been reversed, and what is to be
known as the Amphitheatre
equipped with television cameras
will be built. It will be possible
to relay shows given on the stage
to television receivers on the
stands as well as to a " tele-
viewers' corridor."

A complete model factory,
with moving conveyor showing
the assembly and testing of re-
ceivers, is proposed for erection
in the annexe. With the object
of showing the part played by
wireless in the Services, special
features are being arranged by
the Royal Navy, the Army and

LEARNING MORSE
Two Methods of Study

MANY readers have written
asking how they can learn

morse in the minimum of time in
order to fit themselves for the
various defence services for
which this knowledge is required.
There is, of course, no royal road
to acquiring this knowledge, and
it is solely a matter of steady and
consistent practice, but much
time can be saved by adopting
the correct methods.

Much help in this direction can
be obtained by a study of the.
recently published handbook
" Learning Morse," and by con-
structing the morse practice set
described therein. It cannot be
too strongly emphasised that
skilled operating is largely a
question of knowing, and in -

SYMBOLIC FEATURES of the Exhibition, at the east and west ends of the main hall, will be reproductions
of part of Alexandra Palace, complete with replica of the television aerial, and Broadcasting House.

missing by using old and obsolete
receivers. Readers of The
Wireless World will be pleased

the R.A.F. A cinema, showing
films of wireless interest, will be
erected in the smaller hall.

C.B.S. TELEVISION
B.B.C. Adviser Sails

MR. GILBERT SELDES,
Television Director of the

Columbia Broadcasting System,
and Mr. D. H. Munro, B.B.C.
Television Productions Mana-
ger, sail for New York on the
s.s. Georgic to -day.

Mr. Seldes has been in Lon-
don since April 26th making a
brief study of television produc-
tion technique at Alexandra
Palace, and Mr. Munro, as pre-
viously stated, is being lent to
the C.B.S. for the purpose of
assisting in the setting. up of a
New York " Alexandra Palace."

Speaking in New York re-
cently on British television and

for New York To -day
the arrangement whereby advice
should be sought from the
B.B.C., Mr. Seldes said:

" Munro is ranked among the
world's foremost authorities in
the ,field of television. Our
joint observations and discus-
sions will help us to find the
methods which will prove useful
and applicable to our American
production and audience. Eng-
land is far advanced in the
matter of television production
technique, but each country
must develop its own methods,
material and style of production.
It is only background technique
which remains universal."

stantly recognising, the rhythm
associated with each letter. In
the handbook, aids to memoris-
ing the code are so devised that
the learner is automatically
guided along the right path.
" Learning Morse " is issued by
the publishers of The Wireless
World, and costs 6d. (by post
7d.).

The best method of acquiring
proficiency is, naturally, to enlist
the services of somebody who is
already a proficient telegraphist,
but this can seldom be done. It
is not always convenient for two
learners to get together for
mutual assistance, although this
should be done if possible. The
lone learner can, however, do
much by himself with the aid of
a morse practice set.

Another ,useful aid to learning
the code is the gramophone. A
set of three instructional record-
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News of the Week-
ings have been prepared by Mr.
C. E. Masters, who is an In-
structor of Signals to the R.A.F.
Volunteer Reserve. These
records contain messages at a
speed as low as two words per
minute and ranging up to 3o
words per minute. The records
cost 2s. 6d. each, or 7s. for
the set of three, and can be
obtained from Mr. Masters at
Orchard House, Finchampstead
Road, Wokingham, Berks.

B.B.C. REVENUE
Statement in the House of Commons
THE Assistant Postmaster -

General,' Sir Walter Womers-
ley, replied non-committally in
the House of Commons last
week to a suggestion that the
B.B.C. should receive the whole
of the revenue from wireless
licences.

He said that from the total of
L36,000,000 derived from receiv-
ing licences since the inception
of the broadcasting service, the
Post Office had retained about
L4,000,000 to cover its expenses,
the B.B.C. had been paid about

22,3oco,000, and the Exchequer
had retained about L9,7oo,0oo.

Under present arrangements
the amount accruing to the
Corporation to cover all broad-
cast services represented about
81 per cent. of the total licence
receipts, while the Post Office
retained 9 per cent. for its ex-
penses and the Exchequer
received approximately so per
cent.

NORWEGIAN STATIONS
Geographical Considerations
WITH the recent addition of

two new roo-kW Regional
transmitters, the Norwegian
state broadcasting organisation,
Norsk Rikskringkasting, now
controls a network of seventeen
stations with an aggregate aerial
power of 36o kW. Fourteen of
these stations have been erected
since 1933, when the broadcast-
ing organisation was taken over
by the State.

The comparatively large num-
ber of broadcasting stations in
Norway is necessitated by the
shape and nature of the country,
which has also necessitated the
extensive use of wire links, and
the technical staff of the Norsk
Rikskringkasting has become
expert in long-distance line
transmission. The longest HF
cable is 2,16o km (1,35o miles),
which relays the programme
from Oslo to Vadso in North
Norway.

The new 5 -kW short-wave
transmitter at Jeloy has, since
May 1st and until further
notice, ceased normal broadcast-
ing, as it will be required for
telegraphic purposes during the
summer. Its place is being
taken by the former 1 -kW
station at Jeloy.

Wflmlligoo
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GERMAN AMATEURS
Licensing Regulations

THE position of German
amateur transmitters has

now been defined by the intro-
duction of a new law. Any full
German citizen may now apply
for a transmitting licence pro-
vided he is over eighteen, a
member of the official amateur
organisation and that the police
give their permission. He will,
of course, have to pass a techni-
cal examination.

So far as listening is con-
cerned the amateur is limited to
broadcasting and amateur trans-
missions. Should an operator
hear other services, he must
keep the very existence of these
services secret.

Transmission is restricted to
telegraphy, and the maximum
aerial power is 5o watts, except

in special cases, where roc) watts
is permitted. Amateurs are
allowed to transmit within the
following bands : 3.5-3.6, 7-7.3,
14-14.4 and 28-30 Mc /s.

The cost of a transmitting
licence is the same as that of the
receiving licence, Rm.2 per
month, which licence also per-
mits the use of any receivers
belonging to the transmitter.

The operation or even the
mere possession of a secret un-
licensed transmitter renders the
culprit liable to fifteen years'
penal servitude. If the station
is operated seditiously against
the Party it is a crime of high
treason, which is punishable by
the death penalty or a long
term of imprisonment accord-
ing to the degree of malice.

THIS KNAPSACK
TRANSMITTER was
used for the first
time in a B.B.C.
transmission during
the English Amateur
Golf Championship
at Birkdale last
Saturday. The equip-
ment enables a com-
mentator to move
freely about at a
sports meeting or in
the street, while the
low -power radiations
from the portable
transmitter are
picked up by an
O.B. van parked in

the vicinity.

TELEVISION SOUND
Audio -Frequency Equipment at Alexandra Palace

SOME interesting information
about the sound accompani-

ment to television was disclosed
in a paper by Messrs. Turnbull
and Clark (Electric and Musical
Industries, Ltd.), which was dis-
cussed last night at the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers.

It goes without saying that
full advantage has been taken of
the high carrier frequency to
extend the range of audio -
frequency response (the overall
characteristic of the system is
flat within ± 2 db from 4o to
to,coo cycles) but in the
authors' opinion it is the ex-
tremely low harmonic distortion,
particularly at the low -frequency
end of the scale, which is the
foundation of the superior sound
quality from Alexandra Palace.
Over the complete programme
channel under normal working
conditions the third harmonic at
40 c /s is only o.66 per cent. and
at Loop cycles, less than 0.15
percent. This has been accomp-
lished by the extensive use of
triodes with high anode loads
and negative feed -back in the
amplifiers.

The microphones used are of
the pressure and velocity types.

The former is the well-known
E.M.I. moving -coil microphone
with balsa wood diaphragm.
The velocity microphone is a
comparatively new design with
a stretched, uncorrugated ribbon
about r inch long and 0.00005
inch thick.

The intensity of the radio -
frequency field surrounding the
audio apparatus at A.P. has
brought its own problems which
have been solved by individual
screening of all early stages in
amplifiers and the inclusion of
separate tuned RF filters in the
heater, cathode, grid and anode
leads of each valve.

EUROPEAN LISTENERS
Saturation Point Approaches

STATISTICS issued by the
International Broadcasting

Union show that although the -

number of European regis-
tered licensees, now totalling
35, x3o,000, shows a substantial
expansion, it is noticeable that
the percentage rate of increase
over the whole continent is
slackening with the approach of
saturation point.

On the accepted basis of three
and a half listeners to each set,
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the potential audience reaches
nearly 123,000,000,

The following summary pub-
lished in The Birmingham Post
indicates the percentage rate of
approximate increase in those
countries where pronounced ad-
vances have been made in
listening during the past year :

Poland 18 per cent.
Greece 30 per cent.
Lithuania 31 per cent.
Estonia 35 per cent.
Bulgaria 37 per cent.

Due to the inauguration of a
new high-powered station at
Ankara, the number of wireless
licence holders in Turkey has
been more than doubled during
the year. Germany's estimated
total, including Czecho-Slovakia,
is 12,300,000. Italy by the
annexation of Albania is not
expected to derive more than
2,000 additional listeners-bring-
ing her total to over a million.

The total number of wireless
licences in force in Great Britain
and France is now 8,968,600 and
4,957,886 respectively.

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
Sound System in the British Pavilion
AMONG the features of the

British Pavilion at the
World's Fair, which opened in
New York last Sunday, will be
the showing of films portraying
conditions and life in England.
The Department of Overseas
Trade, who were responsible for
the British PaVilion, have in-
stalled sound and picture pro-
jection apparatus manufactured
by British Thomson -Houston.

The B.T.H. sound system
uses soundheads which incor-
porate a drive, hitherto used
only on recording cameras, in
which the film is passed round
a drum driven by electro-
magnetic means to ensure as
smooth propulsion as possible,
the minimum of film wear and
constancy of film path at the
point where the track is
scanned by the optical system.
Another feature is that the
sound amplifier includes auto-
matic volume expansion.

MAKING COMPLETE BROAD-
CASTERS

EVERY senior member- of the
B.B.C. staff is being given

an opportunity to become a
technician. The summer course
of the Staff Training Depart-
ment includes certain lectures
which can be attended by Cor-
poration officials whether or not
they are undergoing the course.

The technical lectures coming
within this category give a com-
plete survey of the essentials of
radio transmission, ranging
from elementary electricity and
magnetism to the functions of a
modern transmitter. Micro-
phones, studio acoustics, mix-
ing and control units, recording,
television and short- and
medium -wave transmission are
all made the subjects of lectures.
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214 METRES
Wavelength for a Hypothetical

Station
HAVING secured a share

- in the wavelength of 214
metres for the hypothetical
relay transmitter at Norwich,
the B.B.C. is not likely to leave
the wavelength vacant. The
new Montreux. Plan comes into
operation on March 4th, 194o,
and after that date the 214 -
metre wavelength will be a
plum ripe for picking by any
predatory transmitter in search
of a niche in the ether, for the
remaining stations sharing this
wavelength are all very low
powered.

If the Norwich relay cannot
be completed by then, there is
a distinct possibility that the
wavelength will be temporarily
adopted by another British
transmitter. Nearby European
stations will find the " number
engaged."

HOW A VALVE WORKS

A Novelty at the World's Fair

TO show visitors to the New
York World's Fair what

goes on inside a triode valve and
the effect of a magnetic field on
a stream of electrons flowing
through a vacuum, the engi-
neers of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Com-
pany have built a triode
27 inches high and 7 inches in
diameter. It is similar to a
standard radio valve except that
it has a filament and a grid on
each side of the anode so that
the action of the electrons is
visible from both sides.

The surface of the anode is
coated with a fluorescent
material so that wherever elec-
trons impinge on the anode a
green colour shows. By
changing the negative
biasing of the grid the
stream of electrons to
the anode can be varied
from zero to the maxi-
mum of which the valve
is capable.

By placing a perma-
nent magnet near the
v a 1 v e the electron
stream can be deflected,
thereby showing t h e
effect of the magnetic
field on the stream.

The circuit used is
similar to that in an
ordinary AF amplifier,
AC at sixty cycles
being applied to the
grid. The valve output
is connected to a loud
speaker and the volume
corresponds to the area
of the green glow on the
anode of the valve.

OUTSIZE IN RECEIV-
ING VALVES, built to
show visitors to the
World's Fair how the

electrons move.

NrInshog
Womild

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

New Empire Telegraph Service
A FURTHER stage in the pro-

gressive policy of Cable and
Wireless for cheapening Imperial
communications was introduced
last Monday, when a new service
)f Empire social telegrams was in-
augurated. It is now possible to
exchange such telegrams within
most parts of the British Empire
at a flat rate of 5s. for twelve
words, plus 5d. for each addi-
tional word. To mark the inaugu-
ration of the service, telegrams
were despatched free on the open-
ing day, May 1st.

News from China
WE are still open to receive, for

forwarding to China, reception re-
ports of the Chinese Central
Broadcasting Administration's
station at Chungking, Szechwan.
This 35 -kW Marconi station,
which transmits under the call -
sign XGOY on 25.21 metres
(11.9 Mc /s) from 10.3o a.m.-4.30
p.m. and from 9.30-11.20 p.m.
G.M.T., is also radiating a trans-
mission from an aerial directed on
North America on 16.85 metres
(17.8 Mc /s) from. 2 to 3.30 a.m.
under the call -sign XGOX. News
is now. broadcast in English four
times during the day at 2.50 and
11.20 a.m. and 2 and 10.5o p.m.
G.M.T.

Licence Free
THE Danish State Broadcasting

Organisation has issued an order
which exempts foreign visitors
from holding a Danish radio
licence to cover the use of port-
able wireless sets or permanently
installed receivers in motor cars or
yachts.

Increase of Power
WHILE the Finnish medium -

wave transmitter at Viborg is
having its aerial power increased
from ro to 20 kW, a stand-by
transmitter of r kW is operating
in its place.

Producing an Electric Charge
SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, D.SC.,

F.R.S., the ninety -year -old lathe'
of the thermionic valve, read his
thirty-seventh paper to the mem-
bers of the Physical Society last
Friday. It dealt with a new method
of creating electrification by silica
powder falling on a perforated
metal sheet, whereby the metal be-
comes electrified positively and the
insulating powder negatively.

Swiss SW Link
WITH the inauguration of a new

shOrt-wave station Switzerland
now has direct communication
with the U.S.A. Hitherto she
has been dependent upon relaying
facilities via England.

South African Ground Stations
A FURTHER five aerodromes,

bringing the total to twenty, are
to be equipped by the South
African Post Office with " Stan-
dard " transmitting, stand-by and
DF stations. The transmitters
are combined short- and medium -
wave sets having outputs of 250
watts for telegraphy and 8o watts
for carrier telephony. The
change -over between four pre-set
wavelengths is easily effected.
The DF equipment in each case is
a Standard Adcock Type R.4
direction finder with goniometer
and receiver installed some Goo
feet from the aerials.

Import Restrictions
IN accordance with an order

issued by the Norwegian Depart-
ment of Commerce, no complete
wireless receiver or components of
foreign makes may be imported
without a special licence. This
order does not apply to single loud
speakers.

Change of Wavelength
BoDo, the Norwegian long -

wave transmitter, has changed its
wavelength to 1,186 metres and
Kristianssand has changed to
476.9 metres.

DF Lightship
THE lightship Abertay, recently

launched for the Dundee Harbour
Trustees, will be equipped with
Marconi wireless telephone equip-
ment for ship -to -shore com-
munication, and a Marconi radio
beacon transmitter.

Navigational Science
A PRIZE of X25 is offered by the

Council of the Royal Society of
Arts to any person who may bring
to their notice an invention,
publication, diagram, etc., which,
in the opinion of the judges, is
considered to be an advancement
in the science or practice of navi-
gation, proposed or invented by
himSelf between January 1st,
1934, and December 31st, 1939.
This prize is offered under the
Thomas, Gray Memorial Trust,
which was established as a
memorial to Thomas Gray, C.B.,
who was for many years assistant
secretary to the Board of Trade
(Marine Department). The ob-
jects of the trust are " The ad-
vancement of the science of navi-
gation and the scientific and edu-
cational interests of the British
Mercantile Marine."

The Australian Trend
THERE are x,roo,000 wireless

sets in use in Australia and nearly
65o,000  telephones for a popula-
tion of fewer than 7,000,000..
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Radio Relays
ACCORDING to a report issued by

the Finnish Post Office relay
systems appear to be unpopular
in that.country. The total num-
ber of subscribers to the system
amounts to only 970.

HER MASTER'S VOICE (with
apologies to H.M.V.). Zoe, an
A Is a ti a n belonging to the
Alexandria (Sydney) police force,
has been trained to act upon the
wirelessed commands of her
master which are conveyed to
her by a small receiving set

strapped to her back.

Legal Actions Broadcast : A New
Method

THE B.B.C. is watching with
interest an experiment now being
carried out at Poste Parisien. Im-
portant trials are being broadcast,
not direct from the police courts,
but by reconstructions in the
studio. Skilled reporters provide
verbatim accounts of the trials
and the " parts " of prosecutor,
defendant and witnesses are taken
by actors at the microphone.

Conversazione to I.E.E.Overseas
Members

A CONVERSAZIONE and reunion
of members of the I.E.E. from
overseas is being arranged to take
place in the Institution building,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.z, on
Tuesday evening, June 13th.
Members from overseas who will
then be in England and would like
to be present are asked to com-
municate with the secretary imme-
diately on their arrival in England.

By Any Other Name . . . .

" MIKE " has long been the
recognised abbreviation for micro-
phone. In America the television
camera is known as an " Ike "
(Iconoscope).

Shocks for " Mikes " and " Ikes " ?
MR. S. C. H. DAvis, of our

sister -journal, The Autocar, is
lending his ancient Leon Bollee
car, of 1898 vintage, for the tele-
vision O.B. from the Crystal
Palace race -track on May 19th.
Precautions will be taken to shield
the microphones w h i l e t h e
veteran vehicles are being started
up. Emitron cameras have also
to be protected against sudden
shocks.
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Test Report

MURPHY A56V
Television Receiver (15 Valves + 3 Rectifiers) for Alexandra
Palace Sound and Vision Only Price £30

/T is safe to say that the majority of
prospective viewers already possess
a good broadcast receiver, and if
they have grown to know its little

tricks of tuning and tone control and are
satisfied with its quality of reproduction,
they may not like the idea of having to
accept a new instrument as make -weight
in the new television set.

The Murphy A56V is as much a self-
contained receiver as television is a self-
contained service, and it can, if required,
be installed in a different room from the
existing broadcast set so that the two can
be used simultaneously.

Murphy Radio have already had ex-
perience of building a television receiver
(the A42V) without restriction as to cost.
Most of the economies they have effected
in the A56V are the result of the better
valves which are now available and of
the acceptance of a slightly smaller pic-
ture size.

Circuit. -The di -pole aerial feeder is
tapped directly into the tuned aerial cir-

sary. The makers, through their service
agents, are able to fit an accessory with
the required attenuation when the receiver
is installed.

Tuning is effected by varying the oscil-
lator frequency. The triode section of the
frequency -changer is arranged as a Col-
pitts circuit with inductance tuning by
means of an adjustable metal plunger.
The normaL oscillator frequency is 40.75
Mc/ s, giving intermediate frequencies for
sound and vision of 750 kc / s and 4.25
Mc / s respectively.

The sound receiver is similar in general
design to that of the A46 broadcast re-
ceiver, but has a wider bandwidth in the
IF stage to take advantage of the good
quality available from Alexandra Palace
and to allow for a possible drift in the oscil-
lator frequency. The double -diode -triode
second detector supplies undelayed AVC
to the IF valve and also acts as first AF
stage before the output tetrode. Negative
feed -back is incorporated in this stage.

Three stages of IF amplification are
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The adjusting screw for varying the induc-
tance of the oscillator circuit is fitted with a
tongue working in a slot which limits the

movement to about three turns.

break -through of the sound channel may
be experienced. A diode rectifier follows
the vision IF amplifier and feeds the
single -stage vision amplifier, the anode of
which is connected directly to the control
grid of the cathode-ray tube. This en-
sures that the DC component will be re-
tained under all conditions. The bright-
ness control takes the form of a potentio-
meter in the cathode circuit of the cathode-
ray tube.

Segregation of the synchronising im-
pulses is effected by a double -diode valve
fed from the cathode circuit of the vision
amplifying stage.

Saw-toothed currents for the magnetic

SP91 ACTHI

F AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY
CHANGER

SOUND

VPII HL4IDD AC5 PEN

IF AMPLIFIER

750 kc

t

SIGNAL RECTIFIER

Ist AF AMPLIFIER

AVC RECTIFIER

SP4I SP1I

OUTPUT
STAGE

SPEAKER
FIELD

gift

AC MAINS/\
1U 21 TWO UU9's

POWER
RECTIFIERS

SP4I IDI SP9I

SOUND AND VISION
/si IF 2nd IF VISION

AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER 1dIFAMPLIFIER RECTIFIER FREQUENCY

1.25 Mch
AMPLIFIER

VISION

cuit preceding the single stage of RF am-
plification, which is transformer -coupled
to the frequency -changer. The inherent
damping in the tuned circuits associated
with the RF stage is sufficient to cover
both sound and vision signals without
tuning. There is a pre-set gain control
for areas of medium signal strength con-
sisting of a variable cathode bias resist-
ance. In areas of strong signal strength
this is hardly sufficient to prevent 'the
formation of a vertical pattern on the
picture due to cross -modulation between
sound and vision channels, and an addi-
tional input attenuator becomes neces-

Schematic diagram
of the Murphy A56V
showing main sub-
divisions of the

circuit.

SYNC
SEPARATOR

DD 91

CATHODE RAY TUBE

CRM 91

LINE

1-91 AC5 PEN

TIME EASES

T9I AC6 PEN
FRAME

used in the vision receiver with a gain
(contrast) control consisting of a variable
cathode resistance in the first two stages.
A tuned filter is connected in the cathode
circuit of the first stage to introduce nega-
tive feed -back at the frequency at which

deflection of both line and frame time
bases are generated by gas -filled triodes
in conjunction with tetrode power ampli-
fiers. An interesting method of ensuring
linearity in the working stroke of the time
bases has been devised and is dealt with
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Murphy A56V-
in " Television Topics " in another part of
this issue.

The power consumption of any tele-
vision set is considerably greater than that
of a broadcast receiver, and in this case
two rectifiers with strapped anodes are
used for full -wave rectification of the main
power supply. After one stage of smooth-
ing the current divides, one branch going
through the loud -speaker field for extra
smoothing, to the sound and vision re-
ceivers, the other through the focusing
coil to the time bases.
Suitable decoupling is
provided to prevent
interaction between
the various circuits.

High tension of
4,700 volts for the
anode of the cathode-
ray tube is derived
from a separate mains
transformer and a
half - wave rectifier
valve with a cathode
of large heat capacity
to delay the applica-
tion of the HT volt-
age until the remain-
ing circuits have
warmed up. To pre-
vent damage to the
screen after the set
has been switched off
and while a charge
remains the HT
reservoir condenser,
the mains switch is
provided with con-
tacts which increase
the cathode bias re-.
sistance of the tube to
limit the beam cur-
rent. Once the set
has been switched off
it should not be
switched on again
until the HT rectifier

Principal controls of
the Murphy A56V and
view with chassis
lowered into the hori-
zontal position to
show arrangement of
valves and mounting
of the cathode - ray

tube.

range. The line and frame synchronising
controls are not critical, and once set re-
quire no further attention.

Focusing is sharp and uniform up to
the edges of the picture. The focusing
control required much less attention than
was expected in view of the fact that it is
magnetic. By the time the valves had
warmed up and the synchronising con-
trols had been properly adjusted, the
focusing coil current was sufficiently stable
to hold its setting for the remainder of
the transmission period.
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too wide or too narrow. Normally a pic-
ture size of 72in. by 6in. is obtained, and
this is an admirable compromise for the
range of viewing distances and the number
of the audience which can be comfortably
accommodated in the average living -room.

Constructional Details.-The end of
the tube is framed in a moulded black
rubber mask which is fitted over the tube
itself. The chassis as a whole is hinged
and in its normal position all components
under the base are readily accessible. By
removing two screws the chassis may he
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cathode has had a reasonable chance to
cool down.

Performance.-The instrument was
tested at a distance of six miles from
Alexandra Palace on a di -pole aerial
erected well clear of surrounding build-
ings. The signal strength was above the
optimum for satisfactory operation and
the makers supplied an input attenuator
to eliminate the cross -modulation between
the sound and vision signals.

We were very much impressed by the
reserve of brightness in the picture, which
enabled it to be viewed in comfort in day-
light. The contrast control was well able
to cope with the corresponding adjustment
required of it, and all the controls of the
instrument are notable for their wide

Definition is excellent and the breaking
up of the lines into closely spaced dots
due to some break through of the vision
intermediate frequency is not at all
objectionable and gives the effect of a half-
tone reproduction.

A loin. moving -coil loud speaker of the
type used in the Murphy A38 receiver is
employed in the sound channel and quite
easily reveals the superior quality asso-
ciated with transmissions from the Alex-
andra Palace studios.

There are rather more than the usual
number of tappings on the mains trans-
former as the set is more sensitive to
changes of HT volts than an ordinary
broadcasts receiver. Errors of adjust-
ment may be suspected if the picture is

lowered into a horizontal position - for
valve or tube inspection.

The cathode-ray tube passes through a
hole in the chassis and the wiring of
vision frequency and time base circuits is
thereby reduced to a minimum. This
method of construction enables a very
compact cabinet to be designed as well as
facilitating adjustment and servicing. All
connections to the chassis, including those
to the controls on the side of the cabinet,
are flexible, and it is possible to work the
set in the horizontal position.

Summary.-The A56V very happily
fills the gap between the larger and more
expensive combined television and radio
receivers and the cheap table models with
small tubes. In size, brightness and
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Murphy A56V-
quality the picture is much nearer the per-
formance of the former than the latter
class of instrument. The controls are as
easy to work as they are simple in appear-

WopIld
WhAsez

ance. In relation to the circuit specifica-
tion, the quality of components and the
performance, the price is very reasonable,
and appears to have been fixed in advance
for future quantity production.

AIRCRAFT WIRELESS
Keeping Pace with Modern

IN the days before broadcasting com-
menced, and in the early days of
broadcasting itself, we were accus-
tomed to listen for aircraft wireless

mainly on a wavelength of goo metres, but
as in other spheres of wireless communica-
tion, aircraft has now " gone short wave."
The necessity for long-distance communica-
tion is partly responsible for this, but there
are other conditions peculiar to flying
which have played an important part in
the matter. These points and also a great
deal of other interesting data concerning
problems which beset the designer of air-
craft wireless were discussed in a paper
recently read before the Institution of
Electrical Engineers by N. F. S. Hecht.

At one time the only aerial known
aboard an aeroplane was the long trailing
wire, usually of some zoo or 3ooft. in
length. There were always certain diffi-
culties connected with this device, but
none of an insuperable nature until really
high-speed aircraft were developed. The
result of speed was that the aerial was
trailed almost completely horizontally
instead of taking up the familiar down-
ward curve. It thus lost practically all
its vertical component, this resulting in a
very serious reduction of range ; in addi-
tion it became very liable to foul the air-
craft structure.

The Aerial Problem

The above difficulties led designers
to consider the question of fixed aerials
stretched over or under the fuselage. As
the latter formed the wireless counterpoise
or earth, the effective height of the aerial
was very restricted, being less than two
feet in the case of small aircraft. The use
of long and medium waves, therefore, be-
came no longer possible with any degree
of efficiency, although it should be men-
tioned that they are still employed to some
extent and in certain circumstances by
large aircraft and flying boats. In such
aircraft medium waves are used up to
about 30o miles, short waves being em-
ployed at greater distances, and it is quite
a common arrangement for a trailing aerial
to be employed for the short distance
medium wave transmissions, a change
being made to a fixed aerial for long-
distance SW work.

In recent years the practice has been
adopted of using dipoles connected
through the usual matching transformers
and transmission line. Frequently arrange-
ments are made to use this type of aerial
on medium waves by connecting the di -

Aeronautical Developments

poles so that they act as the two limbs of
a T aerial. Aircraft aerials are subject to
a great deal of vibration and, in addition,
at high altitudes are liable to ice -forma-
tion. Both these factors are liable to
cause breakages, and special measures are
taken to counteract them. Ice -formation
on insulators is another enemy to efficient
wireless communication which has had to
be tackled by designing protective cowls
for these components, and by other
measures.

Another serious effect of aerial vibra-
tion, apart from mechanical strain, is that,
in the case of short-wave CW working,
excessive frequency wobble is produced.
Although mechanical measures such as
shock absorbers were sufficient to relieve
the ordinary physical strain, no great im-
provement in the matter of frequency
wobble was brought about until self -oscil-
lators and direct aerial coupling were
abandoned in favour of the master -oscil-
lator system, which designers, at one time,
showed a great reluctance to adopt in view
of the necessity of keeping down bulk and
weight.

Interference Elimination

Noise is one of the bugbears of the air,
and considerable research has been
directed towards producing suitable de-
signs of helmets containing microphones
and earpieces. It is necessary that the
helmets should be efficient for their pur-
pose without bringing in their train other
troubles not directly connected with wire-
less. Perhaps some idea of the difficulties
that have had to be overcome will be had
when it is stated that in certain aircraft
the noise level at the operator's unprotected
ear reaches a value of 135 phons or one
million times that observed in the carriage
of an express train. Some difficulty was
experienced in preventing the microphone
picking up and transmitting aeroplane
noise along with speech. This was tackled
by arranging to restrict the audio -fre-
quency range to as great an extent as pos-
sible compatible with speech intelligi-
bility. Actually it was found that if fre-
quencies below 700 c s and above 2,500
c /s were eliminated, speech intelligibility
was still maintained satisfactorily and the
transmission of unwanted noises greatly
reduced.

With regard to purely electrical noise
generated in the aircraft itself, it need
hardly be said that all the well-known
anti -interference measures are extensively
used. Among the electrical noises pecu-
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liar to aircraft are those due to the exist-
ence of bad electrical contact between
rubbing parts such as cross -over points
in straining wires, and such -like. In some
cases the cure has been effected by careful
bonding although, in the case of the wires
already mentioned, insulating acorns have
had to be used to keep them permanently
apart.

Another point of interest is the provision
of soft -iron cases for headphones in order
to prevent interference with the magnetic
compass. Prior to the adoption of soft
iron, deviations up to about zo deg., with
the headphones at a distance of r8in., were
experienced. Soft iron cases reduced

" this to r deg. at 6in. The soft iron cases
are moulded into an insulated covering to
prevent the wearer receiving a shock
through some accidental connection with
high voltage circuits, and for the same
reason a mica disc is placed over the iron
diaphragm.

Fare Precautions

Fire is an ever-present danger in air-
craft, and remarkable care is taken to use
adequately insulated cables and com-
ponents, and to carry out very careful
bonding. The accumulator circuits have
been found to be the most likely source
of fire owing to excessive surface leakage
over acid -splashed areas, and much pro-
tective work has been done by the provi-
sion of unspillable and splash -proof
accumulators and by fitting insulating
separators between the latter and the con-
taining crates. Lightning is, contrary to
popular opinion, comparatively innocuous,
and it has been found that little need be
done beyond a careful " earthing " of the
aerial when in a storm area.

Lowered atmospheric pressure at high
altitudes is a frequent cause of trouble due
to corona losses over the surfaces of insu-
lators and at sharp points. Long leakage
surfaces and the avoidance, as far as pos-
sible, of excessively sharp points are the
remedies adopted. The lowered tempera-
ture of the upper atmosphere can, how-
ever, cause serious frequency drift due to
contraction of certain components. Trans-
mitting inductances are the chief offenders,
and a goodly measure of improvement was
obtained by the use of copper tubing
shrunk on to heavy supports built up of a
homogeneous material, but better results
were had by the use of bi-metallic conduc-
tors, silver and copper being the principal
metals used. The most obvious cure for
this trouble is the employment of crystal
oscillators, although it means the use of
several of them in order to cover different
wavebands.

In recent years the receiver has been
coupled to the common transmitting/re-
ceiving aerial by means of a small con-
denser of high insulation. The transmitter
is permanently connected to the aerial, and
thus the aircraft transmitter can be auto-
matically set to the frequency of the
ground transmitter as the operator tunes
in the signal from the latter. This ensures
accurate setting of the transmitter, without
the necessity of carrying a .wavemeter.
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Television Topics
LINEAR SAW -TOOTH OSCILLATOR

NOT the least of the difficulties en-
countered in the design of tele-
vision equipment is the attain-
ment of a linear saw -tooth

waveform for scanning. Whatever form
of time -base oscillator is employed it is
usual to adopt a resistance -capacity charg-
ing circuit, and it is commonly arranged
on the lines shown in Fig. i. Here a gas -
triode oscillator is shown, but other types
can be used.

Fig. r.-The conventional gas -triode saw -
tooth oscillator.

When the valve is non-conductive the
condenser C charges from the HT supply

 through RI, R2, and R3, and the voltage
across it rises exponentially. The sync
pulse at length arrives, and changes the
grid potential in a positive direction ; the
valve becomes conductive, and the con-
denser discharges through R3 and the
valve resistance. These are so low in
value that the discharge time does not
exceed about one -tenth of the charging
time. R3, in fact, is only included to limit
the discharge current to a safe value for
the valve.

The voltage waveform across C is of the
form shown exaggerated in Fig. 2 (a),
whereas it should be linear as in (b). In
practice, exponential charging is satisfac-
tory if the amplitude of saw -tooth voltage
is small enough in relation to the HT volt-
age, for the initial portion of an exponential
curve is nearly linear. It is desirable that
the saw -tooth amplitude should not exceed
7 per cent. of the HT voltage.

There is usually no difficulty with elec-
trostatic deflection, because the HT supply
is of the order of 1, 000 volts, and it is rare
for more than 5o volts amplitude to be

needed. With magnetic deflection, how-
ever, the HT supply is generally only about
30o volts, so that no more than 20 volts
amplitude of saw -tooth waveform can be
secured.

Now this is generally too small. In the
first place, the amplifier often needs a
greater input, especially if negative feed-
back is used, and, secondly, saw -tooth
oscillators usually operate much more
regularly when giving a reasonably large
output than when the output is small. It
is not uncommon to find, therefore, that
the oscillator is made to give an output of
3o volts or so, and that the curvature of
the waveform is corrected .by designing
the following amplifier to introduce an
equal and inverse curvature.

This is by no means as easy as it sounds,
and a particularly interesting method of
overcoming the difficulty has been adopted
in the Murphy A56V and A58V receivers
reviewed elsewhere in this issue. Correc-
tion is used, but it is obtained in the saw -
tooth oscillator itself and not in the ampli-
fier.

The arrangement for the line oscillator
is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that
it is the same as Fig. 1, but the charging
condenser is split into two parts, Cr and
C2, and an extra resistance R4 and con-
denser C3 are added. The output is taken
across C2 and C3.

The operation is
most easily followed
by starting, wit h
the condensers
charged to their
normal maxima, at
the instant the gas -
triode becomes con-
ductive. All con-
densers then start to
discharge for the
fly -back. CI and
C2 in series dis-
charge rapidly
through R3 and the valve resistance, but
C3 can discharge relatively slowly because
of the high time -constant C3 R4. Actually,
Cr and C3 are of the same order of
capacity, and R4 is several hundred
thousand ohms.

When Cr and C2 are discharged to their

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.-The usual exponential waveform
is shown exaggerated at (a) and the ideal

linear waveform at (b).
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Fig. 3.-The oscillator circuit used in
Murphy receivers is shown here.

normal minimum and the valve becomes
non-conductive, C3 is by no means dis-
charged. CI and C2 then start to charge
again through RI and R2, but as the
voltage across C3 is greater than that across
CI, C3 still continues to discharge, and CI
takes its discharge current which thus
helps to charge CI. The voltage across CI
is rising, and that across C3 is falling, and
they at length become equal ; the discharge
of C3 then ceases. After- this the voltage
across Cr exceeds that across'C3, with the
result that C3 starts to charge again.

The result of this is that while there is
a more or' less normal exponential saw -
tooth wave across C2, there is a semi-
circular wave across C3, as shown in

(a) ( b) ( c)

Fig. 4.-The usual exponential waveform (a) is obtained across C2
of Fig. 3 and the semi -circular wave (b) across C3. The output wave

(c) is linear and is the sum of (a) and (b).

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) respectively. The out-
put voltage is the sum of the voltages
across C2 and C3, and takes the linear
form Fig. 4 (c).

Of course, there are limits to the
amount of correction it is possible to apply.
There is still a maximum set to the output
obtainable with reasonable linearity, but
this is considerably higher, than with the
simple circuit of Fig. r.

In the frame oscillator Murphy Radio
use a similar circuit, but the values are
so chosen that there is a large amount of
over -correction. This is done to compen-
sate for the distorting effect of the finite
inductance of the output transformer in
conjunction with the impedance of the de-
flecting coil. At frame frequency this is
largely resistive.
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U\BIASED
By FREE GRID

A Maritime Mishap
EASTER is now a thing of the past, and

it is no fault of the P.M.G. that I'm
not in the same boat. Boat is certainly
the most appropriate word to use as it was
actually in a boat that I nearly came to a
sad and watery end. I am very keen on
DF work and have been experimenting on
and off for a very considerable period and
enjoying the hospitality of a friend's yacht
for this purpose. Needless to say, I used
the Easter recess for the purpose of further-
ing my experiments.

I almost invariably use the carrier of the
50o kW. Moscow No. i station on which
to test my gear, as this station is on the air
for most of the twenty-four hours. I have
spent several week -ends experimenting in
the crowded waters of the Solent, achiev-
ing such a marked degree of success that I
have been able to navigate blindfold, and
have amazed some ships' captains by pass-
ing right under the bows of their vessel
during the densest fog, and, in some cases,
calling forth vituperation from them, as
sailors are very superstitious folk and they
probably mistook me for the Flying
Dutchman, or some other ghostly visitant.

During the Easter week -end, however,
I found myself all at sea in more senses
than one as the carrier of the Moscow
station gave bearings at almost all points
of the compass, and before I knew where
I was, I found myself ashore, and my name
and address were being taken by a bucolic
constable for allowing my bowsprit to col -

lide with a car on the King's Highway. It
was only when I returned to London and
talked the matter over with the Editor of
this journal that I tumbled to what I feel
sure was the cause of the trouble.

As you will have seen in The Wireless
World, the G.P.O. are to use the Moscow
wavelength for one of their wretched wired
wireless transmissions, and, although this
service has not started yet, experimental
work undoubtedly has. Some time ago the
G.P.O. announced that they proposed to

experiment in the Southampton area, and
although this project was nipped in the
bud at the time, it is obvious that some
dirty work has been going on. Small as
is the radiation of these overhead telephone
lines there is no means of stopping it alto-
gether, and it must be remembered that to
get the Moscow carrier I was using a DF
receiver of very great sensitivity indeed.

.An International
Conspiracy

IDARE say that, in common with
myself, a great many of you suffer from

extreme reluctance to get out of bed in
the morning. It is, of course, a malady
which affects both young and old and is
especially virulent at this time of the year
when we know that all the clocks are an
hour fast, and that, by a Government
subterfuge, we are all being forced to get
up an hour earlier than usual. However,
the malady has become so acute with me
this year that I consulted a doctor upon
the matter, and to my surprise he informed
me that his surgery is daily crammed with
patients who are suffering from the same
complaint.

By pure chance I believe I have got on
the track of the cause of it all, and have
incidentally unearthed an international
conspiracy of the first magnitude to in-
crease the burden of our Mt. I happen to
have staying with me a retired ship's cap-
tain who, through sheer force of habit,
insists on shooting the sun and stars at all
hours of the day and night in order to
ascertain his position. To his surprise, no
less than my own, he made the startling
discovery that my house was not always
in the same place, a considerable variation

in longitude being noticeable at
different periods of the 24 hours.

Naturally, I questioned the
accuracy of his calculations and
made a point of calling into con-
sultation some yachtsmen of my

of-

A collision on the King's Highway.

acquaintance. They at first derided the
captain's statements and ascribed them
to the effects of strong drink, but, later,
when they reluctantly consented to check
them over with their own sextants they
made the amazing discovery that not only
my house but those in every other locality
were oscillating violently from east to west.
As everybody knows, in order to determine
longitude it is necessary to have a precise
knowledge of the time, but, in these days
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of wireless time signals and frequency -
controlled AC mains clocks, this presents
no difficulty.

Now, it is the very fact that the question
of accurate time is in such an apparently
unassailable position that has made me
doubt it. By careful observations I have
discovered that all our watches and
" clockwork " clocks are gaining heavily
in the daytime and losing at night. Even
so, I might have accepted the explanation
that ordinary clocks are notoriously erratic,
but, as.far as I can find out from the fitful
bursts of sunshine we get in this country,
our sundials are also varying from hour
to hour, and I am only waiting for sunnier
days to come along to confirm my theory
that there is an international conspiracy
afoot to get more work out of us by the
simple expedient of slowing down the fre-
quency of AC mains --and, therefore, the
clocks which they control-in the daytime
and. speeding them up at night, so giving
us longer working hours and shorter sleep-
ing time.

After all, the AC mains clock is so
ubiquitous nowadays that it is simple for

An amazing discovery.

a thing like this to be done. At present
this is only a theory, but I am hoping that
you will assist me in gathering the neces-
sary evidence to expose this vast time-
-robbing conspiracy to which, of course, the
authorities who are responsibe for the
wireless time signals must be party.

An Unscrupulous Selling
Dodge

THIS Budget business is all very vexing
to a person of a methodical turn of

mind like myself. During the few days
preceding it I had been at great pains to
discover, through certain sources known
to me, whether any wireless taxes were to
be imposed. As a result of the informa-
tion I received-and for which, incident-
ally, I paid a tidy sum of money-I laid
in a considerable stock of valves and HT
batteries, which I learned were to be the
subject of excise duties. It now appears
that the rumour was deliberately promul-
gated by certain unscrupulous valve and
battery manufacturers. The result is that
I have a considerable stock of batteries
and valves for which I can have no pos-
sible use for some time to come. I do
not mind the valves so much, as, after all.
they will keep, but it is very different with
batteries. I met with a blank and uncom-
promising refusal when I approached the
dealer from whom I had bought them, ask-
ing him to take them back into stock.
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The AVC Characteristic
AN AID TO RECEIVER TESTING

WHEN testing a receiver by
means of a signal generator to
find out if all is well, it is usual
to check the sensitivity at

various frequencies, and perhaps also the
selectivity. It does not seem to be gener-
ally realised, however, that one of the
most informative tests is taking an AVC
curve. Perhaps this is because when
taken by the commonly prescribed method
it is not very informative. The official in-
structions are to adjust the output of the
signal generator, modulated the usual 3o
per cent., to i volt (which is impossible
with many good generators), and to set
the volume control of the receiver so that
a quarter of the rated maximum output is
delivered. Leaving the volume control at
this position, the signal is then succes-
sively reduced and
the corresponding
outputs noted.
Fig. I is a curve
taken in this way.

There is nothing
in such a curve to
show what the out-
put of the receiver
is with a given sig-
nal strength and
volume control set-

By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.

between i and 10 on a logarithmic scale
the intermediate point should really be
Aho, but in this sort of work 3 is near
enough for the error to be immaterial.
Weak signals are measured with the
volume control at maximum, which is the
easiest and most accurate condition. It
also corresponds to working conditions ;
and it automatically covers the sensitivity
test, another piece of information omitted
from the official scheme.

If the test were continued to the end
with the volume control at maximum, in
most receivers the results would be vitiated
by overloading of the output stage. To
avoid this, when an output somewhere in

the region of a
quarter of the
nominal maximum
is reached it is re-
duced to one -tenth
by adjustment of
the volume con-
trol. If necessary
this is repeated,
perhaps more than
once, at higher in-
puts. This pro-

nESCRIBING a method of
plotting the AVC curve of a

receiver that gives much useful
information with regard to general
performance and also affords a
check on the correctness of the

design in various directions.

ting. The latter is
unspecified. No indication is given of the
correctness or otherwise of the AVC delay
voltage. For the sensitivity at that fre-
quency it is necessary to look up other
data. The lower part of the curve is often
difficult to measure owing to the smallness
of the output. But- before making other
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Fig. I.-Typical AVC characteristic as
measured at a frequency o' 1,000 kc/s by the

descending signal strength method.

criticisms it would be better to explain
the method used with complete satisfac-
tion by the writer throughout the last six
years. It is carried out in the reverse
order. The volume control is turned right
over to maximum. If any output is
shown, due to internally generated
" noise," before the generator is con-
nected, the amount is noted. Next the
signal is applied, beginning from zero.
The strengths in microvolts required to
give outputs of I, 3, 10, 3o, 100, etc.,
milliwatts is recorded. To be midway

cess, although it
corresponds much more closely to the way
the receiver is actually used, appears to
provide the only possible argument for
advocates of the other method of test, on
tin supposition that it involves more work
than moving the range switch of the out-
put meter. In practice this argument has
no weight, because by moving the range
switch one stud back with one hand and
simultaneously keeping the deflection con-
stant by moving the volume control with
the other, the adjustment is a matter of
perhaps 2 seconds. And instead of giv-
ing a vague result, the volume control
setting is definitely known throughout the
test, and the signal level can be traced
through the receiver and the figures used
for checking the correct operation of all
the stages. Thus there is actually
economy of effort.

The results for the receiver concerned in
Fig. i might be entered like this : -

Output :
mW measured

Output :
mW plotted

Input :

2
3

10
30

100
300

30
100
300

30
100
300

2
3

10
30

100

300

1,000

3,000

10,000
30,000

0
14
22
30
47

70

120

270

1,800
360,000

The two places whefe brackets are used
are, of course, the points at which the
volume control was readjusted.

The figures in the second column show
the output power that would be given if
overloading of the audio -frequency section
did not take place.
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Fig. 2.-AVC characteristic, again taken at
I,000 kc/s, obtained by the ascending signal
strength method. Valuable information on
the design is revealed, including the
desirability of reducing the delay voltage to
alter the characteristic to the position shown

by the dotted line.

When plotted they give Fig. 2. Al-
though superficially very similar to Fig.
resulting from the alternative method of
test, the only information that can be
derived from Fig. i is that the AVC takes
control at about 3o /AV input and above
that is quite up to average effectiveness for
a normal type of receiver with 3 controlled
stages ; whereas the following additional
information is given by Fig. 2 : -

(I) The output power corresponding to
any signal strength and volume control
setting. For example, a 10 -millivolt sig-
nal modulated 3o per cent. and with the
volume control set at one quarter voltage
(one sixteenth in power) would give an
output of about r watt. Modulated 6o per
cent., and neglecting distortion, the out-
put would be 4 watts, but as the nominal
output for this receiver is 34 watts there
would be some overloading. The remain-
ing threequarters of the volume control
would merely intensify the overloading.
The only signals for which volume control
maximum could be tolerated are those
that are so weak as to be below the point
where AVC operates. Therefore, the
greater part of the volume control range
is useless, due to excessive AVC delay
voltage. A more satisfactory result would
be given by dropping the flat part of the
curve to the dotted position.

(2) The approximate decrease in delay
voltage required is given by the square
root of the power ratio between the full
and dotted lines. In Fig. 2 the power is
to be reduced to about a third, so if the
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The AVC Characteristic-
present delay voltage is 6 it should be

6
reduced to - or 3.5. This calculation

F3'
is more accurate with high level detection,
where the delay voltage is considerably
greater and more nearly equal to the peak
voltage at the detector.

(3) A check is given on the design.
Suppose the audio amplifier requires 2.5
volts peak to give full output : -that corre-

sponds to 2.5

3XO

I00 = 8.3 volts IF peak
(modulated 3o per cent.) applied to a per-

fect detector, or
8.3=10.4 volts, assum-ingo.88o per cent. detector efficiency. The

AVC voltage corresponding to that output
should, therefore, be a little less than 10.4
minus the delay voltage.

(4) The sensitivity can be seen to be
35 µV for 5o mW output. If there are
three AVC-controlled stages and an AF
stage, this is not very good at i,000 kc/s.

(5) The lower part of the curve is
obtainable, because it is measured at
volume control maximum, unlike the
other method of test (Fig. 1) in which it
was necessary to cut down the power to
one -seventieth throughout the whole range
of signal strength. It is often not con-
venient to measure outputs smaller than
about i mW., and even if the meter is sen-
sitive enough there is a likelihood of error
due to hum. The lower part of the curve
is of special interest when testing a
receiver with QAVC. If the slope is not
practically vertical, due to instant throw-
ing off of the muting, there is a likelihood
of weak -signal distortion.

(6) The 2-mW noise output is recorded.
This is definitely excessive for the type of

New McMichael Receivers
THE same cabinet has been adopted for the

Model 391 and Model 398 AC and battery
4 -valve superheterodynes. It is larger than the
average table model and the specification in-
cludes many features not to be found in the
low-priced categories. The " Clear -curve "

tuning scale has been designed for easy reading
from any angle, and an improved four -position
tone control combines variable selectivity in
the IF circuits with controlled negative feed-
back in the AF stages. The price of the Model
391 is £12 5s., and of the Model 398 £s1 5s.,
less batteries.

WilnillgOg
Wowild

set that it appears to be, and in conjunc-
tion with the poor sensitivity suggests in-
sufficient aerial coupling.

For these reasons, then, and from ex-
tensive practical experience, the second
method of test is strongly recommended.
The resulting characteristic contains so
many clues to the performance of the re-
ceiver that it is well worth including as a
routine test in the laboratory at least. For
large quantities it might be quite practic-
able to rig up an automatic cathode-ray
tester, which if operated at a fixed cyclical
speed would, in addition, show up abnor-
malities in the AVC time constant as a
departure from the normal separation of
upgoing and downcoming curves.

Random
Radiations

By "DIALLIST "

U.S.A. Television Starts
BY the time that you read this, at least one

regular service of television broadcasts
will have started in the United States, for
the N.B.C. had long been planning to make
its bow by televising the opening of the
World's Fair at New York. When I say
" a regular service " I'm thinking only of
the 441 -line, 50 -frame system, which will be
the standard in the U.S.A. ; actually, ser-
vices of a more or less experimental kind
with varying number of lines and frames
have been carried on for some little time in
different parts of the country. The Don Lee
station, W6XAO, has, for instance, been
running daily 3oo-line broadcasts on 45 Mc /s
(vision) and 49.75 Mc /s (sound) for several
months at Los Angeles. This station is
quite a giant amongst the smaller plants, for
its vision output is rated at a whole kilo-
watt ; there are not a few which range be-
tween 55 and 125 watts.

A Useful List
Though I knew that plans had been made

to start television broadcasts in America,
I'd no idea that there were so many stations
contemplated or already in being until I
saw the list in the May Radio News. It
contains 19 stations already licensed and
three which have applied for permits.
Some of these, however, are of minute
power output, whilst others, classed as
portables, are apparently meant to provide
the radio link for television O.B.s. Still,
if we eliminate these and allow only the
stations to rank whose vision output rating
is one kilowatt or more, the list remains
quite an imposing one. Here it is :
W3XEP (3o kW), Camden, N.J. ; WzXBS
(12 kW), New York ; W2XB (so kW),
Schenectady, N.Y. ; W3XE (so kW), Phila-
delphia ; W2XAX (7.5 kW), New York ;
Ws XA (3 kW), Bridgeport, Conn. ;
W6XAO (1 kW), Los Angeles, Cal. ;
W9X2V (1 kW), Chicago; W2XDR (i kW),
Long Island City, N.Y. I haven't included
the 1.5 kW W9XG of West Lafayette, In-
diana, because its wavelength of 15o metres
doesn't appear to indicate high definition.

The wavelengths (yes, they are shown as
wavelengths and not as frequencies) appear -
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ing in the list are all very much shorter than
ours. For most of the higher -powered
stations the vision and sound channels are in
the neighbourhood of 6i and 4 metres re-
spectively. The io-kilowatt W2XB, though,
is to use channels close to 4i metres for both
sound and vision. To the portable stations
and radio links still shorter wavelengths are
assigned. W3XAD is to work on about 2k
metres, W2XBT on 3 for vision and if for
sound, W3XP on if and W2XD on 1.4. It
will be extraordinarily interesting to see
what kind of service areas these very short
wavelengths give.

Funny if it Weren't So Sad
WE'RE making a little progress in the

anti -interference campaign ; but it's
slow, regrettably slow. In 1937 a standard
specification was published for apparatus
that could be considered as not interfering
with wireless reception. It was then an-
nounced that a mark would be registered
and placed on apparatus that conformed to
the standards. Now, nearly two years later,
the mark has been registered, and a very
pretty design it is. But only " in due course "
(and you know what that means!) will
apparatus sporting the mark become avail-
able. Time, it is said, must be allowed for
manufacturers to dispose of their existing
stocks ; in other words, vast numbers of
interference -producing apparatus must be
unloaded on to the public and installed by
it in its homes before the campaign can
begin ! The whole business would be
laughable if it wasn't so sad. Why in the
name of fortune have the manufacturers
built up these stocks when they knew two
years ago that the mark was coming along?

% %
Portables Booming in U.S.A.
SOME months ago I reported, if you re-

member, that America had discovered
the portable wireless set, which was then
being advertised over there as the latest
and greatest discovery in radio. I now hear
from a friend in America that the portable
has definitely caught on in the States. It
didn't do so years ago when an accumula-
tor had to be used for filament heating.
I don't quite know why, though possibly
Americans, used to mains receivers, couldn't
be bothered with an LTB or " A bat-
tery," as they call it, which required
periodic recharging. The introduction of
the low -consumption filament in battery
valves, which now makes it possible to use
a single dry cell in place of the accumulator,
has changed all that. If the LTB runs down,
replacements can be obtained anywhere, and
it is only a matter of a couple of minutes to
have the old one removed and another put
into the set in its stead. I can quite under-
stand the point of view of those who would
not touch the portable when it required an
accumulator, but welcome it with open arms
(and purses) now that it can get all that it
needs from dry cells. There is something
so beautifully neat and clean about the
almost foolproof dry cell.

Always Useful
Not that I object myself to an accumula-

tor in a portable set-provided, of course,
that it is either unspillable or of the jelly -
acid type. Ever since there were portables
(and they go back a good few years now)
I've always had one by me and I wouldn't
be without it. In my home I have aerial
and earth points in three rooms. I suppose
I ought to have taken leads to the bedrooms
as well ; but one so seldom wants wireless
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in a bedroom in the ordinary way that it
didn't seem worth while. It's simpler and
far less trouble, anyhow, to rely on the por-
table to bring the programmes into bed-
rooms in times of illness and convalescence.
And then when you're going away for a
holiday a light and compact portable is
easily taken with the rest of the luggage.
You're quite sure too, that it will work
when you get to your destination, whereas
you can't be certain that a mains set will,
even though it be of the AC /DC type. Be-
fore now I've struck such unexpected snags
as supplies with a voltage of Too or so, to
say nothing of noisy DC mains or AC with
a periodicity of 25 cycles.

The Wavelengths
IT doesn't look as if the channels allotted

at the Montreux Conference would have
any very adverse effects on the service areas
of our home stations. Two channels show
increases in wavelength : Droitwich goes
up from 1,5oo to 1,511 metres and the
London, Northern and Scottish Nationals
from 261.1 to 262.9 metres. All of the other
wavelengths are shorter, the biggest drops
being suffered by the West Regional and
Penmon (373.1 to 344.4 metres), the London
Regional (342.1 to 327.5 metres), Northern
Ireland (307.1 to 285.4 metres) and the Mid-
land Regional (296.2 to 276 metres). But
wavelength decreases should be more than
offset by the promised increases in power ;
in fact, they may in one way prove bene-
ficial by compelling the B.B.C. to get down
to its programme of improving and rebuild-
ing stations sooner than it would otherwise

have done. It's perhaps a little hard on
the radio industry that it has been decided
to introduce the new plan next March. Set
makers will have to decide whether to print

. names on their tuning dials in the old
positions this autumn and include free issues
of new dials in the spring, or to anticipate
the Plan by arranging their dials according
to its provisions when their new models
appear.

1I %
Europe's Listeners

THE figures showing the numbers of
licensed radio listeners in all European

countries which were recently published by
the I.B.U. make interesting reading. They
show that for the whole continent the in-
crease during 1938 was actually very nearly
as great as in the previous year. There is
naturally some slowing up in the rate in
countries such as France and our own,
which are in sight of the saturation point.
But against that may be set the notable
speeding up of the expansion of listeners'
numbers that occurred in Italy (25 per
cent.), Finland (27 per cent.), Romania (25
per cent.), Estonia (35 per cent.) and Turkey
(rio per cent.). The fact that Turkey's
listeners More than doubled their numbers
was no doubt due to the opening of the high -
power long -wave station at Ankara. Wire-
less in Italy seems at last to have turned
the corner, though the 25 per cent, increase
means an addition of only 200,000 to her
listeners. At the end of the year Italian
licences still totalled less than one million,
despite the fact that the country has for
some time had one of the largest and most
efficient broadcasting systems in Europe.

Accessories and Components
WILLIS WORLD CLOCK -

THE junior model of the Willis World
Clock, which shows at any instant the

time in the principal countries and on any of
the standard meridians, is now available in
skeleton form for incorporation in receiving

Willis junior
world clock for
incorpor at i o n

in radio receivers. The
movement is driven by a
50 -cycle synchronous motor.

sets. The hour dial revolves anti -clockwise
and carries a red sector showing, the part of
the world which is broadcasting its evening
programmes. A subsidiary hand gives the
time to the nearest minute.

The makers are J. H. Willis and Co., Ips-
wich Road, Norwich, and the price of the
movement without case is Z.' 18s. 2d.

TAYLOR SIGNAL GENERATOR

THE specification of this instrument in-
cludes most of the features to be

found in the more expensive standard
signal generators. It has a frequency cover-
age of roo kc / s to 46 Mc / s divided into six
ranges calibrated in frequency. On five of
the ranges, i.e. up to 23 Mc /s, the funda-
mental of the RF oscillator is used and on
the sixth the first harmonic.

Variable internal modulation at 400 c / s
up to 5o per cent. is provided, and a switch
enables an external source of AF to be used.
The 400 c / s internal supply is also available
for testing amplifiers and the modulation
control then functions as an output volume
control.

The metal case measures only rzin. x
8in. x 6in. External leakage is negligible
for all practicable purposes.. A screened
output lead is supplied and a special lead
having the characteristics of a dummy aerial
is available at an extra charge of 7s. 6d.
The 400 c / s output is taken from a tele-
phone jack, and a pilot tamp is fitted to
show whether the power supply is reaching
the instrument.

The RF output is controlled by a con-
tinuously variable attenuator marked.
" Microvolts " o-ro, and a separately

screened multiplier increases the output in
decade steps up to o.r volt. There are in-
termediate stops which should be ignored
between the marked settings. No calibra-
tion chart is supplied, but the output

Taylor Model 6o all -wave signal generator.

approximates to the settings of the attenua-
tor except on the " F " range, where the
harmonic is much weaker.

A check on the AF output showed the
maximum voltage on open circuit to be about
ri volts. Most of the variation is in the first
half of the volume control. The pitch is
constant when the oscillator is used as a
source of AF, but varies about a semitone
over the range of the control when modulat-
ing the RF circuit.

The RF calibration is within the reading
accuracy of the scales, which are from z4 to
34 inches in diameter. The 400 c/ s wave-
form is goOd and the instrument can be
recommended for circuit alignment and the
comparison of receiver performance. At io
guineas ,it is not expensive. The makers
are Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 77-
77a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4

RESISTANCES FOR CATHODE-RAY
CIRCUITS

ALTHOUGH not new, the multiple resis
tance elements made by Erie Resistor,

Ltd., Carlisle Road, The Hyde, London,
N.W.9, are being put forward as possible
substitutes for the lengthy and often exposed
string of resistors usually fitted in television
receivers to discharge the high voltage
smoothing condensers.

The resistor illustrated measures 21 inches
overall and is only if inches in diameter.
It has a resistance of 2o megohms and will
withstand 5,000 volts without flash -over.

Erie multiple high voltage
resistor for cathode-ray

HT circuits.

The resistance elements are in the form of
rings which are separated by flanged ceramic
formers and connected non -inductively. Any
number of units may be assembled up to a
total length of 18 inches, and the elements
are of two types : Size A, if inches diameter,
L000 volts pet ring, 34 watts per inch
length; and Size B, inch diameter, 600
volts per ring and re watts per inch length.

Their compactness and safety will com-
mend them to manufacturers who realise
that ordinary broadcast receiver standards of
insulation are in the nature of a Makeshift
when applied to the high-tension side of
television receivers.
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Recent Inventions
ELECTRON -MULTIPLIERS

THE ordinary type of electron -
multiplier has- a very high

output impedance-approaching
infinity-so that ads impossible to
deliver power efficiently from it
to, say, a loud speaker or other
low -impedance load.

According to the invention, this
difficulty is overcome by making
the last target electrode so that its
emissivity is not uniform, but
varies in a predetermined manner
from point to point of its surface.
This has the effect of making the
characteristic curve of the device
less steep and of providing a long
straight-line " slope " over which
the device can be operated.

As shown in the figure, the main
electron stream passes from one
target electrode T to the next in
a series of curved paths, the cur-
rent being increased in intensity
at each stage by secondary emis-
sion. The last target Tr is not
uniformly emissive, as are the
others, but a part of it (shown
clear in the inset diagram) is coated
with a more highly emissive
material than the parts shown
shaded.

Under working conditions the

The British abstracts published here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office,
from Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- each.

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section.

known Adcock aerial consists of
two such pairs of spaced aerials
arranged crosswise.

According to the invention,
three or more such pairs of aerials
are arranged symmetrically around
the circumference of a circle, each
pair being coupled to the corres-
ponding field winding of a radio-
goniometer, or to the similarly
arranged deflecting plates of a
cathode-ray indicator. This im-
proves the sensitivity of the aerial
system, and therefore adds to its
effective range, and is used as an
alternative to increasing the aerial
height-which is undesirable in the
case of an aerodrome installation.
The operation of the system in
direction -finding is also less de-
pendent upon the accurate
balancing of each pair of aerials,
particularly as regards phase.

Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd., and C. F. A. Wagstaffe.
Application date July 9th, 1937.
No. 498417.

T T1

O
O111.-.0

"---0

Decreasing the output impedance of an electron multiplier by means
of a special construction of the final target electrode (shown in the

inset).

stream will either fall mostly
towards the right-hand side of the
target, where the emissivity is
greatest, or else mostly towards
the left-hand side, where the emis-
sivity is less, according to the
output voltage on the collecting
electrode 0. In this way the
effective impedance is made de-
pendent upon the " sensitivity
design " of the target Tr.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., and G. B. Banks.
Application date July 15th, 1937.
No. 498843. 0000

DIRECTIONAL AERIAL
SYSTEMS

TWO spaced aerials, coupled in
opposition to a common re-

ceiver, will pick up maximum
signal strength from a transmitter
which is in line with them, but
will give minimum signal strength
if the transmitter is situated at
right -angles to this line. The well -

LOUD -SPEAKER
"TONE -CONTROL "

IN a highly selective receiver, the
band width of the intermediate -

frequency circuits may be made so
narrow that the sounds from the
loud speaker are accompanied by
rustling and hissing noises, prob-
ably due to the production of over-
tones by the valves and to
spurious vibrations in the speaker
diaphragm.

According to the invention, such
noises are prevented by applying a
" compensation " device to the
loud speaker.

The drawing shows part of a
superhet receiver, including the IF
band-pass coupling A, and the
usual AF tone -controls comprising
capacity C and inductance L.
Both couplings are ganged to a
series of movable shutters S, which
serve to close the sound -apertures
in the speaker diaphragm to a
gre:.'xr degree as the band-pass

coupling is tightened up, or as the
tone -controls C and L are brought
into operation. The shutters
slightly reduce the volume of
sound, but are stated to keep the
higher and lower frequencies in the
correct proportion to produce a

Combined electrical and

pleasing effect, free from disagree-
able overtones.

N. V. Philips Gloeilampen-
fabrieken. Convention date (Ger-
many) May loth, 1937. No.
499108. 0000
PRODUCING SYNCHRONISING

IMPULSES
THE invention relates to means

for producing synchronising
impulses at the end of each scan-
ning line in a television trans-
mitter. Although the method is of
general application, it is illustrated
in connection with a rotating disc
scanner D and a cinema film F.

Light from an aperture 0 in the

cell Pr. The cell Pr is connected
to an impulse amplifier Al in
opposite polarity to that in which
the primary cell P is conected to
the signal amplifier A. The EMF
produced by the impact of the re-
flected ray on the cell Pr thus pro-
duces a negative synchronising
impulse at the end of each line of
radiated signals.

Radio-Akt. D. S. Loewe. Con-
vention date (Germany) July 16th,
1936. No. 498841.

acoustic tone -control.

MAKING MOSAIC -CELL
SCREENS

A BUNDLE of fine aluminium
wires, equal to the number of

picture -points required on the
screen, and coated with aluminium
oxide, is firmly bound with metal
rings, and is then cut up into thin
slices, each of which forms the
basis of the screen.

To complete its preparation, the
surface of each slice is first etched
so that the ends of the wires are
slightly eaten away, leaving a cor-
responding number of small cups
or recesses, surrounded by the pro-
jecting edges of the original in-
sulating layer. The cupped wires

Use of an auxiliary photo cell for
producing synchronising impulses.

rotating disc is focused ,on to the
film by means of lenses L, Li, and
passes through the film to energise
a photo -electric cell P, which is
coupled to the signal amplifier A.
As the ray reaches the end of each
scanning line, it falls on to an in-
clined mirror M, from which it is
reflected along the dotted line path
on to an auxiliary photo -electric

are then made photo -sensitive by
treatment with silver and cwsium
vapour. The aluminium oxide in-
sulation may be further covered
with a layer of graphite, which
serves to screen the wires elec-
trically from one another.

Radio-Akt. D. S. Loewe. Con-
vention date (Gerinany) June 16th,
5936. No. 498672.
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TROPHY communications GEAR
N a nutshell, the phenomenal success of TROPHY short-wave receivers and accessories is due to (1) the amazing increase in the number

II of short-wave enthusiasts. (2) Unbeatable TROPHY performance. (3) Reasonable prices. (4) Preference for ALL - BRITISH.
The importance of short-wave communications these days is appreciated most by TROPHY owners ... Prove it for yourself.

See about your TROPHY now. -AT A GREAT SAVING-
...these TROPHY Best Sellers are also available on

Easiest Terms.

TROPHY 6 New Junior A.C. communication
model. 6 valves-all octal types.

10-550 metres complete coverage. Two -dial electrical
band spreading. switched AVC and BFO. Pitch control.
Send -Receive switch. Built-in speaker. 'Phone jack.
Amazing performance, amazing value. Ch1
TROPHY Guarantee .. 2- GNS.

WIRELESS
Pilot Kit

Still available,
receivers designed

including the
 Pretuned

Receiver
 Short -Wave

A.C.3

 Straight Six

WORLD
Service
all kits for
by this journal
following :

 Stand -By
(Portable) 3

 Communi-
cation Receiver

 2RFStraight set
Detailed price lists FREE

PLEASE SEND fBorr.complete Si oh o er th-awsdtvie:
lists.

PETO SCOTT Co. Ltd.

PRESELECTOR for
For use with any TROPHY receiver
or in front of any mains or battery
operated superhet or straight instru-
ment. Two low -noise R.F. pentodes
are employed giving increased range,
selectivity, signal strength and con-
siderable image suppression, factors
of sufficient importance to merit the
use of the TROPHY PRESELECTOR
with any existing receiving gear. 3

controls-combined R.F. Gain, On -
Off Switch, Band Switch and Tuning.
Complete in black crackle finish steel
cabinet size 11 x 9 x 9 ins., aligned and
ready for use. TERMS : 1119 down

6.1 5s
and 12 monthly

£ Payments of
,117.

12 months' guarantee includes valves

TROPHY 8
A.C. communications - type receiver. 8
valves. Wave -range 7-550 metres. R.F.
on all five bands. Continuous band -
spreading. AVC, BFO, Send and Receive
switches. 'Phone jack and sockets for
using separate speaker. Pleasing cabinet
as illustrated. The performance of this
set rivals many American similar types
offered in this country at double
the price. Aligned and
ready for use. TERMS:1516
deposit and 18 monthly pay-
ments of 1516. GNS.

your present set
* 2 -stages using EF8

valves.

* 5 Bands -7 to 550
metres.

* S M tuning -800'
in I steps.

* Frequency
calibrated scale.

* Self -powered f o r
AC 200/250 volts.

77 (WW 15) CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I Clissold 9875
41 (WW 15) H I G H H 0 LB 0 RN, W.C.I Holborn 3248

TROPHY 3 A.C. and Battery 3 -salvers for
operation on 6 to 550 metres using

self -locating inductors., Metre calibrated scale. Built-in
speaker. 'Phone jack. Supplied complete in cabinet with
cods for 12-52 metres. BATTERY model, 85/1510- A.C.
model, 6 Gm. Extra coils for comp- 15 co
lete coverage add16 9 to cash prices COO

STEEL CABINET TYPE Ta 1.1°`v availableat the request of ¢N-

perimenters. In appearance as illustration below,
lid but supplied with extra heavy gauge undrilled separate
steel panel. Sufficiently robust (or all classes of gear.
Pleasing black crackle finish. Size 171' x 91" x 12" deep.
Required special packing and part carriage 21/.
3/6 extra. Cash or C.O.D. only ..

CERAMIC
H.F. INSULATORS

Low Power Loss
No Leakage Loss
Completely Cyclic
Secularly Stable
Range of

Permittivities

Fixed and variable Condensers, High Stability
Inductance Coils, Coil Formers, Mouldings, Rods,
Tubes and all components for H. F. Work.

ValIa 1.11j131211,D:2
2 -16, LAYSTALL ST.,
" 9 LONDON. F..C.1,c,/L`:-5:;,,,4

MODERN

MINSTREL

TOURS

Our thanks to all those enthusiasts and societies
who have offered to act as hosts under our modern
minstrel scheme. Responses have come from Lin-
coln to South Wales, from Hastings to Manchester.
Good I-but we want to fill in intermediate points.

How those musical evenings are enjoyed! Requests
for repeat visits are the sure evidence -of that.

The idea is simple-a series of demonstrations
(ideally at places 30 miles apart), taking place in
the home of any enthusiast who permits us to
invite a few others from our mailing list, and who
accoinmodates our engineer for the night.

Such tours increase our experience with the light
coil twin diaphragm under practical working con-
ditions, and enable direct comparisons with other
speakers to be made.

Do you wish to be host or visitor ? If host, kindly
advise distance to nearest garage.

Don't miss the opportunity. Perhaps a friend will
oblige if' you cannot,

VOlGT PATENTS LTE1 Please write NOW and help us to make our plans.

THE COURTS, SILVERDALE, LONDON, S.E.26
Tel.: SYDenham 6666

Regd. Office: 22, Castle Street, E.C.1.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3 - and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5", 28 con-
secutive, 10",, ; 52 consecutive, 15",.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 28s, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made ----& Co payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

R.
C.
TELEPHONE : Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1,
by offering brand new receivers, maintain their repu-

tation as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radios.
BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave

A.C. Superhet Chassis, 4 wave bands, 2 short
medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification : Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long  900-2,000
metres; valve combination 6K7 Pre H.F., 6J7 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, 6K7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F., two 6F6s, parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station
names etched on ,glass, controls 2 -speed tuning, volume
and on -off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch, wave change plus gramo. switch; size of chassis
1311,in. x 10in. x 3in. ; supplied complete with valves, escut-
cheon, knobs, but less speaker, £5119/6 each; complete
receiver in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above,
complete with speaker, £7/7.

DECCA 6 -valve 3 -waveband Battery Chassis, fitted
complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP output;

these chassis give a sparkling performance on all wave-
bands, and are the product of a well known manufac-
turer, complete with valves, £3/3 each; complete re-
ceiver_ in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above, com-
plete with speaker, £3119/6 each.

L1SSEN 5.valve Plus Magic Eye All Wave A.C. Super -
bet, three separate scales operated by wave -change

switch, fitted in magnificent walnut table cabinet, triode
output, fitted ring valves throughout, brand new in car-
ton; our price £5/19/6.

LISSEN 5 -valve All Wave A.C. Superhet, fitted in up-
right walnut table cabinet, brand new in carton;

£5/5.
T ISSEN 4 -valve z Wave A.C. Superhet, fitted in modern

oblong type walnut cabinet, brand new, -in carton;
£414.

LISSEN 5 -valve All Wave Battery Superhet, , Class B
output, fitted in handsome walnut table cabinet,

complete but less batteries, brand new in carton;
£3/17/6. -

LI
T ISSEN 4 -valve All Wave Battery Superhet, as above,

but pentode output; £3/15.
ALL the Above Fitted Ring Valves Throughout.

SEE Our Advertisement under Components.

itADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Telephone: Holborn 4631. [8380

ARMSTRONG'S
NEW HEADQUARTERS

After many years at our old premises in Camden Town
we have moved our Offices, Show Rooms and Develop-
ment Department to a modern building centrally
situated in
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
which is conveniently reached by bus or tube from any
part of London.
We take this opportunity of sincerely thanking the
vast number of " Wireless World " readers whose con-
sistent custom it has been our pleasure to receive for
so many years.
Incidentally, this is the seventh year we have advertised
in the " Wireless World " without a break. The
facilities afforded by these larger premises will enable us
to give the same personal attention and service to our
constantly growing list of customers, as we have given in
the past.
We shall be glad to see you in our new " Home " where
you can hear, in comfort, demonstrations of any or all the
latest Armstrong Models.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue of our full range, which
includes the following outstanding chassis.

MODEL AW125PP . Price £17.17.0
12-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

5 wavebands, 12-550 continuous, 1,000-2,000 m.,
R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C.
coupled Triode P.P. output.
Every worthwhile modern refinement has been incor-
porated in the design of this chassis.

MODEL AW93PP . Price £10.10.0
9-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

3 wavebands, R.F. Pre -amplifier, 3 stages of A.V.C.
and 8 watts R.C. coupled Triode P.P. Output.
Specially designed for those requiring particularly
good quality reproduction.

All communications to be addressed to

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
1111MMINE Telephone : NORth 3213. MOMINIMM.

EASY TERMS by L.R.S
ON ALL

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
MODEL AWI25PP - - - 12 -VALVE
ALL - WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Cash 17 Gns. or a with order and 12 monthly
payments of ----------£l.8.0
MODEL AW93PP - - - 9V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS - - Cash 10 Gns. or
21/- with order and 12 monthly payments of 17/ -

(See Armstrong Advt. above)
Send for details of the II Armstrong Models

and our CONVENIENT TERMS.
- /925 THE 'Phone. NAnonol 6828

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY

11.0AT LANE NOBLE ST- LONDON E C2

ramphonic
AMPLIFIERS

Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd. (Associated with PIE Ltd.)
45, St. Pancras Way, London, N.W.1.

'Phone : EUSton 1727.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in
registered envelopes : in all such cases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

Sir DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with " The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different Arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged; on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is 2/6 ; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

DEGALLIER'S " Challenger Radio Corporation."

SEND 2d. Stamp for Handsome Illustrated Catalogues
Telling of our Superb Range Of Receivers; direct

public sales policy (saves you 40%1, most exceptional value
on the market, from a T.R.F. Midget at £3/5 to a 19 -
valve general purpose receiver, 6 bands, with two P.A.
speakers, at 30 gns.; 6 -page brochure of Wireless World
report on this set is available; car radio; any known
American valve, all 5/6 each; if interested ask for par-
ticulars of American samples at less than cost; even
samples covered by usual -guarantee; also American P.A.
Speakers and Cabinets. Hours business 11 a.m, until9.30 p.m.
TIEGALLIER'S, 31, Craven Terrace, London, W.2.Paddington 6492. Nearest point Lancaster GateTube Station. [8382

FREE, Radio Handbook and Summer Call Book, with
new Hallicrafters Sky Buddy, which covers 10 -metre

band, has electrical band spread, BFO, A.V.C. Phone
Jack, complete coverage to 550 metres, great job; allin £10.
RADIOGRAPHIC, Ltd., 66, Osborne St., Glasgow, C.1.

[8372

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

BANKRUPT Bargains.-Brand new 1938 Philco Model
847 Empire 8, finest 8v. all -wave superhet avail-

able, exceptional short wave performance, 4 W.B., in
maker's sealed carton, with guarantee, list price 29 gns.;
cash price £13/13; send 1.V.A. stamp for list of other
bargains. -261-3, Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham.

[8376

USED SETS FOR SALE
McMURDO

AA -011 RDO Silver Masterpiece V, in special solid oak
.15.1 cabinet, 20 va lves, 5 wavebands, 18in. speaker, a
magnificent instrument, all as new, cost £95; accept
£27/10.-Ilarris, Caterham 250. [8410

MIDWEST
MIDWEST Receivers, a few demonstration models,chassis complete with speaker and valves, 18 -valve
superhet., A.C. mains, 6 wavebands, 4 -valve push-pull;
1212. gns.; 14 -valve ditto, 5 wavebands, 11 gns.; 11 -valve
ditto, 10 gns.; all guaranteed perfect condition.-Electro
Meclianix, 27, Lisle St., London, W.C.2. [8414

PILOT
PILOT 10 -valve. Set, 41/2-2,000 metres, perfect; £16,

offers.-Langley's Library, Deeside, Brighton. f8403

"Radio Data Charts," A Series of "limes Post free 41, Io
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VORTEXION 50 W
AMPLIFIER

£15 in Chassis Form

VORTEXION, LTD., are making a
new 5o W amplifier which is offered

at £ x 5 as a chassis with valves and plugs,
or at L20 complete in black leatherette -
covered cabinet with Collaro turntable,
piezo-electric pick-up and shielded micro-
phone transformer.

A pair of matched 6L6's with so per
cent, negative feed -back is fitted in the
output stage, and the separate HT supplies
to the anode and screen have better than
4 per cent, regulation, while a separate
rectifier provides bias.

The 6L6's are driven by a 6F6 triode
connected through a driver transformer
incorporating feed -back. This is preceded
by a 6N7, electronic mixing for pick-up
and microphone. The additional 6C5
operating as first stage on microphone
only is suitable for any microphone. A
tone control is fitted, and there is an
eight -section output transformer whereby
any output from 4 to 3o 0 may be matched
and yet deliver the full response (20-
18,000 CS) to the loudspeakers.-
Vortexion, Ltd., 182 The Broadway,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. 'Phone: LIBerty 2814.

Said Peter Augustus De Wet,

Fee found out what's wrong with
this set.

For all it's requiring

Is just a rewiring,

And this time, with FLUXITE
you bet

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house
-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1;'4 and 2;'8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " SOFT "
SOLDERING-and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will NOT keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Ftuxite
on the soldering job instantly.
A little pressure places the
right quantity on the right spot
and one charging lasts for ages.

Price 1 6 or filled 2 6

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD.. Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS. BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.1

Wireless
World

USED SETS FOR SALE

R.M.E. 69
COMBINATION R.M.E.69. ILB.20, one cabinet; one

month old. cost £55; £45, or near offer.-Kennedy,
Rushmere, Weedon Rd., Northampton. [8401

W.W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER

W.W." Quality Amplifier, 12 watts, with valves, new,
unused; £7/10.-127, Broadway, Cricklewood.

[8402

CAR RADIO
CROSLEY Push-button 1939 10 guinea Models, 5V2

ans.; aerials, overheads, police type, etc., from 8/6;
trade enquiries solicited,, -Shippers, 18, Corporation Sr.,
Manchester. [0622

FINEST American Twin Running -board Aerials, com-
pletely rubber covered, maximum signal pick-up, mini-

mum noise, easy mounting, now only 17/6 pair complete;
handsome chromium root aerials, to mount straight or
" vee," complete, 15/-; immediate despatch, carriage paid;
cash with order or c.o.d.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,

Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment.

IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

-C. -D C. Dance Band Amplifier, 10 watts output, corn-
plete in case, with moving coil microphone, speaker

and cables, weight 221b.; 12 gus.
A.C.-20 15 -20-watt Amplifier, 30-18,000 cycles, indepen-

dent mike and gram.,inputs and controls, 0.037
volts required to full loa, output for 4, 7.5, and 15
ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum level;
ready for use; 81/2 ans., complete.
CI.P. 20, 12-velt battery and A.C. mains model, as used
V by R.A.F., output as above; 12 gnu.

A.C.20,
in portable case, with Collaro motor, Pier')

pick-up, etc., £14; C.P.20 ditto, £17/17.
5 A -WATT Output 6L6s, under 60 -watt conditions, with

negative feed back, separate rectifiers for anode
screen and bias, with better than 4% regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike end pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.
COMPLETE in Case, with turntable B.T.II. Piezo

pick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.
8 0-nvirr Model, with negative feed back; £25, cpni-

1241-WATT Model, with negative feed back; £40,
1.1 complete

9 A -VOLT 250 m.a. Full Wave Speaker, field supply
c4e-VUr unit; 25/-, with valve.
AI.L P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. 'Phone : Lib. 2814, [8241

ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd.-Consult us on sound in-
stallations, temporary or permanent; booklet on

request. -55, Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129. [0597

DUBUC Address Contractors Can Hire P.A. Vans,
-I- loud -speakers, microphones and equipments of all
types from Hire Dept., Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Surrey. Tel. : Richmond 1175-6-7. [0618

SLIGHTLY Used Coodmans P.A. Horn Speaker and
Junior Auditorium Unit, cost £10 and £3/2/6, 55/ -

and 25/- respectively; Hunt's condenser and resistor tester.
£5, cost £11/5; also mikes, cable, etc.; write for list. -
50, Carpenter Rd., Birmingham, 15, [8393

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.
VORTEXION Supply C.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B. Why not

you?
ALILpMpe(lels2030u-m.Shirindneedn,tsprciTraries screened and

ANY Model Fitted 5v. or 6.3v. Filaments if Required.

500 -0-500 150 m.a.. 40. 4a., 2.5a., 4v. 2a., 40. 2a.,
4v. 2a., 35/-; 400 or 350v., same price.

5 00-01-520,0., 12280.r.n.:6,0v4v.0,4a4.i,2,4v. sL5lae.,p,4,ve.r.1-2a., 4c.

42 44251a 150 m.32/ -.a.,
4v. 8-10a., 4v. 2.5a., 4v. la.,efi,

350-0-350 elftOram4..,64.v., ti..4v. 2.5a., 40.1-2a., 21/-;

350-0-350 75 4v. 2.4a., 4v. 1-2a.; DV-,

250-0- 250 60 m.a., 4v. 2-4a., 4v. 1-2a.; 15/..

AUTO Transformers, 100-120 to 200-240v., 80 watts,
11/-; 120 watts, 14/6; 200 watts, 21/-; 250 watts,

25/-; 300 watts, 28/-; 500 watts, 47/6.
W.W. Q.A. Output Transformer; 21/,
MICROPHONE Transformers, in heavy magnetic

shielding; 12/6.
CHOKES. -30h. 60 m.a.. '7/6; 7-13h. 120 m.a., 12/6;

30h. 150 m.o.., 15/-; 25h. 150 m.a., 21/-.
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.

/PAR Battery Charger, 6 and 12v., 11/2 to 2 amperes;
30/- complete.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
London, S.W.19. Telephone: Liberty 2814, [8412

Advertisements 3
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MEMORANDUM
Fro rnCtig v:4, 7-1..-Z9-Nr4:01-4..9Pb$;4102.Ar 

To . !WM .

Date . --!:"9

Results of final tests on
High Velocity Projector Speaker

Unit Type P.V.H.
show this model to be ideal for rough usage -

outdoor work. Maximise results from minimum

input. Audible at 2 miles. Normally rated at

10 watts, will handle peak Powers of 18 and 35

watts (according to size of born). Efficiency

approximately 45%, 2i

times that of usual horn
speaker embodying cone unit.

Will project speech mile

with only 6 watts loading.
Specially suitable for
noisy conditions. Entirely

weatherproof - unaffected

GraarvAtouorkil
REPRODUCERS LIR /CONTINUATION

by damp or heat. Response curve smooth in critical

region between 200 and 2,000 C.P.S. felling off
slightly at 5,000 C.P.S. but steadily increasing
above 7,000 C.P.S.
Construction is unique. Diaphragm of moulded,

seamless bekelite is fitted with copper,
(NOT aluminium) speech coil. Difficulty of

connecting lead -out wires to usual aluminium coil

thus avoided. Acceseibility a special feature.

Diaphragm can be centred or replaced by even a

semi -skilled person In less than five minutes.
Recommended to cover large areas or where

excessive noise hes to be overcome.
Prices,

With straight 42 In. Horn
11 Ins.

With "Disks. Co -axial Horn
12 Ins

"picks" Horn
Straight Horn

GRAIK114,DIIONI
REPRODUCERS LTD.
KEW. GARDENS SURREY

PHONE RICHMOND 1175

"Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition. 4s. 6d. net. Post free 4s. 'id.
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NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS
SINCLAIR Speakers for all types.-Alma Grove, Copen-

hagen St., N.1. [0603
BAKERS.-New corner horn speakers for realistic re-

productim; leaflets free.-Bakers Selhurst Radio,
South Croydon. [8369

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
ROLAS, for 6/11; 012's, 47/6; 1/2d. stamp for lists.-

Shippers, 18, Corporation St.. Manchester. [0608
VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 1632, Strand, W.C.2.-Rola

G12 P.M. speakers, 62/6; G12 energised, 50/-; with
transformers, brand new. [8385

BARGAIN!-Epoch new £14/14 energised speaker,
45/-; Rola J90, in cabinet, X1/1.-Levene, 1,

Bushey Rd., West Ham, E.13.
18HARTLEY . TURNER Speakers, energised and415per-

manent magnets, as new; 50/- each.-Crouch, 11,
Dingle Close, Sea Mills, Bristol. [8404

BAKERS.
Famous super power speakers at half price;

as solely specified foi "Wireless World " Quality
receiver.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [8370

3,00() Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised
4in. to 14in., including several Epoch 18in.

-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0591

EPOCH "Domino " Speaker, with rectifying equip-
ment-1-u and additional smoothng choke and condenser,

perfect condition; demonstration; £4.-Seymour, 3, Ful-
brooke Rd., N.19. [8395

SIX B.T.H. Cinema Speakers, 1,100 ohms, 100 -volt
field, 8in. cone, 15 ohms speech coil, with 64in. oak

horns, handle 10-15 watts; £3 each, carriage forward.-
Ward, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Telephone:
Holborn 9703. [9629

EPOCH 18in., rebuilt, any field, 45; with A.C. equip-
ment, £2 extra; Epoch 14in. mains energised, 701-:

fitted A.C., 30/-. extra; several 10in., 12im and 15in.
energised and P.M.s, from 20/ -.-Sinclair Speakers, Alma
Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0628

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
BAKERS.-Triple cone conversions immensely improve

reproduction from any speaker; price 29/6.-Bakers
Selhurst Radio, South Croydon. [8371

TELEVISION
EDISWAN 10in. Electrostatic Tube, used 300 hours

for oscillograph work only, £3/10; Bosch 7in. elec-
trostatic tube, brand new and unused, £4.-S. West, Wor-
lingham, near Beccles, Suffolk. [8392

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
A.C.S.

RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus,
Acommunication receivers, including Hallicrafters,
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK.
Technical Manager. [0550

G5NI.-The oldest and largest distributors of
amateur equipment, transmitting and receiv-

ing; short-wave catalogue, 11/2d.; G5NI 70 -page Manual,
71/2d., post free; authorised direct distributors for Collins,
National, R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammerlund, Bliley, Tay-
lor, Elmo, etc., etc. -44, Holloway Head, Birmingham.

[0531

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

CONVERT Yout Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost

of manufacture (undrilled); 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale prices.
"FIT -A -GRAM" Cabinet, 31x17x15; 21/,
TTNDRIL3/6LED Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinets,
S...) from .

TNSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country1 cus-
tomers.
L. SMITH and Co.. Ltd.. 289. Edgware Rd.. W.2.

SA- Tel. Pad. 5891. [0485

CLEARANCE
Sale!! - Radiogram and television

cabinets; prices slashed! 10 gns. worth for 50/-!
5 gns. worth for 20/-1-Write, wire, 'phone or call.
Cameo Co., 23, Denmark St., W.C.2. (Tem. 5900.) [8353

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
.C.-A.C. Convertors, motors, all voltages, for sale andD wanted.-Easco, 18w, Brixton Rd.. S.W.9. [0558

V.D.C. Alternator, 230 D.C., 230 A.C., 120 watts; £5
12.1 or nearest-Retreat. Brownedge, Buxton. [8398
A LL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-

tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., in
stock, new and second-hand.
A .C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-

ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10;
150 watts output, £3/10.
WARD, 46, Farringdon St.. London, E.C.4. Tel.:

Holborn 9703. [0518

ELECTRADIX Rotary Converters for A.C. Radios on
D.C. mains; alternators 50 to 500 cycles; mains

motors and motor generators for 1 to 600 cells; petrol
engines and switchgear.-218, Upper Thames St., London,
E.C.4. [0619

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker

units, £41716; recording motors, £3/17/6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595

Wireless
World

APRIL the THIRTEENTH
,k BETTER THE BAY

BETTER THE DEED

To follow up our advertisement of
April 27th, asking you to let us
" TRANSFORM " your reproduction
with the 036 Output Transformer, may
we draw your attention to the article
entitled " Phase Splitting in Push Pull
Amplifiers " (April Lath-" Wireless
World.")

The author states that the overall
frequency response of the latest
" Wireless World " Quality Amplifier
circuit is within plus or minus 0.6 db
from 20 to 20,000 cycles including
the output transformer.

This was, of course, the

SOUND SALES TYPE 036
mentioned in the text,

THUS SUBSTANTIATING OUR CLAIMS

May we send YOU our latest catalogue and
technical manual of other components,
and complete Amplifiers with equally

D.

good characteristics? PRICE

Specified by

*sr.
the Experti

MARLBOROUGH RD., (Contractors to the
UPPER HOLLOWAY, G.P.O., etc.)

LONDON, MIL LIMITED. Tel.: Archway 1661/2/3

Hours of Business-
Monday to Friday, 8.30 cm. to 6 p.m.

SATURDAYS CLOSED

.*

or
Exclusive

Modern Bargains
O.E.C. SCHOOL or HOSPITAL RECEIVERS. Universal A.C./D.C. superh et
in fine oak cabinet, 201n. by 1211n. by NW. Laboratory -built far above
commercial standards. Officially approved for school broadcasting and
ideal for all communal or domestic reception in Hospitals, Hotels, Insti-
tutes, Clubs and the Home. Multi -matching output for four or five
speakers or 900 pairs 'phones. Tunes 200/2,000 metres (station names).
Brand new in makers' own transport cases. (Listed £22.) We offer
32 only at £7,10/.. each.
G.E.C. POWER PACKS (or A.C. Eliminators). 100'250 v. A.C. delivering
250 v. D.C. 55 m.a. Ideal for Preliminary Amplifier, Radio Stage or
Receiver, Field Excitation, etc. Sturdily made with impregnated chokes
and transformer in steel cabinet Sin. by 81n. by llin., with Osmin U10 Recti-
fier. Circuit diagram with each. (Originally listed £61116.) Very re-
markable offer, 22,6 each (28 only).
O.E.C. GRAMOPHONE PICKUPS. Fine response-very large output.
Comparable to any popular armature pickup on market to -day and better
than most. Resulting from internal G.E.C. policy we are able to offer the
last of these 18,6 pickups, complete with arm, at only 6,6 each.
G.E.C. PORTABLE PROJECTOR SPEAKERS, comprising 15 -watt P.M.
M/coil unit mounted on 50in. air column folded horn, all contained in
leatherette -covered cabinet. lflin. by 15in. by 14in., 10 only at £4 each.
ELMO. STANDARD RACK PANELS. Heavy gauge crystallined steel,
19in. long, with brackets. Opening cut for controls. P.A. contract°rs
please note-normally difficult to obtain, 5/9 each.
G.E.C. 1578 MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS for all carbon mike.. Fully
shrouded, gin. by 4in. by 2iin., with plug -type terminals (list 11/-)

AMPLIFIER
each.LPILERh.

CABINETS, with motor -board for playing desk. Strongly
made in fine walnut finish, corners reinforced. Stay hinges to lift -up lid.
Panel opening 121in. by Il in. Overall size of cabinet, 17in. by I7in. by
13fin., fitted bronze locking hasps, removable grilled panel at rear and
carrying handle,. Sketch on request. (Cost 35,'-.) 01 only at 15.6 each.
ROTHERMEL de Lure TWEETERS. New 30/- senior model, handling
6 watts. Essential for high-fidelity reproduction, 25 only at 19/6 each.
LSMAY (Blue Spot) ENERGISED MICOIL SPEAKERS, Sin., with trans-
former, fields 1.000, 2,000 to 5,000 ohms (we send nearest to requirements).
Well made, fine response, handle 8 watts, 9 6.
MINIATURE P.M. SPEAKER UNITS (M'Coil). Only Mo. dia., 11 ohms

Perfect M ('oil Mikes, ideal for intercommunication, Oil.
EDISWAN " Tungar " BATTERY CHARGERS, as new. 200,250 v. A.C.
Delivery 6 amps. at 30 volts, capacity 60 cells. In steel cabinet with
ammeter. (List, El2 12;-.) Last few at 45;101- each. Leaflet on request.
PANEL AMMETERS, 21n. dia. Precision A.C./D.C. Readings 0/1.5, 0,3, RA
and 0110 amp. Ideal for chargers, transformer tests, etc. Any one,
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. Precision -made sets, brand new, about one-

_ third list price. Complete set of 12 pieces (including 3 spring bows, half -set
and dividers) in velvet -lined case, 9/11. Also super set, 14/6, and
student's set (8 pieces), 6E.
ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS (Synchronous). Acclaimed by hundreds
of customers during the past /our years as the finest obtainable. Machine -
cut gears, long -life bearings, drive from 2 to Olin. hands. 200.'250 v.
50 cycles, 16/6. (These are guaranteed two years and will give lifetime
of service.)
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Two remarkably fine offers. (A) Made to
exact " W.W." spec. All ratios from 11.51 to 75/1 with C.T. for EP.,
weight 71 lbs.. 26-. (B) Super high.fidelity model (see W.W." of
6th Apii1). Resporuie quite flat 20 to 20,000 cis (really ...zing Perform-
ance). Ratios on each, 18;1. 24/1, 36/1 and 72/1 (with P.P.). No better
0, transformer is possible, 816.
Send stamp for latest supplementary bargain list.
M.R. SUPPLIES, 88, Now Oxford Street,
London, W.0.1. (Tdeuhene MUSeum 2958)

"Radio Laboratory Handbook," Price 8s. 6d. net. Post
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VALVES
A LL Types of American Tubes in Stock of Impea end

li Arcturus makes, at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Re-

placement Valves for Any British, non -ring, Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

SEND
for Lists of These, and also electrolytic condensers,

line cords, resistances. etc.
CIIAS. F. WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.

Tel.: Holborn 9703.
SPECIAL 3in. Cathode Ray Tubes, hand, vacuum (green2

screen, 37/6; or with Agnadag coating, £2, guaran
teed; every American valve in stock, of course; new valve
manuals, 1/6.
RADIOGRAPHIC, Ltd., 66, Osborne Si,. Glasgow, 0.1

[8351

AMERICAN Valves, first grade, by leading makers,
guaranteed, popular types; standard base 5/6, octal

base 6/6; 6L6G, 7/6.-General Radio Distributors, 309,
Falloden Way, 14.W.11. [0626-

va.-R.C.A. American valves, 50 popular types; also
av National Union, Hytron; also British non -ring

valves; cheapest in Britain; 1/2d. stamp for revised lists.-
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE.-Special offerf0

07

American valves, in makers' cartons, 3/- each;
Octets, 3/6 each; American valves, first grade in all
types; trade supplied. -1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000. [0436

TEST EQUIPMENT
C. RAY Oscilloscope, 3in, screen, with linear amplified

time base, balanced or unbalanced by panel switching,
-vertical amplifier, terminals direct to plates if required,
complete with 5 valves and Mullard C.R. tube, in metal
case with carrier, specification equivalent to conventional
£40 outfits, brand new condition; 15 gns.-S. West, Wor-
lingham, near Beccles, Suffolk. [8391

NEW COMPONENTS
RADIO Components, all makes in stock; complete range

of Bulgin and Eddystone short wave parts; American
valves specialists; all goods cash with order; post free;
established 20 years.-C. Noyes, 163, Shepherd's Bush
Market, London, W.12. [8346

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on paN4876.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES.

SPECIAL Bargain Offera.-Wego 4 mfd. 2,000 vw, 7/6;
ex R.A.F. wavemeters with B.F. buzzer, 7/6 each;

buzzers only, 2/6; Muirhead 1 mfd. 2,000 v.w., 2/- B.I.
4 mfd. 450v. A.C. working, 2/-; 0.1 and 0.25 mid. 1,000
v.w., 1/6; Geni-E-Motor 12 volt in, 285 D.C. output at 60
m.a., 45/-; Dacca mike trans., 80:1 ratio, 1/9; Philips
mains trans. 280.0.280v. 80 M.A., 4v. 21/2a., 4v. 5a., 100
to 250 volts input; 3/6.
CONTACT Cleaner, 2/6 per tin; American valves, Cam-

bridge type 18, output pentode, 2/6; 83v. Rectifier,
3/6; 1 meg. volume controls, 1/6; 50ft. coils 186 tinned
copper wire, 1/3 per coil; set of trimming tools, 10 in
set, '7/6; Ferranti microphone transformers, 60:1 ratio;
2/6.
T.C.C. 0.5 450 v.v., 3d.; Ferranti 21/2in. moving coil
.L meters, 500 micro amps., 25/-; 1 ma. with rectifier,
35/-; 500 micro amps. with rectifier, 50/-; 250 volts,
1,000 ohms. per volt, 25/-; 5 amps. thermal, 35/-; one
only A.C./D C. circuit tester, 55/; 250 micro amps. with
rectifier, 45/-. All above in new condition and guaran-
teed. Many more bargains for callers only,
LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, London's

Only Walk Round Radio Store, 23 Lisle Street,
Leicester Square, London, W.C. Telephone: Gerrard
2969. [8418

RVALLS RADIO, 280, High Holborn, London, W.C.1,
offer new goods, post free.

ELLIPTICAL Speakers, Celestion, suitable Ekco replace-
ments, 750 and 1,250 ohms, less transformers, speech

25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts, carry up to 120 ma.; 5/6
each.

SPECIAL Offer of New Ferranti Transformers, AF5cs,
OPM6c, B5 chokes, 12/6; AF5, OMP6, AF6o,

OPM16c, 8/9; AF17c, B2 chokes, 6/9; OPM8 (15-1),
AF10, B8 chokes, OPM1c, 4/9; all each.
GARRA.RD AC Induction Type AC7a Gramophone

Motors, with pick-ups complete, 200-250v., 12in.
turntable and unit plate, auto. stop, speed regulator,
new; 32/6 each.
WEARITE 110.k.c. I.F.'s with Top Trimmers, 1/6 each;

sets band pass air core superhet coils, ex Ilalycon,
screened chassis type, 4/9 set five; 110 kc. with coil details.
'Di. Tubular 4m1. 200v., 6d. each or 4/- dozen; B.L
11 0.05, 1/3 dozen, 7/9 gross; B.L 0.25 mf. tubulars,
2/- dozen, 4/6 Per three dozen.

SPEAKERS,
pairs, brand new, elliptical cone speakers,

made by first class firm, quality of reproduction out-
standing, push-pull pentode transformer, fields 325 ohm
for smoothing choke, 8,600 as bleeder, circuit available,
handle 10-15w.; 14/- pair.-Ryalls Radio, see above. [8374
FOR Disposal Below Cost, quantity of new receivers,

amplifiers, feeder units, chokes, condenser banks,
Ferranti and other transformers, etc.; state requirements;
write, 'phone or call.-W. T. Rickards, 17, Heathfield
Rd., King's Heath. Highbury 1804. [8390

free 9.si
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COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.,

63' High Holborn, W.C.1. Holborn 4631.

PRESS Button Assembly, comprising compact unit size
6in.x 6iii.x 2in., complete with six press buttons and

manual trimmer for balancing circuits, complete with
ten silver mica capacitators; ideal for adapting existing
receiver for press button tuning; 9/11 each.

SET of 4 Skeleton Type All -wave Coils (manufacturers
type unshielded), comprising oscillator coil, wave

trap, broadcaster aerial coil and short wave coil with
circuit; 2/6 set of 4.

EARPHONES by Standard Telephones, 2,000 ohms re-
sistance; 5/11 per pair.

A MERICAN Press Button Car Radios, 6- and 12 -volt
X2- models, manual tuning plus 6 press buttons, medium
wave only, 6 gns.; medium and long, £6115.
CAR Aerials, running board type, 8/6; chromium roof

type, 11/6.

***
TC.C. New Range of Compact Electrolytic Condensers,

as follows:-
TC.C. 8 Mfd. Tubular Electrolytic, wire ends, 500 volt

working, 600 volt surge; 1/6 each.
8 Mfd. Midget, wire ends, size 21/2in.xl1/2in., 500

volt working, 600 volt surge; 1/.6 each.
C.C. 8 plus 8 4 -lead Midget Electrolytics, 500 voltT working, 600 volt surge; 2/9 each.

T.C.C. 1 Mfd. Tubular, wire ends; 1/. each.

.C.C. Bias Condensers :-50 mid. 12 volt, 1/-; 25 mid.T 25 volt, 1/-; 25 mfd. 50 volt, 1/3; 50 mid. 25 volt,
1/3; 50 mid. 50 volt, 1/6.

***
WEARITE Mains Transformers, standard for the sea-

son and exclusive to us, made to strict electrical
standards, wire end type, all windings centre tapped,
screened primaries, tapped inputs, 200-250 volts, screw
adjustment.

TYPE R.C.1, 250-0-250, 80 ma,. 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 4.5 amp.; 9/6 each.

TYPE R.C.2, 350-0-350, 120 m.a. 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 5 amp.; 11/- each.

TYPE R.C.3, 350-0-350, 150 m.a. 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 2 amp. 4 volts 5 amp.; 12/6 each.

101).C.4 500-0-500, 150 m.a., 4 volts 2 amp., 4 volts11, 2 amp., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4 volts 5-6 amp.; 19/6
each.

TYPES R.C.1. and R.C.2 Drop Through Type, capped.

TYPES R.C.3 and R.C.4 Upright Mounting Type,
fully shrouded.

WEARITE Auto Transformers, type R.C.5, fully
shrouded, input 100-110 volts, output 200-250 volts,

100 watts; 12/- each.

***
pLEBSEY Slow-motion Drives.

TYPE

TYPE
TYPE

1841-1125, size of dial 5in. square; 2/- each.

1393, size of dial 4x5; 1/10 each.

1510, size of dial 4x5; 1/10 each.

TYPE 2077, clock face dial, separate indications, size
of dial 5x5 (R. and minute -hand type), geared;

4/6 each.
TYPE 2806, size of dial 8x3, overall height 8in.;

1/3 each.
TYPE 1825, size of dial 51/2x1%; 1/3 each.

ALL Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

* * *
CRYSTAL Pick-up, high grade American, bronze finish

complete with arm; R1/5 each.
STANDARD Octal Base Valve Holders; 4d. each.

AMERICAN Valve Holders, best quality, 4-, 5-, 6-, and
7 -pin; 3d. each.

CLIX 5 -pin Chassis, 3d. each; Clix 7 -pin chassis. 4,1.
each; Bulgin S.P.S.T. twist switch, 9d. each; Bulgin

D.P.D.T. twist switch. 1/- each.

Paper Tubular Condensers, all sizes up to 0.1,
5d. each, 4/6 doz.; 0.25 ditto, 7d. each; 0.5, 10d.

each.
POLAR N.S F. 1 Watt Resistances; 3%d. each, 3/- doz.;

all sizes up to 2 meg.
MAINS Smoothing Chokes, Wearite unshrouded, fitted

wire ends: -30 henry 80 m.a., 500 ohms, 7/6 each;
40 henry 150 m.a., 500 ohms, 10/6 each.

AMERICAN Valves. -Complete range of Raytheon 1st
Grade stocked; competitive prices consistent with

quality; write for lists.

***
LISSEN Valves, brand new, boxed, as follows :-H2,

L2, 2/- each; BB.220A, 3/11 each; SGV, SG 215,
3/11 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE Bargains Continued in Third
Column.

Wireless
World

ISkyrodigives

Here's how an ordinary Belling -Lee
' SKYROD ' Aerial installation was
tested under extremely bad con-
ditions by a radio dealer -with
astonishing results. Read in the
letter below how this terrible
interference was conquered and
reception improved -then go along
to your own dealer's and hear for
the first time the performance. of
which a modern receiver is capable.

(11A Standard
receiver of well-

known
make was selected and

screened against extraneous
pick-

up. The receiver was then placed

inside the compartment
of a re -

With the Skyrod ' in use therefrigerator.

was just a faint trace of crackle --

certainly not sufficient
to be

troublesome
even on a weak trans-

mission.
On reverting

to the

ordinary aerial the noise was

terrific, even
Droitwich was im-

possible.
are now regularly

demon-

strating your 'Skyrod' on a

receiver placed adjacent to a

vacuum cleaner commutator
type

gram. motor
and flashers without

the slightest trouble.

Our congratulations
upon a real

solution of one of or

problems.,
I,

The Belling -Lee 'SKY -
ROD' Aerial System
is available in four
different mountings
from £3.19.6 to
,&6.7.0 or on H.P.
Terms from 13
weekly. Prices do
not apply to Eire.

ri7m, -

.2.:11HL,11_

The BELLING -LEE

KYROD
AERIAL SYSTEM

I

BELLING & LEE LTD.,
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD, MIDDX

11111111.111.1111111.1111.1.1.M.......a7345
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COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., continuing bargains in

components, etc.

* **
CIENTRALAB Volume Controls Available as Follows,

with switch, long spindle: -1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 2/- each.
et.E.C. Relays, make and break type, 3,300 ohms; 4/ -

each
10n Watt Auto Transformers, 100-250 volts reversible,
k, wire end type; 5/11 each.

* * *
STANDARD Telephone Mains Transformer, Type 1,

input 200-250 volt, output 250v. 40 m.a., 4 volt
2.5 amp.; 2/6 each.

TYPE 2, input 200-250 volt, output 250 volt 200 m.a.,
4 volt 2.5 amp.; 3/- each.

TYPE 3, input 200-250 volt, output 200 volt 500 m.a.,
4 volt 4 amp.; 5/6 each.

HELLSEN 8 mfd. Cardboard Electrolytics, 450 voltworking, wire end; 1/- each.
CONDENSER Block. lour, 0.05 mfd., metal cased, 500

volt working; 1/9 each.
TYPE 4 Smoothing Choke, 500 m.a. 100 ohms 12henrys; 8/6 each.
CONDENSER Block. two, 6 mfd., 2.1 mfd., metal cased,

500v. wkg.; 2/3 each.
METAL Safety Case with Base and 2 Valve Holder's,

size Pisx 6in.x 514in.; 2/6 each; finished brown
crackle.

METAL Safety Case with Base and 2 Valve Holders,
size 121/2in.x8Yain.x53/4in.; 3/6 each; finished brown

crackle.

32 A1fiLd.ea44,0. volt working, can type wet electrolytic;

16 M.f.d., 450 volt working; 1/- each.

A LL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free; postage
LA- must be enclosed with orders for less than 5/-;enquiries 11/2d. stamp if reply expected. Hours of busi-
ness: Week -days, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays, 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. Postal rates apply to the United Kingdom only,
orders for Ireland and abroad must include sufficientpostage to cover whatever the value of same.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn. W.C.1.
Telephone : Holborn 4631. [8413

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.-Askfor free list; metal rectifiers, IITIO, 10/-; HT9,
VAUXHALL.-Hivac valves, all types; full range ofpick-ups, from 11/-.
VAUXHALL.-T.C.C. dry, 8mfd., 2/6; 600v. aluminium

containers; T.C.C. 600 v. dry, cardboard containers,
8mfd., 1/9. [8386

COLLARO A.C./D.C. Record -changers, 200-250. playseight 10in. or 12in. records, mixed, also incorporates
repeater and rejector; limited quantity, £5/5, in sealedcartons.

GARRARD A.C. Motors, Model A.C.6, enclosed type
with automatic stop, 110-250 volts, 30/-, earr. pd..

sealed cartons.

MARCONI K25 Pick-up, unused and boxed; 14/-.

HENRY'S. 72. Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill. N.15.Stamford Hill 2907. [8216
SOUTHERN RADIOS Bargains. -Sale now proceeding

of hundreds of bargain lines, goods previously adver-
tised still available. -Southern Radio, 46. Lisle St., Lon-
don, W.C.1. Gerrard 6653. [8236
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co. Can Now OfferImmediate Delivery of Transatlantic All -wave Tun-ing Packs. Stamp for details. Carriage paid by return,
immediate delivery, telephone Tudor 4046, call mornings.Stamp for list 226.
AMAZING Opportunity -Fifty N.S.F. marked andcoloured coded resistors. 1/2, 1 and 2 watt, wireends. 20 good sizes in every parcel of 50 resistors; 2/6
per 50 only.

TUBULAR Condensers. -400 volt working, wire ends,best make. 0.0001-0.05 mfd., 4d.; 0.1 mfd., 4d.;0.25, 0.5 mfd.,
CLIX Unused Chassis Valve -holders, 5 -pin, 7 -pin, 3d.each. All American sizes, 6(1. each. Best sleeving,

yard.
CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, long spindle, un-

used. All sizes, 5,000 ohms. to 2 megohm, 2/-; with
mains switch, 2/3.

FIRST -GRADE Boxed American Tubes, guaranteed, 4/-
each; octals, 4/6; T.C.C. dry metal 8 mfd., 600 volt,

2/3.
POLAR MIDGET Latest Three -gang Condensers,

screened, trimmers, 14in. spindle, 0.0005 mfd., 100
k/c tracker (perfect straight two -gang), 2/6.

]JUBILIER Mica Tag Condensers, 0.00005. 0.0001,
0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005 mid., 3d.; 2/6 dozen.

ERIE One Watt, colour coded, unused resistors, any
size, 50 ohms to 5 megohm, your selection, 3d.; 2/6

dozen. Two watt, 6d.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co., 4-6 Muswell

Hill Road, London, N.6. Tudor 4046. [8394

Wanted
WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand

Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.
We pay more than any other dealer. Part exchanges.
Bring, send or will cal). -University Radio, Ltd., 238, Eus-
ton Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810. [8366

Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s. net. Post free 25s. gd.
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ELECTRAD IX
3/9 MILLIAMMETERS.-New. Where the job calls
for something simple without calibration for tuning
or gal,o fur testing. Back of panel type, as illus.,
8 ma. full scale. Great Bargain at 39 post free.
MILLIAMMETERS.-Moving coil. 5, 10, 25. 50
500 m.a., in various sires, from 21in. to Bin. dia.
Switchboard Meters, 3 to Bin. dial, all ranges.
PANEL MOT. COIL MICRO -AMMETERS. -Distortion
in receiver. may be caused by a few micro -amps of grid
current detected by Lesdix fsensitive moving coil

micro -ammeters reading f m. M.a. to 50. 1,000 ohm
bakelite case, flush panel, 21in. dial, 40/-. Relay

small Mov. Coil working on 50 micro -amps., HI-.
SILVERTOWN Portable Tester. Combines Wheatstone
Bridge, Cairo shunts and ratios, as new, £8. G.P.O.
Plug-in Bridge Resistance Boxes, to 8,000 ohms, 60c.
SULLIVAN MARINE REFLECTING GALVANOMETERS,
as used by the Cable C015.0 Cheap.
DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER. -A
wonderfully versatile moving -iron multi -range
meter for service on A.C. or D.C. jobs. No project-
ing terminals. THREE ranges of volts 0-7.5,
0-150, 0-300. Used for PdILI1AMPS. reads:
12i ma. and 73 in.a. In black bakelite ease.
Measures only 21in. by 21 in., with pair of test
leads and plugs. Leaflet ",N " gives full infor-
mation. 19,6.

VIBRATOR BATTERY
.st'S SUPERSEDER.
H. metal rectifier. for

1LT. from your 2 -volt battery. 3 output
volt tappings. A boon to those who are
not on the mains.
Reduced from £3 15s. to sale price 37f6.
HEADPHONES. Light weight. 2,000

ohms, 4/6. Single high res. earpieces. 2:6. Sullivan 120
ohm W.D. model. Aluminium body and headbands. Maker's
price to -day, 15/-. Our price, 2/9 per pair. Pocket double
headphones, W.D. type for portable sets. 2'6 pair.

RELIABLE DISC (RECORD-... MG. Electric Feigh set for
use on your radiogram. Quick detachable
ball -bearing gear box, tracker and tra-
verse rod with tone arm, pick up and
diamond cutter, worth £3 105. Qtdte
new. Sale, 37/6. Blank discs. 3/3 dos.
METERS of all ranges and sizes in
stock from millivolts to 12,000 volts or
micro -amps to 1.000 amps.

MORSE INKED Tape Strip Recorders; portable or table. ('heap.
Wheatstone Strip Hand Perforators, 15/.. Paper Tape for Morse and
Wheatstone, green or white, 6d. reel. Brass Tape Reels in mahogany
case, 243.
TELEPRINTER TELEGRAPH.-G.P.O. Model for Typewriter trans-
mission. Electrically operated, in new condition, beautiful work. Coat
Cal. Sale, £4. Few complete Wheatstone Code Trummitters

PARCELS of useful oddments for the Experimenter who
wants a junk -box of Coils, Magnets,!Fire, Chokea, Conden
ser, Switches, etc.. mostly ex-W.D. parte worth a lot more
than 10 lbs. 7/-, or 7 lbs. for post free. British Isles
0013'.

BARGAIN SALE LIST "W" FREE ON REQUEST.
MOTORS. Our well-known low-priced Dynamos, Motors and
Motor -driven appliances for D.C. and A.C. 50 cycle supply are a
special line. Fractional horse -power Motors for driving small
lathes, blowers, drills, polishers, tine projectors, etc.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

'Phone: Central 461I
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FOR INEXPENSIVE ACCURACY .

TAYLORMETER

MODEL BOA.
2.000 Ohms per
volt A.C. and D.C.

I 0 WIS.
LOW DEPOSIT
EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

70
RANGES

BRITISH
MADE

SIZE
I rxrx5"

This precision built Universal Meter with Its
sturdy 41' Moving Colt movement covers DA'.
volts 0.002-2,000 ; A.C. Output'volts
D.C. Current 114,1-20 Arnim ; A.C. Current 100A
-5 Amps. Resistance 0.1 Ohms -5 megohrns.
Output -18 to +60 DB. at the touch of two
switches. Although unusually low in price the
TAYLORMETER is extremely reliable, sensitive
and accurate.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON NOW.

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
45, Foubert's Place, Regent St., London, W.I
Please send me full details of the TAYLORMETER.

Name
Address

W.W.IO

Wireless
World

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a Smile."

AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairers
of all types of American and British receivers.-

F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. 10434

LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs. British, American. any
make, 24 -hours service; moderate prices. -Sinclair

Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0590

GUARANTEED Repairs Any Transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.

L.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.),
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3 lines).

[6892

BAKERS. -Take advantage of 15 years' experience; send
your next speaker repair, any make, to Bakers Sel-

hurst Radio, South Croydon. [8372

MAINS Transformer Service. Repairs, rewinds, or
construction to specification of any type, competi-

tive prices and prompt service. -Sturdy Electric Co.. Dip -
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne. [0516

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. -Guaranteed
repairs to American and British receivers, American

valves, service parts and rewinds; trade supplied. -1021,
Finchley Rd., N.W.1. Speedwell 3000. [0435

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE. -All types of
receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, including

American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV.,' etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from Land's End to John -o -Groats; van col-

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange
Works. Muswell Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quotxl; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service. -Loud -Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

[0394

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.

DIRECTORATE of Scientific Research.

APPLICATIONS are Invited for an Appointment as
Designer at Bawdsey Research Station, Bawdsey

Manor, Woodbridge,

ClIKNDIDATES Should Have Had a Good Training in
Electrical Engineering, with several years' draw-

ing office experience in the design of radio equipment,
and must be capable of preparing working drawings for
production purposes from rough sketches or laboratory
models; adaptability to follow rapid experimental develop-
ment of a wide variety of novel radioelectric, mechanical
and mathematical appliances is essential.
SCALE' of Salary £350-£18-£500 per annum.

THE Appointment will be Non -pensionable in the First
Instance,

APPLICATION Should be Made on a Form to be ob-
tained by letter, quoting reference C.93, enclosing

stamped addressed envelope, from the Superintendent,
Bawdsey Research Station, Bawdsey Manor, Woodbridge,
Suffolk, to whom it should be returned not later than
the 12th May, 1939. [8408

CROWN Agents for the Colonies.

COLONIAL Government Appointments.

APPLICATIONS from Qualified Candidates are Invited
for the following post :-

WIRELESS Technician Required for the Post Office
(Engineering Department), Hong Kong, for three

years,. with possible permanency. Salary £310, risingto £470 a year. Free passages and quarters and leave
on full pay. Candidates, aged 23-26, must, possess -the
Postmaster General's first class certificate in Radiotele-
graphy; have had three years' seagoing experience, and
some experience in workshop and servicing practice.

APPLY at Once by Letter, stating age, whether married
or single, and full particulars of qualifications and

experience, and Mentioning this paper, to the Crown
Agents for the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1,
quoting M/8408. [8411

SERVICE Engineer, 'over 22. drive ear; state wages re-
quired, experience, to: Box 9606, c/o The Wireless

World. [8400

RADIO Engineers Required for the Development of
Mass-produced Broadcast Receivers; previous experi-

ence in a similar capacity essential. -Write in confidence
full particulars of experience, age and salary required,
to the Personnel Manager, Koleter-Brandes, Ltd., Foots -
tray, Sidcup. . [8405

VACANCY Exists for a Television Engineer experienced
in the design and production of modern television

receivers. Good prospects for the right man. -Apply in
confidence, stating age, experience and salary required, to
the Chief Engineer, Beethoven Electric Equipment, Ltd.,
Chase Rd., London, N.W.10. [8407

DRAUGHTSMAN Required by Large Electrical Engi-
neering Firm in the Midlands preferably with ex-

perience in design of short wave radio transmission equip-
ment, or similar electrical apparatus. -Reply, with full
particulars of age, education, experience and salary re-
quired, Box 9394, cio The Wireless World. [5544

MAY 4TH, 1939.

ADIOMART
CELIMMInrallIMIN

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER 1.
Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer. While
they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
T28708-375/375 v. 150 m/A., 6.3V5A. 2.5V5A. 5V3A. 1125/6-
T19610-350/350 v. 150 m/A., 2.5V6A. 2.15V2A. 5V3A.
T7236-3751375 v, 120 m/A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 10/6
T7326-3501350 v. 100 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 8/6
T7307-3501350 v. 80 WA-, 6.3VCT. 3A. SVGA 7/6
T7000-3201320 v. 80 milt., 6.3V4A. 5V3A 7,11
T6025-320/320 v. 80 na/A., 2.5V6A. 5V3A
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250 v. 5/6
T1113AB-110/230 v. 500 watt Auto Transformer 29/6
The following chokes are interleaved and impregnated.
T7007-250 miA., 195 ohms. 20-8 Hy., cadmium shrouded 12/6

60 m/A., 15 Hy., 250 ohms

T7007A-150 In/A.. 250 ohms, 30.12 Hy., cadmium shrouded 12/6
100 m/A., 20

DUTY TRANSFORMER for models, bells, etc., 6 v..3 a., 142/1/131.

500 ohms, unshrouded

4 mf., 1,500 v. test 500 v. wkg. oil filled condensers,
H EAVY DUTY Mains Transformer, worth 451-. 350-350, 150 m/A.,

4 v. 2.5 a. ('T, 4 v. 0 a., CT, 12;6 ; 300-300 v., 80 m/A., 4 v. 3 a.,
CT, 4 v. 2 a.. cT, 68. Moving Coil Speech Transformers, 1/11.
GANG CONDENSERS with.Akplane Dial, 8 and 80-1. Cost 35;-. Few

only. 411. I tility, 7 6, Microdlals, 3/9.
W.S. Bin. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ME -THIRD COST
Extension Type (no Transformer), 8/11. Standard Type (with Transformer).
10;6. Energised 8', 1,200 ohms with Transformer, 6/11.
DUSHBACK Wire, 6 yds., 6d., heavy, 9d. Resin -cored Bolder. aft.,

61. : Screened Flex, single, 6d. yd. ; twin, 9d. yd. Assorted Solder
Tags, 6d. packet. Humdinimers, 6d. each.
Centrals b pots, all sizes, 10 ; switched, 2'-; tubular glass fuses, 2d;
Milliarnmeters 0-25 ma., upwards, ; Super, 69.
POZEth Free,W 71684. -PAGE MANUAL, packed fall of valuable information,

THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of New Short-wave
Components and is yours for lid. post free.

VALVES.
.t complete range of replacements, showing a saving of over

50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types required. Quantity
Discounts to Service Engineers. TRADE enquiries for oommimication
equipment solicited.

RADIOMART Telephone:
MIDland 3251.

G5NI (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

DIRECT SOUND RECORDING

PYRAL
AND

NEOCIRE
ACETATE DISCS

can now be obtained from the
suppliers of the well-known

Simplat ' Blanks, Apparatus and Accessories
PYRAL DISCS from 8d. upwards

V. G. MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
GORST ROAD, LONDON, N.W.10

'Phone : WILLESDEN 1632 3

VVELBURN12WATTAMPLIFIER
Built of heavy, 16 S.W.G., steel and finished Grey and
Chromium, this high -gain sound amplifier is completely
self-contained.
Only 0.008 v. is necessary to develop full output while

transformer are used. The output power is conserva-
tively rated at 12 watts, and a level response is combined
with linear amplification.

15",, Negative Feed -Back and a symmetrical output

Full details on request.

RETAIL PRICE £1 4

RADIO 1.11
QUEENSWAY TEAM VALLEY

GATESHEAD -ON -TYNE

NO A.R.P. SHELTER is COMPLETE WITHOUT a

UNIVERSAL 3 VALVE BATTERY SET
with British Ring Valves Detector. L.F. and
Power,and W.B. Permanent Magnet Meving
Coil Speaker. In Walnut Cabinet, as illus.
A real station getter and fully guaranteed. CARRIAGE PAID.

22/6
.0005 2 Gang Conden-
sers 2/- each
.0005 3 Gang Conden-
sers 3/6 each
Magnum Multi Contact
Switches 1,3 each
American Valve
Screens 4d. each

POST FREE.

UNIVERSAL, 8 & 10, Brown Street,
'Phone: Deansgate 5009. MANCHESTER, 2

Tice Wireless World Diary for 1939. Is. 6d. net. Post free IS. 7d.
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Small No. 414
Large No. 415

id.
2d.

Heavy Wiring No. 416 3d,
Keyhole No. 418 2d.
Hook No. 419 2d.
Usual colours and engravings

Send for Clix Radio
and Electrical Cata-
logue - Post free.

SPADE
TERMINALS

For EveryPurpose

The range of CL IX terminals
include Spade, Panel, Pin, "All -
in," Heavy Wiring Keyhole and
Hook types, every one of which
can be depended upon for
perfect contact.

SPADE TERMINALS are
fitted with collars to prevent acid
creep and a special slide to give

the
metal -to -metal contact.

l'he Heavy Wiring type has
a large insulator to take wires up
to A withoutstrippingorMints.

British Mechanical Productions Ltd,.
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W.1.

THE INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925. Incorporated).

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The advantages of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless engineers.

Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Secretary, Institute of Wireless Technology, 4, Vernon Place,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.I 'Phone: Holborn 4879.

BRIGHTER

PHOTOGRAPHY
By DAVID CHARLES, F.R.P.S.

The carefully arranged chapters cover
the whole field from the choosing of a
camera to developing and printing
the finished picture. Details of the
various photographic materials on
the market are given, and there are
important sections dealing with

Focusing, Aiming the Camera,
Photographic Groups, Lighting and
Exposing.

In addition there are over one
hundred and sixty illustrations, each
numbered and each conveying a

really useful hint.

Price 2/6 net. By post 2/9

ILIFFE & SONS, LTD.
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1

Ct: gkirdS
se Aquaria °A

The weekly journal for all who keep Canaries,
British Hybrids or Foreign Pet Birds.
EVERY FRIDAY 2d, W.VV.98
Specimen copy of recent issue free on request from
The Publisher (W.W.), Dorset Home, Stamford St., London, 8.E.1

Wireless
World

SITUATIONS VACANT
SKILLED Laboratory Assistant Required for work on

the development of radio receivers; thorough prac-
tical and theoretical knowledge essential. Junior assist-
ant also required for simple reutine measurements. -
Reply by letter, giving full details of qualification and
experience, to Employment Dept., Murphy Radio, Ltd.,
Welwyn Garden City. [8406

SITUATIONS WANTED
YOUNG Engineer (radio technician), 23, spent one year

at University laboratory, excellent theoretician,
speaks good English, seeks situation. -Reply Stephen
Singer, Budapest, 62, P.O.B.166. [8416

MISCELLANEOUS
CHEAP Printing. -1,000 billheads, 3/6; sample free.-

Creteway Press, 18, Buxted, Sussex. [8180
PHOTO -ELECTRIC Cells, brand new; 15/-

versal, 221, City ltd., London, E.C.1. [8370
CA.P.O. Engineering Dept (no experience required); com-

mencing £3/13 per week; age 18-23; excellent
prospects; free details of Entrance Exam. from
(Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford. Place, London, W.I. [8396
-LIVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
.1.3 of "The Wireless and Electrical Trader" should
send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and full
details of the " Trader - Services. " The Wireless and
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders Trade only, 15/- per annum.
post free. -Published at Dorset House, Stamford St., Lon-
don, S.E.1. [0615
" VNGINEER'S Guide to Success " Shows How to

-924 Qualify in Television Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide -free -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such as
A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., A.M.I.W.T., C. and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed. -The Tech-
nological Institute of Great Britain, 82, Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [8409

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS
PARTNER Wanted for Radio Service Business in

London; good organising ability essential; capital
£250, or would consider sale; write for appointment to :
Box 9615, c/0 The Wireless World. [8417

PATENTS
" PRACTICAL Hints on Patents," free on application.

-The Imperial Patent Service, First Avenue House,
High Holborn, W.C.1. Preliminary consultation free.

[0481

TUITION
RADIO Training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E. Diploma;

prospectus free. -Technical College, Hull. [0611

MORSE Code Easily Learnt by Gramophone Records;
all speeds; also correspondence courses; particulars,

stamp. -Masters, Orchard House, Wokingham. [8397

WIRF-TYSS.-Complete training, Marine, Broadcast and
Television. Posts waiting. Mod. fees. Boarders

taken. App-oved college, prosp.-Dept. W., London Radio
College, Grove Park Rd., London, W.4. (Chi. 3244.)

row
WIRELESS Careers; increased salaries and pensions

make radio a profitable and interesting profession;
we train students for all branches and guarantee appoint-
ments; Britain's leading Colleges; boarders accepted;
write for free prospectus. -Wireless College, Colwyn Bay,
or Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton. [8373

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

TO Let -Shop, parlour and room, 24 King's College Rd.,
Hampstead,N.W.3. No opposition. Particulars.-

Apply Boden, wiss Cottage. [8399
NEED for Radio and Cycle Dealer on Large New Estate.

Main road position. Success assured. No premium.
-Apply Fairway Homes, Mutton Lane, Potters Bar.
Tel.: 931. [8371
" ruHE Wireless and Electrical Trader" is an essential

part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its
pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is reed by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15 / - per annum, post free. -Semi
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford St., London, S.E.1. [0614

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data. -The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and appli-
cations of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free 2/3; abroad 3/ -.-Leonard Heys, 36,
Henry St., Blackpool. [0594

" THE Wireless
World" Diary for 1939 contains 77

pages of facts, formula; and general information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to follow.
Also a list of the most important European Broadcasting
Stations and short-wave stations of the world. Twelve
pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and units.
-By post 1/7 from Dine & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.1.
" FOUNDATIONS of Wireless." By A. L. M. Sowerhy,

-L' M.Sc. Second edition. An elementary textbook
on receivers. Deals fully with the construction of wire-
less sets, valves, and the process of detection. Price 4/6
net. By post 4/11, from Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London. 8.E.1.

1PREMIERS* RADIO *
Premier Short -Wave Kits.

Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Nit ... 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... 25/-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58/6
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS.
7 me Band, 10/- each, with Calibration Certificate.
Enclosed holder and Base, 3/-.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin types,
13-26, 22-47, 41-74, 78-170 metres, 1/8 each, with circuit.
Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with
circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-93, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2/8.
ULTRA S.W. COILS, 4-10 metres Wound silver plated
Wire. Mounted on Trolitul base. Inside diam.
3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 turns, complete with base, 1/- each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1 Ratios,3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,all-brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/8 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ,
40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/-; 160 mud., 2/3 ; 250
mmf., 2/6.
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS. 15 mmf., 2/9 ; 40 mmf., 3/6 ; 100 mmf., 4/- ;
i mmt, 4 6.
NEW TROLITUL SPLIT STATOR CONDENSERS,
50 x 50 mmf., 10/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./HL.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./H.P., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens. I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen., 10/8 ; 33 -watt
D.H. Tnode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 V. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL MODULATION
TRANSFORMERS

Will match any modulator to any R.F. load. 50 watts,
17/6 150 watts, 29/6 ; 300 watts, 49/6.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance. 11 ratios from 13 : 1 to -80 :1.
5-7 watts, 13/6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29/6.
Send for full details.

PREMIER MOVING COIL METERS
Guaranteed Accuracy within ± 2 per cent.

Model 21. Sin. sq. case. Model 311. 31in. round case
0-1 m/A. ... 18/6 0-1 m/A. 22/6
0-10 m/A. 17/6 0-10 In/A. 20/-
5-56 m/A. 17/6 0-50 m/A. 20/-
0-100 m, A. ... 17/6 0-100 m/A. 20/-
0-250 m/A. 17/6 0-250 m/A.
Mode1341. 0-1 m/A. movement, with calibrated scale,
volts-ohms-m/A., 25/,
VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER RESISTANCES, guaranteed
accuracy ± 2 per cent. All standard ranges, 1/3 each.
TAPPED SHUNT to providereadings of 5 in/A., 25 m/A.,
250 m/A., and 1,000 m/A., 5/6.
PREMIER AC/DC MOVING IRON METERS. 21 in,
diana. Flush Mounting. All ranges. 10 nia., 30 ma.,
50 m.a., 100 ma., 250 m.a., 500 ma., 5/9 each.
AMMETERS. 1, 3, 5, 10 or 30 amps., 5/9 each.

PREMIER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
A New Complete Range of 7 High Fidelity RA. Amplifiers
for A.C. or A.C. D.C. Mains operation. Completely

Kit of Parts Wired and -
with Valves. Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... £2 0 0 £2 15 0
3 -watt A.C./D.C. 42 0 0 £2 15 0
6 -watt A.C. , £5 5 0 £6 0 0

8 -10 -watt A,C./D.C. ... 84 10 0 £5 5 0
15 -watt A.C. £5 15 0 AT 0 0

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
PREMIER MIKES.

REISZ PATTERN. Transverse- Current, High Grade,
large Output Unit. Fine Frequency Response 45-7,500
cycles 20/. each.
MOVING COIL MIKES. High class P.M. Unit. Fre-
quency Response 90-5,200 cycles, 42/- each.
MIKE TRANSFORMERS, 5/- each.
MIKE STANDS. Table, 7/6 each, Folding Portable, 15',
Adjustable Floor, 22/6.

Send for full delails.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/- please
add 6d. Postage.
Have you had our 1939 Catalogu e, Handbook and
Valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio Price 6d.Bargains and Interesting Data.

aro

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW PREMISES,

169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Central 2833
Nor 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2331.

HandbookHandbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists." Price 21S. net. Post free 21S, 9d.
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The ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY and TELEPHONY

by R. D. BANGAY

The standard book of instruction for wireless beginners and students. The style is clear
and simple and attention is given to the theoretical elements of electricity and magnetism
to the dynamo : and to the properties of waves. A leaflet which gives full particulars of the
volume, including a synopsis of the chapters, will be sent on request.

Third Edition
Revised by
O. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

IL IFFE & SONS LIMITED, DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

FOURTH EDITION

WIRELESS

Revised and Enlarged with 50 Additional Pages

SERVICING MANUAL
By W. T. COCKING

" The Wireless World")

The most complete book of reference of its kind. A
reliable practical guide for amateur and professional

The present Edition of the " Wireless Servicing Manual " brings the material of the book right up to
date and includes an additional chapter on television receivers which is practically the only source
of servicing information available on this subject.
Testing apparatus is fully dealt with and the methods of locating and curing faults in receiving
equipment are explained.
Ganging, Automatic Volume Control, Instability, Distortion, Mains Hum, Whistles, Local Interference
and Aerials, are all separately treated.
The reference material, including base -connections for British, Continental and American Valves, and
the various colour codes for components, has been extended and revised.

BOUND IN CLOTH BOARDS
SIZE 7 ins. x 5 ins.

288 Pages

5/- net. By post 5/5

Issued in conjunction with " THE WIRELESS WORLD " and Published by the Proprietors

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
W.W.20.

Printed in England for the Publishers, %IEEE AND SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
" The Wireless World " can be obtained abroad from the following : FRANCE : W. H. Smith & Son, 248, Rue Rivoli, Paris; Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris, and branches;
Messageries Dawson, 4, Pue de Faubourg Poissoniere, Paris. BELGIUM: W. 11. Smith & Son, 71-75, Boulevard Adolphe Max, Brussels. AUSTRALIA: Gordon & Gotch, Ltd..
Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.), and Launceston (Tasmania). NEW ZEALAND: Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. INDIA: A. II. Wheeler & Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. CANADA: Imperial News Co., Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver; Benjamin
News Co., Montreal; Gordon & Gotch, Ltd., Toronto. SOUTH AFRICA: Central News Agency, Ltd.; Win. Dawson & Sons (S.A.), Ltd., Cape Town. UNITED STATES The

International News Co., New York.
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-Third Edition of

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING
BY R. KEEN, B.Eng.

A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION AND REFERENCE FOR ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, TELEGRAPHISTS AND OTHERS ENGAGED
OR INTERESTED IN THE USE OF DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR THE NAVIGATION OF SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT

The third edition of this well-known book deals with the principles of Wireless
Direction Finding and gives an account of the circuits and apparatus used in its
application to navigation. The Adcock Aerial has a separate chapter covering
its principles together with much information on its installation and performance.
Further chapters are included on Shore, Ship and Aircraft installations as well as
a special section on the choice of a suitable site for the Aircraft Ground
D.F., with Adcock Aerials.

Engineering students and research engineers will find useful references to a selected
list of some boo of the more important contributions to the literature of D.F.

800 pages 550 illustrations

PRICE 25/- net By post 25/9

From leading Booksellers or direct front the Publishers :

ILIN'Nli & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

Sixth Edition Revised and Enlarged
HANDBOOK of

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION for
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS

by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.InsI.P., M.Inst.R.E.)

This standard handbook is planned primarily for the use
of wireless operators, whether prospective or actual. It
is virtually a complete theoretical course for students
wishing to qualify for the Postmaster -General's Certificate

of Proficiency.
CONTENTS INCLUDE:

The Electric Charge and the Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct Current and Ohm s Law-Scalar and
Vector Quantities and Curve Plotting-Primary Batteries-Accumulators-Magnetism-Electro Magnetism-Self-
Induction-Dynamo Electric Machines-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards and Switchgear-Alternating Current
Effects, and Vector Diagrams-Alternating Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators, Alter-
nating Current Motors and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Commercial Types of Spark Transmitter-Aerials
and Radiation-Simple Receiver Circuit and Crystal Detector-Thermionics and the Various Applications of the
Valve-Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-Wavemeter and Transmitter Adjustment-Theory of Valve Receiver
Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short Wave Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction Finders-Marine Audio Relay
Service-Distress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine
Radio Installations and Possible Faults.

NOW ON SALE PRICE 21/= By post 21/9
Foreign Postage 22/-.

Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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DAILY SKETCH
NEWS - PICTURES

HAVE
MADE HISTORY

History is being made every day of these stirring
years. The DAILY SKETCH news -pictures --most vivid,
most compelling, most complete of any published in the
daily press of Great Britain-show you history in the
making.

DAILY SKETCH pictures have made history in them-
selves by proving that, for the first time, newspaper
photographs can outlive the passing interest of a glance
at the breakfast table. So powerful and so widespread
has been their appeal that put on exhibition, they have
continued to draw crowds in all parts of the country a
year after the events they portrayed took place.

Be well informed on the world in which you live.
See the important events everywhere as they happen.
See the pages of important news -pictures in the DAILY
SKETCH every morning.

DAILY SKETCH
All the News and Pictures Fit to Print
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ACCURATE
MEASUREMENT

Accurate measurement, the essential of progress, necessitates the use

of good instruments, and nowhere is this more important than in radio.

Good instruments can be designed and produced consistently only as the

result of great experience in experiment and research extending over

many years.

Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd. have been making first quality instruments for

half a century, and our products are to be seen in constant use in Power

Houses, Test Rooms and Laboratories all over the world.

Instruments in sizes from 2" upwards are
available for almost every electrical measurement.

The 21" flush or projecting types are specially suited

for radio purposes, and may be supplied as :-
Milliammeters, Microammeters, Ammeters, and Volt-

meters, D.C. and A.C.

Portable types are also made in most of these

ranges. For H.F. measurements a range of Valve

Voltmeters is available.

Please write for descriptive list S.27, and state particular

instruments in which you are interested.

MiCROAMPERES

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS, SALFORD, 3. Telephones : BLAckl riars 8888 (3 Imes) Telegrams and Cables: "SPARKLESS, MANCHESTER:

PROPRIETORS: THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., OF ENGLAND
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EDITORIAL' COMMENT

B.B.C. "Official"
Public Reaction to Broadcast

News
THE responsibility of British

broadcasting towards the
listener is, by virtue of peculiar
circumstances, probably greater

than that of any other agency through
which news is conveyed to the public.
The peculiar circumstances are that,
however much the B.B.C. may try,
it cannot remove from the public,
and particularly listeners. abroad, the
deeply rooted idea that every statement
in the nature of news made by the
B.B.C. is either directly or indirectly
expressing the opinion of our Govern-
ment. The feeling exists almost uni-
versally that no matter what the news
item may be, it has at least received
the approval of some responsible
Government official before it is trans-
mitted.

We suspect that it is precisely with
the object of trying to correct' this
impression and to emphasise the non-
official nature of B.B.C. news that the
Corporation so often includes irrespon-
sible items ; but we think that some
better means should be devised to
achieve this object. The only effect of
the present method is to cast a reflection
in the minds of the public on the policy
and capabilities of the Government.

Voice of the State

It is by no means easy to imagine
how the combined opinion of listeners
that the voice of the B.B.C. is the
voice of the State can be changed,
unless it is by constantly referring in
B.B.C. news to the source of state-
ments made. The fact that the news
almost invariably follows a number of

purely official announcements tends to
strengthen the opinion of the listeners
that the news itself is officially approved.

If the B.B.C. confined its general
news information to quotations from
the morning and evening papers and
indicated carefully with which paper
the information originated, we believe
that this would, to a very large extent,
remove the present misconceptions.
It would then be possible to add to the
news so quoted other statements which
if they were official in character could
be expressly so described.

We believe that it is of the utmost
importance that steps should be taken
to remedy the present unsatisfactory
position and to relieve the B.B.C. of
the necessity of broadcasting trans-
parently foolish items in a vain attempt
to get rid of the official atmosphere now
pervading its news broadcasts.

The "A" Code
Proposed Amateur Abbreviations

WE commend to the notice of all
amateur transmitters the sug-
gestion for a substitute for

the " Q " code, put forward elsewhere
in this issue. The " Q " code was
originally devised for the marine service,
and its compilers have quite rightly
never made any attempt to provide
abbreviated expressions for facilitat-
ing the exchange of experimental data
between amateur transmitters.

If, as we hope, the present suggestion
is' received with favour the details of
the code should be widely discussed,
and, most important of all, the inter-
national aspect must not be forgotten.
The temptation to provide abbrevia-
tions for every contingency must be
resisted, as a code of this kind loses half
its usefulness if it cannot be memorised
in full.
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HIGH QUALITY REPRODUCTION AND
NEW IDEAS IN OUTWARD FORM Electric

THE apparatus to be described is
the result of a good deal of
thought devoted to devising
means for getting the best repro-

duction from gramophone records and
therefore may appeal to readers of The
Wireless World. Persons who have in-
spected it generally start off by consider-
ing it. fantastic .that eight valves should
be devoted to gramophone purposes only,

but by discussing the design step by step
it is hoped to show that there is method
in this madness.

First of all, it may be necessary to ex-
plain why the prevailing practice is not
followed of combining gramophone with
radio. The writer is not greatly
enamoured of automatic record -changers,
partly because of their tendency to utter
various scratching and clicking sounds
during the changing -over process, and
partly because of the necessity for think-
ing out in advance the whole programme
to be played. The advantages of the
auto -changer seem to be mainly in pro-
viding a continuous service of sound
which is supplementary to something else
(such as dancing or drinking beer) and
therefore is not listened to critically. In
view of the fact that the disc record suffers
greater potential limitations of quality
than radio transmissions, its chief justifi-
cation is the ability to call at any time en
works of music performed by selected
executants, and which merit attentive
listening. In these circumstances records

Fig. L-Complete circuit diagram of ampli-
fier and tone control.

ALL are agreed as to the extreme inconvenience of conventional apparatus
for electrical gramophone reproduction, but few serious attempts have

been made to evolve something better. Here at last is a " chair -side"
amplifier that seems to provide a satisfactory solution to the problem.

can be treated more artistically by hand.
An essential requirement is that one

must not be obliged to leap up every few
minutes to change records or adjust the
volume or tone. This means that the
turntable and controls must be easily
carried or wheeled to the chair side. The
usual way of doing this is by means of a

playing desk " or its equivalent, con-
sisting of a turntable, pick-up and
volume control. Mains and pick-up leads
are, of course, necessary links with the
mainland. Having gone thus far, one
might as well include the amplifier, for
no extra leads are needed ; in fact, one
probable source of trouble is avoided by

substituting loud-
speaker leads for
pick-up leads, the
latter being very
liable to introduce
hum. Another
point is that a satis-
factory form of
tone control is
much more easily
arranged when the
amplifier is acces-
sible. And if the
apparatus is self-
contained it is

PICK -UP

I 

II-

available for a number of purposes for
which a good radio -gramophone or the
equivalent might not be sufficiently port-
able.

As it is taken for granted that the repro-
duction is to be of the highest possible
quality, and sufficient in quantity for
domestic needs, and perhaps a little more,
the equipment is bound to be fairly heavy,
and easy movement to the most comfort-
able chair is best achieved by putting it
on wheels or castors. Then, to ensure
that it is not banished to some remote
part of the house as a cumberer of the
ground during times of disuse, the best
policy is to make it in such a form as will
be accepted as a useful piece of furniture.
Its position near the easy chair is further
assured by clothing it in fabric (to match,
if possible) rather than in easily damage-
able polished wood. This idea was en-
couraged by the discovery that even oak
finish was over 5o per cent. more expen-
sive than padded tapestry on deal, as well
as being far less sightly and serviceable.
The design shown here takes the form of
an occasional seat or table when shut up ;
when open, the pick-up and controls are
conveniently accessible from a low chair,
and there are spaces for selected and used
records respectively each side of the main
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Gramophone
compartment. When not in use for this
purpose these spaces are handy for stor-
ing the rather lengthy flexes that have
been fitted for taking care of all contin-
gencies.

As it is intended that the doors should
be open when in use as a gramophone, it
was not considered that any special pro-
vision need be made for ventilation. In
case any readers are attracted by this
cabinet, it may be mentioned that a very
satisfactory job was made up to the
writer's design by H. G. Dunn & Sons,
Ltd., of Bromley, Kent, upholstered in
selected tapestry, padded, at an inclusive
cost of just over Lij., and the firm is in
a position to produce duplicates to
order.

Choosing the Pick-up

There is nothing special about the turn-
table, which is a standard type driven by
AC induction motor. The pick-up, how-
ever, called for more care in selection.
The Telefunken T.O. too' was finally
chosen, because by adopting a sapphire
point fixed in a diminutive armature it
has been possible to avoid the usual needle
resonance within the recorded range of
frequencies, and hence not only to achieve
a frequency characteristic that is substan-
tially level throughout that range, but
also extreme lightness and freedom. It
is a vast convenience not to have to bother
about needles, and a great comfort to
know that record wear is negligible. A

little trouble was experi-
enced with the first
sample, which tended to
engender certain obscure
rattling sounds, but the
replacement has been free
from this defect. It is
worth while taking some
trouble to mount the pick-
up accurately as in-
structed, and this is facili-
tated by the lining washers
supplied. The sapphire
point, which is
almost microsco-
pic, is ingeniously
protected by a
spring roller de-
vice, but it is ad -

By

M. G. SCROGGIE,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

visable to take care in letting it down on
any records that are chipped at the edges.

Coming now to the amplifier itself, the
objects have already been mentioned, as
regards quality and quantity, but the
tone control, perhaps, needs to be empha-
sised. In the Telefunken pick-up no
attempt is made, probably wisely, to com-
pensate for the restriction of bass in the
recording, amounting to as much as 15
db. at 5o c/s. Also, the sustained output
right up to and beyond the top limit of
recorded frequency causes the amount of
scratch reproduced from most records by
means of an amplifier with a flat charac-
teristic to be unbearable. There seems
to be a tendency to record the upper fre-
quencies with a slightly rising characteris-

tic, which allows some reduction in
scratch to be obtained while preserving
the overall characteristic level ; but gener-
ally it is necessary to sacrifice some " top "
to obtain a reasonably silent background.
Moreover, records differ very consider-
ably in their balance of tone ; so alto-
gether a comprehensive tone control sys-
tem is essential for getting the best out of
them.

The bass compensation ought really to
be regarded as over and above any ad-
justment available by means of the tone
control, because it is only when the bass
has been lifted 15 db. at 5o c s that the
overall characteristic (inclusive of the
record itself) is flat. As this rise- is :is
much as can be accomplished in any one
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stage without the use of oscillatory cir-
cuits, it is best to do it separately from
the tone control proper.

Leaving the subject of tone control for
the moment and looking at the other end
of the amplifier, there is the output stage.
Modern tetrodes are attractive by reason
of their power efficiency ; but for the
highest quality it is necessary to use nega-
tive feedback, which eliminates their other
advantage of smaller drive voltage than
triodes. Moreover, the efficiency and
quality depend to a considerable extent on
the load impedance being approximately
right. Not only is it very convenient to
be able to connect various loud speakers,
singly or in combination, without having
to think too hard about load matching,
but the impedance of any one speaker
varies largely with frequency. And
although it is argued that tetrodes
(properly used) distort no worse than
triodes, nobody appears to have shown
that they are any better. So, as the writer
has been driven to the conclusion that the
greater power output of multi -electrode
output valves is largely illusory so far as
the highest quality work is concerned, he
conservatively stuck to triodes. As an
output of about 7 watts was considered to
be ample, a pair of PP3 / 25o valves are

taken back to a point where the signal
level is so small that even when increased
it still comes well within the power of the
preceding stage to handle without appre-
ciable distortion. This also makes it pos-
sible to include the output transformer,
too, as the low secondary voltage is
enough for feedback. The amount of
feedback actually used divides the ampli-
fication by slightly more than 4, equiva-
lent to a loss of 124. db.

To simplify the application of negative
feedback over several stages, to minimise
the opportunities for picking up hum, and
to serve the interests of high fidelity and
cheapness, resistance coupling throughout
was adopted. This immediately raised the
question of the phase -inverter. The
method described by 0. H. Schmitt
(Journal of Scientific Instruments, March,
1938)1 was given a trial, but the Cocking
"concertina " circuit was finally pre-
ferred, because it remains balanced even
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used. This is the actual measured output
on the secondary side under the conditions
of use ; the theoretical output is slightly
more.

Negative Feedback

Push-pull is justified on purely econo-
mic grounds, quite apart from its value in
reducing the unpleasanter components of
distortion and difficulties of decoupling.
Without it a much more expensive out-
put transformer ' and smoothing system
would be required. The use of negative
feedback with triodes may be more sur-
prising, especially as it is not for tone con-
trol purposes. As can be seen from the
circuit diagram, it is optional and without
it there is a reserve of amplification. Nor-
mally it is used, however, and reduces
residual hum, renders the output even less
dependent on load impedance, and cleans
up the performance generally. There
would be no point in applying the feed-
back over the output stage only, as it
would be likely to cause more trouble than
it cured, by increasing the signal level in
the previous stage. It has, therefore, been

Fig. z.-Frequency
characteristic of the
first stage, showing
bass compensation.
The dotted line in-
dicates the theoreti-

cal requirement.

if the valve ages, it is less tricky to design
and adjust, its gain is about 5o per cent.
higher for two valves, owing to its feed-
back it is extremely linear, and although
the available output is less it was found
possible by careful design and the use of
choke decoupling (avoiding large voltage
drop) to get rather more than enough to
drive the output stage. The cathode is
roo volts more positive than the heater,
and as the Tungsram HL4 + valve is ex-
ceptional in being rated up to 15o volts
difference, as well as requiring only 2.4
watts for the heater, it was selected for
this and all preceding stages.

The phase inverter stage requires 43
volts (peak) to drive it ; a straightforward
preceding stage gives a gain of x 271, and,
allowing for the negative feedback (which
is conveniently introduced into its cathode
circuit), calls for 71 volts at its grid.

Coming back now to the subject of tone
control: one possible method is to insert
frequency -discriminating circuits in the
negative feedback line so as to reduce feed-
back at those frequencies which it is

Since writing this, it has been dealt with in
The Wireless World, April 13th, 1939

desired to boost, and vice versa. This
method was rejected because, although it
is quite useful for moderate amounts of
control, it does not lend itself to a steady
rise of 6 db. per octave over as much as
21 octaves, and greatly increases the risk
of oscillation that is present when large
amounts of negative feedback are at-
tempted. So the method adopted is the
well-known one of varying the coupling
impedance in a stage of amplification. To
obtain the required 6 db. per octave (which
is the rate of bass loss in recording) it is
necessary for the amplification of the stage
to be directly proportional to the coupling
impedance, and therefore the latter must
at all frequencies be small compared with
the valve anode impedance, which means
that at some frequencies it must be very
small. At such frequencies the valve am-
plifies only slightly, if at all ; its amplifica-
tion being reserved for those frequencies
one desires to boost. Because of its very
high anode impedance, a pentode is the
best type of valve for large amounts of
tone control ; but in the present case two
triodes were used, because one could be
devoted to compensating for bass loss,
leaving the other free for tone control
proper.

Coupling the Pick-up

Now, for absence of linearity distortion
a triode really ought to be worked with a
comparatively high external impedance,
and as the coupling impedance for tone
control is very low at some frequencies,
the expedient is sometimes adopted of in-
creasing the valve impedance by connect-
ing a resistance in series. This method
makes it difficult to maintain the rise in
amplification uniform over a sufficient
range of frequency, so cathode-ray tests
were made to find the maximum signal
that could be handled under low -load im-
pedance conditions without appreciable
distortion. As expected, this was fairly
low (about o.3 volt input). The output
of the Telefunken pick-up, which has an
impedance of loo ohms, is about o.i volt
peak on normal records. A 1: 20 ratio
transformer is recommended for use with
it to increase the output ; but a valve is
cheaper, and has the advantage of not
needing the careful screening that is neces-
sary to prevent a transformer at this low-
level stage from picking up hum. Although
the signal level is low when the pick-up is
applied straight to the valve, the low im-
pedance makes it very easy to avoid hum.
And the extra gain makes the amplifier
suitable for alternative use with a needle -
armature pick-up or a microphone.

Because tone control of the type chosen
must be carried out at a low -signal level
to avoid distortion, it is evident that it
must be dealt with right at the start, and
the first stage is devoted to compensating
for bass loss in the record. At middle
and high frequencies the coupling imped-
ance is effectively the 1,500 -ohm resist-
ance,' as the impedance of the 0.5-mfd.
condenser in series is negligible, and the
anode and grid resistances of 0.05 and
0.25 megohm respectiv.ly merely reduce
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the effective coupling resistance to a neg-
ligible extent. At these frequencies the
amplification is approximately x 3. But
at low frequencies the major part of the
coupling impedance is the reactance of the
o.5-mfd. condenser, which progressively
increases as the frequency diminishes, and

After putting in the power rectifier, the
full tale of valves is thus made up ; and
as they are all of comparatively cheap
kinds and of a minimum number of types,
no further apology seems necessary.
Although it would be quite satisfactory
for all valves previous to the output stage
to be of the HL4 + type, the first two

MOTOR
DRIVEN

CONDENSER

MON ITOR
LOUD

SPEAKER

FREQUENCY

Fig. 3.-Diagram of apparatus used for studying the characteristics of the treble tone
control. The inset shows the type of result obtained on the oscilloscope screen.

the amplification also increases in propor-
tion until the anode resistance (effectively
in parallel) exerts an appreciable shunting
effect. Of course, the change -over, at
25o c/s, is not sharp, but, as can be seen
from Fig. 2, the compensation is fairly close
to the theoretical (and probably closer still
to the inverse of the actual recording
characteristic).

The second stage is similar, except that,
instead of a fixed tone -compensating cir-
cuit, there is a variable tone -control system
which will be described in detail presently.
The normal gain of this stage (due to
another 1,5m -ohm coupling resistance) is
again 3, so the normal maximum peak volt-
age given is about 0.9. To bring this up to
the 74 volts required by the pre -phase -
inverter stage, and to allow a little in
hand, another stage is obviously neces-
sary. As the full gain of a stage is need-
lessly large, it is reduced by the omis-
sion of the biasing resistor byTpass con-
denser.

Regulating Volume

Volume control has not yet been pro-
vided. To avoid overloading, the best
place for volume control is as soon as pos-
sible-usually directly between pick-up
and amplifier. On the other hand, for
avoiding any noise, due to the volume
control itself or to tone control switching,
or any fault that might develop in the
early stages, the later the better. As in
the present case the maximum possible
input is only slightly more than enough
to overload the output stage with no re-
duction at all, it is quite safe to place the
volume control in front of the fourth stage.
It would, of course, be no use putting it
anywhere beyond this, as the negative
feedback would counteract it.

(HL4g) are actually of the same charac-
teristics but modified by bringing the
grid to a top cap and the metal coating to
an independent pin. This confers minor
benefits in further reducing any tendency
to hum, and in making it possible to cut
out the first stage immediately by clipping
the input lead to the second valve top.
This is useful, among other things, for
non -gramophone purposes, for which the
bass compensation is in general not
needed.

and two degrees of cut on the other.
Actually " Flat " is arranged to give a
slight boost, to supplement the efforts of
the first stage. The treble control pre-
sented more difficulty, because it was
desired to be able to introduce a sharp
cut-off at certain frequencies in order to
combat scratch. At the .same time it is
most essential to avoid any tendency to
a preliminary resonant peak, which is
shock -excited by scratch frequencies and
degrades the performance to that of in-
ferior types of pick-up with their arma-
ture resonances.

Testing the Tone Control

As pure calculation of filters to a given
performance is exceedingly tedious in all
except idealised cases, the final adjust-
ment was experimentally done with the
help of cathode-ray apparatus improvised
to show the frequency characteristic in-
stantaneously on the screen. The effect
of any adjustment could thereby be seen
at once instead of only after a lengthy pro-
cess of plotting separate points. As this
apparatus was made up from what hap-
pened to be at hand, instead of being pur-
chased ready-made for a mere few hun-
dred pounds, it may be of interest, and the
arrangement is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 3. A motor -driven variable con-
denser, made up from an old gramophone
motor and other odd parts, happened to
be left over from previous experiments
with " ganging oscillators," and was,
therefore, available, complete with syn-
chronising contact, made once per revolu-
tion. The output of a beat -frequency
oscillator was thus variable over a band of
a few thousand cycles. The position of
the band itself was, of course, variable by
the normal frequency control. The motor
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Fig. 4.-Measured frequency characteristics at different settings of the tone controls, inclu-
sive of record, pick-up, amplifier, and output transformer. The characteristic of the record is
level from 250 to 6,000 c/s, and falls 6 db per octave from 25o to 5o. The sharp cut-off character-

istics (2 and 3 on the treble side) are not so satisfactory aurally as z and 4.

The tone control system gives indepen-
dent bass and treble control with five
alternatives for each. The bass control is
marked " Flat " in the centre position and
gives two degrees of boost on one side

and time base were adjusted to run in
synchronism at as slow a speed as pos-
sible-something like io c/s.

The system finally arrived at, and shown
in the complete circuit diagram (Fig. I),
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consists of simple resistors and conden-
sers except for a tapped choke made by
centre -tapping a Varley screened iron -core
RF choke (BP26). Some difficulty might
be experienced in. exactly duplicating this
component, as the position of the tap is
not very definite ; but that matters little,
because although the results (shown in
Fig. 4) conform admirably to what was
aimed at, they have served to demon-
strate by the test of listening that for the
best compromise between scratch and high
quality, the sharp cut-off type of charac-
teristic is less successful, even when free
from appreciable resonances, than the
steady droop. This is fortunate, because
the latter is so much easier to calculate
and construct, and for gramophone pur-
poses the writer advises substituting the
more conventional variations of treble
tone for the two sharp cuts, 2 and 3. Ris-
ing characteristics-except perhaps for
one very slight one-are not necessary or
desirable if the system is, to be used only
with the Telefunken pick-up, but several
degrees of fall, including a really drastic
one, are helpful.

The frequency characteristics shown in
Fig. 4 were taken with the help of the
Decca EXP.55 standard frequency re-
cord, which is restricted uniformly below
25o c/ s and therefore conforms to a
theoretical rather than a practical charac-
teristic; that is to say, one in which the
level and falling parts meet in a sharp
angle at 250 c / s rather than a smooth
bend. This accounts for the irregularity
in this region in Fig. 4. The dotted por-
tions above 6,000 c / s have been filled in
with the help of data from the cathode-ray
apparatus. Apart from this, the curves
are overall as far as the load-the record,
pick-up, tone -control, amplifier, and out-
put transformer characteristics being in-
cluded. It should be noted that even with
the most drastic treble reduction (No. f)
the note is brighter than when using some
types of pick-ups with no tone control.

The Smoothing System
Finally, referring to a few miscellaneous

features of the design, the absence of
choke smoothing for the output stage will
be noted. This greatly simplifies the prob-
lem of avoiding hum pick-up with a sen-
sitive amplifier on the same chassis as the
power system. The rectified output, 440
volts, is too much for the PP3 / 25o valves,
and the 750 -ohm resistor serves the double
purpose of smoother and voltage dropper.

The output transformer is wound with
two identical secondaries, so, by connect-
ing them in parallel or series, optimum
load resistances of 2 ohms and 8 ohms are
provided for. A number of loud speakers,
each having several times these imped-
ances, can be fed in parallel without any
appreciable variation in the output from
one speaker as the number in circuit is
varied ; and, unlike other types of output
valve, triodes give even better quality
when the load impedance is above normal.

The zoo -ohm resistors in the primary
side are for connecting a 0-5 voltmeter
across for checking the static balance of

the output valves. The dynamic balance
is ensured by using a common biasing
resistor, un-by-passed.

The 1,5oo-4-1 coil (actually a small
iron -cored long -wave coil) in the feedback
line was inserted because it was found
that under certain dynamic conditions
(such as a large amount of line capacity
across the load) there was a -tendency to
momentary spurious oscillation.

The skirts of the tone and volume con-
trol knobs have grooves filed in them as
markers and also to enable them to be
operated by touch alone. The control
panel is faced with matt white ivorine.
The power transformer is a Partridge
T350/120.

The Goodman " Infinite Baffle " loud
speaker, although specifically not recom-
mended by the makers for gramophone
purposes owing to its extended and rising
high frequency response, actually gives
very satisfactory results in conjunction
with this set when a, falling treble charac-
teristic is selected. This type of speaker
has the advantage (apart from good gen-

eral quality) of giving really low bass in
a reasonably portable form-it is con-
tained in an i8 -inch cube. The whole
equipment is, therefore, easily transport-
able in a small car for giving " sound "
wherever wanted. The writer has used it
very successfully in amateur dramatics,
the audience being greatly impressed with
the improvement over what is usually
served up as music on such occasions.

Although the deficiencies of bad records
can be " hushed up " by discreet use of
the tone control, it is, of course, necessary
to make a careful selection in order to
demonstrate the capabilities of the appar-
atus. Lists of good quality recordings
were published in The Wireless World
some time ago, and the only one repeated
here is a set of three which is attractive
because it is of tuneful and varied music,
brilliantly played and well recorded, in-
expensive, covers a wide range of tone,
and consists of short pieces necessitating
no carry-over from one side to the next-
the ballet suite " La Boutique Fan-
tasque," recorded on H.M.V. 2846-8.

Proposed New Amateur
Code

SAVING TIME AND REDUCING INTERFERENCE

ANEW and comprehensive code,
expressly designed for the use of
amateur transmitters, has just been

submitted to the Radio Society of Great
Britain.

This code comprises a series of over
seventy 3 -letter signals, planned to con-
vey practically all the technical informa-
tion, weather data, etc., that amateurs
have occasion to exchange in the course
of their transmissions.

The draft code has been drawn up by
a Suffolk amateur, G3XT, of Stratford,
near Saxmundham, who, though com-
paratively a newcomer to the ranks of
transmitting amateurs, has had over four-
teen years' experience of listening on the
amateur bands, and is, therefore, conver-
sant with amateur requirements as regards
a signal code.

Simplicity and Speed

It is claimed that the use of the new
abbreviations; each of which begins with the
letter A (a letter that is quick and easy to
key in Morse), will effect an enormous
saving of time, as it enables any typical'
amateur message to be sent, accurately
and explicitly, with approximately one-
half the amount of signalling incurred
under the existing system. The originator
suggests that, by eliminating superfluous
signalling, the new "A" code, if adopted,
should do much to reduce the present
interference on the amateur bands.

An important advantage of the pro-
posed abbreviations is that they are ex-

ceptionally easy to memorfstr, as the last
letter of each signal (with a few unavoid-
able exceptions) is the initial letter of the
subject covered. "ATR? " for example
means " What is your receiver? "
"ATW " means "Please wait," "ASA? "
means " What type of aerial are you
using for transmission? " and so on.

Meteorological Data

A section of the code is devoted to
weather data and conditions of reception.
This affords a ready means of indicating,
briefly but accurately, the prevailing
weather and reception conditions on the
band at the time of the QSO. The en-
quiry signal "AWX? " (meaning " What
is the weather in your locality? ") can be
answered by abbreviations such as
"AWR " meaning " The weather here is
rainy," while more detailed information
can be given if desired with the aid of
the abbreviations AWB, AWT and AWV,
referring to barometer readings, tempera-
ture and visibility respectively.

"AWA" meaning " Conditions of re-
ception here are good," and "AWI,"
" Conditions improving," are among the
signals intended to be used in reporting
on the state of the band at any given time.

As the new code is sufficiently compre-
hensive to cover the whole field of
amateur transmitting activities, it has
been suggested that it could, if adopted
internationally, supersede the present
International Q Code as far as everyday
amateur use is concerned.
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Tubular Condensers
THEIR BEHAVIOUR AT RADIO FREQUENCIES

By F. R. W. STRAFFORD (Research Dept., Belling and Lee, Ltd.)

EXAMINATION of a rolled paper -dielectric condenser would suggest that it
might have appreciable inductance ; an obviously undesirable property for a

component to be used for by-passing RF currents. After considering the various
forms of construction, the author of this article reaches the conclusion that
condenser inductance is negligible compared with that of the connecting leads.

Useful information on the choice of by-pass condensers is given.

TUBULAR paper -dielectric con-
denser is constructed by taking a
long strip of special paper of
appropriate thickness, to each

side of which is attached a metal foil
whose width is usually less than that of
the paper. This assembly is wound into
a tight roll and connections are taken out
from each end of the roll. The whole
assembly is usually impregnated with in-
sulating compounds, waxes, etc., and en-
closed in a cylindrical container of card -

CONNECTION FOIL

a)

EDGE ROLLED BACK
ON ITSELF

EDGE ROLLED BACK
ON ITSELF

!(b)

PAPER

FOIL

PAPER

FOIL

Fig. I.-The two principal methods of con-
denser construction compared. Diagrams (a)
and (b) show respectively the " inductive "

and non -inductive types (both unrolled). -

Doard or similar material, the ends being
sealed. Before the term "non -inductive "
was applied to fixed condensers it was
usual to connect to the foils at a single
point only, somewhere on the length.

In a modern non -inductive tubular con-
denser this single -point' connection is
avoided by arranging the foils to overlap
the edge of the paper so that during the
winding process the edge of each foil is
short-circuited back upon itself. Thus
when the connection is made to the foil it
may be regarded as connecting every
point along the edge of the foil by a short
route. Perhaps Fig. i will make this
clear.

Now in considering radio receiver con-
densers of this type up to, say, o.r mfd.
in capacity the reduction of inductance

due to the connection method of Fig, i (b)
may be considerable, but in practice the
self-inductance of the condenser, whether
connected by either method, is small com-
pared with the inductance of the wires
used for connection purposes, even when
their length is reduced to, say, half an
inch.

At first sight the reader might doubt
this statement-an attitude excusable
until certain somewhat obscure points are
explained. It is a fact that we have a
fairly long foil, perhaps six feet or more
in length, rolled into a spiral, which
makes us think of our textbook teaching
on the enormous increase of inductance
obtained by winding a conductor into a
helix or spiral.

A Fallacy Exposed

In the case of the tubular condenser it
does appear at first sight that the same
sort of thing will happen, but this can be
disproved by the following argument.

Fig. 2 (a) depicts a conductor which
may be in the form of a wire or a flat
strip bent back upon itself with its inner,
faces nearly touching. Now if the ends
A and B are the connections to the source
of voltage the current flow as shown by
the arrows is in opposition in each leg of
the arrangement. Hence the magnetic
flux is very nearly cancelled. For per-
fect cancellation the wires or foil would
have to be infinitely thin and infinitely
close to one another
If zero magnetic flux
threads this circuit
there must, by de-
finition, be zero in-
ductance in that
circuit and when the
flux is very small the
inductance is small.

If the loop is
wound into a spiral
or helix, Fig. 2 (b),

A o
BO

( a)

(b)

Fig. 2.-Diagram (a) shows a conductor bent
back on itself ; winding the same conductor
into a helix, as in diagram (b), has a negligible

effect in increasing inductance.

Fig. 3, and we now present the circuit of
an unrolled paper condenser, in which
each capacity may be referred to as the
capacity per unit area of foil.

When an alternating potential is
applied across A and B current will -flow
down each condenser circuit so that at any
pair of opposite points along the foil, say
at X and Y, the current will be equal and
opposite. Hence the inductance will still
be very small, in fact practically the
same as when( the loop was closed as in
Fig. 2 (a). Similarly the same argument
applies with regard to rolling the result-
ant circuit into a spiral-the inductance
is inappreciably changed.

The foregoing should make it quite
clear that there is no reason to expect
large values of self-inductance in tubular
condensers, particularly as the foils are
usually separated by one- or two -thou-
sandths of an inch, thereby providing an
extremely closed form of loop and one
through which very little magnetic flux
can thread.

X

I

AO

I
60-<-1

> >

I

>

I .<< ,, ,

Fig. 3.-The equivalent circuit of an unrolled paper condenser
there is no reason to
expect the inductance to increase to any
appreciable extent, since there is very
little increase in flux linkage.

Now let us open -circuit the end of the
loop and imagine a large number of little
parallel condensers to be connected be-
tween the two legs. This is shown in

Neglecting resistance effects in the con-
denser and its connecting leads, the equi-
valent circuit of a tubular fixed condenser
(or any other fixed condenser for that
matter) will be as shown in Fig. 4. C is
the capacity of the condenser, L is the
inductance of the foils on the condenser,
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and L1 is the conibined inductance of the
two connecting leads, including the
mutual inductance between them.

Careful measurements backed by cal-
culations show that
the inductance of
the condenser it-
self is very small
compared with the
inductance of any
connecting leads of
useful length from
the practical point
of view. This state-
ment holds even
when the conden-
ser is not wound in
the so-called non -
inductive manner,
but is connected as
shown in Fig. i (a).

It is obvious that
there will be a fre-
quency at which
the inductance and
capacity will reso-
nate, and in these
circumstances the
impedance of the
condenser between
its two connecting extremities will be
governed purely by the series resistance
which is, of course, made up by the high -
frequency resistance of the connecting
leads, the resistance of the foils and the
dielectric loss resistance referred in series
with the condenser.

Aid to Choosing Values

A family of curves of this resonant fre-
quency for a range of condensers, and
for lengths of leads up to 16 centimetres

C L Li
1-1.15-151956M-% Q9000, -0A

0 B

Fig. 4.-Equivalent circuit of a fixed con-
denser (neglecting resistance).

per head, has been prepared and is shown
in Fig. 5. These curves should be very
useful to designers of radio circuits and
filters in that it gives the frequencies at
which condensers of certain values and
particular lengths of connecting leads
commence behaving as inductances. In
other words, a condenser should not be
used at a higher frequency than the re-
sonant frequency indicated for its par-
ticular capacity and lead length.

Instability in amplifiers employing
several stages can often be traced to
failure to take this fact into account, and
as a general rule a condenser should not
be employed at a frequency greater than
half its resonant frequency as indicated
from the curves.

On the other hand, if one is designing
a circuit to handle one particular fre-

quency it might be desirable to so adjust
the value of capacities and lead lengths
to form filter circuits of the rejector type
to work at the resonant frequency of the
circuit, for by this means the effective
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Fig. 5.-A useful guide to _the choice of by-pass condensers : graph
showing the resonant frequency of various capacities with 20-SWG

leads of lengths up to 20 cm.

shunting value of the condenser is very
much lower than would have been ob-
tained by the calculated reactance, neg-
lecting resistance and resonance effects.

Television

Programmes
Sound 41.5 Mc/s Vision 45 Mcis

An hour's special film transmission in-
tended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. to 12 noon each week-
day. The National or Regional programme
will be radiated on 41.5 Mc/s from approxi-

mately 7.45 to 9 p.m. daily.

THURSDAY, MAY iith.
3, Joan Miller and Polly Ward in " Pest Pilot."
3.30, Gaumont-British News. 3.40, 241st
edition of Picture Page.
9, Renee Houston and Donald Stewart in
Cabaret. 9.40, British Movietonews. 9.50-
10.20, 242nd edition of Picture Page.

FRIDAY, MAY 12th.
3, Charlie Kunz. 3.10, " Foundations of
Cookery," talk by Marcel Boulestin. 3.25,
British Movietonews. 3.35, Wyndham Goldie
in " Five At The George," a ghost play by Stuart
Ready.
9, Trudi Binar-Starlight. 9.10, "Derby
Secrets," No. 4-Film. 9.20, Marcel Boulestin.
9.35, Gaumont-British News. 9.45, ' " The
Advantages of Paternity," a comedy by Horton
Giddy. 10.15-10-25, Olga Coelho in Brazilian
folk music.

SATURDAY, MAY i3th.
3, The Jacquard Puppets. 3.15, Gaumont-
British News. 3.25, Cartoon Film. 3.30,
" Spreading The News," a comedy by Lady
Gregory.

9-10.30, Charles Heslop in " The Torchbearers,"
a satirical comedy by George Kelly.

SUNDAY, MAY i4th.
3, " The Conductor Speaks "-Sir Adrian Bou]t.
3.20, " Derby Secrets," No. 5-Film. 3.30,
Yvette Guilbert-French diseuse. 3.40, O.B.
from the Chelsea Flower Show. The cameras
will be accompanied on their tour of the exhibits
by C. H. Middleton, F. H. Grisewood and
Elizabeth Cowell.
8.50, News. 9.50-10.30, Sybil Thorndike in
" Sun Up," the play by Lula Vollmer. The
scene takes place in a cabin in the mountains of
North Carolina, June, 1917.

MONDAY, MAY 15th.
2.40, Chelsea Flower Show, O.B.. 3, " Hun-
garian Rhapsody "-the Hungarian State Ballet
from the Adelphi Theatre. 3.30, Gaumont-
British News. 3.40, Film. 3.50, Eric's Wild
Time. 3.55, Cartoon Film.
9, Carson Robinson and his Pioneers in Cabaret.
9.35, British Movietonews. 9.45, " Our Rough
Island Story." 10.5, Charles Heslop-" In the
Barber's Chair," No. 6. 10.15, Cartoon Film.
10.20-10.30, Basil Rodgers, the negro tenor
with Henry Bronkhurst at the piano.

TUESDAY, MAY i6th.
3, Richard Hearne with Lily Palmer and George
Nelson in " Take Two Eggs." 3.15, British
Movietonews. 3.25, " In the Barber's Chair."
3.35, " The Advantages of Paternity (as on
Friday at 9.45 P.m.).
9, " Take Two Eggs " (as at 3 p.m.). 9.15,
Peggy Wood-Starlight. 9.25, Cartoon Film.
9.30, Tennis O.B. from the Empire Pool,
Wembley. Donald Budge, Ellsworth Vines, Bill
Tilden and Nusslein in singles and doubles.
10-10.30, " The Deacon and the Jewess," a
play by H. F. Rubinstein.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17th.
3-4.30, " The Torchbearers" (as on Saturday
at 9 p.m.).
9, C. B. Cochran's " Night Lights " from the
Trocadero. 9.40, British Movietonews. 9.50,
Sunday in the Country. 10.10 Cartoon Film.
10.15, Isabelita Alonso in Spanish Songs and
Dances. 10.25-10.35, " Bridge without Sighs,"
in verse and cartoon by Reginald Arkell and
Harry Rutherford.

PROBLEM CORNER -19
An extract from Henry Farrad's corre-

spondence, published to give readers an
opportunity of testing their own powers of
deduction:-
Dear Mr. Farrad,

I hope you will forgive me for writing, but
I am rather worried about our wireless. I
remember you helped my husband in some
difficulty he had with it a few months ago.
Now he is away for a few weeks on business,
so I have been taking advantage of that to
do the spring cleaning. Of course, we had
to move the wireless into another room for
a day, but I was very careful and did it
myself. There is nothing very complicated
to do, because we use a " mains aerial plug,"
and I made sure that it hadn't come out.
But the reception is nothing like so good as
it was, and I am afraid John-my husband-
will want to know what is the matter. I
got a man to examine it, but he said it was
perfectly all right ; so now I am writing to
see if you can suggest something, for which
I would be very grateful.

Yours very truly,
Mary -Frickton.

What did Henry Farrad suggest ? See
page 442.
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Frequency Doublers
WHY THEY ARE USED AND SOME TYPICAL CIRCUITS

/T is now almost universal practice in
amateur transmitting circles to em-
ploy a master oscillator with the
frequency stabilised by a piezo

electric crystal in order to ensure that the
transmissions shall be kept within the
allotted band of frequencies. The oscil-
lations generated by this stage need
not be on the working frequency of the
transmitter, which
may be either two,
four or eight times,
or a similar mul-
tiple, of that of the
master oscillator.

This is often. a
matter of conveni-
ence at working fre-
quencies of 7 Mc/s
or lower, and is
only adopted if

By H. B. DENT (G2MC)

from the oscillator stage, and it was also
mentioned that with only two valves in
the transmitter sufficient RF power for
short -distance communication could be
effected on the fourth harmonic of the
crystal frequency, i.e., in the 28 Mc / s
amateur band.

The efficiency of

THE amateur wavebands are
harmonically related, and so

it is possible, by applying the
principles of frequency doubling,
to use a single quartz crystal to
control transmissions on several

frequencies.

facilities are required for operation on two
or more wavebands, but frequency multi-
plication becomes an almost essential part
of the equipment when transmission is
effected on to and 5 metres and crystal
control is employed. Crystals can, of
course, be obtained for direct control of a
to -metre oscillator, but they do not
operate on the fundamental frequency of
the crystal, but on a harmonic of it.

These crystals are very useful in port-
able ultra -high frequency transmitters, but
for a fixed station it is often better to
employ a more robust crystal. Seven
megacycles is about the highest frequency
for which a crystal can be ground and
which is sufficiently robust for normal
use, even if it is possible to obtain crystals
for fundamental operation on 14 Mc/s.

It was explained in a recent series of
articles on the design of an amateur trans-
mitting station that an RF output at twice
the crystal frequency can be obtained

Fig. 1.-A simple frequency doubling circuit
in which the anode circuit is tuned to twice

the frequency of the grid circuit.

the output stage
operated in the
manner described
was, however, not
very high, being of
the order of 3o per
cent. only, as com-
pared with 50 to 6o
per cent. when it
was used as a
Class " C " ampli-

.fier. At 56-6o Mc / s the efficiency is even
lower.

In a fixed station and where economy
in valves does not have to be considered
the best practice is to multiply the fre-
quency of the
master oscillator
until the desired
operating fre-
quency is reached
and the output can
then be applied to
a power amplifying
stage of the Class
" C " variety.

In the case of a
five -metre trans-
mitter in which a
7 -Mc /s crystal is
used the frequency
must be multiplied'
eight times to reach
the operating wave-
length. It has been
explained that with
the tritet oscillator
circuit an output at
comparatively high
power is available
at the second 'har-
monic, so that this
leaves only a four -fold
final amplifier.

It would be possible to quadruple the
crystal frequency in the first stage, but the
power in the fourth harmonic will be about
one watt only ; nevertheless, this might be
sufficient to operate a doubling stage for a
to -watt final amplifier. This matter is
actually being further investigated in view
of the convenience it would afford in build-
ing a portable five -metre transmitter for
field -day use.

The difficulty encountered in a five -
metre transmitter is that owing to the com-
paratively low input impedance of most

valves at these high frequencies quite a
lot of driving power has to be provided to
operate an RF amplifier under Class " C "
conditions.

For a 50 -watt output stage fitted with
some neutralised triode valves the writer
finds it necessary to provide about eight
watts to drive the valve to full output,
though considerably less will suffice if the
frequency is changed from 57 to 28.5
Mc /s. It will thus be seen that the power
has to be kept at a high level in the fre-
quency doubling stages in order to avo'd
the need for a pre -amplifier before the
final stage.

It is a good plan to increase progres-
sively the size of the valves in the trans-
mitter so that as the frequency is raised
the power in the succeeding doubler stages
also increases despite the fact that the effi-
ciency may show a falling off at the higher
frequencies.

Any circuit which in theoretical form
looks like an RF amplifying stage, such as
that shown in Fig. t, can be used as a fre-
quency doubler merely by tuning the

Fig. 2.-A push-pull doubler suitable -for frequencies up to 28 Mc/s.

increase before the anode circuit to twice the frequency of the
grid circuit and by applying sufficient in-
put to drive the valve into grid current.

Alternatively, the grid circuit can be
biased to twice or three times the " cut
off " value. In either case the anode cir-
cuit should have a high L/C ratio, using
only just sufficient capacity to tune to the
required frequency.

Another arrangement that functions well
as a frequency doubler is that shown in
Fig. 2, for which either two valves, or a
double triode such as the Mullard TVo3-to,
can be used. In the form shown it is
quite satisfactory for doubling up to
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Frequency Doublers -
28 Mc / s output. If, however; the anode
circuit be modified and arranged as in
Fig. 3, the RF output at the higher fre-
quencies is improved, which is probably

Fig. 3.-Method of modifying the circuit of Fig. 2 for operation up to
the highest amateur frequencies.

due to the fact that a better impedance
match is effected between the valve, the
circuit and the load.

The only difference is that a split stator
condenser is used in the anode circuit and
HT is applied through an RF choke to
the centre of the coil.

In this circuit the grids are connected
in push-pull, but the anodes are in parallel.
It is essential to use a split stator con-
denser for CI in cir-
cuits of Figs. 2 and
3, while the con-
denser must be
mounted so that the
shortest possible
connections can be
made between the
two grids of the
valve and the fixed
vanes of the con-
denser. The earth
lead should take the
shortest possible
path from the mov-
ing vanes of CI to
the cathode of the
valve and it must
be of large dia-
meter.

Unless these pre-
cautions are taken
the stage may go
into self -oscillation,
but such oscilla-
tions will not neces-
sarily be at the in-
put or output fre-
quencies, but at a
very high parasitic frequency, dependent
on the length of the leads between con-
densers CI and C2 and the valve and the
earthing leads of Cr and C2 in Fig. 3.

Another precaution that should be taken
is to connect anti -parasitic resistances of
between 5 and 20 ohms close to each anode
as shown in the circuits.

A vertical screen between the grid and
anode circuits some-
times cures insta-
bility, but only
when the self -oscil-
lation is at either of
the two operating
frequencies ; it will
not cure parasitic
oscillation.

A circuit which is
proving very satis-
factory ' as a fre-
quency doubler
from 28 to 56 M / cs
and which provides
sufficient output to
load fully a 50 -watt
neutralised triode
operated as a Class
" C " amplifier is
shown in Fig. 4.

The valve used
is the Tungsram
OSI2 / 5or and its
input which is at
28.48 Mc / s is pro-
vided by a push -
push stage doubling
from 14.24 Mc / s.

The 0.S12 / 5or is connected as an RF
pentode as this was found to give the best
results in the writer's case ; the valve has
just under 20o volts on the screen grid.
The screen current is about 15 mA
and the anode current is 6o mA at
35o volts, with the anode circuit loaded,
while the grid is biased to - 12o volts.
There is also a grid resistor, RI, of ro,000
ohms to provide a little extra grid bias

HARMONIC
OUTPUT

RF
INPUT

Fig. 4.-A recommended circuit for use on all the short and ultra -short
amateur wavelengths.

from the rectified RF input. A very
rough measurement shows that about 8
watts can be drawn from the anode circuit
on 56.96 Mc/s though -it may actually be

more owing to the difficulty in obtaining
reliable measurements at these high fre-
quencies.

This stage will drive a power amplifier
with a comparatively low input impedance
at the working frequency and give 20 mA
of grid current: The grid bias for this
valve is also - 120 volts, while there is a
grid resistor of 5,000 ohms in addition.

If this valve were used as a frequency
doubler on lower frequencies, such as -7
to 14 or 14 to 28 Mc / s, lower screen and
anode potentials could be used as the grid
impedance of the amplifying valve would
be higher and less driving power needed.
This will, of course, result in a saving in
HT current. No trace of instability has
been encountered, though as a precau-
tionary measure -the grid and anode cir-
cuits were isolated by a vertical screen as
shown in Fig. 4

Owing to the relatively small input
power needed for the 0S12/5oi (the
makers give this as o.3 watt ; the
highest frequency is not. stated, but it is
apparently quite high as a ceramic base is
fitted), it would appear to have great
possibilities as an RF power amplifier on
five metres. This matter is certainly well
worth investigating.

Something New in Car Aerials'
THE problem of an efficient aerial for the

car radio set is one that has engaged the
attention of inventors ever since car radio
itself first made its appearance. There can
be little doubt that for efficiency, one of the
best arrangements that could''be employed
would be a vertical rod rising from the roof,
as not only would it be a better collector of
signals, but it would be comparatively
remote from the ignition system.

A vertical rod of the type mentioned is an
obvious impracticability where cars have to
pass under low archways or bridges, and,
although many devices have been put for-
ward, including rods which can be lowered
manually, none has been entirely satisfac-
tory. A new device developed in the
laboratories of the Telefunken Company
does, however, seem to fill the bill. It is,
in effect, nothing more or less than a thick-
walled rubber tube which is tapered and
rather resembles a rolled umbrella, mounted
vertically on the roof.

Inside this rubber tube is secured a flexible
aerial wire. When any overhead obstruc-
tion is encountered, it pushes over the whole
contraption to a position parallel with the
roof. Immediately the obstruction is
passed the rubber tube springs into its normal
vertical position once more. Arrangements
are made whereby the tube is fastened to the
roof in an exceptionally simple manner.
An insulating bush projects slightly from the
-roof, and the lower portion of the tube, which
is completely hollowed out, is pulled over
this bush in the same manner as the rubber
covering on the handle of a cricket bat.

This arrangement has obviously still
greater possibilities in the case of a vehicle
fitted with a U.S.W. transmitter.

NEW ADDRESS
IN connection with the review on page 429
-I- of the last issue of the Model 6o signal
generator made by Taylor Electrical Instru-
ments, Ltd., it should be noted that the new
address of the company is 45, Fouberts Place,
London, W.I.
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Orchestral Pitch
A CATHODE-RAY METHOD OF MEASUREMENT DURING A CONCERT

ROM

FSeptember 27th to December
31st, 1938, a series of about 53o
observations was made regarding
the tuning of musical instruments

and orchestras as observed in radio pro-
grammes. For this purpose a new, sturdy,
entirely AC mains -operated measuring
instrument was constructed containing a
string kept in vibration by electrical means
whose frequency was accurately adjustable
between 400 and 470 c/s. By compari-
son with a chronometer and a synchronous
motor the relative and the absolute cali-
bration could be carried out to a precision
of 0.2 C/S.

The method of observation was as fol-
lows : A frequency band of roughly 400-
470 c/s was filtered out of the incoming
music voltage. (For comparison, it may
be noted that for a = 440 c / s we have a
flat =- 415 c/s and a sharp =466 c / s.) The
voltage allowed to pass in this frequency
region was applied to the " grid " of a
cathode-ray oscillograph, so that the spot
was only visible when a note within this
frequency band was present in the music.
At the same time the alternating voltage
developed by the vibrating string was
applied to the deflection plates of the
cathode-ray oscillograph in such a way -

a 9o -degree phase shift between the two
pairs --that a circle was described by the
spot with an angular frequency equal to
that of the measuring apparatus. A part
of this circle was therefore only visible
when approximately the same . frequency
was present in the music as that of the
reference frequency.

By BALTH. van der POL, D.Sc., and
C. C. J. ADDINK

(Natuurkundig Laboratortum, N. V. Philips'
Gloellampentabrieken Eindhoven, Holland).

THE efforts which are
being made to es-

tablish a new interna-
tional standard of pitch
should be materially
assisted try these scientific
measurements made
during the course of recent
broadcast performances.

When there was slight
difference between these two
frequencies the arc of the
circle visible on the screen
turned either to the left or
the right at a frequency
equal to the difference be-
tween the music frequency
and the frequency of the

instance, from an organ stop, could be
measured accurately to within ±0.2 c/s,
whilst, owing to the continuous fluctuation
in the tuning, an accuracy of ±0.5 c/s
could be attained for orchestral instru-
ments.

Analysis of the Mengelberg Concert on
October 27th 1938. - On this occasion
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Graphs showing the " scattering " of pitch in the broadcast
programmes of four countries from Sept. 27th to Dec. 31st,
1938. The vertical scale represents the percentage of

occurrence of the various frequencies.

measuring apparatus. The latter was then
adjusted in such a way that when during
the music the arc became visible it was
also almost stationary. The frequency a
of the music could thus be read on the dial
of the measuring apparatus. In this way
the frequency of the note a, originating, for

PERMANENTLY

England 75 438.0

France

Germany ...

Netherlands

ORCHESTRAS
England ...

France

Germany

Netherlands

TUNED INSTRUMENTS (pianos, organs, etc.).
Number of Mean fre- Max. observed
observations quency (c/s) frequency (e/s)

442
(piano, Nov. 9th)

40 439.9 443.5
(piano, Sept. 28th)

58 440.8 445
(piano, Nov. 22nd)

53 437.9 443
(V.A.R.A. organ, Dec. 5th)

75 439.0

14 442.0

82 441.5

53 440.6

442.5
(string sextet, Dec. 27th)

444.5
(orchestra, Dec. 15th)

446
(string orchestra,

Dec. 23rd)
447

(V.A.R.A. " Kingler trio"
Nov. 4th)

MM. observed
frequency (e/s)

433
(concert -organ, Dec. 16th)

430
(organ St. Eustaehe,

Dec. 29th)
435.5

(harp, Dec. 7th)
430

(organ St. Vitus' Church,
Hilversum, Dec. 23rd)

434
(harp trio, Dec. 28th)

441
(orchestra, Dec. 28th)

438.5
(orchestra (amusement),

Oct. 24th)
436

(V.A.R.A. " Fantasia,"
Dec. 28th)

PERMANENTLY TUNED INSTRUMENTS AND ORCHESTRAS (total for both together).
Mean fre-
quency of

Number of all observa- Max. observed
observations tions (c/s) frequency (c/s)

England ._ 150 438.5 442.5
France ... 54 440.4 444.5
Germany ... ... 140 441.2 446
Netherlands 106 439.3 447

MM. observed
frequency (c/s)

433
430
435.5
430

Beethoven's first piano concerto was
played. During the tuning of the orchestra
the predominating tuning was 441 c/ s,
whereas the piano was at 440 a/ s ; the
orchestra had a tendency in the tutti to
take the a 2 c / s higher, but it dropped
2 C/S again when the piano set in. After
the interval a Brahms' symphony was
played. During the tuning of the orches-
tra 443 c/s was noted, during the first
part of the concert 444 c / s (horn) was
found, whilst four minutes later 441.5 c/s
was found as the mean value of all the
instruments. During the second part of
the symphony 442 c/s was found for the
horn ; afterwards a mean value of 442.5
c/s was found. The average for the
string instruments in the third part of the
symphony was 442.5 c s, whilst at the
climax towards the end the horns gave a

. predominating value of 443 c s.
Concert given by. the Municipal Orches-

tra, Birmingham, October 27th, 1938
(oboe concerto with orchestra -and piano
-of Bach). -The tuning of the string in-
struments before commencement of the
performance was 440 c /s ; during the
performance the value found for the piano
was 435.5 c/s. During ensemble the
orchestra dropped to the tuning of the
piano. Later the orchestra, without the
piano, rose to 438.5 c / s ; at that moment
the tuning of the oboe was 439 c/s. It
was, furthermore, found that generally the
wind instruments suddenly dropped about
2 Cis at the end of a long sustained note.
Also. particularly, singers seem rather un-
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Orchestral Pitch-
certain in the matter of accurate tuning.

The foregoing analyses show that the
method of measurement employed has the
advantage both of accuracy and rapidity
of measurement ;  a constant tone of a
duration of second generally suffices to
make the frequency measurable.

In the accompanying table we give the
results of measurements as regards the
extreme and the average tuning observed
at performances in England, France,

Germany and the Netherlands. Separate
data are given for permanently tuned
instruments and orchestras. The mean
frequencies of all observations are :
England, 438.5 c/ s ; France, 440.4 c/s ;
Germany, 441.2 c/s ; and the Nether-
lands, 439.3 c/s.

Finally, in the series of graphs the
ordinates present the percentage of occur-
rence of the frequencies given by the
abscissa?, thus yielding a general impres-
sion of the scattering of the data.

The Montreux Plan
SOME ASPECTS OF THE NEW CONVENTION

ALTHOUGH the full text of the
Wavelength Plan, which was
evolved at the Convention Euro-
peene de Radiodiffusion, Mon-

treux, which ended on April 15th after
nearly seven weeks' duration, has not yet
been published by the U.I.R., The Wire-
less World is now able to give some in-
teresting facts gleaned from the Plan.

The European Zone which is embraced
by the Plan has as its borders in the north
and west the normal European boundaries.
In the east it is marked by the 4oth meri-
dian of longitude, and in the south by the
3oth parallel of north latitude. Thus it
incbides part of Asia Minor and all the
Mediterranean coastal countries.. .

It is now learned that all the participat-
ing countries signed the 'Convention, but
the: following five signed with reserva-
tions:-Luxenaburg, Iceland, Turkey, the
U.S.S.R. and Greece. This meanS. that
Luxemburg, which has been allocated the
218.2 -metre wavelength, Which it is to
share with two Estonian and a Greek
station, will probably continue as a pirate
on the long -wave band. Iceland is dis-
contented over the fact that she has to
share 1,453 metres (206.5 kc/s) with
Turkey and the U.S.S.R., and may there-
fore use an alternative. Turkey, too, is
disgruntled over the same matter.

 Although the representatives of the
telegraph administrations and broadcast-
ing organisations -of the various countries
have signed the Convention, it still remains
for the Governments concerned to ratify
the undertakings through the usual diplo-
matic channels to the Swiss Government.

-The Cdnvention will .continue to apply
td all matters relative . to broadcasting in
Europe until such time as a new Plan is
evolved, which can be effected by ten of
the contracting. Governments expressing
to the Swiss Government their wish for a
revision.

 Although it is not yet known what atti-
tude will be adopted regarding wavelengths
by the five countries who signed with
reservations, it is interesting to see who,
according to the Plan; will be our
neighbours.. Droitwich (198.5 kc/s),
whose power it is proposed to raise from
150 to 200 kW, will have on the one side
Deutschlandsender (189.5 kc/s), whose

power is to be raised from 6o to 200 kW,
and on the other Ankara (120 kW),
Reykjavik ( too kW) and Minsk (5o kW)
sharing 206.5 kc/s.

As has already been pointed out the
geographical position of Great Britain
makes it possible for her to share wave-
lengths with other countries which would
be impraCticable for central European
states. On the medium -wave band, there-
fore, we have only two 'exclusive fre-
quencies, namely, London Regional (916
kc/s), the power of which is to be in-
creased from 70 to 120 kW, and Midland
Regional (1,087 kc/s). -The channels on
either side of London Regional are to he
shared by EwOw (5o kW) and a projected
r -kW Spanish station iand by two Ger-
mans, Graz (15 kW) and Klagenfurt
(5 kW).- Midland Regional has on one
side Bratislava, the power of which may
be raised to 120 kW, and on the other
Heilsberg (120 kW), Lisbon (20 kW) and
Alexandria I (5 kW). The main points
about the nine non-exclusive channels
allocated to Great Britain are that they
are, without exception, shared with sta-
tions of lower power.

Directional Aerials

For the first time in the allocation of
shared wavelengths directional aerials
have been taken into consideration. In
all, some thirty stations have been allo-
cated wavelengths with the stipulation
that they use aerials directed in a certain
quarter or alternatively use an aerial which
reduces the indirect wave in a certain
direction.

The only British, stations affected by the
directional aerial stipulation are Start
Point and the projected relay transmitter
at Norwich. Start Point, of course,
already has an aerial which. reduces radia-
tions to the south, and Norwich must use
an aerial reducing radiations to the N.E.
and S.E.

Among the stations which are to use
directional aerials the following are of in-
terest:-Toulouse P.T.T., 825 kc / s (363.6
metres), must use an aerial reducing
radiations to the N.E.; the 17 kW Saar-
brucken transmitter (1,321 kc/s), the
power of which it is proposed to raise to

120 kW, must reduce radiations to the
S.S.W. ; and Radio -Normandy, which has
been allocated 1,420 kc/s (211.3 metres),'
the Yugoslavian common wave, must re-
duce radiations to the E.S.E.

Certain stations have been notified that
if they are informed by a coastal station
that their transmissions are affecting ship -
to -shore traffic they must cease transmis-
sion at once. The frequencies so classi-
fied are 26o kc/s (1,154 metres), which is
shared by four Norwegian stations (Ber-
gen I, Hemnesberget, Oslo, and Tri5nde-
lag) ; 355 kc/s (845 metres) Bergen II ;
and 518 kc/s (579 metres) shared by three
Germans (Innsbruck, Nurnberg, and Salz-
burg) and two Norwegians (Vest -Tele-
mark and Hamar).

Power Limitations

If the following stations wish to increase
their projected day or alternatively night
power they must use aerials reducing
radiation in certain directions:-Madona
(5o kW), Latvia ; Smolensk (ro kW),
U.S.S.R. ; Odessa (io kW), U.S.S.R. ;
Fredrikstad (r kW), Norway, and Hel-
sinki I' (6o kW night power), Finland.

Power lithitations have been imposed
by the Convention. As was proposed
long -wave stations will be permitted to
use 500 kW by day and 200 kW at night.
Medium -wave stations are divided into
three categories: Between 192.3 and 200
metres, to kW; between 200 and 230.8
metres, 3o kW; and between 230.8 and
1,250 metres, 120 kW. Stations operat-
ing on a national common 'wave are
limited to a power of 5 kW, whilst the
aggregate power of stations working on
such a wavelength must not exceed to
kW. There are two types of international
common wave, on one of these power is
limited to 2 kW and on the other to 0.2
kW.

In the official Plan there are very, very
many blanks in the columns showing the
maximum day and night power, which
apparently means that the stations will
not recognise a definite maximum.

With such a gargantuan task before the
Conference as that of accommodating a
further 103 stations, bringing the total
number to 373, in the already over-
crowded medium- and long -wave bands;
the general result is surprisingly satisfac-
tory. Listeners must now " wait and
see " what happens when the Plan be-
comes operative at one minute past mid-
night G.M.T. on the night of March 3rd -
4th, 1940.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 438)

ASSUMING that " the man " was correct
in pronouncing the set in order, the

most probable cause of inferior results lies
in the fact that reception by mains aerial
often depends to a considerable extent on
which way round the mains plug is inserted.
Mrs. Frickton would not know anything
about this, and would not have paid par-
ticular attention to the matter. Henry
Farrad, therefore, suggested that she try
reversing the plug.
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Frequency Modulation in America
ANTI -NOISE BROADCASTING UNDER TEST

NEARLY a . dozen frequency
modulated broadcasting trans-
mitters with power ratings up
to 5o kilowatts are at present

under construction in the north-eastern
states of the U.S.A. All of these employ
the methods of Major ` Edwin H. Arm-
strong. The stations are owned by
various organisations, but in each case
the management is well experienced in
broadcasting and has turned to frequency
modulation only after studying the results
of extensive field tests. This is accord-
ingly not a mushroom growth. It may
instead be a first step towards a re-
organisation of American (and possibly
European) broadcasting methods to attain
advantages which justify the cost of new
receivers-receivers which are deaf to most
electrical noise and not susceptible to the
commoner sorts of fading, but capable of
reproducing with extreme fidelity all that
which goes into the transmitting micro-
phone. Your correspondent is painfully
aware of a tradition that we Americans are
given to bragging. Therefore, he has
been at some pains in the following para-
graphs to avoid any claims which have
been contradicted by published matter or
by statements of the various engineers
interviewed, these men being chosen for
the deliberate purpose of obtaining adverse
views.

The Armstrong method of frequency
modulation was announced about four
years ago. It is based upon the concept
that a radio receiver can be protected from
most electrical noises if it can be made to
ignore voltage changes at the grid of the
first valve. Of course, the noises arrive
at that grid as voltages. However, if the
feceiver is made deaf to voltage changes
it also becomes deaf to ordinary broadcast
signals, since these contain the desired
sounds only in the form of changing
voltages ; that is, the radio -frequency
energy stream (carrier), before it left the
sending station, was moulded or modu-
lated so that its voltage varies from instant
to instant " in a sound -frequency man-
ner." Since these variations are not
apparent to a voltage -deaf receiver resort
is had to a transmitter which sends forth
constant carrier energy. The sounds are
then imposed upon the carrier -stream in
the form of variations in its frequency;
that is, by " wobbling " instead of
" moulding." The extent of the wobble
represents the loudness of the sound to be
conveyed, the rapidity of the wobble
represents the sound pitch. Now, by
giving the receiver the ability to perceive
frequency changes it again becomes useful,
though still deaf to voltage changes-
among which reside the noises. The pro-
cess is not perfect, of course, but in daily
practice it approaches the ideal so closely

OUR American correspondent has
been given special facilities

for investigating the working of
frequency modulation by Major
Edwin H. Armstrong. We are also
indebted to Major Armstrong for
having " vetted" the manuscript

of this article.

that Armstrong receivers can operate
virtually noiselessly when run " wide
open " for the purpose of bringing up
weak signals which, with ordinary trans-
mission and reception, would be spoiled
by noise. This statement will be made
more specific in a later paragraph.

Objections were instantly raised to the
original Armstrong system, whose history
has indeed been one of critical re-examina-
tion by Major Armstrong himself and by

BY OUR NEW YORK
CORRESPONDENT

other investigators. The matter is not
simple and there are honest differences of
opinion. However, much of the original
doubt has been removed. The bogy of
a transmitter " requiring a band width of
15o kilocycles " has turned out to be rather
baseless for reasons to be explained later.
Somewhat similar reasons exonerated the
Armstrong receiver from the noise accept-
ance traditionally inherent in broad -band
receivers. The so-called " prohibitive
complexity " of the Armstrong receiver
has been whittled down until there is a
perfectly practical 6 -valve type-though
the 12- and r5 -valve types are naturally
better. However, the toughest of the
traditions remained in the form of a
sturdy conviction that Armstrong trans-
mission was a short-range affair, not of

The last two stages of the W2XMN transmitter. A, input line from earlier stage. B,
push-pull driver stage. C, push-pull output stage. D, meters for the two final stages ;

their needles remain quite stationary during operation.
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LAYOUT OF THE 40 -kW FREQUENCY -MODULATED TRANSMITTER
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This block diagram shows the functions of the various stages of the experimental Armstrong station at Alpine, New Jersey
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Frequency Modulation in America^
serious concern to a practical broadcaster
-this despite the evidence in the original
descriptive pSper of 1935.

It became necessary to make a full-scale
demonstration, and this is being done
daily by the new 40 -kilowatt Armstrong -
modulated station W2XMN at Alpine,
New Jersey, about fifteen miles from the
centre (Columbus Circle) of New York
City. This station, working at a wave-
length of approximately 7 metres, and
employing only half its rated power, is
being compared with four different 50 -
kilowatt stations in the same area, each
being the head station of a broadcasting
chain. They are the rather elderly WEAF
of the National Broadcasting Company
Red network, working into a " T " antenna
at 66o kc/s ; WJZ (N.B.C. Blue network)
operating with a modern vertical radiator
at 760 kc/ s ; WABC of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, at 86o kc / s ; and
WOR of the Mutual System, with a direc-
tional array aimed along the coast at
72o kc/ s. Four of these five stations have
very large radial earthing systems :
W2XMN has none and needs none ; also it
has a further advantage conferred by
40 -Mc/ s operation-strong concentration
of radiation into the horizontal plane is
possible with a reasonably compact aerial
array of " turnstile " type. The power
gain at Alpine without resorting to a direc-
tional system is about five times. This is
accomplished by fourteen, dipoles, of which
seven are in a vertical north -south plane,
the other seven in a vertical east -west
plane. The vertical mast forming the axis
of the turnstile is supported between the
top two cross -arms of a 400ft. tower stand-
ing at the top of the 5o0ft. cliff which
forms the west bank of the Hudson River.
The ability to utilise such a location is
peculiar to frequency modulation. Were
a conventional station to be located here
no ground net could be provided. Even
a 7 -metre station working with 40 kilo-
watts might be impractical, if modulated
in the usual manner, because of the over-
loading of nearby receivers. With the
Armstrong system, however, receiver
overload is hardly a problem. The trans-
mitter of W2XMN is exceptionally simple
in appearance. As shown by the block
diagram most of the stages are quite small.
The tuned circuits of the two watercooled
stages are of the tubular variety, hence
less formidable than the usual coil -and -
condenser combinations.

Technical Features

Most striking of all, every meter stands
quite still ; there are no amplitude varia-
tions. This permits running all the valves
(except a few cheap  receiving tubes) in
pure Class " C " telegraph fashion,
materially raising the efficiency, which
approaches 5o per cent., even for the large
final -stage tubes. Offhand, one is sur-
prised that no broadening resisters appear
on the tuned circuits-it is hard to escape
the " great band width " idea-but after
all the band width is well under half of
per cent. of the carrier. The station goes

on the air with less than the normal hang -
fire, and there is, of course, complete
absence of the usual complaints from the
power supply system since all the mag-
netic cores carry steady loads. The only
disturbance is due to the air blasts cooling
the glass seals of the final stage.

The line -of -sight range of the W2XMN

The small aerial can just be seen between
the upper arms of the tower of the Armstrong

station at Alpine.

antenna is about 35 miles, hence the main
interest is in effects beyond that distance.
At Bridgeport, Connecticut, 45 miles dis-
tant, the measured field -strength varies
from me microvolts per metre upward.
The roo-microvolt location is at the plant
of the General Electric Company, where
electrical shop noise is severe ; moreover,
a nearby steep hill is constantly being
climbed by buses and trucks. Although
the W2XMN signal here is 1 / 2oth of
the strength considered necessary in a
quiet residential district for conventional
modulation, virtually no noise has ever
been heard on W2XMN except during two
brief fades. No selective fading has been
perceived. Several of the 5o -kW stations
cited before suffer from severe selective
fading ; all are subject to noise and inter-
ference, while ordinary fading is common.

Through the courtesy of Major Arm-
strong your correspondent spent an even-
ing at Sayville, L.I., 5o miles from
W2XMN and about the same distance
from W2XCR, the boo -watt, iio-Mc/s

Armstrong -system station of C. R.
Runyon. The field of W2XCR has not
been measured, but it is improbable that
the signal at Sayville is ever as strong as
20 microvolts per metre-that is to say,

/ 25th the value regarded as suitable for
good reception with conventional modula-
tion in quiet rural locations. On the even-
ing of the test, conditions were such that
a signal of 500 microvolts would have been
utterly useless. Using an up-to-date high-
fidelity receiver, it was possible to make
very little use of the 50 -kW signal of
WABC at 55 miles, and then only by
severe use of the tone control. Selective
fading of WABC was bad. Even the
50 -kW WEAF at 24 miles was frequently
blotted out by crashes. Switching' to the
42 -Mc/ s signal of W2XMN instantly and
completely blotted out the atmospherics,
though the signal field -strength was per-
haps go per cent. less. Moreover, the
fidelity of reproduction was very much
better. Switching to the Iro-Mc / s, 600-
watt signal of W2XCR accentuated the
contrast, for the atmospherics were still
completely absent and there was no sign
of fading. When the station was not
modulating, it was possible to find a
" background " at maximum receiver
sensitivity, though this was not the usual
uproar, but a light sound as of a very
small steam leak. This is characteristic.
Motor cars passing the house produced a
mild patter, audible only if there were no
speech, and then only for a few seconds.

Long-range Reception

The potentialities of the transmitter at
W2XMN is by no means exhausted at dis-
tances of 5o miles. At East River, Con-
necticut (85 miles), the carrier is strong,
and very fair speech has been derived from
it with makeshift receivers unsuited to the
job. At points near Philadelphia (about
loo miles) the W2XMN signal has, by the
testimony of numerous observers, been
consistently fadeless and noiseless,
although WOR and WABC (both nearer)
are at times severely affected. At Sche-
nectady, N.Y., roughly 120 miles from the
station, much listening has been done by
employees of the General Electric Com-
pany. Very good results are usually ob-
tained despite the intervention of the
numerous spurs of the Catskill Mountains.

American Broadcasting Stations Using Armstrong
Modulation Now in Operation or Under Con-

struction
STATION

Alpine, N.J.
Washington D.C.
Mount Washington,

N.H.
New York, N.Y.
Storrs, Conn.
Rochester, N.Y.
Meriden, Coma.
Schenectady, N.Y.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Springfield, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Yonkers, N.Y.

OWNER
E. H. Armstrong
Jansky and Bailey
Yankee Network

J. V. L. Hogan
D. A. Noble
Stromberg-Carlson*
Doolittle Radio Corp.
General Electric
Westinghouse

Yankee Network
C. R. Runyon

* Licence applied for.

AERIAL
POWER

£0-40 kW.
1 kW.
2 kW.

1 kW.
100 watts
2 kW.
1 kW.
10 kW.
10 kW.
1 kW.
50 kW.
600 watts

It thus appears that W2XMN has a service
area which is at least comparable to the
best of our 'present conventional stations,
even when conditions are favourable.
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Frequency Modulation in America-
Under adverse conditions W2XMN is
superior.

It is difficult to comment on fidelity of
transmission when the basis is simple
listening and the same speaker is not used
on both signals. However, it is fair
enough to say that the Armstrong receiver
and its speaker gave forth a product I
have not heard equalled by any other
radio receiver.

This is by no means due solely to the
use of high -quality audio circuits, though
it is quite true that these are " flat " to
16,000 cycles (sender, receiver, and loud
speaker). Normally, such systems are
useful only at very. short ranges or under
exceptionally favourable conditions. But
here was quite another matter-a half -
kilowatt station 5o miles away, an even-
ing so noisy as to ruin conventional re-
ception, yet in the living -room at Say-
ville there was undisturbed silence when
the microphone at Yonkers was cut off.
There were no valve noises, there was
nothing at all but the patter of rain on
the window. It was astonishing. Nor
did listening with the ear to the loud-
speaker grille disclose much more. It was
by long odds the quietest radio circuit your
correspondent hag listened to, despite its
broad response.

Realistic Reproduction

The perennially difficult piano, the
sound of pouring from a bottle into a glass,
the tearing of paper, all were reproduced
extremely well. The lighting of a safety
match " came through" surprisingly well.
Finally, the circuit was made two-way by

Wireless
World

telephoning to Yonkers-we speaking by
wire, and Mr. Runyon by radio. The illu-
sion that Mr. Runyon was in the room was
very strong.

It may be argued that interference is
eliminated principally by the use of
7 metres, not by the method of modula-
tion. This is partially correct, but 7 -metre
interference is an actuality, and 7 -metre
motor car interference is extremely real.
There is also fluctuation noise, which in
some conventional 7 -metre receivers is
very bad, its source being principally the
thermal agitation in the first coil of the
set. (At shorter wavelengths the gain of
the first valve is poor, and the shot noise
in its anode circuit may rise above the
input coil noise.) In any method of trans-
mission a sufficiently strong carrier will
swamp noise-a.ny special merit must
hinge on ability to do this with a weak
carrier. In some measurements made by
the General Electric Company, and re-
ported to an informal gathering at Colum-
bia University on March 22nd by G. W.
Fyler and J. A. Worcester, it was found
that for one particular receiver tested on
a signal generator which could be modu-
lated by either method the threshold of
improvement of the signal/ noise ratio (for
fluctuation or receiver noise) was reached
with a weaker carrier when frequency
modulated. For any particular carrier
strength the signal/ noise ratio was more
favourable by 20 to 25 db. when using
Armstrong modulation. This is an in-
herent advantage, but its magnitude de-
pends among other things upon the width
of the frequency swing and also upon the
type of noise encountered.

(To be concluded.)

In Next Week's Issue

THE WIRELESS WORLD

DC Mains Super
A Three -band Receiver for DC

Operation

DESIGNED especially for use with
The Wireless World DC Quality
Amplifier, this new receiver is a
superheterodyne covering the

important wavelengths in the bands of
approximately 16-45 metres, 200-550
metres, and 1,000-2,000 metres. One RF
and one IF amplifier are used with a triode-
hexode frequency -changer, and a diode de-
tector and AVC source. No AF amplifier
is provided here, since the detector output
is intended to feed into the DC Quality
Amplifier.

There are two signal -frequency tuned
circuits to afford good second -channel re-
jection, and the RF stage ensures a good
signal -noise ratio. In the interests of
quality of reproduction a simple form of
variable selectivity is provided.

Tested with the amplifier the receiver
gave outstandingly good quality of repro-
duction, and yet possessed adequate sensi-

tivity and selectivity for all ordinary pur-
poses. The hum level was so low as to be
non-existent.

LIST OF PARTS
1 Condenser, 3 -gang, 0.0005 mfd.

Polar C1703
1 Dial, ratios so: I and 5o: I

Polar " Micro Horizontal Drive "

MAY irth, 1939.

9 Trimmers, 3o -6o mmfds. Bulgin SW122
1 Trimmer, 3,000 mmfds. Bulgin CP7
1 Double Trimmer, I50-550 mmfds. Polar 55
1 Set of Coils, PAL PA2, PA3, PHFI, PHF2,

PHF3,POi, P02, P03 Wearite
Fixed Condensers:

 o.000f mfd., mica
 0.0002 mfd., mica
2 0.0003 mfd., mica
 0.0005 mfd., mica
10.001 mid., mica
I 0.002 mfd., mica
2 0.01 mfd., mica
I 0.05 md., tubular

*18 0.1 mfd., tubular
Resistances:

3 300 ohms, f watt
6 500 ohms, watt
 io,000 ohms, f watt
2 50,000 ohms, f watt
175,000 ohms, f watt
 100,000 ohms, f watt
2 1 megohm, watt
 9,000 ohms, 3 watts
I io,000 ohms, z watts

*1 Volume Control, 0.25 megohm, tapered
Reliance " SG "

4 Valve holders, octal type Clix X218
1 IF transformer, variable selectivity., 465 kc/s

Varley BP124
1 IF transformer, 465 kc/s Varley BP122
6 Terminals, ebonite shrouded, A, E, PU (2)

Output (2) Belling.Lee " B "
1 Connector, 4 -way Bryce 5C2
1 Cable, 4 -way Goltone R36/4MR
1 Switch, rotary type, SPDT Bulgin S92
1 Switch, rotary type, DPDT Bulgin 5114
1 Switch assembly comprising:

3 switches, 3 -way, SP Peto.Scott 632FE
3 switches, 3 -way, SP with earthing

plates, locator and 8 -inch rod
1 Length screened sleeving Goltone
3 Valve screens, octal type
1 Shaft coupler, 1 -inch
3 Grid clips, octal type
Tuner Chassis
Receiver Chassis, with brackets

T.C.C. " M"
T.C.C. " M"
T.C.C. "M"
T.C.C. " M"
T.C.C. " M "
T.C.C. " M "
T.C.C. " M"

T.C.C. 341
T.C.C. 341

Dubilier Fi
Dubilier Fl
Dubilier Fl
Dubilier Fi
Dubilier Fl
Dubilier
Dubilier Fl
Dubilier F3
Dubilier F2

Peto.Scott
Bulgin 2005
Bulgin P96
Peto-Scott
Peto-Scott

Miscellaneous: Peto.Scott
8 lengths systoflex, 3 ozs. No. zo tinned

copper wire. Screws : 5 doz. 6BA
r/hd., 2 doz. 4BA lin. r/hd., all with
nuts and washers; r doz. extra 4BA
nuts for mounting switches.

Valves:
2 KTW63, 1 X65, 1 D63 Osram

*Two o.s mfd. condensers and the volume
control can be transferred to the receiver from
the DC Quality Amplifier.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
HOT-AIR GENERATORS
Power Supply for Battery Sets

ARECENT German develop-
ment is the introduction of

three types of hot-air generators
which provide sufficient power
for operating battery receivers
using two -volt valves. These
generators run off a simple
petrol or methylated spirit
lamp using one litre of petrol

Philips 338B battery superhet
or similar receiver and is priced
at approximately r7, although
under German export arrange-
ments the price would be con-
siderably less. The medium-
sized model supplies six watts,
whilst the largest, priced at
Rm.36o (approx. Lao) gives

THE HOT-AIR MOTOR, showing the burner, which has been manu-
factured in Germany by P. Heinrici, for operating battery receivers.

for a period of ten hours' con-
tinuous working or one litre of
methylated spirits for nine
hours' working. A burner for
charcoal or peat is also obtain-
able, so that the generator
could be used where petrol or
methylated spirit is unobtain-
able.

The smallest model provides
just sufficient current for a

12 watts, which is sufficient for
charging a six -volt accumulator
such as that required to operate
a receiver using a vibratory
converter.

In the case of the two smaller
models, two -volt accumulators
are required for the filament
supply of the receiver, and they
are connected for trickle
charging by the generator.

U.S. ARMY MANCEUVRES
Directed Through

THE General Staff of the
United States Army, headed

by General Malin Craig, con-
ducted a remarkable broadcast
from the National Broadcasting
Company's Radio City studios
during the early part of the
month.

Through the use of more than
a hundred thousand miles of
wireless networks the man-
oeuvres of army units in all
parts of the U.S.A. were
directed from the temporary
headquarters .in the New York
studio. Replies to the broad-
cast orders were heard from
73 microphone positions, which
included those in Hawaii,
Alaska and Panama.

The Programme served to de -

Networks of the N.B.C.

monstrate the remarkable poten-
tialities of wireless in war -time.

CONCERT PITCH
Debate on International Standard

AS a result of extended de-
liberation under the spon-

sorship of the British Stan-
dards Institution, British in-
terests have united in sending
the following resolution to the
Secretariat of the International .
Standards Association :

" That the International
Standard of Musical Pitch shall
be based on an absolute fre-
quency of 440 c / s for the note
A in the treble clef."

Other countries have also
made their proposals, and a
meeting of the I.S.A. Concert
Pitch Committee with repre-
sentatives of some ten different
nations is being held at Broad-
casting House, London, to -day
and to -morrow. It is con-
fidently expected that an In-
ternational agreement of the
figure to be adopted will be
arrived at.

An article on the exact
measurement of musical pitch
appears elsewhere in this issue.

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
THE American Radio Relay

League is celebrating its
twenty-fifth anniversary this
month. The League was
formed in 1914, when communi-
cation by radio was carried on
by means of roaring spark
transmitters, which had a dis-
tance range by direct sound
almost as great as the radio
oscillations produced. Hiram
Percy Maxim and Clarence D.
Tuska inaugurated the move-
ment as a means of keeping all
amateurs in touch with one
another, and by relaying com-
munications from station to
station to overcome the handi-
cap of short range. From 237
members in September, 1914,
the League has progressed to its
present position, when it repre-
sents 51,000 amateurs in the
United States and possessions.

WHAT VIEWERS THINK
Results of First Television

Questionnaire
THE B.B.C. has made a pre-

liminary analysis of the
results of the television ques-
tionnaire, to which over 4.,00a
viewers sent in completed
forms.

The results are encouraging,
for they show that a large
majority think that the pro-
grammes provided are satisfac-
tory and improving and that
the present balance of pro-
gramme material is well in line
with viewers' preference.

Plays and variety pro-
 grammes direct from theatres,
news reels, " Picture Page "
and light entertainment are
popular with at least 90 per
cent. of viewers. Outside
broadcasts come next, followed
by full length plays, cartoon
films and talks.

More than half the answers
affirmed that the present length
of the evening programme (ri
to 2 hours) was sufficient,
although they would like it to
begin earlier.

It was found that 91 per cent.
of the forms had come from
those who owned television sets
for entertainment only and not
for business, and it appears that
the average number of people
who watch television fairly
regularly on each set is four.

TRAIN TRANSMITTER
Relays by Sixteen Stations

En Route
A UNIQUE series of broad-
". casts is being carried out
from the Union Pacific Exhibi-
tion train, as it makes its way
from Los Angeles to Kansas
City.

The train has been equipped
by General Electric with a 50 -
watt transmitter which works
on a wavelength of about 150
metres, using the call sign

THE GENERAL STAFF of the American Army is seen contacting a public demonstration which was
broadcast through 107 N.B.C. stations. General Malin Craig, Chief of Staff, is seen conversing with Mr. David

Sarnoff, President of the R.C.A. and Colonel, U.S.A. Signal Corps Reserve.
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News of the Week-
WOEG. Relays are being
undertaken by sixteen medium -
wave stations in cities through
which the train is passing.

WOEG has a range of ap-
proximately twenty miles, and
since the 8o -year -old locomotive
can pull the train at only 35
miles an hour, relays of nearly
half an hour are possible as big
cities are approached.

The 200 - ft. transmitting
aerial has been strung along
three of the coaches, projecting
2ft. above their roofs.

Wireless
World

ANOTHER MOUNTAIN
TELEVISION STATION

flERMANY'S second moun-
N-A tain-top television station,
on the summit of the Feldberg,
2,7zoft. above sea level, is now
complete. It is situated roughly
20 miles north-west of Frank-
furt, and will provide the large
industrial populations of such
towns as Frankfurt, Coblenz,
Hanau and Offenbach with tele-
vision.

The transmitter and also the
aerial are housed in a wooden
tower, as is the case at the

RECEPTION AT zoo MILES. This illustration shows an untouched
image of the Alexandra Palace television transmission received at

the Isle of Wight.

IN THE FAR EAST
Broadcasting in Manchukuo

DURING the past six years,
broadcasting in Manchukuo,

which is operated by the State
Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, which also controls the
entire news agency system, has
undergone extensive develop-
ments. In 1933 there were
only three small stations and
barely 8,000 licensed listeners
(0.04 per cent. of the popula-
tion). There are now ten sta-
tions with a total power of
125 kW and approximately
ioo,000 listeners. Three of the
stations are in Dairen, five in
Hsinking, and one each in
Mukden and Harbin. The
station Hsinking II has a power
of ioo kW.

The number of languages
spoken makes broadcasting, as
in India, extremely difficult, for
the population consists of five
main groups, Japanese, Koreans,
Manchurians, Chinese, and Mon-
gols, and fourteen announcers
are now employed for the five -
language service. The work of
the broadcasting organisation is
strenuous, for broadcasting ful-
fils the function of an elemen-
tary school for the largely
illiterate population.

Close connection is maintained
with the advanced broadcasting
system of Japan, and sponsored
programmes in favour of
Japanese goods are permitted.

Brocken, the reason for the
latter being to prevent the for-
mation of ice on the dipoles with
the resultant impairing of
efficiency. Three houses with
four flats in each have been built
in Konigstein, a small town at
the foot of the mountain just ten
miles from Frankfurt, to accom-
modate the staff for which there
is no room in the tower.

When the cables connecting
the station to the studios in
Amerika House, Berlin, are
completed, the station will begin
operation. Public television
booths will then be opened in
towns within the service area,
and eventually receivers will be
put on the market.

OLYMPIC GAMES RELAYS
THE Olympic Broadcasts Com-

mittee of Finland is busy
making preparations for a large
number of running commentaries
on the games to be held next
year, and a special Radio Bureau
has been formed. It has so far
been decided to commence with
the erection and wiring of fifty-
two microphone booths for
foreign commentators. Orders
are being placed for new O.B.
vans and sound -on -film record-
ing equipment. The latter is
especially important as the num,
ber of long-distance telephone
lines for relaying purposes is
limited.

H.M.V.'s NEW LONDON
SHOWROOMS

SHORTLY before midday on
Monday, Sir Thomas

Beecham pressed a switch in a
portable control box and the new
showrooms of His Master's
Voice, at 363, Oxford Street,
were formally declared open
with a flood of music from loud
speakers all over the building.
It may be remembered that the
previous showrooms on this site
were destroyed by fire eighteen
months ago, but the magnifi-
cence of the new building more
than compensates for the
memory of that unhappy inci-
dent.

More than 50,000 yards of
cable were used in the equip-
ment of the new premises, and
210 sound and television re-
ceivers in the numerous listening
rooms, and in the first floor
showroom, could be demon-
strated simultaneously. Sixty
television receivers can be fed
from the tilted wire aerials which
are about thirty feet long and
composed of a number of short
lengths of wire inclined to the
roof at an angle of sixty degrees.

The personal recording studio,
in charge of Mr. E. G. Huntley,
enables the public to make their
own records in identical sur-
roundings to those in which com-
mercial recordings are made. The
cost of this service ranges from
Dos. 6d. a session. The innova-
tion should be useful to artistes,
but the showrooms as a whole
with their display of wireless
receivers, television receivers
and ' household appliances, as
well as the large service depart-
ment in the basement, should be
of value not only to the public,
but to the prestige of the wireless
industry.

CO-ORDINATING THE
GERMAN INDUSTRY

AN order has been issued by
Field Marshal Goring plac-

ing the entire German electrical
and radio industries under the
command of the Inspector for
the Communications of the
Armed Forces.

The work of the two indus-
tries and particularly that of
the radio industry, is to be co-
ordinated under the new bead
so that urgent requirements of
the armed forces can be met.
Furthermore, arrangements will
be made whereby additional de=
mands in an emergency arising
out of sudden developments in
the political or commercial situa-
tion will not overwhelm the*
industry.

As the whole field of electro-
technics is still in the stages of
development, it is understood
that the authorities intend to
leave the industry a certain
amount of freedom to maintain
its progress, but the demands of
rationalisation will have to be
met.

MAY Ilth, 1939.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

Remotely Controlled Television
Cameras

AN interesting, refinement of the
N.B.C.'s mobile television unit,
which is closely similar to the two
units employed by the B.B.C., is'
a remote -control circuit for focus-
ing the cameras from the pro-
ducer's panel in the mobile control
room.

Forest Fires
IT is understood that an experi-

mental transmitter is to be
erected by the Forestry Commis-
sioners on one of the highest
points of the 2,85oft. Moel Siabod
mountain, which overlooks
Bettws-y-Coed, the Caernarvon -
shire beauty spot, in an en-
deavour to deal more speedily
with forest fires. The watchman,
who will be able to see about roe
miles on a clear day, will transmit
a warning message which will be
picked up at various centres
equipped with fire -fighting appli-
ances.

Radio Tirana
FOLLOWING the complete recon-

struction of Radio Tirana, the
station will take its place in the
regular programme arrangements
of other Italian stations.

Foreign Listening in Germany
REPORTING on market investiga-

tion, one of the German specialist
papers states that the marked in-
crease in the radio industry during
recent months is due to the interest
in listening to the news of home
and foreign stations.

Eskimo Operators
RADIO-COMM (JNICATION facilities

in Greenland have expanded con-
siderably during the past year.
At the moment the country
possesses twenty-three radio
stations which handled r7,ocko
messages during 1938. The first
batch of four native operators
qualified for their licences recently
and four other Eskimos are taking
the radio course which was opened
by the Danish Colonial Office at
the beginning of the year.

Ultra -Low Power
A DANISH short-wave amateur,

OZ-DR.479, has constructed a
portable 1.2 -watt, rrz-Mc is
transmitter -receiver from which
R6 -S9 reports have been obtained
over a distance of nearly zo miles.

R.S.G.B. Trophy
To Mr. H. F. Wareing, W9NY,

of Milwaukee, U.S.A., goes the
R.S.G.B.'s International Five -
metre Trophy for 1938. Mr.
Wareing succeeded in making
forty-two contacts with stations
more than 200 miles away.

Fifty Million Dollars for Nothing !
TIIE advantages of licence -free

reception is being stressed by the
American broadcasting organisa-
tions in current publicity
material. Newspapers are invited
to " splash " the following:
" Read the radio log in your
newspaper-fifty million dollars'
worth of radio entertainment-
free. That's American radio! "
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New Tone -Control Circuit
OBTAINING BASS AND TREBLE LIFT

THE most common tone -control
circuits are the " top -cut " con-
denser filter and the " bass -cut "
series condenser filter. These

circuits are simple and effective, and to-
day most sets are fitted with a resistance
condenser shunt across some coupling
circuit to give top -cut. Few sets, how-
ever, have the facility for top and bass
boost, and in a high-fidelity receiver this
is a very desirable feature. Top boost
is useful to correct for sideband cutting in
the RF amplifier, and bass boost to cor-
rect the deficiency in bass in gramophone
records. It is also useful for correcting
" scale distortion " when listening at a
sound intensity below that experienced
by a listener at the scene of the relay (for
this, a tone -compensated volume control is
a useful adjunct).

Boost circuits may be divided into
resonant and non -resonant types. A
resonant circuit, tuned to the frequency

Fig. i.-This diagram shows a normal tone -
control circuit using condensers only.

at which maximum lift is required, may
be made to increase the response con-
siderably (20 db is a common figure) by
virtue of its high impedance at resonance.

It suffers from the disadvantage of
liability to shock excitation by tran-
sients, which may set up damped
oscillations at the natural frequency
of the circuit. Non -resonant circuits
are less common, and suffer from the
disadvantage of a very limited amount
of gain. A gain of zo db is obtainable
with such a circuit in a range of about 4
octaves, i.e., the response at 5o c/s can
be made about io db above that at 800
c/s. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. i.
Against the disadvantage of limited gain
must be offset the advantages of its non -

By J. E. VARRALL

ASIMPLE tone -control system,
which enables both bass and

treble response to be increased, is

described in this article. Since coils
are not used the
possibility of hum
pick-up is largely
eliminated.

Fig. 2.-When two
voltages in opposite
phase are applied as
shown here the out-
put V3 depends on
Zr and Z2 and can

be made zero.

made smaller, and Cr larger:the response
begins to increase while still in the mid -
frequency band due to the Variation of
Zr and Z2 for medium frequencies.

If very large attenuations are required
the circuit becomes critical in adjustment.
Large attenuation is not usually needed in
normal tone -control circuits, however,
and response variations of over 20 db are

obtainable without
critical adjustment.

The response
curve for a stage
using a, normal
medium impedance
triode with a nomi-
nal stage gain of
20 is given -in Fig.
4. The trio de
should not be of
more than ro,000 52
AC resistance or
the varying impe-

dance of the tone -control circuit will alter
the voltage fed to the network. Curves
Ar, A2, A3, A4 are for C = o.0003 rnfd.,
C2 =0.015 mfd., =75,o00 12, and for
different settings of the cathode potentio-
meter. Reference to these curves shows
that if the cathode potentiometer is used
as a volume control a decrease in middle
band response cif about i5 db results in
a negligible decrease at 5o c / s and a de-
crease of about 5 db at ro,000 c/s. This

+V1

0

Z2

V2

V3

resonant nature, simplicity and absence of
inductances, with their liability to pick-
up hum. The limited gain of this circuit
may be overcome by applying correction
to two or more successive stages, but a
simpler and -more flexible arrangement has
been used with success by the author.

Two impedances, Zr and Z2, are placed
across a source of supply, the two
ends of which are in opposite phase (Fig.
2). If Zr and Z2 are made of the same

phase angle, and
Zr-= VI-

V3 will be zero,
Z2 V2'

i.e., a nodal point will appear at the junc-
tion of Zr and Z2. Further, if Zr is made
to decrease with increasing frequency, and
Z2 to increase with decreasing frequency,
the balance will be destroyed, and a finite
value of V3 will be obtained for high and
low frequencies. This condition is ful-
filled by the simple filter of Fig. 3, the
opposite phase supply being obtained
from a wire -wound potentiometer in the
cathode lead.

The Practical Circuit

With the slider of the cathode potentio-
meter at the live end it may be possible
to obtain a voltage node at the output

Z
2

lead, at the frequency at which Z-
is a

maximum. The degree of suppression at
this frequency will be governed by the
accuracy of balance of impedances ; since
nearly perfect balance is obtainable, very
large response variation over the fre-
quency band is possible. The range over
which suppression is effective will be de-
pendent on the values of Cr and C2. If
Cr is made small and C2 large, the entire
mid -frequency band will be attenuated,
and a lift obtained at each end. If C2 is

Fig. 3.-The new tone -control circuit ; the
response is varied by the cathode potentio-

meter.

compares favourably with the curves for
ear sensitivity at different intensity levels.
The cathode potentiometer can therefore
be used as a tone -compensated control.
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New Tone Control Circuit-
Curve B is obtained by short-circuiting
RI and curve C by changing C2 to 0.01
mfd. (the increased attenuation shows the
importance of correct phase balance at
the frequency of minimum gain).

This circuit, using as Cr a variable
0.0005 mfd. condenser, and as C2 con-:
densers of 0,01, 0.015, 0.03, o.o5 and
0.5 mfd., selected
by a switch,.and as
Rr 75,000 11, has
been found very
satisfactory, a n d
capable of giving a
large number of
different response
curves.

It should be
pointed out that as
it is upon the gain
over the middle
register that the
apparent volume
depends, a simul-
taneous adjust-
ment of the ordin-
ary volume con-
trol and the
cathode potentio-
meter of Fig. 3 is necessary if a change
in response is needed without any altera-
tion in volume. As it appears in Fig. 3,

20

15
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5

0

5

10

1550

the cathode potentiometer varies apparent
volume as well as changing the
response.

It should not be overlooked, also, that
neither of the input terminals is earthy.
Consequently, the preceding coil must be
a floating pick-up or diode detector, or
a transformer coupling. The input can
be applied between grid and earth, of

C

100 ,,000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECONDS

A4
A3

A2
Al

10000

Fig. 4.-The response curves obtained are shown here. Ax to A4 are
for Cs = 0.0003 ILF, C2 = 0.015 µF and RI = 75,000 ohms with
different settings of the cathode potentiometer. Curves B and C are

respectively with RI = o and C2 = 0.01 µF.

Course, but there is then a big drop in
gain because of the negative feed -back on
the cathode -resistance.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions of his correspondents

Secondary Emission
AFTER reading the interesting article by

" Cathode Ray " on secondary emis-
sion, it occurred to me that my fellow -
readers would be interested to hear of
another branch of electronics where the re-
lease of secondary electrons proves most in-
teresting (and, incidentally, troublesome). I
refer to the design of X-ray tubes to opera -
ate at pressures ranging from 6o to too kilo-
volts for diagnostic work, and up to much
higher pressures for treatment work. It will
be at once seen that these relatively high
operating voltages produce correspondingly
high electron velocities ; so high, in fact, that
the velocity of the secondary electrons re-
leased by primary bombardment of the
anode is sufficient to produce X-radiation
by their impact with whatever part of the
tube they strike. The X-radiation produced
by the secondary bombardment is, of course,
of a much longer wavelength, having been
produced by lower velocity electrons. This
radiation is termed soft, being readily ab-
sorbed, and is usually filtered out from the
main beam by metal filters, etc.

In diagnostic work a percentage of soft
radiation is desirable to show up the tissue
detail in the radiograph, hence the amount
of filtration is somewhat limited, and as the
X-radiation produced by the secondary emis-
sion electrons may be generated in various
parts of the tube, depending on the general
geometry of the electrodes, the main beam
of the tube will suffer distortion due to
interference from secondary radiation.

The second trouble experienced from the
emission of secondary electrons is due to

the fact that very high negative charges
build up on the glass wall of the tube, due,
of course, to the bombardment from
secondary electrons, sometimes of the order
of 3o to 40 kilovolts, leading to puncturing
of the envelope. The high negative charge
also produces considerable biasing action on
the performance of the tube.

No attempt has been made to go into
even the surface details of this piece of
mechanism, though it is hoped that these
few lines will prove interesting and con-
structive. A. G. LONG,

Research Department, Newton and
Wright, Ltd.

London, N.3.

Reproduction Level
WITH reference to the article entitled

" New American Quality Receiver "
(March 23rd) and the letter from Mr. J. R.
Hughes in your issue of April t3th, I should
like to say that I heartily endorse the re-
marks of Mr. Hughes regarding natural
volume for natural reproduction. The finest
receiving equipment is not worth listening
to at an unnatural output level.

It is quite easy to obtain the required
volume for domestic listening from an am-
plifier with an undistorted output of 2-3
watts. I recently made some interesting
tests at home with a first-class noise meter
which registers sound in phons. It was
found that when the output of the set on
speech was regulated to equal the intensity
of actual conversation, most lifelike repro-
duction was obtained. I was surprised at

the low volume required from the set for
these results, and I am convinced that on
speech most people set the volume control
far too high.

The correct setting of the volume control
is rather critical, but is easier to find on
speech than music. If all high -quality
studio transmissions could be made at the
required intensity, one could set the volume
control for natural speech and leave it there
for music, instead of having to fiddle about
with the control repeatedly during an even-
ing's listening. G. A. BRIGGS,

Wharfedale Wireless Works.
Brighouse, Yorks.

Designing a School Receiver
I AM planning a school wireless set which

must satisfy the following require-
ments :-

I. It must be so arranged that the progress
of the signal through the set can be readily
followed, stage by stage.

2. It must be such that boys of the VI
form can assemble it.

3. It must produce good signals and be
something a non-scientific headmaster can
show with pride to visitors as " made by our
enthusiasts of the VI form."

I should appreciate the comments of your
readers on the following proposed way of
Meeting the above requirements : -

(a) The set should be arranged on a board
or set of boards, each unit being glass -
covered to keep out the dust.

(b) The circuit should be Colebrook's RF,
detector and tone correction stage (one
board), followed by your resistance capacity
amplifier (another board). This second part
to be used for playing records.

(c) The inductances should be wound by
the boys.

(d) All joints should be soldered.
(e) All valves should be 4 -volt indirectly

heated.
(f) Heater current to come from large -

capacity accumulators. (No difficulty on
this point here.)

(g) High-tension supply from accumu-
lators also.

(h) Output to be about 12 watts.
Items (f) and (g) cut out all complications

of rectifiers and their smoothing circuits.
Later on a rectifier unit and smoothing cir-
cuit could be made as a separate unit and
demonstrated on the set.

Your readers' comments on these sug-
gestions would be appreciated by

"ASSISTANT MASTER."

Henry Hall M Germany
REGARDING the letters that are appear-

ing in The Wireless World on foreign
relays and quality, I am afraid that I, for
one, cannot totally agree with the views ex-
pressed by the writers of these letters.

It must not be forgotten that the perform.
ance. of Henry Hall's Band for the German
transmission was from a music hall and not
from a studio, and it is evident that the
acoustics of the building favoured the trans-
mission very considerably. . This transmis-
sion was not so well balanced as it might
have been as it exhibited a preponderance of
brilliancy with a lack of body, necessitating
correction for this excessive brilliancy.

When " Quality Lover " turns to his ex-
planation of the inferior quality cf the
B.B.C. transmissions, I am of the opinion
that they are not guilty of using " carbon
microphone technique " for musical trans-
missions. I find that the difference in the
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quality of the B.B.C. transmissions from day
to day is sometimes most marked and
obvious to me when listening. As a matter
of fact, some of the B.B.C. transmissions
suffer from excessive " top " which also re-
quires correction, while the opposite has also
been found true.

These are the conclusions that have been
arrived at after listening to as many varied
musical transmissions as is possible, through
the medium of a reproducer that clearly
" shows up " the Effects Department of the
B.B.C., whose treatment of transients leaves
nothing. to be desired.

Reverting to the correspondents, I am
afraid that they cannot be such " lovers of
quality " if their views are any criterion of
their reproduction. R. C. HARRIS.

London, N.4.

Early Morning Reception : Shaver
Interference

T GET comparatively little trouble from
vacuum cleaners, except on short waves,

but the chief offender here is the proud
owner of a new electric shaver ; the inter-
ference this causes is terrific even at 5o yards
with a road between. Luckily, I only get
the trouble in the morning, but even .then
I am prevented from hearing any VK's or
ZL's on 14 Mc /s. I am hoping the shaver
develops a short or that the owner decides
to grow a beard. No legislation seems to
be forthcoming for the prevention of these
abuses. W. H. PIERCE.

Beckenham, Kent.

Mr. P. K. Turner
IN fairness to the new Hartley Turner

Radio Co., to my friends in wireless
circles, and to myself, I should like to ex-
plain that I gave up all my interests in the
old company-Hartley Turner Radio, Ltd.
-in the summer of 1938, and have no con-
nection at all with the new firm.

Windsor, Berks. P. K. TURNER.

Synthetic Reverberation
Electro- optical Principle Utilised by C.B.S.

ASYNTHETIC reverberation device re-
cently demonstrated by Dr. P. C. Gold -

mark, chief television engineer of the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System, will be widely used
in creating a concert -hall effect from within
any broadcasting studio.

Construction of the apparatus is based on
the electro-optical principle. It is built into
a single rack, and its most important feature
is a disc, zo inches in diameter, rotating at a
speed of about 400 revolutions a minute.
The outer rim of the disc is coated with
phosphorescent material.

To use this disc for synthetic reverbera-
tion, the sound is converted into electrical
energy which in turn is transformed into
light. A special high-pressure mercury
vapour quartz lamp is used as a source of
light, and a quartz lens system projects a
sharp image on the disc,. This light image
impressed on the revolving disc's phosphor-
escent surface produces on it bars of light of
varying intensity. Intensity of light is syn-
chronised with the intensity of sound signal
fed into the apparatus.

This light image of the sound, temporarily
" engraved " on the disc, is then picked off
the disc by photo -electric cells placed around
its circumference. The process is complete
when the secondary sound image is picked
up and superimposed on the original sound.

A great deal of optical research was carried
out by Dr. Goldmark and his associates in

order to evolve a method of transferring the
maximum amount of light from the modu-
lated light source on to the disc, and from
the disc to the photo -cells. In order to en-
sure stable operation of the mercury vapour
lamp serving as a light source, a cooling
system was developed. It is automatically
controlled by the lamp current and functions
in such a way that when  current in the lamp
increases, and pressure in the lamp is built
up, the cooling .process commences. When
the lamp current passes beyond a certain
maximum point, the cooling automatically
stops.

Paper Records
New Russian System

ARUSSIAN inventor, Skvortsov, several
years ago originated a method of sound

recording on ordinary paper, but he died
before completing the experimental work.
Further work by Russian engineers has de-
veloped the system to the point where it
is ready for commercial production. A
recording has already been made of an
actor, Abdulov, reading one of Mark
Twain's stories. -

Normal methods of sound -on -film record-
ing and reproduction are employed, but the
novelty is the printing and duplicating of
the sound tracks on cheap paper. The per-
fected instrument consists of an automatic
mechanism for unrolling the paper ribbon,
with the usual lenses and photo -cell for
reproduction, coupled to an amplifier and
loud speaker. This instrument has been
christened a paper phonogram. The actual
ribbon is 35 -mm. wide and 15o to 17o M.
in length, but these figures can be modi-
fied. Under mass production it has been
estimated a paper-phonogram record
providing one hour's play -back would cost
about one -fifteenth of the price of an equiva-
lent time on gramophone records.

Between 3,000 and 4,000 play -backs of a
paper-phonogram reel are stated to be pos-
sible, and millions of positives can be
printed  from the negative. Within 24
hours of an original performance, paper-
phonogram records can be supplied to the
public. Another application is the insertion
of these records in newspapers and periodi-
cals to supplement the printed matter.

Needle loading from the top and automatic
needle ejection are features of this RCA
crystal pick-up. The needle is inserted in
a hole at the top of the head and the point
comes to rest against the bracket below,
while the normal screw retainer is adjusted.
To remove the needle, the screw is loosened
and the .pressing of a lever withdraws the
retaining bracket to reveal a container into

which the used needle drops.

The Wireless Industry
WESTINGHOUSE have just issued a third

edition of their descriptive pamphlet
No. I'll (Westinghouse Rectifiers for Telecom-
munication). There are three sections dealing
with power supply for telegraphy and
telephony, other circuit applications in tele-
graphy and telephony and power supplies for
radio communication.

F. W. Lechner and Co., Ltd., 5, Fairfax
Road, London, N.W.6, announce the introduc-
tion of 2-, 3- and 4 -gang potentiometers and a
wire -wound " Tropa " model for use under
tropical conditions. Also a range of heavy
duty rotary switches and switches with " Fre-
quenta " insulation.

" Drydex " HT and LT batteries are now
available for the Philco Model P429 receiver.
The ti -volt LT battery costs Is. 6d. and the
45 -volt HT units 3s. 9d. each. A complete
unit, Type H.1x57, giving 90 volts HT and

volts LT and fitted with a 4 -way socket is
available priced los.

-<>
National Radio and Television Service Co.,

126, Elthorne Road, Holloway, London, N.I9,
have developed a replacement cone assembly
to be known as the " National Metacentre.
It costs 27s. 6d. and can be adapted to fit most
of the larger " hand made" moving -coil loudspeakers.

News from the Clubs
Radio, Physical and Television Society
Headquarters: 72a, North End Road, West Kensington,

London, W.14.
Meetings: Fridays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. C. W. Edmans, 15, Cambridge Road,

North Harrow, Middlesex.
On April 21st a representative of Partridge, Wilson

and Co., Ltd., lectured on " Rectifying Equipment."
The lecturer brought a large quantity of apparatuswith him.

On April 26th several members attended a meeting
of the Golder's Green Soniety, at whit!' Mr. Maurice
Child described his 40 -metre DF gear.

Recent lectures have been given on " RectifierEquipment," " Thermo -electric Instruments " and" Television Time Bases." A transmitting evening was
also held recently at which several DX stations were
contacted. Several members now have full trans-mitting licences.

Slough and District Short -Wave Club
Headquarters: 35, High Street, Slough, Bucks.
Meetings Alternate Thursdays at 7.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. R. J. Sly, 16, Buckland Avenue, Slough,

Bucks.
At the last meeting on April 27th a general dis-

ebialsnsdiou. was held on the conditions on the amateur

At the next meeting, to he held this evening (May
11th), there will be a lecture entitled " High Voltage
Electrical Phenomena."

Watford and District Radio and
Television Society

Headquarters: Carlton Tea Rooms, 77, Queen's Road,
Watford. Herts.

Hon. Sec.: Mr. P. G. Spencer, 11, Nightingale Road,
Btishey, Herts.

At the next meeting, which will be held at 8 p.in.
on May 18th, there will be an auction sale of members'
surplus apparatus.

Wirral Amateur Transmitting
and Short -Wave Club

Headquarters: Beechcroft Settlement, Whetstone Lane,
Birkenhead, Cheshire.

Meetings: Last Wednesday evening in the month at
7.30 p.m.

Hon. Sec.: Mr. J. R. Williamson, 13, Harrow Grove,
Bromborough, Cheshire.

At the annual general meeting held on March 29th
it was stated that the total membership is now forty-
five, an increase of eleven over last year.

Southend and District Radio and
Scientific Society

Headquarters: Strand Chambers, High Street,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

Meetings: Alternate Fridays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. J. M. S. Watson, 23, Eastwood Boule-

vard, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
It has been arranged that the Society shall co-

operate with four other clubs in arranging field days
during the summer. The Southend Society will arrange
a field day on May 14th, and also a field night on
September 16th -17th. On June 11th a field day will
be arranged by the Roinford Society, the Welwyn Club
being responsible for the July 9th event and the Brent-
wood Society for that of August 20th. The final field
day will be held on October 15th and will be arranged
by the Ilford Society.
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UNBIASED
Piracy on the High C's

j SEE that certain musicians of what
I may be termed the " so superior " class
are on their hind legs once more denounc-
ing people who listen to symphony con-
certs by wireless, instead of coming along
to the actual concert hall and so increasing
the gate money. Music reproduced by
mechanical means is, we are told, at best
but a poor travesty of the real thing.
Mechanical means! Ye Gods! What on
earth is a piano, or any other musical
instrument but a device for reproducing
music by mechanical means? I am not to
be put off by people who would argue that
a piano is not a reproducer of music, but
a primary producer of it. It is, of course,
nothing of the kind, but is merely a device
to enable a man to reproduce certain com-
binations of sound written down by the
composer.

It will be seen, therefore, when the
question is thoroughly examined, that all
music is reproduced by mechanical means,
and so this fatuous argument against
broadcasting which the so-called musical
highbrows are once more putting forth, is
without substance. It is true that there
are plenty of very poor wireless sets about
-far too many of them, in fact-but so
also are there plenty of indifferent violins.
A first-class wireless set, however, is en-
titled to rank equally with a first-class
violin. Neither is perfect, although
naturally the violin and other musical in-
struments, having had several centuries
start are, as yet, still somewhat ahead of
the wireless set.

This brings me to another question.

!V If 1114111
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Not Padere 7 ski.

What actually is the difference between a
pianoforte recital as given by me and one
given by Paderewski? That there is a
difference I will certainly admit. But it
has nothing to do with the fact that
Paderewski possesses some " mystic "
powers which I lack. There is nothing
mystical or supernatural about it; it is
simply due to the fact that, although we
both press the correct piano keys,
Paderewski does so with just the correct

degree of pressure and the correct time
intervals necessary to produce certain
effects from the piano, and I do not. If
properly analysed, Paderewski's playing
could all be reduced to an exact degree of
lb. per square inch and milliseconds of
time. It is, in fact, all a question of ele-
mentary physics.

Let us, therefore, have done with all
this palpable nonsense of the " so -
superior " musicians I have mentioned,
who are decrying home listening. Let
the cold clear light of science shine on it,
and all 'this pseudo -musical mysticism
vanishes into thin air. Actually I very
much doubt whether these anti -radio
musicians themselves believe in all the
diatribes they utter against broadcasting.
I am coming more and more round to the
opinion that in this commercialised age,
the real cause of their worries is exactly
the salne as that which inspires football
magnates to be so bitter in their views on
television, namely, fear of a substantial
falling -off in their gate money if they
don't try to check this piracy of their
profits.

Tellies or Talkies ?
SEVERAL readers have written to me

criticising my attempt to reform the
cinemas by inducing them to provide
alternative programmes by means of a
screen at each end of the building. The
chief objection lodged against my pro-
posal is that the slope of the cinema floor'
would, for obvious reasons, prevent it
being possible to have a screen at either
end. I must be credited with a little
common sense and, if I had my way, I
would march in with my army of occu-
pation and sweep away sloping floors and
other archaic ideas which the cinema has
borrowed from the theatre.

To enable people in the back seats to see
more clearly without a sloping floor, I
would put the screen several feet higher
than it is at present, and to prevent front -
seat patrons having too oblique a view,
I would tilt the screen slightly forward.
Each seat would be built on the lines of a
dentist's chair so that people could adjust
it to the correct angle for avoiding a crick
in the neck, all adjustments being carried
out by built-in electric motors controlled
from the arm of the chair.

You may well ask, as the Editor did,
what has all this to do with wireless? My
reply is that the cinema magnates have
asked for it by their frightened plea that
television, if unrestricted, will bankrupt
them in two years. There will be no ques-
tion of television bankrupting them if they
will put their house in order and
modernise their establishments, and I am,
therefore, doing what is after all only my
duty in endeavouring to get them to see

By FREE GRID
what is really leading them to Carey
Street, and to leave television alone.

To continue, therefore, with my pro-
posals, I would have an arrangement
whereby, on pressing the appropriate
button, each patron's "dentist chair"
would sink beneath the floor into a well -

Automatic ejection.

lighted subterranean chamber, all loading
and unloading being done in comfort
down below. An attendant would load
people into their seats under the floor, and
at the same time would set a time switch
which would automatically cause each
seat to descend and eject its occupant
when he had seen the pictures round once,
and, in this way alone, cinema proprietors
would soon recoup their capital expendi-
ture on my proposed scheme, as they
would more than double their present
turnover of patrons.

Incidentally, I may point out that my
idea would completely abolish the detest-
able practice of the person at the end of
the gangway having to keep jumping up
and down like a jack-in-the-box every
time somebody in the row of seats wants
to go in or out. It would also enable
people to wear headphones without the
annoyance of other people tripping over
the leads. To prevent light shining into
the auditorium from the subterranean
chamber through the aperture in the floor
when a seat was down below, a shutter
would automatically slide over the hole,
all subterranean -chamber lights being
automatically switched off at the moment
when a seat was actually passing through
the floor.

If the cinema magnates refuse to accept
my proposals then, of course, they can
ruin themselves in their own way. No
doubt, even if television did cause people
to acquire a distaste for films they would
still patronise the old cinema buildings as,
even nowadays, some people seem to go
there merely to eat and chatter, and, in
fact, do anything but look at the pictures.
It is doubtful whether many people would
even notice that pictures were no longer
being shown.
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Random Radiations
An " Inert - Adventure
AWEEK or two ago I wrote of the inert

dry cell, or the " cell, electric, inert,"
to give it its Army designation, wondering
whether it still existed. It does, as a
rather amusing little adventure that befell
me the other evening proved. I was taking
a class of signallers belonging to a Terri-
torial unit that has not been in being for
very long. After telling them how to get
to work,, I handed out a batch of brand
new field telephone instruments and in-
structed the class to put in the dry cells-
a pair in series-and connect them up. All
the instruments with a single exception
were found to be in working order. One
was completely dead. It was brought to
me to look over, and at first I couldn't find
anything amiss. The connections seemed
to be all right and there was no obvious
reason why the thing shouldn't do its stuff.
For some reason or other, I pulled out the
cells and there was the explanation staring
me in the cold printing on their cases ; one
was a dry cell ; the other, an inert. As the
latter hadn't been dosed with water, it
wasn't pulling its weight. Somehow or
other it had strayed in amongst a boxful
of ordinary cells.

Just the. Thing
It was good to see Mr. Stanley G.

Rattee's letter commenting on my remarks
about inert cells. I haven't met him for a
long time now, is one of the old
stagers of wireless. I entirely agree with
his suggestion that an HTB made up of
inert cells would find a ready market
amongst those who have acquired battery
sets with an eye to A.R.P. So long as they
are not filled with water, inert cells can be
stored almost indefinitely ; a battery of this
kind would therefore be the very thing for
the job. And I don't see why large inert
cells should not' be used for heating the
filaments of the new r.5 -volt iow-current
valves. If the set intended for the dugout
could be put away, batteries and all, with
the certainty that it could be made to
function as soon as it was wanted (let's hope
it never will be !) by the simple process of
running a little water into the filling holes,
a lot of worry would be saved. Dry bat-
teries unfortunately can't be relied on if
they're kept in store for more than a few
months on end.

% % %
Saucer Records
WRITING

from Frimley, a reader tells
me of some queer experiences with

gramophone records. Some time ago he
ordered a set of a certain make containing
a recording of a famous symphony. When
they arrived he proceeded to play them
over by means of a crystal pick-up and The
Wireless World Quality Amplifier. All
went well as far as the end of the second
movement; but when the third began there
came a sudden agonising drop in the pitch.
On examination the record proved to be
shaped rather like an upside-down saucer.
Such was its convexity that it didn't get a
proper grip of the spindle and so was driven
much too slowly. He returned the faulty
record, and, soon after, received another in
its place. This turned out to be almost, if

By "DIALLIST "

not quite, as bad as the first, and again a
return was made. When they came to look
over their stock, the manufacturers had to
admit that all examples of this record were
faulty. A new pressing had to be made,
and it was seven weeks before a satisfactory
record turned up.

They Will Slip Through
What my reader can't understand is that

a misshapen batch of records should have
escaped the vigilance of all testers and have
been passed into stock. It is rather sur-
prising ; but there is always the possibility
that the records were flat enough when
they passed from the factory into the
stockroom via the test department. They
may have warped through being badly
stored. One would have thought, though,
that such a serious deformation could
hardly have escaped notice when they were
passed out for sale. Still, it's astonishing
what faults can slip through the best de-
signed and most carefully run test depart-
ment. To those who say that nothing de-
fective should ever get through a good test
room I always say : Pay a visit to the
Mint ; watch the vast number of tests to
which every coin is subjected at each stage
of its making. You'll feel convinced that
no really misshapen coin, or any that was
much below or above the standard weight
could possibly pass into circulation. Then
go to the Mint's, museum and look at the
displays of coins with the most, glaring
faults that have been returned by the banks.

% N. %

A Television Surprise
SOME of the answers given by viewers in

reply to the B.B.C.'s questionnaire on
television have come as a surprise to me,
though I don't think that there's much
doubt that the opinions expressed must
represent the views of the ,.majority of
owners of television receivers. I quite ex-
pected that viewers would reverse the
opinion expressed by listeners on the subject
of women announcers. Listeners would
not have them at any price ; viewers prefer
them. The reason isn't far to seek.
Women's voices don't somehow fit in with
the purely oral news bulletins ; but they go
very well with television's light fare. And
the B.B.C. very wisely chose television
announcers who are a delight to the eye as
well as to the ear. What does surprise me
is that 0.B.'s take second place to variety
and light entertainment in general in the
the estimation of viewers. I'd have said
that O.B.s would very easily head the poll.

Changing Opinions ?
That just shows how easily one can form

an erroneous estimate, even though it is
founded on the opinions expressed by a
goodly number of televisor owners. Quite
a few of my friends have vision receivers,
and certainly I've found far more enthu-
siasm amongst them for races, boxing
matches and other sporting and public
events than for variety as television enter-

tainment. It's not impossible that there
has been a gradual change of opinion in
recent months owing to the improved (and
still improving) standard of televised light
entertainment. At one time it was rather
sorry stuff, and some who have owned
receivers for a goodish time may have
formed such a poor opinion of it that they
ceased to turn it on. Now that it is of so
much better quality they are discovering its
merits and deciding that it deserves first
place amongst the diversions offered by
television.

American CR Tubes
VARIOUS American manufacturers, I

notice, are beginning to advertise
cathode-ray tubes for constructors of vision
receivers. Both they and the firms which
specialise in " kits " are obviously expect-
ing amateur experimenters and home con-
structors to begin in a small way, for most
of the tubes announced are quite little fel-
lows. The 3 -inch screen seems to be the
size that they expect to be most in demand,
though several 5 -inch tubes are available,
those who announce them do so rather with
bated breath ; they are spoken of as just the
thing for the man who intends to build
something outstanding in the way of re-
ceivers. I wonder whether American maim-

. facturers will eventually find as some of ours
have done that their best sellers prove after
all to be the vision receivers with the larger
screens. You'd imagine that the midget
set selling at a modest price would find a
ready market ; it goes pretty well, but in
many cases the man in the street feels that
it's better worth his while to pinch and
scrape a bit in order to be able to buy a
receiver with a screen. measuring at least
7 inches by 5. It will be interesting to see
what kind of prices the big American valve
concerns ask for their cathode-ray tubes.

Murphy B69
THIS is a battery superheterodyne which

has been developed on the same lines as
the " 70 " series of mains receivers described
in our April loth issue. It represents the
maker's estimate of the minimum specifi-
cation for the reception of broadcasting on
short, medium and long waves, and employs
a superheterodyne circuit with triode
hexode frequency -changer, pentode IF am-
plifier, double -diode -triode detector, AVC
rectifier and first AF amplifier and a single
pentode output valve.

Improved quality of reproduction and
efficiency have been achieved by the inclu-
sion of a permanent magnet of unusual size
in the loud speaker. The HT consumption
is ro mA on medium and long waves, 12 mA
on short waves, and the total LT current is
0.45 amp.

The cabinet is similar in design to that
of the A7o, but there is no provision for
optional tuning units. The price is c-).

Space is provided for any standard zo-volt
HT battery, and a moulded tray prevents
acid creeping from the accumulator.
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Recent Inventions
SCANNING SYSTEM

THE electron stream in a
cathode-ray tube is usually

controlled by the electrostatic
field set up between two parallel
deflecting plates, the direction of
the control field being at right
angles to the movement of the
stream and therefore having no
decelerating effect on the stream.
By contrast, it is now proposed
to control the stream by reflecting
it from an equipotential surface
set up inside the tube. The effect
is first to slow up the stream as
it approaches the equipotential
field, and there to reverse it in
direction.

As in the case of ordinary light,
the angle of incidence of the elec-
tron stream is equal to the angle of
reflection. Accordingly, as the
contour or inclination of the
equipotential surface is varied, the
angle through which the stream is
reflected will follow suit, and the
stream can thus be made to travel
over a fluorescent screen. In prac-
tice, a steady equipotential field is
first created by applying suitable
biasing potentials to a pair of
parallel electrodes, and the stream
is then deflected by varying the
voltage on one of the electrodes at
scanning frequency.

O. Klein perer. Application
date May 1st, 1937. No. 498511.

0000
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS
THE figure shows a two -valve

circuit which is stated to be
capable of delivering as much as
so watts of energy at a frequency
corresponding to the tenth har-
monic of the input frequency.
The first pentode generator V is
stabilised by a piezo-electric
crystal Q having the same fre-
quency as a " tank " circuit L, C,
and is coupled to the grid of a

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section.

second valve Vs through a con-
denser. The output from the
second valve is -back-coupled
through a circuit L2, C2 (tuned,
say, to the tenth harmonic of the
fundamental frequency of the
crystal Q) to the pentode output
circuit Ls, Cr.

The effect of this coupling is
comparable with the action of two
pendulums, one swinging ten
times faster than the other, the
slow one giving an impulse to the
fast one each time the two come
into phase. The circuit L2, C2
corresponds to the fast, and Ls,
Cr to the slow, pendulum, the
transfer of energy being from the
anode of V to the grid of Vs. The
multiplied frequency is drawn off
at the output terminals T.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (assignees of J. L.
Rein ar t z).  Convention date
(U.S.A.), April 23rd, 1937. No.
499088. 0 0 0 0

DIRECTION -FINDERS
THE figure shows an aerial

system designed to minimise
the so-called " night effect " in
direction -finding. The two main
frame aerials A and As are spaced
apart, with both windings set
parallel to each other, and are
mounted for rotation about a com-
mon shaft S. The two aerials
are coupled in phase -opposition
through coils L, Ls to a common
receiver R, the output from which
is applied to one pair of deflecting
plates in a cathode-ray indicator
tube T.
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Frequency multiplying circuit for operation at the higher harmonics.

Mounted on the shaft S is a
third or auxiliary frame aerial B,
the pick-up from which is applied
separately through a receiver Rs
to the second pair of deflecting
plates in the cathode-ray tube.

The arrangement gives a simpli-
fied indication both of the direc-
tion and " sense " of incoming

or separate pairs of lamps may be
fixed in position at the sides of
each slip, and lit up as required.

The station -pointer is moved
along a horizontal base, parallel to
the strips, by a cord -and -pulley
mechanism operated by the con-
trol knob. Or a "shadow "
thrown by a light at the rear of
the glass scales may serve as a
pointer.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. Convention date
(U.S.A.) June 3oth, 1936. No.
497951 -

Three -frame direction finder giv-
ing visual indication of bearing

and " sense."

signals. For instance, the trace on
the fluorescent screen of the
cathode-ray tube will be a straight
line in the normal " maximum "
position of the aerials, i.e., when
the pick-up on the frame B is
greatest, and that from the two
frames A and Ax cancels out. As
the aerials are rotated into other
settings, the trace formed on the
fluorescent screen will vary from
an ellipse to a circle. The " sense "
of the signals is indicated by ob-
serving the movement of the
trace as the shaft S is swung to
right or left, the correct bearing
being that on which the trace
moves with the shaft and not
against it.

Telefunken Ges. lily drahtlose
Telegraphie In .b.h. Convention
date (Germany), June 12th, 1937.
No. 498995.

0000
TUNING INDICATORS

A MULTI -BAND receiver isA fitted with a tuning indicator
in the form of a series of trans-
parent strips of glass, each marked
with its appropriate station scale.
The various strips are mounted
one behind the other, lengthwise,
in slots in the same pair of end -
supports, so that they form a
practically continuous surface,
though each is separated from the
other by a thin strip of opaque
material.

The particular indicating strip
selected is lit up by a pair of lamps
which shine their light through the
slots made in the .end -supports. A
single pair of lamps may be used,
in which case they are moved into
position by suitable gearing oper-
ated by the wave -change switch:

" WATCH -DOG "SETS
RELATES to an installation of

the kind used at sea to give
automatic warning of the receipt
of the S 0 S call or other emer-
gency signal. According to the
invention, the set is constantly
and automatically supervised by a
so-called " cycling " device, which
serves to produce locally a weak
signal similar to that for which the

 rceeiver is " watching."
So long as the installation is in

proper order the arrangement is
such that the " alarm " proper
cannot be actuated by the local
" test " signals. But should any
part of the installation develop a
defect, then the alarm is auto:
matically rung by the test signals,
as a warning to the wireless
operator that the " watch " is no
longer reliable. Between the test-
ing periods, the receiving circuits
are, of course, ready to respond to
any genuine emergency call. In
other words, the alarm can only be
sounded (a) on the receipt of a
genuine long-distance call, or (b)
when the local " testing " signal
'shows that the receiver is out of
repair and requires attention.

Wallace and Tiernan Products,
Inc. Convention date (U.S.A.)
June loth, 1936. No. 499028.

The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the 1

permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price

1/- each.
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Wide Frequency Range.
Reduction of Sub Harmonics. a
Crisp Transient Response.
Freedom from Hum. MIK

GOODMANS
High -Fidelity Auditorium
LOUDSPEAKERS

Wireless
World

THESE vital factors sum up the performance of GOODMANS 12"
High -Fidelity Auditorium Loudspeakers. The attainment of

such efficient operating conditions is due mainly to the use of
the patented dual exponential type diaphragms ; an exclusive
feature of GOODMANS High -Fidelity Loudspeakers. A specially con-
structed permanent magnet of Nickel Aluminium and Cobalt Alloy
provides the high flux density of 15,000 lines per sq. cm. and together
with the carefully designed, light but rigid speech coil and extremely
flexible centring device, completes a perfect " team " of components.
This provides a reproducer acknowledged as a standard amongst
all quality loudspeakers.

comas IMESTRIESEI.
Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middx. Phone,W1Mbley 400/.

Advertisements 1

GOODMANS 12" High - Fidelity
Auditorium Loudspeaker (illustra-
ted on the left). Power Rating 12
watts A.C. Peak

Chassis model (without stand)
£7.13.0

(Heavy Duty Transformer 15/- extra)

0

GOODMANS to" High -Fidelity
Auditorium Loudspeaker. Power
Rating 6 watts. A.C. Peak. Com-
plete with Standard Trans3.10.0former

£
(Heavy Duty Transformer 7/6 extra)

POST THIS COUPON with your card or letter
heading for new TECHNICAL BROCHURE,
entitled " The Attainment of an Ideal," giving
interesting data on the fundamental principles of
Loudspeaker construction. Please enclose lid. stamp.

-Third Edition of

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING
BY R. KEEN, B.Eng.

A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION AND REFERENCE FOR ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, TELEGRAPHISTS AND OTHERS ENGAGED
OR INTERESTED IN THE USE OF DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR THE NAVIGATION OF SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT

ILIFFE

The third edition of this well-known book deals with the principles of Wireless
Direction Finding and gives an account of the circuits and apparatus used in its
application to navigation. The Adcock Aerial has a separate chapter covering
its principles together with much information on its installation and performance.
Further chapters are included on Shore, Ship and Aircraft installations as well as
a special section on the choice of a suitable site for the Aircraft Ground
D.F., with Adcock Aerials.
Engineering students and research engineers will find useful references to a selected
list of some boo of the more important contributions to the literature of D.F.

800 pages 550 illustrations

PRICE 25/- net By post 25/9

From leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers :

& SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,, LONDON,
1.111.1=MIMINII=11111!
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Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3'- and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions Vo, 26 con-
secutive, 10' ; 52 consecutive, 1500.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26e, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques seat in payment for adver-
tisements should be made Oo, payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed -- Not es being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

R.
C.
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1,
by offering brand new receivers, maintain their repu-

tation as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radios.

BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Superhet Chassis, 4 -wave bands, 2 short

medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification : Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2,000
metres; valve combination 6K7 Pre H.F., 6J7 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, 6K7 LF., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F., two 6F6s, parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station
names etched on glass, controls 2 -speed tuning, volume
and on -off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch, wave change plus gramo. switch; size of chassis
3.3v,in.xlain.x3in.; supplied complete with valves, escut-
cheon, knobs, 'but less speaker, £5119/6 each; complete
receiver in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above,
complete with speaker, .E7/7.

ECCA 6 -valve 3 -waveband Battery Chassis, fittedD complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP output;
these chassis give a sparkling performance on all wave-
bands, and are the product of a well known manufac-
turer, complete with valves, £3/3 each; complete re-
ceiver in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above, com-
plete with speaker, £3/19/6 each.
ALL the Above Fitted Ring Valves Throughout.

RE Our Advertisement under Components..
17.

RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Telephone : Holborn 4631. [8380

DEGALLIER'S " Challenger Radio Corporation."

SEND
2d. stamp for Handsome Illustrated Catalogues

Telling of our Superb Range of Receivers; direct
public sales policy (saves you 40%), most exceptional value
on the market, from a T.R.F. Midget at.£3/5 to a 19 -
valve general purpose receiver, 6 bands, with two P.A.
speakers, at 30 gns.; 6 -page brochure of Wireless World
report on this set is available; car radio; any known
American valve, all 5/6 each; also American P.A.
speakers, cabinets, and the -Challenger 6 -valve A.C. tuning
unit, 5 bands 6-10, 12.8-50, 65-200, 190-550. 900-2,000
metres. Hours business 11 a.m. until 9.30 P.m.

DEGALLIER'S,
31, Craven Terrace, London, W.2.

Paddington 6492. Nearest poiht Lancaster Gate
Tube Station. [8443

ARMSTRONG's
NEW HEADQUARTERS

After many years at our old premises in Camden Town
we have moved our Offices, Show Rooms and Develop-
ment Department to a modern building centrally
situated in
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
We take this opportunity of sincerely thanking the
vast number of Wireless World readers whose con-
sistent custom it has been our pleasure to receive for
so many years.
Incidentally, this is the seventh car we have advertised
in the " Wireless World ,without a break.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue of our full range, which
includes the following outstanding chassis.

MODEL AW125PP . Price £17.17.0
12-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

5 wavebands, 12-550 continuous, 1,000-2,000 ns.,
R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C.
coupled Triode P.P. output.

MODEL AW93PP . Price £10.10.0
9-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

3 wavebands, R.F. Pre -amplifier. 3 stages of A.V.C.
and 8 watts R.C. coupled Triode P.P. Output.

All communications to be addressed to

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
1.1.111 Telephone: NORth 3213. 111111.1.1.1.11

EASY TERMS by 1..R.8
ON ALL

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
MODEL AWI25PP - - - I2 -VALVE
ALL - WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
Cash 17 Gns. or in with order and 12 monthly
payments of - - - - - - - - - - E1.8.0
MODEL AW93PP - - - 9V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS - - Cash 10 Gns. or
21/- with order and 12 monthly payments of I7/ -

(See Armstrong Advt. above)
Send for details of the II Armstrong Models

and our CONVENIENT TERMS.
fed- - /925 THE Phom. NAnonal 6828

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY

11.0AT LANE  NOBLE ST -LONDON K2

ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED
A complete range for all Wireless World
Receivers and Commercial Chassis

Special Drawings free on request
Send 13d. stamp for details of Standard Models

Lockwood & Co., 65, Lowlands Road, Harrow
Telephone: Byron 1818

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o "The Wireless World," -
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in
registered envelopes : in all such cases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

DID DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is 2j6; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

FREE with each 1939 Sky Buddy 10-550 metres, a copy
of Jones or A.R.It L. handbook; this offer is open

for one month only.-Send to Leeds Radio, 9, Grand
Arcade, Briggate, Leeds, 1. [8421

Belmont 570 5v., 3 wavebands, A.C., makers'
sealed cartons, list 101/2, few only, telephone

dial, 6 gns.; push button, 61/2 gns.; Midgets from 50/t;
guaranteed American valves, cheapest prices; write re-
quirements.-Johns, 63, Swains Lane, Highgate. [8442

1939

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

A
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.,

ANOTHER. Clearance of Demonstration:" Models.

25/111. -10 -valve A.C. supe:het receiver chassis, with
kr valves, push-pull output, 4 wave bands 12-30,

30-75, 200-550, 1,000-2,000 metres, with magic eye R.F.
gain, tone, audio control selectivity, output approximately
6 watts; one only.

complete with
valves,9-alre in ersVelsplendidisclu P consoleeriic acialloviaLei,

output approximately 10 watts; one only.
1+10. 9-valve

allwave, withg8/10.-
l.

25 /1,-1.-S valve Crossley receiver, in handsome table
cabinet.

25 /1/1. -4 -valve portable battery receiver, 2 wave-
bands, complete with battery, in green

leatherette case.
ALL above are in good working order, but are being

ohered as a clearance line to make room for further
..stocks, and our usual guarantee does apply; cash with

order or c.o.d.
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.,

SU, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1. 'Phone : Tern.
a -F 3231. [8444

"Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abacs Post free 4l, to

193a Midwest 15 -valve A.C./D.C. Allwave' 6., wave-
bands, 5-1,500 metres, brand new, in handsome

walnut console cabinet; listed ;36/15. £20; two only.
1930, Midwest 9 -valve A.C. Radiogram, 6 wavebands,

5-1,500 metres, brand new, in massive walnut
cabinet; £18/10.
HENRY'S, 72, Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill, N.15.

Stamford Hill 2907. f8438

USED SETS FOR SALE
HALLICRAFTERS

HALLICRAFTER
5.10 Receiver, as new, makers' car-

ton, cost £20, for £15.-Lownds, The Cottage. Old
Lenton, Nottingham [8431
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USED SETS FOR SALE

McMURDO
McMURDO Silver 21 -valve Masterpiece IV, 13 En. -

2,000 m., 20 watts output, perfect. order; cost £85,
accept £18/10.-Box 9663, c/o The Wireless World. 18423

McMURDO Silver Masterpiece V. in special solid oak
cabinet, 20 valves, 5 wavebands, 18in. speaker, a

magnificent instrument, all as new, cost £95; accept
127/10.-Harris, Caterham 250. [8410

SCOTT
SCOTT 15 De Luxe, 13-550 metres. 20 watts output;

cost £95, 1937 model, £15/10.-Box 9664, c/o The
Wireless World. [8424

MISCELLANEOUS
A NUMBER of Reconditioned Sets in Good Order;

XL' from £5 upwards.-Ilalford Radio, 31, St. George
St., W.I. [0617

CAR RADIO
°ROBLEY Push-button 1939 10 guinea Models, 51/2

gns.; aerials, overheads, police type, etc., from 8/6;
trade enquiries solicited.-Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,
Manchester. [0622

FINEST American Twin Running -board Aerials, com-
pletely rubber covered, maximum signal pick-up, mini-

mum noise, easy mounting, now only 17/6 pair complete;
handsome chromium roof aerials, to mount straight or
" vee," complete, 15/-; immediate despatch, carriage paid;
cash with order or c.o.d.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,
Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
VORTEX1ON P.A. Equipment.

IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

A.C.-D C. Dance Band Amplifier, 10 watts output, com-
plete in case, with moving coil microphone, speaker

and cables, weight 221b.; 12 gns.
AC.-20 15 -20 -watt Amplifier, 30-18,000 cycles, indepen-

dent mike and gram.,inputs and controls, 0.037
volts required to full loa, output for 4, 7.5, and 15
ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum level;
ready for use; 8'/2 gus., complete.

CP. 20, 12 -volt battery and A.C. mains model, as used
by R.A.F., output as above; 12 gns.

Apick.C.20, in portable case, with Collaro motor. Piezo
-up, etc.,

-

£14; 0.P.20 ditto, £17/17.
WATT under 60 -watt conditions,i ton s ,th50regaefseparaterectifiersLrane

screen and bias, with better than 4% regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans -
forme' and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.

COMPLETE in Case, with turntable B.T.H. Piezo
pick-up and shielded microphone transformer, £20.

80 -WATT
Model, with negative feed back; £25, com-

plete.

120-WATTA
Model, with negative feed back; £40,

le
25 0-vuonig. 225501-mt juvlallvIeVave Speaker, field supply

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. 'Phone: Lib. 2814. [8241

" PARTRIDGE P.A. Manual," standard handbook on
electro-acoustics, amplifiers, and audio circuits;

price 2/6 (free to trade).
" PARTRIDGE Amplifier Circuits," describes many

modern constructional amplifiers, 2w. to 45w. out-
put, battery, A.C.-D.C., etc.; price 2/- (no free copies).

PARTRIDGE, N., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., King's Buildings,
Dean Stanley St., London, S.W.1. [0630

QUALITY Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
roe Hire or Permanent Installation.-Harmony House,
116, Cambridge Rd., Southport. [8307

ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd., pioneess of hiring micro-
phone amplifying equipment since 1928. Booklet on

request. -55, Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129. [0598

UBLIC Address Contractors Can Hire P.A. Vans,P loud -speakers, microphones and equipments of all
types from Hire Dept., Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Surrey. Tel.: Richmond 1175-6-7. [0618

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.

ALL Transformers at Last Week's Prices.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. 'Phone: Lib. 2814. [8440

NEW LOUD -SPEAKERS
SIN CLAIR Speakers for All Types.-Alma Grove, Copen-

hagen St., N.1. [0603
MID AKERS' New Corner Horn Speakers, surplus baw-
l) gains and triple cone conversions, from 2916.
-Leaflets free from Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex
Rd., South Croydon. [8434

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

ROLAS for 6/11; G12's, 47/6; 1/2d. stamp for lists.-
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0606

MAGNAVOX 66, 2,000 amps., wanted, quality feeder
unit.-A. Chapman, 33, Dalyell Rd., Stockwell. [8430

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.-
Rola P.M. speakers, 8in.. 14/9; 10in., 19/6; Rola

mergised 10in., 17/6. [8436

"Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition.
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Undoubtedly the finest moving coil micro-
phone on the market is our type M.C.S.
Quality is very good, the Response curve
being sensibly linear throughout the Audio
Spectrum, and Amplitude Distortion is
negligible. Sensitivity and range of pick-up
are very high, and increased by the fact that
the input control can be opened up quite
high before FEED -BACK occurs. High
Output Voltage (0.1 v at normal speech) en-
ables use with an amplifier of quite low gain.
No blasting or overloading possible. No
background noise such
as carbon hiss, and
no cavity resonance,
owing to the specially
designed square case
with adequate venting.
This microphone is
weatherproof and en-
tirely unaffected by
damp.
Price .. .. 6 Gns.
Input Transformer 151 -
Spring Frame . . 151 -

Type M.C.R. This is a standard type
Moving Coil Microphone utilising a paper
diaphragm and speech coil of aluminium

wire, and is attached
by a special non -
distortion suspension
system to a high flux
nickel aluminium mag-
net and cast metal case
mounted in a spring
suspension frame.
Price now reduced to

3 Gns.
We are also actual manufacturers of Loud Speakers
of all kinds. Amplifiers, and all forms of P.A.
Equipment-both portable and permanent.

STOP PRESS
Latest Grampian Public Address Installations

include :
OPENING OF WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL
by Their Majesties the KING (5. QUEEN.
OPENING OF WEST HARTLEPOOL

AIRPORT (Sir Kingsley Wood).

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS Ltd.
Kew Gardens, Surrey. Tel.: Richmond rm.

4s 6d. net. Post

LOUD SPEAKERS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

3,000 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised,
41n. to 14in., including several Epoch 18m.

-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0591

EPOCH 18in., rebuilt, any field, £5; with A.C. equip-
ment,-LA £2 extra; Epoch 14in. mains energised, 70,,-;

fitted A.C., 30/- extra; several 10in., 12in., and 15in.
energised and P.M.s, from 20/ -.-Sinclair Speakers, Alma
Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0628

Wanted
HARTLEY-TURNER Twin Diaphragm P.M. Speaker,

excellent condition.-Burt, 65, Lyndhurst Grove,
Peckham. [8439

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
A.C.S. RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus,

communication receivers, including Hallicra dere.
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK.Technical Manager. [0550

G 5 N I-The oldest and largest distributors of
amateur equipment, transmitting and receiv-

ing; short-wave catalogue, 11/4d.; G5N1 70 -page Manual,
post free; authorised direct distributors .for Collins,

National, R.M.E., Thonlarson, Hammerinnd, Bliley, Tay-
lor, Eimac, etc., 'etc. --44, Holloway Head, 'Birmiregham.

[0531

CABINETSA CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost

of manufacture (undrilled); 30/- upwards; motors atwholesale prices.

"FIT -A -GRAM" Cabinet, 31x17x15; 21/..

NDRILLED Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinets,
from 3/b.U

INSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country cus-
tomers.

H. L. SMITH and Co.. Ltd.. 289. Edgware Rd.. W.2.
Tel.. Pad. 589L [0485

CLEARANCE Sale 1 ! - Radiogram and televisioncabinets; prices slashed I 10 gns. worth for 50/-1
5 gns. worth for 20/-1-Write, wire, 'phone or call,Cameo Co., 23, Denmark St., 11'.C.2. (Tem. 5900.) [8353

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
C.-A.C. Convertors, motors, all voltages, for sale andD wanted.-Easco, 18w, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [0558

ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-
tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., in

stock, new and second-hand.
A .C. -D. C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-

ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10;
150 watts output, £3110.

WARD, 46, Farringdon St.. London, E.C.4. Tel.:
Holborn 9703. [0518

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker

units, £4/7/6; recording motors, 13/17/6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595

FEIGH Recording Sets are Within Reach of All; ball
bearing gear box, worm drive traverse; records on

any dise, Morse, speech or music; diamond cutter -pickup
on tone arm, the set 37/6; 6in. blanks, 3/3 doz.; 10in.
discs, 7/- doz.-Electradix, 218, Upper Thames St., Lon-
don, E.C.4. [0620

VALVES
ALL Types of American Tubes in Stock of Impex and

Arcturus makes at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Re-

placement Valves for Any British non -ring, Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

SEND for Lists of These, and also electrolytic condensers,
line cords, resistances, etc.

CHAS. F. WARD. 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
Tel.: Holborn 9703. [0452

AMERICAN Valves, first grade, by leading makers,
guaranteed, popular types; standard base 5/6, octal

base 6/6; 61.6G, 7/6.-General Radio Distributors. 309,
Falloden Way. N.W.11. [0626

2 /0 R.C.A. American Valves, 50 popular types; also
V National Union, Hytron; also British non -ring

valves, cheapest in Britain; 1/2d. stamp for revised lists.-
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0607

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE.-Special offer:
American valves, in makers' cartons, 3/- each;

Octals, 3/6 each; American valves, first grade in all
types; trade supplied. -1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000. [0436

NEW COMPONENTS
RADIO Components, all makes in stock; complete range

of Bulgin and Eddystone short wave parts; American
valves specialists; all goods cash with order; post free;
established 20 years.-C. Noyes, 163, Shepherd's Bush
Market, London, W.12. [8346

free 4s. 11d.
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MAY the THIRTEENTH
On APRIL the THIRTEENTH the

Wireless World " substantiated our claims
for the outstandingly good characteristics of
our unequalled Output Transformer Type
- 036."
On MAY the THIRTEENTH we
intend to establish our claim for the
WORLD'S BEST P.A. EQUIPMENT
when a Multi Unit Speaker driven by the
latest Dual Channel 70 -watt Amplifier
will announce the opening of the new
KINGSBURY SWIMMING POOL.
Like the Swimming Pool, the P.A. equipment
is up to the minute, and the fact that the
Opening is on the THIRTEENTH simply
means that neither the design or production
of the Pool or the P.A. equipment is a

matter of luck.

We feel sure that every discriminating P.A.
enthusiast will be interested in our new
P.A. type Amplifiers, which we claim to be
the embodiment of compact design, plus a

generous undistorted output together with
the added refinement of two independent
input channels with Thermionic Mixing.

May we send YOU a copy of our latest 6 D.
catalogue and technical manual PRICE

Speoried by ,,amt the Experti

SA:LE SSOUND
MARLBOROUGH RD., (Contractors to the
UPPER HOLLOWAY, G.P.O., etc.)

LONDON, N.19. LIMITED. T cf Archway 1661;2/3

Hours of Business -
Monday to Friday, 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SATURDAYS CLOSED

LOUDSPEAKERS, LOUD-
SPEAKER CONES LOUD-
SPEAKER COMPONENTS,
TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS,
TRANSFORMER HOUSINGS,
TRANSFORMER WINDINGS,
CHOKE WINDINGS, FIELD
COIL WINDINGS, PERMANENT
MAGNETS, PRESS TOOLS AND
PRESSINGS, JIG BORING.
AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINEPARTS UP TO 2' DIAMETER.

Contractors to
the Admiralty,
War OfficJ end
Air Ministry.Call on

BRITISH ROLA LTD.
MINERVA ROAD , PARK ROYAL , NW 10.

'PHONE:WILLESDEN 4522-3-4-5-6 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

ROOKS ON WIRELESS
Writ, for complier list to

Ilitle & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E,.1

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.
PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on page 5.

I.0485

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES.

MORE Special Offers; see last week's issue; Deem chrom.
speaker grill, 6d.; 7 -pin Clix valve -holders, 3d.;

K.B. tapped condenser 'tone controls, 6d.' Ex.-R.A.F.
3 -wave buzzer wavemeters, 50 to 600 metres, 12/6; buzzer
only, 2/6; R.A.F. mike buttons, latest type, 2/6; Muirhead
0.25 mid., 7,500v. tested, 5/- Wearite 500-0-500v. 150
ma., 4v. 2a., 4v. 2'/a., 4v. 2f,a.,' 4v. 5a., 200-250 volts
input, 17/6 each.
M.C.C. 2,600 mid. 12v.w., 3/6; Weston 301 3in. 5 amps

M.C.. D.C., 10/-; Turner 21/2in. 75 ma., M.C., 12/6
Ferranti M.C. 21/2in. meters, 15 m.a., 15/-; 2 ma.. 17/6,
1 ma., 25/-; 21.Am. electrostatic, 450 volts, 27/6; 2ie
5 volta, 1,000 o.p.v., 17/6; 2.5 m.a., 50 m.a., 250 Ma.
16/- each; Ferrami Multi -range A.C., D.C. meter, 55/ -
large super sensitive Weston 20,000 o.p.v.. 48 ranges, £12
21 .in. 1 m.a. A.C., 35/-.

4 mid., 450v.w., oil filled, 2/- each; R.A.P. auto
-L P transformers, 1C0 watts, 8/6; T.C.C. 10 mfd., 400v.w.,
4i-; Deere dual ceramic trimmers, 2x140, 2x250 mmfd.,
6d. each; Paxolin, 30 mmfd., 3d.; 50ft. coils rubber con-
necting wire, ex -Philips, 9d.; T.C.C., 10 mid., 2505.w..
2/-; bargains in 1939 radio sets; call and hear; many
other bargains for callers; orders over 5/- post free; all
goods in new condition and guaranteed.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, London's Only
Walk Round Radio Store, 23, Lisle St., Leicester

Sq. (local Tube), London. 'Phone: Gerrard 2969. [8445

OLIVER'S Offer Aluminium Chassis, 18 s.w.g., 16in.x
lOin.x3in., new, untlrilled, 6/6; any size made to

order; quotations free.
RESISTANCES, electrolytics, etc.; send for lists.-

Olivers, 676, Christchurch Rd., Boscombe, Hants.
[8432

RVALLS RADIO, 280, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
offer new goods, post free.

ELLIPTICAL Speakers, Celestion, suitable Ekco replace-
ments, 750 and 1,250 ohms, less transformers, speech

25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts, carry up to 120 Ma.; 5/6
each.

SPECIAL Offer of New Ferranti Transformers, AF5,
OMP6, AF6c, OPM16c, 8;9; AF17c, B2 chokes, 6/9;

OPM8 (15-1), AF10, B8 chokes, OPM1e, 4/9; all each.
GARRARD AC Induction Type AC7a Gramophone

Motors, with pick-ups complete, 200-050v., 12in.
turntable and unit plate, auto. stop; speed regulator,
new; 32/6 each.

yvEARITE 110.k.e. I.F.'s with Top Trimmers, 1/6 each;
sets 'band pass air Core superhet coils, ex Halycon,

screened chassis type, 4/9 set five; 110 kc. with coil details.
Vp.I. Tubular 4mf. 200v.. 6d. each or 4/- dozen; B.I.
-LP 0.05, 1/3 dozen. 7/9 gross; B.I. 0.25 ml. tubulars,
2/- dozen. 4/6 per three dozen.

SPEAKERS, pairs, brand new, elliptical cone `speakers,
made by first class firm, quality of reproduCtion out-

standing, push-pull pentode transformer, fields 325 ohm
for smoothing choke, 8.600 as bleeder, circuit available,
handle 10-15w.; 14/- pair.-Ryalls Radio, see above. [8374

VAUXITALL UTILITIES. 163a, Strand, ..W.C.2.-
Write for free list.; Collaro A.C. gramophone motors,

28/-.'
VAUXTIALL.-Screened iron -cored 2 -gang coils, switch,

circuit, 11/3; 1.F. transformers, 465 kies, .6/-.
 UXTIALL.-Hivac valves, all types; full range of pick-

ups. from 11/-. [8437
CIOLLARO A.C./D.C. Record -changers, 200-250, playseight 13in, or 12in, records, mixed, also incorporates
repeater and rejector; limited quantity. £5/5, in sealed
cartons.
T_TENRY'S. 72. Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill, N.15.
.1.1- Stamford Hill 2907. [8216
SOUTHERN RADIOS Bargains. -Sale now proceeding

of hundreds of bargain lines, goods previously adver-
tised still available. -Southern Radio, 46, Lisle St., Lon-
don, W.O.I. Gerrard 6653. f8236
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co. Can Now Offer

Immediate Delivery of Transatlantic All -wave Tun-
ing Packs. Stamp for details. Carriage paid by return,
immediate delivery, telephone Tudor 4046, call mornings.Stamp for list 226.
AMAZING Opportunity. -Fifty N.S.F. marked andcoloured coded resistors. 1 and 2 watt, wireends. 20 good sizes in every parcel. of 50 resistors; 2/6
per 50 only.

TUBULAR Condensers. -400 volt working, wire ends,best make. 0.0001-0.05 mfd., 4d.; 0.1 mfd., 4d.;0.25, 0.5 mfd., Gl.
CILIX Unused Chassis Valve -holders, 5 -pin, 7 -pin, 3d.each. All American sizes, 6d. each. Best sleeving,1M. yard.

CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, long spindle, un-
used. All sizes, 5,000 ohms. to 2 megohm, 2/-; with

mains switch, 2/3.
FIRST -GRADE Boxed American Tubes, guaranteed, 4/-each; octals, 4/6; T.C.C. dry metal 8 mfd., 600 volt,

2/3.
POLAR MIDGET Latest* Three -gang 'Condensers.

screened, trimmers, spindle, 0.0005 mfd., 100
k/c Tracker(perfect straight two -gang), 2/6.
TIUBILIER Mica Tag Condensers, 0.00005, 0.0001,
1/ 0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005 mfd., 3d.; 2/6 dozen.

ERIE One Watt, colour coded, unused resistors, any
size, 50 ohms to 5 megohm, your selection, 3d.; 2/6

dozen. Two watt, 6d.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co., 4-6 Muswell

Hill Road, London, N.6. Tudor 4046. [8394

FOR Disposal Below Cost, quantity of new receivers,
amplifiers, feeder units, chokes, condenser banks,

Ferranti and other transformers, etc.; state requirements;
write, 'phone or call. -W. '1'. Rickards, 17, Ileathfield
Rd., King's Heath. Highbury 1804. [8390

"Radio Laboratory Handbook." Price 8s. 6d. net. Post free 95.

The L I T T L E METER that does the

BIG
JOBS

BRITISH MADE

THE UNIVERSAL

vollimon
Reed, Tr,,it' Mark
ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

D.C. VOLTAGE
0-75 my. 0-100 V.
0- 5 v. 0-250 v.
0-25 v. 0-500 v.

A.C. VOLTAGE
0- 5 v. 0-100 v.
0-25 v. 0-250 v.

0-500 v.

D.C. CURRENT
0-2.5 ma. 0- 25 ma.
0-5 0-100 

0-500 
RESISTANCE

0- 20,000 ohms
0-100,000
0-500,000 ,

0- 2 megohms

0-10

Weighing only 18oz. 'and measur-
ing but 4.1" x 31" xlr, this is
a really portable meter of high
accuracy for measuring A.C. &
D.C. volts, D.C. milliamps and
ohms. An accurate moving -coil
movement gives a e full scale
deflection. Total resistance is
200,000 ohms. Complete with
leads, interchangeable testing
prods and crocodile clips; and
instruction booklet.

£5.10. (leather case WI-)
DEI ERRED TERMS IF DESIRED

Writefor descriptive pamphlet
,Sots Proprietor, R Manufacturer, '-
The Automatic Coil Winder &
Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street.
London, S.W. 1.'Ph Victoria 340417

ADIOMART
C:=MKSEN.IMI

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER : :

Full) shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer. While
they last.

All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
T28708-375'375 v. 150 m A., 6.3V5A. 2.5V5A. 5V3A.
T19610-350'350 v. 150 m A., 2.5V6A. 2.5V2A. 5V3A.
T7236-375;375 v. 120 in 'A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A

11101/66-

77320-350'350 v. 100 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 8/8
77307-350150 v. 80 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A
T7000-320'320 v. 80 m/A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A '7/6

The following chokes are interleaved and impregnated.

T464910-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250 v.

T7007-250 miA., 135 ohms, 20-8 Hy.. cadmium shrouded

29/8

1 666

71113AB-110,230 v. 500 watt Auto Transformer

T6025-320 320 V. 80 2.5V6A. 5V3A

T7007A-150 m'A., 250 ohms, 30-12 Hy., cadmium ahrouded 12/6
300 m A., 20 Hy., 500 ohms, unshmuded J 4/11
60 m'A.. 15 by., 250 ohms 1/11
H EAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER fur models, bells, etc., 6 v. 3 a., 2/3.

4 mf., 1,500 v. teat 500 v. clog. oil filled condensers, 2/-.
H EAVY DUTY Mains Transformer. worth CV-. 350-350, 150 m/A.

4 V. 2.5 a. CT, 4 v. 6 a.. CT. 12;6 ; 300-300 v., 80 m'A., 4 v. 3 a.,
CT, 4 v. 2 a., CT. 6 6. Moving Coil Speech Transformers, 1/11.
GANG CONDENSERS with Airplane Dial, 8 and 80-1. Cost 35/, Few

onlY. 4 11. Utility, 7 a Microdials. 39.
W.B. ifin. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Extension Type (no Transformer). 8'11. Standard Type (with Transformer),
10/6. Energised 8", 1,200 ohms with Transformer, 611.
DUSHBACH Wire, 6 yds., 6d., heavy, 9tl,..i.R9des.inyd.coreA..d Sortedlilers,.

6d. Screened Flex, single, 6d. 3 GldfLe

Tags. 13i. packet. Ihundinuners, 6d. each.
Centralab pots, all sizes, 1/6 ; switched, 2!-; tubular glass fuses, 2d.
Milliammeters, 0.25 M.A., upwards. 5'9 ; Super, 6,9.

NEW MANUAL, packed full of valuable information.
oURs t Free,

THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of New Short-wave
Components and is yours for lid. post free.
VALVE3.-A complete range of replacements, showing a saving of over

50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types required. Quantity
Discounts to Service Engineers. TRADE enquiries for communication
equipment solicited.

RADIO MART Telephone:
MIDland 324

GSNI (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

We do quite a
lot of business
making up trans-
formers to
customers own

specifications;
but we have a
standard list.
May we send you
a copy ?

W.BRYRN SRVRGE LTD
Westtnoreland Rd., London, .N .W.9. 'Phone: Colindale 7 131
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.,

63' High Holborn, W.C.1. Holborn 4631.

PRESS Button Assembly (complete with circuit), com-
prising compact. unit size. 6irt.x.6in.-x2im, complete

with six press buttons and manual trimmer for balancing
circuits, complete with ten silver mica capacitators; ideal
for adapting existing receiver for press button tuning;
9/11 each. .

SET of 4 Skeletek Type All -wave Coils (manufacturers
type unshielded), comprising oscillator- coil, wave

trap, broadcaster Atrial coil and shaft wart coil with
circuit; 2/6 set of 4.

EARPHONES by Standard Telephones, 2,000 ohms re.
sistance; 5/11 per pair.

A MERICAN Press Button Car. Radios, 6- and 12 -volt
xi- models, manual tuning plus 6 press buttons, medium
wave only, 6 gns.; medium and long, £6/15.

CAR Aerials, running board type, 8/6; chromium roof
type, 11/6.

,*9f*
TC.C. New Range of Compact Electrolytic Condensers,

as follows:- .

TC.C. 8 Mid. Tubular Electrolytic, 'wire ends, 500 volt
working, 600 volt surge; 1/6 each.

TC.C. 8 Mid. Midget, wire ends, size 2,Ain.xl%in., 500
volt working, 600 volt surge; 1/6 each.

C.C. 8 plus 8 4 -lead Midget Electrolytics, 500 volt
working, 600 volt surge; 2/9 each.

T.C.C. 1 Mfd. Tubular, wire ends; 1/- each.

C.C. Bias Condensers : -50 mfd. 12 volt, 1/- 25 mid.T 25 volt, 1/-; 25 mfd. 50 volt, 1/3; 50 rald. 25 volt,
1/3; 50 mfd. 50 volt, 1/6.

* * *
WEARITE Mains Transformers, .standard for the sea-

son and exclusive to us, made to strict electrical
standards, wire end type, all windings centre tapped,
screened primaries, tapped inputs, 200-250 volts, screw
adjustment.

TYPE R.C.1. 250-0-250, 80 ma. 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 4.5 amp.; 9/6 each.

TYPE R.C.2, '350-0-350, 120 ma. 4 volts 2.5 amp.. 4
volts 5 amp.; 11/- each.

TYPE R.C.3, 350-0-350, 150 m.a. 4 volts 2.5 -amp., 4
volts 2 amp. 4 volts 5 amp.; 12/6 each.

1).C.4 500-0-500, 150 ma., 4 volts 2 amp., 4 volts
116 2 amp., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4 volts 5-6 amp.; 19/6
each.
TYPES R.C.1. and R.C.2 Drop Through Type, capped.

TYPES R.C.3 and R.C.4 Upright Mounting Type,
fully shrouded..

TXTEARITE Auto Transformers, type R.C.5, fully
TV shrouded, input 100-110 volts, output 200-250 volts,
100 watts; 12/- each.

* * *
pLESSEY Slow-motion Drives.

TYPE 1841-1125, size of dial Sin. square; 2/- each.

TYPE 1393, size of dial 4x5; 1/10 each.

TYPE 1510, size of dial 4X5; 1/10 each.
TYPE 2077, clock face dial, separate indications, size
1 of dial 5x5 (R. and minute -hand type), geared;

4/6 each.
TYPE 2806, size of dial 8x3, overall height Sin.;

1/3 each.
TYPE 1825, size of dial 51/2x13.1; 1/3 each.

ALL Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only,

** *
CRYSTAL Pick-up, high grade American, bronze finish

complete with arm; £1/5 each.
STANDARD Octal Base Valve Holders; 4d. each.

A MERICAN Valve Holders, best quality, 4-, 5-, 6-, and
13 7 -pin; 3d. each.

CLIX 5 -pin Chassis, 3d. each; Clix 7 -pin chassis, 4d.
each; Bulgin 8.P.S.T. twist switch, 9d. each; Bulgin

D.P.D.T. twist switch, 1/- each.

T.C.C.
Paper Tubular Condensers, all sizes up to 0.1,

5d. each, 4/6 doz.; 0.25 ditto, 7d. each; 0.5, 10d.
each.

pOLAR N.S F. 1 Watt Resistances; each, 3/- doz.;
'all sizes up to 2 meg.

MAINS Smoothing Chokes, Wearite unshrouded, fitted
wise ends : -30 henry 80 ma., 500 ohms, 7/6 each;

40 henry 150 ma., 500 ohms, 10/6 each.

competitive-Comle
of.Rsaizttehner

AMOtaIdCeAls'itokaeld's. with
quality; write for lists.

* **
LISSEN Valves, brand new, boxed, as follows :-H2,

L2, 2/- each; BB.220A, 3/11 each; SGV, SG 215,
3/11 each.

* * *
CENTRALAB Volume Controls Available as Follows,

with switch, long spindle :-1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 2/- each.

GE.C. Relays, make and break type, 3,300 ohms; 4/-
each

10 0 Watt Amur tyTpreaisoirirrrescili00-250 volts reversible,

RADIO CLEARANCE Bargains Continued in Third
Column.

jPREMIER* RADIO *
THE NEW PREMIER 10-15 WATT

ALL -BAND TRANSMITTER
Designed to meet the demand for a really compact self-
contained T.X., for 'Phone or C.W. on all bands.
A 6L6 is used as a modulated oscillator in a Tritet
circuit, allowing a fundamental and second harmonic
operation, without coil changing, from any one Xtal.
A 6C5 speech amplifier is R.C. coupled to a 6L6 modu-
lator, giving approx. 9-ro watts audio. A goo -v.
power supply with generous smoothing gives hum -free
output. In steel cabinet, in black crackle, 12" x 9" x 8".
Complete with Xtal and coils for 7 El 04 04)
and r4 mc. operation .

PREMIER 10 watt C.W. TRANSMITTER for A.C./D.C.
mains, 7 mc. Xtal Controlled. Complete with Xtal
valves and meter, 24-44

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit ... 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... 25/-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58/6
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS.
7 inc. Band, 10/- each, with Calibration Certificate.
Enclosed holder and Base, 3/-.
DUMMY ANTENNA, a necessity for the A.A licensee,
15 each.
TRANSMISSION LINE, Low Impedence 72 1) 3d. yd.
Super quality So t1 6d. yd.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin types,
13-26, 22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit.
Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/. set, with
circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
ULTRA S.W., COILS, 4-10 metres Wound silver plated
Wire. Mounted on Trolitul base. Inside diam. coils r,
3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 turns, complete with base, 1/- each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1 Ratios,3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers,all-brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mint, 2/3 ; 250
mmf., 2/6.
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSER& 15 mmf., 2/9; 40 mmf., 3;6 ; 100 mmf., ;
160 mmf., 4/6.
NEW TROLITUL SPLIT STATOR CONDENSERS,
60 x 50 mmf., 10/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./H.L.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./H.P., A.G./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 , Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6 ; 3i -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 Y. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and Half -wave
Rectifiers. 5/9 each.

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL MODULATION
TRANSFORMERS

Will match any modulator to any R.F. load. 50 watts,
17/6 150 watts, 29/6 ; 300 watts, 49/6.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance. 11 ratios from 13 : 1 to 80 :1.
6-7 watts, 13/6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29/6.
Send for full details.
PREMIER AC/DC MOVING IRON METERS. 2i in
diam. Flush Mounting. All ranges. 10 111.a., 30 m.a.
50 m.a., 100 m.a.. 250 m.a., 500 m.a., 5/9 each.
AMMETERS. 1, 3, 5, 10 or 30 amps., 5/9 each.

PREMIER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
A New Complete Range of 7 High Fidelity P.A. Antplifiers
for A.G. or A.C. D.C. Mains operation. Completely

Kit of Parts Wired and
with Valves. Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... £2 0 0 £2 15 0
3 -watt A.C./D.C. 22 0 0 £2 15 0
6watt A.C. , £5 5 0 £6 0 0

8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C. £4 10 0 £5 5 0
15 -watt A.C. 65 15 0 0 0

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
NEW PREMIER SELF -POWERED RF TUNING UNIT,
incorporating a Var.-Mu pentode amplifier followed by a
power grid detector. Designed for high-fidelity reception.
Wave range 200-560 and 800-2,000 metres. 24 - 9 - 6
complete with valves.
IGRANIC insulated midget jacks 1/6 each. Plugs 1/3.

Send for full details.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/- please
add 6d. Postage.
Have you had our 1 939 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio price 6d.
Bargains and Interesting Data.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW PREMISES,

169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Central 2833
for 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2331

"Wireless Direction Finding, Third Edition. Price 253. net.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
Tatp ADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., continuing bargains in
1t components, etc.
* **
STANDARD Telephone Mains Transformer, Type 1,

input 200-250 volt, output 250v. 40 111.a., 4 volt2.5 amp.; 2/6 each.
TYPE 2, input 200-250 volt, output 250 volt 200 m.a.,

TYPE3,
volt 2.5 amp.; 3/- each.

input 200-250 volt, output 200 volt 500 MA,.
4 volt 4 amp. 5/6 each.

HELLSEN 8 mid'. Cardboard Electrolytics. 450 volt
working, wire end; 1/- each.

CONDENSER Block, four, 0.05 mid., metal cased, 500
volt working; 1/9 each.

TYPE 4 Smoothing Choke, 500 m.a. 100 ohms 12henrys; 8/6 each.
CONDENSER Block, two, 6 mid., 2.1 mfd., metal cased,

500v. wkg. ; 2/3 each.
METAL Safety Case with Base and 2 Valve Holders,

size 71/2x 6in. x ; 2 / 6 each; finished brown
crackle.

METAL Safety Case with Base and 2 Valve Holders,
size 12 yzin.x83 in. x 53/4in. ; 3/6 each; finished brown

crackle.32 M/6.f.d. 400
ch.

volt working, can type wet electrolytic;
1 ea

16 M.f.d., 450 volt working; 1/- each.
A LL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free; postageIl must be enclosed with orders for less than 5/-;

enquiries 11,A. stamp if reply expected. Hours of busi-
ness : Week -days, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays, 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. Postal rates apply to the United Kingdom only,
orders for Ireland and abroad must include sufficient
postage to cover whatever the value of same.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.[8433
Telephone : Holborn 4631.

Wanted
URGENTLY Required, first grade test gear and all -

wave radios; remember, we pay more; full market
value paid; offers per return.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,
Leicester Sq., London, W.C. [8447

IXTE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand
TV Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.

We pay more than any other dealer. Part exchanges.
Bring, send or will call.-University Radio, Ltd.. 238, Eus-
ton Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone.; Euston 3810. [8366

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE With a Smile."

AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairers
of all types of American and British receivers.-

F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. [0434
LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO SERVICE.

RADIO Repair Service; all makes and models: crystal
sets- to Autotropes; eplotations by return; --collected

and delivered; dealers represented.-Phone : Gerrard 2969.
Ex 2 L.C.R.S., 23, Lisle St., Leicester Sq., W.1. [8446

BAKERS.-Send your next speaker repair, any make,
to the pioneer manufacturers, Bakers Selhurst Radio,

. South Croydon. [8435
LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs. British, American. any

make; 24.howrs service; moderate priceaSinclair
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0590

GUARANTEED Repairs Any Transformers, choke.
motor arinature, converter,' dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-Sea below.
T
1J Willesden,

(LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.l.
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3 lines).

[6892
MAINS Transformer Service. Repairs, rewinds, or
-ILL construction to snecification of any type, competi-
tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Dip -
ton, Newcastle -on -Type. [0516
EPOCH Speaker Replacements, cone assemblies supplied
JJ from 4/ -; field coil and transformer rewinds; trade
radio service.-National Radio Epoch Reproducers, 126,
Ell horne Rd., N.19. Arc. 1319. 18433

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE-Guaranteed
repairs to American and British receivers, American

valves, service parts and rewinds; trade supplied. -1021,
Finchley ltd., N.W.1. Speedwell 3000. [0435
SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE.-All types of

receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, including
American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV., etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years front Land' End to John -o -Groats; van col-

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange
Works, Muswell Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quot2d; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, 13. alham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

[0394

SITUATIONS VACANT
WANTED, assistant for dispatch dept. radio, mail

order house, male or female; radio knowledge essen-
tial.-Box 9682, c/o- The Wireless World. ' [8427

TRANSFORMER -Manufacturer, Westminster district,
requires lad, 17-18, to learn all processes in produc-

tion of special transformers.-Box 9711, c/o The IVireless
World. [8448

LONDON Firm, commencing production radio meters,
requires technical expert to undertake design and

oversee production; only- person who has had similar
position considered.-Box 9681, c/o The Wireless World.

[8426
RoirAi. Air Force.-Men of good education required for

enlistment and training as wireless operators and
armourers, age limits 17,4-35. Write or call-R.A.F.
Recruiting Depot, Victory House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, or any R.A.F. Recruiting Depot. [8419

Post free 25s. 9d.
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ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS IN METERS.
We have a liquidated stock of 2.1- panel Meters
by Weston, Turner, Elliott, etc. Miniammeters
for Transmitters 100 rn a with shunt switch, Volt
and Ammeters of practically every range. R.F.
Thermo Ammeters for small transmitter aerials,
etc. Transmitting and S'W Condensers, by
Cyldom Eddystone, LB.. etc. Enclosed Keys.

Rotary and Delay Automatic Switches, Cambridge distant Thermometers.
HIGH-GRADE Unipivot Instruments for Lab. work. Model K, 60-0-60,
alum. case with thermo attachment. Two Type K ditto, mahogany
case. Cambridge Induction Micrometer Unipivot, Model L, mirror scale
(1-120, two shunts and vibrator, 87/10/-.
Portable Sub -Standard Moving Coil Meters, mirror scale. ('.Z. ammeters
G.E.C. 5-0.5 a., made to 1110 amp., in screened case, 7M... 7in. x 31in.,
unused. 20'-.
MIRROR GALVOS, Reflecting Beam, by Paul Gambrell, Sullivan and
Tinsley, N3. . Standard Res. Boxes and Calvet Shunts. from 15'-.
21in. panel Electrostatic meters to 2,000 volts. £2. Sin. dial, 6,000 volts,
4410,-. 12,000 volts Ev. Edg. Lab. type, £4.1.0'-, or pair for 2 phases,
MO. X -Ray type, 60,000 volts, 64,10,-. Two Laboratory Table
" Kelvin " Electrostatic Voltmeters, 100 to 600 volts, large scale, 70,
MICRO -AMMETERS for Valve Voltmeters, etc., 0 to 50 microamps full
scale. 50 mV. moving coil, flush panel, 21in. dial. Reads direct signal
gtrength on crystal, 1,000 ohms, 40'-.
Weston Model 354. Central zero 1 to 15 amps., polar Trigg. dead beak
Plush panel, 21in. dial. Sale price, 6;-. Weston, 0 to 30 m,a., mov.
oil milliammeters, 17:6 ; 0-5 m.a., 176. Hoyt CZ mov. coil milli -

ammeters, 25-0-25 ni a., 10,-.
E685 WESTON SERVICE TESTER, D.C.,A.C. for any circuit, any valves,
moving coil meter selector circuit switch. A 20 -guinea set for £8 /17;8.
Guaranteed. Several Signal Generators and Oscillators.
ELLIOTT & E.E. No. 108, with moving -coil meter and graded Rheo.,
37.6. Silvertown astatic horizontal Galvos, jewel pivots, 7,-. Am-
meters, all ranges to 20 amps.,
It you have Resistances to measure you will find a Standard RESISTANCE
BOX of great use. Tested and guaranteed to G.P.O. standard. We have
a les left. IWO ohms, 4,300 ohms, 8,000 ohms, 12,40(1 ohms. Cheap.
MEGGERS AND OHMMETERS. Evershed Bridge with decade res. boo
DAUM ohms. Meggers. 100 volts, 250 volts, and 500 volts, and small
MEG. for D.C. mains. N.C.S. Ohmer, 500 volts to 20 megs. Ev. Edg.
Metrohm, 250 volts .01 to 20 megs. Silvertown Portable Test Set, Bridge.
cheap.
FOCOMETKR. Lens Calibrator for testing focal length of Lens, with
microscope stand, One adjustment. Cost £30.
MILLIAMFDITER11-0 m/a back of panel Mum -
Mated millianerneters. Skeleton type, 570 ohms
D.C. with plain scale and lin. needle with mica
panel, back lamp and bracket. Great bargain at
RIO post free.. Bulgin Midgets, 8 milt 6'-.
Sifam, ilia., 10 ma, 8r6. 2,000 meters to select
from.
HIGH FREQUENCY AERIAL RADIATION
METERS. -Flat panel, 21in. dial, Hot wire.
0-500 m a, 7 6 ; 0 co 1 amp., 10/- ; 0 to 2 amps.,
12 6 ; 0 to 21 amps., 121. 3M. dial ditto,
0-4 amps., 21,-. Panel tin. dial, 3 amps., aw, ; 7in. dial, 2 to 15 amps.,

D.C. CURRENT RECORDERS, Nalder Chart Recording Ammeters, wall
type, 0 to 5 amps., moving coil. Shunts to other ranges. 12 -hour drum
clock, 25/10/-. Time Switches, 1 amp. to 500 amps., 48 hours, £1 to £4.
TWO CLEAR SCALES WITH MIRROR ARE ON THE

DIX-ONEMETER
The Dia-Onemeter with only
Terminals, but 50 Ranges. is
a valuable instnunent for
laboratory work. It is of
portable size to go in the
pocket, but big enough to
cover the ss-hole range of DA'.
electrical measurements, 50
microarnps. to 20 amps. and
20 millivolts to 2,000 volts.

55/- ONLY
Multipliers from 6 6 each.

THE DIE-MIFANTA. A won-
derfully versatile moving -iron
multirange meter for service
on A.C. jobs. No projecting
terminals. THREE ranges o'
v( Its 0-7.5, 0-150, 0-300.
Used for MILLIAMPit reads :
0.121 m 'a and 0-75 ma. In
'ack bakelite case. Measure;
only 21in. by 2j in. The

THE DIX-ONEMETER. Din-Mipanta, 19 6.
Send for our Latest Bargain Lest " W " Free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

'Phone: Central 4611

Second Edition -Completely Revised

RADIO DATA
CHARTS
A SERIES OF ABACS

providing most of the essential Data
required in Receiver Design.

By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.
"Radio Data Charts" provide designers
of wireless apparatus with a ready and
convenient means of solving. problems
without having recourse to 'complicated
formulas and mathematics.
By the use of the new "Radio Data
Charts" such abstruse problems as the
design of tuning coils are solved almost
as easily as the simple application of
Ohm's Law.

4/6 net By post 4/10
From leading booksellers or direst

from the publishers.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.I.

.11.5.1.

The Tfireless

Scientific Officer (Male). First- or Second-class
Honours Degree or equivalent in Chemistry with

at least 4 years' research experience in physical chemistry;
experience with explosive reactions desirable.

Junior Scientific Officer (Male). As for (A) or
(B) but with less research exeperience.

Assistant I (Male). Degree or equivalent qualifi-
catkin in Physics with considerable experience in

a research or industrial electrical and/or physical labora-
tory. Experience in the measurement of short -time
transients desirable.

(E)Assistant I (Male). Degree in Physics or equiva-
lent qualification and several years' laboratory

and/or industrial experience in physical research or ex-
perimental work. Knowledge. of the applications of photo-
electric cells and general workshop practice desirable.

Assistant II (Male). Degree or equivalent qualifi-
ratio t in chemistry with experience in a chemi-

cal research laboratory.

(G)

Scientific -Officer (Male) First- or Second-class
Honours Degree in Physics with at least 4 years'

experience in research and experimental work in design
of oscillographs, valve amplifiers, etc., or in measurement
of short -time transients.
(B)

(C)
(D)

(F)

WAR DEPARTMENT.
STAFF for Scientific Research.

APPLICATIONS Invited for the Undermentioned Ap-
pointments to the Staff for Scientific Research for

service in the first insta.ace as follows :-(A) -(D), (F), (G), and (I), at the Research Depart -
meat, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, S.E.18.

and (II), at the Chemical Defence Experimental
Station, Porton, Wiltshire.

JUNIOR Scientific Officers and Assistants III should
preferably be under the age of 30; others prefer-

ably under 40.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.
DIRECTORATE of Signals (Civil Aviation).

APPLICATIONS are invited for appointments as Civilian
Wireless Operators at Air Ministry Civil Aviation

Wireless Stations.
APPLICANTS, who should not have reached their 40th

birthday on June 1st, 1939, should preferably possess
the First Class Postmaster -General's Certificate or the Air
Operator's Certificate in Wireless Telegraphy and have
had experience of radiotelephony, direction -finding and
maintenance work. Operators will be required to serve
at any Air Ministry Civil Aviation station at home or
abroad. At present there is only one station situated
outside the United Kingdom manned temporarily by Air
Ministry staff.

ALARY is at the rate of 67/- a week, rising by annualS increments for approved service to 112/- a week in-
clusive. Should candidates be required to serve abroad,
appropriate additional allowances would be paid.

THE first two years of service will constitute a proba-
tionary period- and confirmation of appointment will

be contingent on an operator passing an examination in
all phases of his work.

POSTS will be Unestablished, i.e., non -pensionable in
the first instance. A proportion of the total staff is

pensionable, however, and subject to the existence of
vacancies in the permanent staff operators may be con-
sitlered for establishment according to their seniority, con
duct and ability, provided that the probationary period
has been satisfactorily completed.

REQUESTS by Postcard for Forms of Application should
be addressed so as to reach the Under -Secretary of

State, Air Ministry (8.1.e.), Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
not later than May 24th, 1939.

SELECTED Applicants will be required to attend at the
Air Ministry for interview on June 12th and 13th,

1939.
NO application will be considered unless the applicant

states that he will be able to attend on either of
these dates.
IVO other arrangement regarding interview can be enter-
-1A tained. [8425

(E)

T' Qualifications Required are: -

(A)

Assistant II (Female). Degree or equivalent quali-
fication in Physics or Chemistry with a sound

knowledge of languages ,(German essential) and experi-
ence of abstracting and indexing technical literature.
I III Assistant II (Male). Degree or equivalent quaiifi-
N -1-; cation in Physics with several years' practical
experience in research or experimental work.

(.1-1
Assistant III. Have passed an Intermediate Science

1/ examination or possess some equivalent qualifica-
tion in Chemistry and Physics. Practical experience in
a chemical laboratory or a wireless equipment labora-
tory essential.
SALARY Scales, etc.: -
SCIENTIFIC Officer. £400 by £18 to £454, andsJ thence by £25 to £680 a year (efficiency bar at

£5801. Exceptionally a commencing salary up to £454
a year will be given to candidates with special qualifica-
tions and experience in research or experimental work.
The Federated Superannuation System for Universities
applies to these appointments.

JUNIOR Scientific Officer. £275 by £18 to £347 a
year. After two years' probationary service (if

reached) the Federated Superannuation System for Uni-
versities would apply.

ASSISTANT I (not pensionable). £400 by £18 to
£515, with extension in certain cases to £580.

ASSISTANT II (not pensionable). £315 by £12 to
£385 a year.

ASSISTANT III (not pensionable). Male: £150 by
£12 to £310. Female: £130 by £12 to £260.

(Efficiency bar at £214.1 Higher commencing salaries up
to £214 may be approved according to qualifications and
experience, and in this connection the possession of a
University degree will be taken into consideration.
THE Increments are Annual and Subject to Approved

Service.
PROMOTION to Higher Grades, and/or (in the case of

Assistant grades) appointment to pensionable posts,
are governed by suitability and merit as and when
vacancies arise. Ex -members of MM. Forces given prefer-
ence, other things being equal.

APPLICATION Forms Obtainable by Postcard from the
Under -Secretary of State (0.5). War Office, London,

S.W.1, and to be lodged 'by 20th May, 1939. Candidates
should state clearly the index letter of the appointment
for which they are applying. Quote Appts. 137 (D).

[8428

World Diary for 1939. is. 6d. net. Post free is.

FOURTH EDITION -
Revised and Enlarged with 50
Additional Pages

WIRELESS

SERVICING
MANUAL

By W. T. COCKING
(of "The Wireless World")

The most complete book of reference
of its kind. A reliable practical guide
or amateur and professional.

The present Edition of the
" Wireless Servicing Manual "
brings the material of the book
right up to date and includes an
additional chapter on television
receivers which is practically the
only source of servicing informa-
tion available on this subject

Testing apparatus is fully dealt
with and the methods of locating
and curing faults in receiving
equipment are explained in detail.

Ganging, Automatic Volume
Control, Instability, Distortion,
Mains Hum, Whistles, Local
Interference and Aerials are all
separately treated.

The reference material, including
base - connections for British,
Continental and American valves
and the various colour codes for
components, has been extended
and revised.

BOUND IN CLOTH BOARDS
SIZE 71 ins. x 5 ins.

288 Pages

PRICE 5/- net
By post 5/5

Issued in conjunction with
to THE WIRELESS WORLD " and
Published by the Proprietors

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street,

London, S.E.1

7d.
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THE SIGN of
 Geared slow-

motion dials.

 Metal
Chassis.

 Racks and
Panels.

 Turned
and
Machined
Parts.

__For

MANUFACTURERS  Dia-
on ly- thermy.

We specialise in the produc-
tion of equipment and parts
to individual needs and
gladly offer our long experi-
ence in the design of special

requirements.

PRECISION

 Short -
Wave.

 Ultra
S/Wave.

 Electro-
Medical.

. . . and all
Please write for allied equip,-detaqs to- ment.
1".111.0 (11 Idings) Limited, Pilot House, Stoke Newington,l I

Church Street, London, N.16. 'Phone: Cliseold 9875.
CONTRACTORS TO H.R. GOVERNMENT

WELBURNINATTAMPLIFIER
Onaigned and built for consistent hard work. Reliability and first
close performance on both speech and music were our first con-
sideration.

NOTE THESE POINTS :
No distortion ; No bum : Cool running ; Small Input (only 0.008v) ;
Output 12 watts ; Overall Gain I lodBs ; No pre -amplifier reqoired.'
Linear Amplification combined with Level Response ; Mike-Gramo.
Mixer; Mazda Valves; Bell -contained in dust -proof steel case.

A SOUND JOB FOR ALL SOUND PURPOSES
Write for 12 pp. descriptive brochure

RETAIL PRICE 14.
WELBURA RADIO LTD-

QUEENSWAY TEAM VALLEY
GATESHEAD -ON -TYNE

THE INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925. Incorporated)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The advantages of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless engineers.

Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Secretary, Institute of Wireless Technology, 4, Vernon Place,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.I. 'Phone : Holborn 4879.

CPamphonic
AMPLIFIERS

Pamphonic Reproducers Ltd. (Assasiated with PYE Ltd.)
45, St. Pancras Way London, N.W.I.

'Phone: EUSton 1727.

granimisERs!
AREu EARNING

LEff THAN L
y9

IOPER WE
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reacting our
268 -page Handbook. The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home -
Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, "Talkie " Engineering,
Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,A.M.I.E.E., Azimech.E.,A.M.I.A.E.

1
A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E., G.P.O.,
MATRIC., arid all Exams. We Guarantee
-"NO PASS -NO FEE." Whether you be
an old hand or a budding apprentice set this
book to -day. FREE and POST FREE.

mplii±i -..slCTIOLOF OGLENGINEERING

337, Shakespeare House, 17'19, Stratford
Place, London, W.1.

NO A.R.P. SHELTER is COMPLETE WITHOUT a

UNIVERSAL 3 VALVE BATTERY SET
with British Ring Valves Detector. L.F. and
Power,ancl W.B. Permanent Magnet Moving
Coil Speaker. In Walnut Cabinet, as illus.
A real station getter and fully guaranteed. CARRIAGE PAID.

UNIVERSAL, 8 8c
'Phone : Deansgate 5009.

.0005 2 Gang Conden-
sers 2/- each
.0005 3 Gang Conden-
sers 3/6 each
Magnum Multi Contact
Switches 1/3 each
American Valve
Screens 4d. each

POST FREE.

10, Brown Street,
MANCHESTER, 2

-" Handbook of Technical

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.
DIRECTORATE of Technical Development.

APPLICATIONS are Invited for ap Appointment es
Chief Designer at the Royal Aircraft Establishment.

South Farnborough, Hants, to superintend a design and
drawing office engaged in the design of aircraft and ground
communication' systems. Candidates should have had
sound electrical and mechanical engineering training sip
to Degree standard and recent experience in a large pro-
duction organisation and in the design of radio -communi-
cation and tele-communication equipment. A knowledge
of the procedure and methods involved in the preparation
of information for production and contract purposes is
also necessary.

ALARY Scale : £650 a year, rising by annual fnere-
i. of £25 to £800 a year.
THE Appointment Will be Non -Pensionable in the first

instance.
Ian EQUESTS for the Necessary Application Form Should
IA' Be Made (quoting Ref. No. 321 I) to the Chief Super-
intendent, Royal Aircraft Establishment, South Farn-
borough, Hants, enclosing stamped addressed envelope.
The closing date for the receipt of forms is 19th May.
1939. [8429

QIIORTHAND-TYPIST, familiar wireless technical terms,
wanted in London; quick and accurate -Apply Box

9712, c/o The Wireless World. [8449

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
LECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.C./ D.C., 200-50 volts,

"Minute Man," list price £2/10, our price £1/10.
complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.
HENRY'S,

72 Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill, N.15.
'Phone : Stamford Hill 2907. [8441

MISCELLANEOUS
CHEAP Printing. -1,000 biliheads, 3/6; sample free.-

Creteway Press, 18, Boated. Sussex. [8180
PHOTO-ELFCTRIC Cells, brand new; 15/-

versal, 221, City ltd., London. E.C.1. [8370
P.O. Engineering Dept (no experience required); com-
mencing £3/13 per week; age 18-23; excellent

prospects; free details of Entrance Exam. from
(Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1. [8396

EVERY
Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader

of "The Wireless and Electrical Trader" should
send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and full
details of the " Trader " Services. "The Wireless and
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders Trade only, 15/- per annum,
post free. -Published at Dorset House. Stamford St., Lon-
don. S.E,1. [0615

" ENGINEER'S Guide
to Success " Shows How to

Qualify in Television Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -clay for this
Great Guide -free -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such as
A.M.LE.E.. A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E...A.m.t.w.T., C. and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed. -The Tech-
nological Institute of Great. Britain. 82. Temple Bar House,
Londoi4, E.C.4. (rounded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [8409

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS

GRE and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Mem. R.S.G.B., etc.), 51-52,
Chancery Lane, London, M .C.2. Holborn 4547-8.

Handbook free. [0001

PATENTS
THE Proprietor of the.Patents Nos. 461128, for "Scan-

ning Device for Television," and 461417, for " Im-
provements in or relating to a system for facsimile trans-
mission and reception," is desirous of entering into
arrangements by way of licence and otherwise on reason-
able terms for the purpose of exploiting the same and
ensuring their full development and practical working
in this country. -All communications should be addressed
in the first instance tq Haseltine Lake and Co., 28,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.,2.

[8420

TUITION
RADIO Training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E. Diploma;

prospectus free. -Technical College, Hull. [0611
WIRELESS. -Complete training, Marine, Broadcast and

Television. Posta waiting. Mod. fees. Boarders
taken. App-oved college, prosp.-Dept. W., London Radio
College, Grove Park Rd., London, W.4. (Chi. 3244.)

10580

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

NEED for Radio and Cycle Dealer on Large New Estate.
Main road position. Success assured. No premium.

-Apply Fairway Homes, Mutton Lane, Potters Bar,
Tel.: 931. [8371
" THE Wireless and Electrical Trader " is an essential

I- part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its
pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is read by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/- per annum, post free. -Send
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House. Stam-
ford St., London. S.E.I. [0614

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
"WIRELESS World," Vols. 21-40; "Popular Wireless,"

V! start -1927, unbound; offers. -Davidson, 30, White -
field Rd., Stockton Heath. [8422

AMERICAN
Valve Data. -The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and ap-
plications of all types of American valves; invaluable to
all servicemen; post free, 2!3; abroad, 3/ -.-Leonard Heys.
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0594

Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists." Price 21S.

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

75, LEE HIGH RD., LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.13

Telephone: LEE GREEN 5240

Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D. Charges Extra.

NEON TRANSFORMERS, input 200 250 volts 50
cycles 1 -phase output, 10,000 volts 10 mA., 12,6 each,
post I!-. Ditto, 7,000 volts 8 m/A., 10,'-, post I!-.' Ditto,
5,000 volts 5 m A., 7:6, post 1/, (All brand new.)
THE ' RACON MOVING COIL HORN SPEAKER
UNITS. 15 ohm Speech Coil 6 volt field handle, 15
watts, 15/. each, post 1/6.
' MAGNAVOX' P.A. MOVING COIL SPEAKERS,
700 and 2,000 field, 15 ohm speech coil. Handle 30/35
watts with horn 42 in., 22in. flare (new in packing case),
67;6 each, Cif.
A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS, Approx. 8 h.p., 1,420
r.p.m. 200/250 volts 50 cy. I ph. As new, 21'. each.
EX -NAVAL 1 -VALVE BUZZER WAVEMETERS'
200/24,000 metres. Complete in solid teak case. Size
15 x 10 X 8 (less valve). Turner unit enclosed in copper tank
(Sullivan high note buzzer). Price, 7/6 each, Clforward.
Not sent C.O.D. -

EVERSHED EX-R.A.F. HAND DRIVEN GENERA-
TORS, with 2 outputs 800 volts 30 m/A. and 6 volts 2
amps., 251-, post 1;6.

VOLTAGE CHANGER AUTO TRANSFORMERS'
100 120 volts to 200 240 volts or vice versa, 250 watts.
17 6, 500 watts 25 -, 1,000 watts 37 6, 1,500 watts 42;6 each.
C forward. All fully guaranteed.
MOVING COIL METER MOVEMENTS for recali-
brating into multitrange meters. Low m,A. deflection.
21in. dial, 5'- each ; 4in. and 6in. dial, 6,- each. Post Ii-.
(Note: All these meters are by good makers -Elliott,
E. Edgcumbe, etc.)
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 200/250 volts,
50 cy., I phase, 5 and 10 amps., 6. each. P.F.
ERNEST TURNER 1st GRADE MOVING COIL
MILLIAMP METERS, 2in. scale, 0 to 5 m//A., 12/6. 0 to
50 m/A., 12'6. 0 to 250 m'A., 12,4 each.
X-RAY TRANSFORMERS, by well-known makers, all
fully guaranteed. 50 cycle mains, 40,000 volts, 10 m'A.,
£5. 68.000 volts, 20 m'A., £7i 10,.. 100.000 volts, 30 m A.,
£10110'-. All carriage forward
A.C. MAINS RELAYS, 230 volts, trip at I amp. A few
also at 400 volts, 7.6 each. Post 9d.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTORS. D.C. to D.C.
12 volts input, 500 volts 75;100 m'A. output, brand new
73/.., post 1/-; S.H. condition, 20-, post 1/- Also a

few with damaged brush, gear windings O.K., 16,'. each,

SPOT WELDING TRANSFORMERS, 220/240 volts
50 cy., I phase input 3. to 5 volts at kilowatts. Makers,
Foster. 45/, C.F.
EX-G.P.O. GLASS TOP RELAYS, Type B. Useful
as Keying Relays, 5'. each, post 6d. Also a few only
that need points which are easily fitted, 2.6 each, P F
MAINS SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. Philips I

mf., 3,000 volt working, each,' post free. Simisens,
4 mf., 1,500 v. test, 2;6 each. T.C.C. 4 mf., 300 v. A.C.
wkg., 2/- each. Standard Telephone I mf., 400 v., wkg.,
3 for 1/-, post 4d., or in lots of 100, 12/6, post 1/6. T.C.C.
2,000 mf., 12 v., wkg., 3'. each.
EX-R.A.F. DOUBLE WOUND GENERATORS,
giving two outputs, 1,200 volts 100 m,'A., and 10 volts
4 amps., 151. each, post I 6.
" EPOCH" SUPER CINEMA MOVING COIL
SPEAKERS, 6 volt field (less cone), 15/-, C, F.
" STANDARD " TELEPHONE COPPER SCREENED
23 S.W.G. TELEPHONE WIRE, 100 yd. coils, 4/.. All
new.
ZENITH WIRE WOUND RESISTANCES (Vitreous)
5,000 ohm. carry 170 m/A., 10,000 ohm 50 m/A., 2,500
ohm 170 rnIA., 750 ohm 300 m/A., 255 ohm 500 m/A.
1/- each. Post 4d.
SILVERTOWN GALVANOMETERS, jewelled move-
ment, very sensitive, 5,'. each.
ZENITH VARIABLE RESISTANCES, 30 ohms carry
2/ amps., 816 each.
DYNAMOS, all shunt wound and fully guaranteed,
220 volts 15 amps. £6'10!., 220 volt 10 A. £3, 100 volt
20 A. £6/10/-, 80:90 volt 10 amps. £2/15/-, 25 volt 8 amps.,
32/6.
SWITCHBOARD VOLTMETERS, Everett Edgcumbe,
etc., 6in. dial, moving coil, 0 to 300 volts 15/., 0 to 500
volts 17/6, A.C. 0 to 250 volts, 15/-.
STANDARD TELEPHONE MAINS TRANSFORMERS
200/240 volts input, 50 volt 8 amp., also 500 volts 150 m/A.,
output, 12/6 each.
" SULLIVAN " TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS,
variable, in glass tank, 0005 mf., and 001 mf., 716 each,

II:. CABINETS. Useful as Transmitting Racks.
Size 40 x 171 x 24in., 12/6 each. C F.
3,000 WATT AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 0 to 220
volts in steps of 10 volts. Useful as small am welders.
Fully guaranteed, 65/. each. C F.
PHILIPS 10 -WATT PRE -STAGE AMPLIFIERS,
less valves (in good condition), 10 6 each. Post 1/6.
EX-G.P.O. PEDESTAL TELEPHONES WITH
AUTOMATIC DIALS, 5/6 each. Post 9d. Telephone
waH boxes, consisting of A.C. bell 2 rnif. microphone
transformer, each.

net. Post free 2IS. 9d.
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FOUNDATIONS
of WIRELESS

A Book of
First Principles for

the

Wireless Enthusiast

PRICE 4/6 NET
By Post 4/11

Issued in conjunction with
THE WIRELESS WORLD"

and published by the proprietors-

-SECOND EDITION

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

An Elementary Text Book on Wireless Receivers

" Foundations of Wireless," based on a series of articles which appeared
in "The Wireless World," covers the whole field of wireless from the
simplest electrical phenomena to the construction of a modern set, and
all the vital points in receiver design are treated in full detail. Chapters
are devoted to direct and alternating currents ; typical circuits ; the
properties of inductance and capacity ; the nature of high frequency
currents ; the tuned circuit ; and amplification by the valve.

Eleven of the eighteen chapters of the book deal with the discussion of
receivers, in which the whole process of design is reviewed stage by stage
to the finished article. Special attention is paid to the important subject
of tuned circuits and band-pass filters, on the correct design of which the
performance of every type of set ultimately depends. Moreover, the process
of detection, so often imperfectly understood, is clearly explained.

1LIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAIVIFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

PRICE
7/6 net

by post 8/-

Fr0111 all leading
Booksellers or
direct from the

Publishers

The ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY and TELEPHONY

by R. D. BANGAY

Third Edition
Revised by
0. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

The standard book of instruction for wireless beginners and students. The style is clear
and simple and attention is given to the theoretical elements of electricity and magnetism
to the dynamo : and to the properties of waves. A leaflet which gives full particulars of the
volume, including a synopsis of the chapters, will be sent on request.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

CHASSIS

RECEIVERS

RADIOGRAMS

SPEAKERS

3 -Band Tuning Unit

AMPLIFIERS

MICROPHONES

RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

TYPES ACTS & UT5
5 -waveband Tuning Units of quality, covering the following ranges 12-35 re. ; 30-83 m. ;
75-200 rn.; 200-550 in. ; 660-2,000 m. Tuned RF stage on all bands ; triode hexode
frequency changer. Full vision scale with spreader drive. Hand built and calibrated. For
use with I.F.s of 465 Kcs. Complete with 4 v. AC valves or 6.3 v., .2 amp. E type valves.

PRICE .. £5 . 10 . 0
3 BANDS from 16 to 2,000 m... .. £4.10.0
4 BANDS from 12 to 2,000 m... . £5. 0.0
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The Post Office Relays

Is the Position Satisfactory ?
WHEN the Post Office some con-

siderable time ago proposed
the development of a relay
service in Southampton as a

starting -off point before extending such a
system on a national scale, the project
met with so much opposition that the Post
Office abandoned the idea of carrying it
out in that location. More recently the
Post Office has announced the intention of
developing their own relay system on a
national scale as a service in addition to,
or in competition with, the privately
owned relay systems whose licences the
Post Office has now renewed for a further
term of ten years.

The question has recently been asked :
Why should the radio industry, which
contributed so actively to opposing the
Post Office scheme for Southampton, now
apparently acquiesce in the present Post
Office proposals? In our view the sugges-
tions made in connection with Southamp-
ton and those now put forward are so
fundamentally different that the whole
outlook on the proposition has changed.

In the case of Southampton the pro-
posal was to supply the broadcast pro-
grammes at audio frequency, which in all
probability would have necessitated the
use of a particular type of loud speaker
and terminal apparatus at the listener':;
end, and would have made a wireless
receiver unnecessary to anyone satisfied
with a choice of the two or three alterna-
tive programmes which the service could
provide. Under the new scheme, with
programmes supplied at radio frequency,
a normal type of wireless receiver becomes
a necessity, and in consequence the radio
industry not only has nothing to fear in
the way of a falling -off in demand for sets,
but the Post Office has given firm assur-
ances that there will be no attempt made
to market apparatus for the purpose, but
the listener will purchase his equipment
through the usual channels.

If the Post Office had developed relays
on an audio -frequency basis there would
have been every justification for fearing

that broadcast listening would have had a
most serious set -back and it would ulti-
mately have interfered with the freedom
of the individual to receive programmes
at will. The cost of wireless receivers
would also have increased as a result of a
reduction in demand ; so that receivers
might again have become a luxury com-
modity as they were in the early days of
broadcasting.

Now the position has, we think, been
satisfactorily cleared up, and the only
question which it seems necessary to ask
is whether, except for the purpose of
meeting special emergency, the expendi-
ture of the Post Office on a relay distri-
bution is justified. It will only give three
or four of the same stations which, are
already available under normal conditions
of reception, and the only advantage
which the Post Office scheme can claim,

_as far as the listener is concerned, will be
greater freedom from electrical inter-
ference and perhaps a higher standard of
quality. This latter advantage would, of
course, justify the scheme in the opinion
of a great many listeners, but only time
will show how far the standard of quality
will be improved.

Gas and Electricity
The Influence of Wireless
N a recent annual report of a gas cor-
poration a very frank admission was
made that the demand for a mains

supply of electricity for a wireless set has
frequently been a factor in the ousting of
domestic gas lighting, and a reference was
made to the future possibility of obtaining
wireless reception by means of gas -
operated appliances.

However effective gas equipment of this
kind might prove to be in time to come,
we think that electricity has so long a
start that any gas appliance, whether for
operating the receiver directly or used for
generating electricity for the receiver-
which latter we presume to be the arrange-
ment in question-would have a very up-
hill struggle to retard the ousting of gas
where electricity is sought for operating
the modern broadcast receiver.
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IN this article there
appears a descrip-

tion of an American
communication receiver
which is especially in-
teresting in view of the
use which is made of
regeneration. It is

obtained at signal -

frequency and also at intermediate
frequency, and as a result very high
sensitivity and selectivity are obtained

with a simple circuit

THE use of regeneration to obtain
high sensitivity and selectivity is
one method of approaching the
engineering goal of high efficiency

combined with minimum cost and com-
plexity. In a carefully designed receiver
it permits the elimination of several un-
desirable characteristics and enables the
attainment of results directly comparable
to those given by more complex methods.
Ever since the high-performance possi-
bilities of the double -regenerative super-

ev

By McMURDO SILVER (Edwin I. Guthman and Co., Inc., Chicago)

heterodyne known as the Jones " Super -
Gainer " were revealed to amateurs in
1935 the writer has been amazed that no
factory -built communication receivers
have utilised this idea. The reason prob-
ably is that such receivers have closely
followed broadcast receiver design tech-
nique, to which regeneration, in the U.S.
at least, is anathema, since Mrs. John W.
Public can't be taught how to use it.

Knowing what can be had from an
easily operated double -regenerative re-
ceiver, the writer recently designed a com-
munication receiver along these lines. The
performance came up to his fondest ex-
pectations, and even exceeded them in
regard to the signal -noise ratio.

By using a regenerative frequency -

changer, regenerative IF amplifier, diode
second detector, pentode AF and tetrode
output stages, very high sensitivity and
selectivity can be obtained with a very
good signal -noise ratio. In the " Silver -
Super " here described the signal -noise
ratio actually measures from 25: i and
5o : I ; specifically, at an input of one
microvolt absolute the signal output is
5o milliwatts, of which the noise com-
ponent is between only i and 2 milliwatts!

This same technique also provides con-
tinuously variable selectivity, which, at
the turn of a knob, can be adjusted to any-
thing between the extremes of 12 kc/ s and
less than i kc.-necessary for single-
signal CW telegraph reception. Another
advantage lies in the fact that through this

Fig. i. The complete circuit
diagram of the receiver is
shown here. Signal -frequency
regeneration is obtained with
the aid of Cr and Cz, and IF
regeneration by slightly aug-
menting the grid -anode capa-

city of the 7A7 IF valve.
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Communication Receiver
A SUPERHETERODYNE WITH DOUBLE REGENERATION

technique practically all of the difficulties
encountered in the home construction of
a modern communication receiver are
eliminated, and it becomes a simple matter
to " align " such a receiver at home with-
out any test oscillators or test gear what-
soever ; received signals alone are sufficient
when one or more IF transformers are
factory pre -aligned.

Another advantage of double-regenera-
ti ve superheterodynes, or of any receiver
using regeneration, is one which is very
important where service check-up is at a
premium, as in the case of expeditions.
In any receiver depending upon "re-
peater " gain through a multiplicity of
valves and components, progressive slow

deterioration of the parts seriously impairs
results. In a regenerative receiver such
slow deterioration merely means that the
regeneration control must be advanced a
little farther. This may seem to be a point-
less argument if high -quality parts are
used, but it is not, for, no matter how
good any part may be, the possibility of
deterioration, if not actual failure, is
always present. So important has this
factor been to a significant expedition of
scientific investigation shortly sailing for
far -distant points that the " Silver -Super "
won selection almost " hands down," par-
ticularly after its performance had been
checked against conventional receivers.

The receiver here described has a 6K8

METER
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regenerative frequency -changer, regenera-
tive 7A7 " loctar all -glass IF amplifier,
6B8 diode detector, AVC, first AF stage
and noise limiter, and 7C5 beam power
valve. As accessories, beside the funda-
mental purpose of signal amplification, e
7A7 is used as a beat oscillator to give
single -signal CW reception, a 6SF5 single -
ended triode for S -meter operation, a
VRI5o automatic HT voltage regulator,
and, of course, a power supply rectifier
-in this case an 80.

The wavelength range selected as essen-
tial to present-day amateur operation was
5 to 625 metres-specifically 480 kc/ s to
61 Mc/ s. Such a range in a single re-
ceiver covers every amateur band at
present amenable to conventional en-
gineering treatment, the broadcast band,
and the 600 -metre commercial band. Such
a range automatically demanded a high
LC ratio, and -with the sensible tuning con-
denser value of 140 µµF automatically
broke up into six bands each of about
2.2: I frequency ratio. Each band uses
individual coils, with all unused coils
shorted out of circuit and with every coil
mounted directly on wave -change lugs for
short leads. Ceramic switch insulation was
discarded because of mechanical diffi-
culties, and the new " X2B " insulation
was selected instead.

RF Regeneration

No RF amplifier was even considered,
since gain and image rejectivity at the
higher frequencies could not be obtained
to any worth -while degree with any simple
single stage. Instead, regeneration was
employed in the frequency -changer. The
circuit diagram of Fig. i shows how this
was obtained, not as a variable function,
but as a fixed gain contribution.

With a 6K8, having the cathode con-
nection common to the mixer and oscil-
lator sections, cathode regeneration could
not be employed, since it would involve
highly undesirable mixer -oscillator coup-
ling. The use of a reaction coil would in-
volve extra switching operations and
would also reduce the high -frequency
range of each wave band. So a new
method was devised. An RF choke in the
anode circuit of the_ mixer provided an
RF impedance, some of the voltage across
which could be coupled back to the grid
circuit. This idea is really very simple
and works out very nicely. The choke
itself had to be designed to present the
needed RF impedance over the entire
range of 48o kc/ s to 61 Mc/s, and in
designing it several interesting facts were
discovered. In appearance it is just an
ordinary io mH RF choke, except that.
it is wound on a ceramic dowel and the
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coil is very narrow. The fact that it
works at 5 metres as well as at 500 is due
to the careful choice of the physical size
and shape, the wire size and insulation, as
well as the winding pitch. The RF volt-
age across this choke is tapped off in the
desired amount through the condenser Ci
and fed back to the low potential end of
the grid circuit-to the AVC return. The
ratio of feed -back capacity Cr to C2 deter-
mines the degree of regenerative feed-
back. Since high -impedance aerial pri-
maries are employed, which prevent dif-
ferent aerial characteristics from reacting
upon the first tuned circuit, no question
of " dead spots " occurs, and this re-
generative feed -back may be made fixed.
Thus mixer regeneration introduces no
extra control, critical or otherwise, yet
gives more gain and selectivity at the
higher frequencies than could a non -
regenerative RF stage. Because it
sharpens up tuning, a manual aerial
trimmer condenser is provided. It is not
critical in setting, but is a simple way of
getting the very maximum out of the
mixer as well as a means of eliminating
five or six internal trimmer adjustments.
The full experience gained in the design
of a precision frequency meter of extra-
ordinarily high -frequency stability was

willing to turn on heaters an hour or two
before the start of operation if by so doing
warm-up drift is eliminated, as it is in the
" Silver -Super."

IF Regeneration

The IF amplifier uses one of the new
all -glass 7A7 " Loctal " RF pentodes.
This tube has no base, socket pins being
set right into its glass " stem " ; has low
inter -electrode capacity ; practically no
lead inductance ; is fully self -shielded, and
has higher gain than the older 6K7 or even
the new single -ended 6SK7 tubes. It is
fed by a high -Q permeability tuned
455 kc / s IF transformer, which, using
silver -plated -on -mica tuning condensers,
has all the stability of air -tuned trans-
formers with smaller size and higher gain.
A second similar transformer couples this
7A7 to the diode second detector. Re-
generation is obtained by slightly aug-
mented grid -anode capacity at the 7A7
socket and by very high IF transformer
coil Q. It is controlled by cathode bias
variation, with normal operation just
below critical regeneration, which occurs -
at optimum bias.

Any attempt to regenerate ordinary
455 kc s IF transformers results in a fre-
quency shift of something like 240 kc/ s,

the usual frequency shift with regeneration
variation. Actually, the IF amplifier is
never operated in an oscillating condition
for CW reception. Regeneration is used
only to get gain and crystal selectivity, and
the separate beat -frequency oscillator tube
is used for CW. This allows the IF selec-
tivity to be made so sharp that when the
beat oscillator is offset I, 000 c / s, so that
the loudest beat of 1, 000 c/ s is at IF reson-
ance, the second audio beat (audio image)
2,000 c/s away is practically inaudible.
Single -signal CW reception is thus ob-
tained, while a bit less regeneration gives
phone selectivity which is a joy and a
delight in cutting through QRM.

The diode second detector and AVC
circuits are essentially conventional, ex-
cept for choice of optimum circuit
constants and splitting of the AVC volt-
age to the mixer and IF valves in,the
best proportions for AVC. An AVC on -
off switch is, of course; provided. To
be really useful the S -meter should not
be in an amplifier anode circuit or it will
not register on signals which are below
the AVC delay bias. So a 6SF5 single -
ended triode is used as a valve -voltmeter
to read signal voltage appearing across
the diode load resistor upon the scale of
the calibrated S -meter in its anode circuit.
A variable cathode resistor allows initial

An underview of the chassis showing the coil unit. The coils are assembled round the switches. '

brought to bear on the oscillator circuit,
with the result that it is very stable indeed.
Two further assurances of such stability
were incorporated. One is a VRI5o auto-
matic voltage regulator tube, and the
second is a send -receive switch which cuts
voltage to all valves-even HT voltage to
the filter itself. This arrangement allows
valve heaters to be run continuously at
low power cost-less than 3o watts is
consumed by all heaters-so that the usual

warm-up " drift is entirely absent. Even
the penuriously minded operator will be

enough to lose a signal entirely as regenera-
tion is varied. The remedy lies, among
other tricks of the transformer engineer, in
using very loose primary to secondary
coupling in the regenerated transformers.
This also desirably increases selectivity,
but reduces gain. This last is of no prac-
tical consequence, however, since regenera-
tion gives all the gain that can be used.
If the receiver builder will remember this
point the next time he builds a regenerative
IF amplifier, and uses transformers speci-
fically designed for such use, he can escape

" setting up " of the meter scale for cor-
rect readings.

By using a diode -pentode for the detec-
tor and AF stage instead of the usual
diode -triode, a noise limiter, which is as
effective as it is simple, becomes possible.
The pentode of the 6B8 is used as an AF
amplifier, its grid being fed from the arm
of the potentiometer forming the diode
load. This pentode has the charac-
teristic that its " saturation " is con-
trolled by its screen voltage ; that is, the .

strength of the signal it can pass is
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governed by its screen voltage. Nothing
is easier than to provide a screen voltage
rheostat, with the result that screen volt-
age can be set so that the pentode will
just pass as loud a signal as may be
tuned in, but no more. Thus it cannot
pass noise crashes louder than the signal.
The net result of this limiting action is to

An extremely clean layout is obtained, the
appearance being helped by the metal and

Loctal valves.

allow noise to be held down to the signal
level-and in operation this sounds as if
the noise had been completely eliminated.
This whole operation could have been
made automatic, but this is undesirable
because then the system becomes such a
perfect " hole -puncher " that a local noise
will completely shut off. reception until it
ceases. This is the true measure of the
effectiveness of any of the so-called
" hole -punching " noise -eliminating sys-
tems.

A headphone jack is included in the
6B8 anode circuit after the tone and
volume controls. This provides a nice
audio discrimination against heavy low -
frequency noise, for the high pentode
anode resistance in effect " tunes " the
phones so that they do not respond to the
low tones, which are useless for either CW
or intelligible phone reception. They are
there on the speaker, however, which is
where they belong for the reception of
music. The 7C5 audio stage is so conven-
tional as not to deserve special comment.

The power supply is worthy of notice,
not because it uses a power transformer,
large high -inductance filter choke and
plenty of 450 -volt can -sealed dry electro-
lytic filter capacity, but because it allows
either battery or AC operation of the same
receiver. An 8 -pin socket with dummy
plug strapped across for AC operation
allows the power circuits to be broken by
pulling out the dummy plug. This opens
the rectifier + HT lead and the heater cir-
cuit, to which batteries, or a 6 -volt bat -

Wireless
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tery and vibrator, or generator HT supply,
can be connected by another plug. It
also brings out to this plug the send -
receive switch and the on -off switch, so
that both function on either AC or bat-
tery operation. Plenty of space is left in
the back of the set cabinet for a vibrator
or generator HT supplyeven for a com-
plete dry battery supply-not to mention

one of the writer's recently invented
" Diversity Couplers," the addition of
which turns the " Silver -Super " into
a full-fledged anti -fading dual diversity
receiver.

Upon the premise that no communica-
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tion receiver is any better than the control-
lability of its operating functions, front
panel control has been made quite com-
plete. The large satin -chromium tuning
dial is 7fin. in diameter, with six
accurately calibrated wavebands occupy-
ing 324 degrees of its circumference, with
the high -frequency bands at the outside
where the effective dial scale length is
greatest-2riin., to be exact. Around this
outer dial edge is a 500 division scale
which is directly readable to one part in
5,000 against the 0-ro decimal indicator
scale. This, plus, the great effective dial
scale length, provides what might be called
" spread band " tuning in that each fre-
quency range is unusually widely spread
out for a main dial. For those desiring it
an 0-200 division, 4in. diameter band -
spread dial is available which is driven
from the main dial shaft through a 12 : 1

positive, no -backlash, gear train. Easily
mounted and with its band -spread dial
(i peeking out " at the upper right of the
main dial, it gives over eleven feet of dial
scale for each 2.2:r frequency band with,
through its own o-ro decimal indicator, .a
direct readability to 1 part in 21,600. Dial
drive is direct through its centre knob for
fast band -skipping, or 15: i vernier
through the large knob at its lower right,
properly placed for long hours of fatigue -
free tuning. Other controls are noise
limiter, tone, headphone jack, antenna
trimmer, send -receive, wave -change, ver-
nier tuning, AVC on -off; audio gain, BFO
on -off, 'IF gain, selectivity, and BFO pitch
control. The panel is finished in silver on
etched -black, and in its grey enamel steel
cabinet with hinged cover the set presents
an appearance which is unusual among
communication receivers; in fact, the
stark and strictly utilitarian appearance
that has come to be associated with this
type of set has been entirely avoided.

Dry -Cell LT in U.S.A.
FROM OUR NEW YORK CORRESPONDENT

THE dry -cell valve has had a hectic life
in America. Originally there was a

contest between a Westinghouse triode and
a General Electric triode. The former had
a coated filament which ran at 0.25
ampere, 1. r volts ; the latter used a thori-
ated filament at o.o6 ampere, 3.3 volts.
Westinghouse believed in connecting dry
cells in parallel, General Electric preferred
them in series-in either case the filaments
gave up the ghost when the rheostat was
turned up too far. The 3.3 -volt tube begat
a fragile RF tetrode ; the r.i-volt tube had
no offspring.

We went next to " air " cells and 2 -volt
tubes, mostly of the o.o6-ampere sort, in-
cluding a pentagrid converter whose oscil-
lator section rebelled at the notion of
working on 0.12 watt of filament power.
This tube was accordingly made to go by
adding another triode externally, causing
one engineer to refer to it as the " tube
with the outboard mutual conductance."
This and similar incidents caused the 2 -
volt series to diverge until there are o.o6,

0.12 and 0.24 -ampere filaments. If always
turned on by rheostat instead of switch,
and that under the supervision of a de-
pendable voltmeter, these tubes do very
well indeed. In honour of long service
they were recently renamed. The little
" 30 " triode is now the " 1H4 -G " and so
on down the line. This line, incidentally,
includes a general purpose triode, an RF
tetrode, sharp and remote cut-off RF pen-
todes, several pentagrid converters, a
diode -triode, a diode -pentode, several loud
speaker pentodes, single and double Class
" B " loud speaker triodes and even a low -
mu loud speaker triode. We had thought
the matter settled.

Now we have a 1.4 -volt series of dry -
cell tubes to be fed from a single cell with-
out the use of a regulating rheostat of any
sort.

These valves are in tubular glass bulbs
with octal bases, and comprise RF and AF
pentodes, a pentagrid frequency -changer
and a diode -triode Filament current is
0.05 or o.i amp.
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DC Mains Super
AMONG the series of articles on

receiver design which appeared
last year in The Wireless World
considerable space was devoted to

the design and construction of a high -
quality amplifier for DC mains operation.'
This amplifier has two KT3i valves in
push-pull in the output stage ; they
operate with negative feed -back and
deliver an output of 5 watts. The pen-
ultimate stage is a triode -connected
KTZ63 (or 617) operating as a phase-

, The Wireless World, February 24th, 1938.

splitter, and the first stage is an H63 (or
6F5) amplifier.

The design of DC mains apparatus
differs from AC chiefly in the output stage,
since the main limitation of the DC supply
is its low voltage. The early stages of a
receiver differ from AC practice only in
that the valve heaters are connected in
series instead of in parallel and that a few
extra by-pass condensers are necessary.
It is, therefore, usually a very simple
matter to modify the design of the early
part of an AC set for DC operation.

THREE - BAND RECEIV

FOR THE DC

QUALITY
AMPLIFIER

APPARATUS for DC
mains operation differs

from AC equipment chiefly

in the output stage, and the
early circuits are always substan-
tially the same. There are, however,
minor points of difference which are
well brought out in this receiver.

It is a superheterodyne designed for
use with the DC Quality amplifier.

In response to numerous requests, how-
ever, the details of a receiver designed
especially for use with the DC Quality
Amplifier is given in this article, and it will
be instructive to see how closely it follows
normal AC practice. A general-purpose
receiver has been selected as the example
and it covers the usual medium and long
wavebands in addition to covering the
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most useful portion of the short waves in
one band.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. r,
and it will be seen that there is one RF
stage, frequency -changer, one IF stage,
and a diode detector and AVC source.
The output of the detector is taken to the
DC Quality Amplifier, from which the
power supply is also derived.

The valves used have their heaters con-
nected in series with those of the ampli-
fier, consequently they must consume the
same current-o.3 ampere. The heater
voltage rating does not matter much, but
the lower the voltage chosen the less will
be the voltage between heater and
cathode of the valves towards the posi-
tive end of the chain. This is some slight
advantage and we accordingly adopt 6.3 -
volt valves.

Referring to Fig. r, the general arrange-
ment of the circuit will be seen to be quite
straightforward and conventional. The
RF valve is a KTW63 (or 6K7) which is
self -biased by the 30o -ohm resistance R2
shunted by the o.r pF condenser C9. The
screen is fed from the roo-volt line and
decoupled by R3 and Cll.

The switch S2 selects the appropriate
coil-Li, L2, or L3-for the band desired,
while Sr changes the aerial connection.
Parallel trimmers C6, C7 and C8 are pro-
vided and tuning is carried out by the
section C5 of the gang condenser. AVC
is applied to the valve through the tuning
coils, the filter RI C3 being provided. C3
is given a value of 0.01 px for short

waves, but is shunted by the o.rg con-
denser C4 to provide a more effective by-
pass on the longer wavelengths.

Similar circuits are used for the coup-

ling between' the RF and frequency -
changer valves, the coils being L4, L5
and L6, with the trimmers Cr6, Cr7, Ci8
and the tuning condenser C15. Decoup-

S8 /4_
a

041
01 mid

042

R17
 10,0020

R16
*2400

043
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R18
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}LT
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+HT

ling of the anode circuit of the RF stage is
obtained with R4, and Cr2.

The frequency -changer is a triode-
hexode-the X65-and AVC is applied to
it through the filter R5 C14 ; as in the case
of the RF stage, the o.or,uF condenser
Cr4 is shunted by Ci3 of o.r F. The
screen of the triode-hexode is fed from the
roo-volt line and decoupling is provided
by R6 and C19. Grid bias is obtained in

the usual way from the
cathotle resistance R7, which
is shunted by C2o.

The tuner is in a sub -chassis
suspended between the two
halves of the main chassis.

The oscillator circuit is conventional.
The parallel trimmers C24, C27 and C3o
are provided, as well as adjustable padding
condensers on each band. On short waves
the padding capacity comprises C25 and
C26 in parallel, while for the medium
waveband C28 and C29 are effective. On
long waves, C31 and C32 are the relevant
condensers.

The intermediate frequency, is 465 kc /s
and the first IF transformer, which
couples the FC and IF valves, is of the
variable selectivity type. The coil coup-
ling is fixed mechanically. The two main
windings provide the normal coupling for
high selectivity, but a third winding which
is tightly coupled to the primary can be
thrown into circuit by S7 to increase the
total coupling for low selectivity. This
system is very simple and in practice
works very well.

The IF stage is another KTW63 (or
6K7), but is not controlled from the AVC
system. This is to reduce the possibility
of distortion through overloading the IF
valve when receiving strong signals.

Following the IF valve comes the de-
tector, for which the D63 (or 6H6) diode
is used. The two anodes and cathodes in
this are strapped so that the valve operates
as a single diode. IF filtering is provided
by RI4 and C39 and the load resistance
is the volume control R18.

The alternating potentials across this
resistance constitute the AF output and
any desired fraction of them can be taken
off through the coupling C43 RI9 to the
first AF valve in the amplifier. The
steady voltage across Ri8 is used for

Fig. 1. This diagram shows the complete
circuit of the receiver portion. Isolating
condensers Cs, C2, C41 and C42 are connected

in the aerial, earth and pick-up leads.
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DC Mains Super-
AVC purposes and is taken off through
the filter R15 C4o, the purpose of which
is to remove the AF signal from the AVC
line.

The switch S8 is for the change over
from radio to gramophone and on the
latter breaks the screen supply to the first
three valves. The screen supply is taken
from the voltage divider Ri6, R17.

The differences from AC practice, apart
from the heater supply, are merely those
brought about by the fact that the cir-

LIST OF PARTS
1 Condenser, 3 -gang, o.0005 mfd., C5, C15, C22

Polar C1703
I Dial, ratios To and 50 :1

Polar " Micro Horizontal Drive
9 Trimmers, 3o -6o mmfds., C6, C7, C8, C16,

C17, C18, C24, C27, C30
Bulgin SW122

1 Trimmer, 3,000 mmfds., C26 Bulgin CP7
.1 Double Trimmer, 150-55o mmfds., C29, C32

Polar 55
1 Set of Coils, PAi, PA2, PA3, PHFI, PHFz,

PHF3, P02, P03 Wearite
+Fixed Condensers:

 o.000r mfd., mica, C21 T.C.C. " M "
 0.0002 mfd., mica, C38 T.C.C. " M "
2 0.0003 mfd., mica, C28, C39

T.C.C. " M "
 0.0005 mfd., mica, C31 T.C.C. " M "
 o.00i mfd., mica., Cl T.C.C. " M "
 0.002 mfd., mica, C25 T.C.C. " M "
2 0.01 mfd., mica, C3, C14 T.C.C. " M "
 0.05 mfd., tubular, C43 T.C.C. 341

*18 o.r mfd. tubular, C2, C4, C9, CIO,
CI 1, C12, C13, C19, C20, C23, C33,
C34, C35, C36, C37, C40, C41, C42

T.C.C. 341
Resistances :

3 300 ohms, watt, R2, R7, RII
Dubilier Ff

6 500 ohms, watt, R3, R4, R6, RIO,
R12, R13 Dubilier Ff
 ro,000 ohms, I watt, R14 Dubilier Ff
2 50,000 ohms, I watt, RI, R5

Dubilier Ff
 75,00o ohms, j watt, R9 Dubilier Ff
 100,000 ohms, watt, R8 Dubilier Ff
2 r megohm, watt, R15, R19

Dubilier Fl
 9,000 ohms, 3 watts, R16 Dubilier F3
 10,000 ohms, z watts, R17 Dubilier F2

*1 Volume control, 0.25 megohm, tapered, R 18
Reliance " SG "

4 Valve holders, octal type Clix X218
1 IF transformer, variable selectivity, 465 kc/s

T1 Varley BP124
1 IF transformer, 465 kc/s, T2 Varley BPI22
6 Terminals, ebonite shrouded, A, E, PU (2),

Output (z) Belling.Lee " B "
1 Connector, 4 -way Bryce 5C2
1 Cable, 4 -way Goltone R36/4MR
I Switch, rotary type, SPDT, S7 Bulgin S92
1 Switch, rotary type, DPDT, S8 Bulgin S114
I Switch, assembly Peto.Scott 632FE

comprising : 3 switches, 3 -way, SP, 3
switches, 3 -way, SP with earthing plates,
locator and 8 -inch rod,SI, S2, S3, S4, S5,
S6.

1 Length screened sleeving
3 Valve screens, octal type
1 Shaft coupler, I -inch
3 Grid clips, octal type
Tuner Chassis

Goltone
Peto.Scott

Bulgin 2005
Bulgin P96
Peto.Scott

Receiver Chassis, with brackets Peto.Scott
Miscellaneous : Peto.Scott

8 lengths systoflex, 3 ass. No. 20 tinned
copper wire. Screws: 5 doz. 6BA lin.
r/hd., 2 doz. 4BA tin. r/hd., all with
nuts and washers; r doz. extra 4BA
nuts for mounting switches.

Valves :
2 KTW63, 1 X65, 1 D63 Osram

*Two 0.1 mfd. condensers and the volume
control can be transferred to the receiver from
the DC Quality Amplifier,

cuits are not insulated from the mains. It
must never be forgotten that with a DC
mains set the circuits are inevitably in
direct connection with the supply mains.

It is, therefore, necessary to insert the
condensers Cr and C2 in the aerial and
earth leads to prevent short-circuiting the
mains. It is also advisable similarly to
insulate the pick-up, and this is done by
C41 and C42.

The heaters are connected in series, the
detector being at the negative end of the
chain, and by-pass condensers Cio and
C23 are joined to chassis from the heaters
of the RF and FC valves in order to pre-
vent any RF voltages from being de-
veloped on these heaters. Such voltages
would be likely to cause modulation hum.

Certain minor changes are necessary in
the amplifier in order that the receiver
may be used with it. Actually, CI, C2
and RI in the amplifier are removed and
transferred to the receiver, where they
become C41, C42, and 1218. This is done
as it is more convenient to have the
volume control on the receiver chassis
than on the amplifier.

The grid of the H63 is taken straight to
one input terminal and the other is joined
to chassis. A 4 -way connection block is
fitted and two of its terminals taken to
- and ± HT, while the other two are
used for the heater supply. The heater
lead between the H63 and the KTZ63 is
cut and the two ends taken to the ter-
minal block. No other change is needed,
for the barretter is still capable of con-
trolling the additional valves.

(To be concluded.)

PROBLEM CORNER -20
An extract from Henry Farrad's corre-

spondence, published to give readers an
opportunity of testing their own powers of
deduction :-

All Hallows School,
Berkhamsted.

Dear Henry,
I have been making up a gramophone

turntable and control panel for a show we
are doing here, and thought I would paint
stroboscope stripes round the turntable, like
the B.B.C., for keeping the speed right.
But I don't seem to be able to get the thing
to work at all as it should. Can you see
what's wrong (you always can!). I've been
over it heaps of times. The proper speed is
78 r.p.m. and as the mains frequency is 5o
a second, and therefore 3,000 a minute,
there ought to be 3,000 /78, or 381, white
stripes around the turntable. Actually, I've
put on 38, which ought to be near enough,
because it correspond§ to 79 r.p.m. But it
just doesn't do!

No, our lamps are not run off DC! I have
good reason to remember that, because old
Crabbie gave me one of his sarcastic impcits
for waving a knife about at table years ago
to make sure. He couldn't be made to see
that it was in the interests of science. And
it is a genuine 5o cycles, because we are on
the Grid now.

Yours ever,
Tony.

Why didn't the stroboscope work? Solu-
tion on p. 472.

Television
Programmes

Sound 41.5 Mc/s Vision 45 Mc/s

An hour's special film transmission in-
tended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. to 12 noon each week-
day. The National or Regional programme
will be radiated on 41.5 Mc/s from approxi-

mately 7.45 to 9 p.m. daily.

THURSDAY, MAY 18th. -

3, " The Chance of a Lifetime," a sporting
romance by John Pudney. 3.35, British
Movietonews. 3.45, 243rd edition of Picture
Page, introducing scenes from the " Dorchester
Floor Show."
8.30, Tennis O.B. from the Empire Pool,
Wembley. Donald Budge, Ellsworth Vines,
Bill Tilden and Hans Nusslein in singles and
doubles. 9, Flotsam and Jetsam in Cabaret.
9.35, Gaumont-British News. 9.45-10.15,
244th edition of Picture Page.

FRIDAY, MAY 19th.
3, O.B. from the Crystal Palace of Veteran
Motor Cars. 3.20, Gaurnont-British News.
3.30, Cartoon Film. 3.35, " A Game of Cut -
Throat," with Leon M. Lion -and Waldo Wright.
9, " For those in. Peril," a drama of the sea by
Edward Poor Montgomery.. 9.25, British
Movietonews. 9.35, " Smiling at Grief," a
play by Walter Hudd. 10, Cartoon Film.
10.5, Birds "-Film. 10.15-10.40, " The
Lover," a play by C. Martinez Sierra.

SATURDAY, MAY loth.
2.50, Motor Racing O.B. from Crystal Palace.
3.5, Scenes from the Grosvenor House -Cabaret.
3.25-4.35, Motor Racing O.B. continued.
9, Adelaide Hall in " Dark Sophistication," a
Coloured Cabaret from the Old Florida Club.

-9.30, Tennis O.B. from Wembley (as on Thurs-
day at 8.3o p.m.). 10-10.35, ' The Chance
of a Lifetime " (as on Thursday at 3 p.m.).

SUNDAY, MAY 21st.
3, Music Makers. 3.10, " London Wakes Up "
-Film. 3.30, " The Deacon and the Jewess,"
a play by H. F. Rubinstein.
8.50, News. 9.5, Mendlessohn's Violin Concerto
in E Minor played by Szigeti with the B.B.C.
Television Orchestra. 9.30, " The Plough that
Broke the Plain "-Film. 10-10.40, " Blind
Man's Buffet," a Food Bee conducted by Marcel
Boulestin. The blind -folded victims will
endeavour to name the edibles which are placed
in their mouths.

MONDAY, MAY 22nd.
3-4.25, Sybil Thorndike in " Sun Up," the
play by Lula Vollmer.
9, John Carr's Jacquard Puppets. 9.10,
" Derby Secrets "-Film. 9.20, " Lonesome
Like," a play by Harold Brighouse. 9.50,
Gaumont-British News. 10-10.30, The Vic -
Wells Ballet in Act III of the " Sleeping
Princess."

TUESDAY, MAY 23rd.
3, " For Those in Peril " (as; on Friday at
9 p.m.). 3.25, Gaumont-British News. 3.30,
Derby Pre -View ; O.B. from Epsom Downs.
1.35-4.10, " The Lover " (as on Friday at
10.15 p.m.).
9, " Intimate Cabaret." 9.15-10.30, Boxing
O.B. in wbkh it is hoped to televise the Harvey -
Farr fight.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 24th.
2.30, The Derby. O.B. from Epsom of the
156th renewal of the Derby Stakes. 3.10,
Naunton,Wayne in Cabaret, with Billy Costello
(Popeye the Sailor). 3.40, Cartoon Film.
3.45, Vanity Fair -modern dress design.
9-10.30, D. A. Clarke -Smith in " The Great
Adventure " by Arnold Bennett.
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Cathode - Ray Amplifier Tester
A COMPACT PORTABLE INSTRUMENT FOR DIAGNOSING AMPLITUDE DISTORTION

By C. B. GUEST

DEVELOPED primarily for testing cinema amplifiers, this instrument
provides the means of tracing faults by inspection of a pattern and

with the minimum of preliminary adjustment.

THE testing of a faulty amplifier,
the fault being, say, in the nature
of slight distortion, has always
been troublesome by meter

methods. A meter in the anode circuit of
the power stage is useful in indicating
overloading, but is of very doubtful value
in locating the source of the distortion

Fig. 1. --The test

can be examined. Needless to say, slight
departures from the proper waveform
cannot be determined without a reference
wave superimposed on the tested wave,
an obviously difficult thing to do. The
impracticability of determining small
amounts of distortion in the waveform of
music and speech will need no explanation

to those who have
listened to a note

signal consists of a 3,00o -cycle note impressed
a 50 -cycle wave.

which is causing the change of current.
For instance, supposing our amplifier

has a valve which runs into grid current
long before it is entitled to do so. How
are we to prove it? Then again, there is
parasitic oscillation which may occur for
only a fraction of the cycle of operations.
The list of possible unknowns is endless,
and they often require a considerable
amount of mental juggling to track to their
lair.

Need for Simplicity

Without a doubt the most useful tool
available both for research and the ser-
vicing of amplifiers is the cathode-ray
tube, but conventional circuit arrange-
ments, excellent as they are for use in the
laboratory or on the service bench, do not
always meet the requirements of porta-
bility demanded for outdoor work. Now
most cathode-ray tubes need a minimum
input of about 3o volts to give even a
small image, and it is not easy to build
a really light portable test equipment of
straight-line characteristics. Then there
is usually a time base to adjust before a
waveform passing through the amplifier

while comparing its
trace on the CR
tube.

The equipment to
be described has
the advantage of
being independent
of waveform and
giving a direct in-
dication of the lin-
earity or otherwise
of the input-
output characteris-
tic throughout the
whole of a cycle.
The principle on
which this works is
dependent upon two
frequencies, differ -

on ing by a ratio of at
least 6o to I, ap-

plied to the amplifier under test. The low
frequency, say 5o c / s, is of comparatively
large amplitude, the high frequency, say
3,000 c / s, being small relative to the low
frequency. The high frequency is super-
imposed on the low frequency as in Fig. i.

In carrying out a
test on an amplifier
the amplitude of
the test signal is in-
creased until the
full working range
of the valves is
covered. Since am-
plitude distortion,
with which we are .

most concerned, is
merely a departure
from a straight line,
or change in slope
of a line, then at the
point of maximum
positive sweep on a
valve or amplifier
with a curved char-
acteristic the am-
plification of the
superimposed high
frequency will be

greater than that at the point of maximum
negative sweep, giving an output wave-
form resembling Fig. 2 (a) . The next
step is to filter out the low frequency,
leaving only the high -frequency com-
ponent, Fig. 2 (b), to be passed on to
the horizontal sweep of the cathode-ray
tube, the vertical sweep of which is ob-
tained from the same source as the low -
frequency sweep to the amplifier, in our
case the 5o c / s mains supply.

It will be noted that the success of this
system is dependent upon the smallness of
the amplitude of the high -frequency sweep

(a) (b)

41

1111Y

Fig. 2.-(a) Curvature of a valve or
amplifier characteristic results in
unequal amplification of the high -
frequency component in the test
signal. (b) High frequency com-
ponent after filtering out the low -

frequency component.
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Cathode -Ray Amplifier Tester-
to the amplifier under test. The,reason
for the 6o : i frequency ratio wild also be
apparent, for this has the effect of dividing
the cathode-ray vertical sweep into 6o
different parts, each giving a measure of
the slope at its own point.

A study of the few examples given in

equipment is the RCA Ar3 which,
although small, has been entirely satis-
factory. The image is magnified by a lens
mounted on the front of the panel, and
not the slightest difficulty has been experi-
enced in viewing the image. It has the
further advantage of a built-in metal
shield, which is of importance in portable
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Fig. 3.-Typical patterns and the valve characteristics
which produce them : (a) linear ; (b) second harmonic
(triode) ; (c) third harmonic (pentode) ; (d) third har-
monic (QPP) ; (e) valve paralysed at return of grid
sweep ; (f) bottom bend rectification ; (g) severe

general overloading.

Fig. 3 will give a working idea of the
effects produced by different curves.
Weird and wonderful are some of the pat-
terns produced by gross overloading, and
a lot may be learnt about effects which
may never have been expected. One point
worth noting is that if one both listens to
the sound and looks at the picture, then
in every case it will be found that the
picture indicates distortion long before it
can be detected by ear.

The cathode-ray tube used in this

equipment, and is modest in its voltage
requirements.

The high -frequency oscillator is of the
usual type with the coils in a metal case.
The secondary of the oscillator is stepped
down in a ratio of To: L, and is in series
with an o.o5-mfd. condenser and 5,000 -
ohm potentiometer. The condenser is to
prevent the low frequency from circulating
in the oscillator coils and modulating it.
Likewise a o.o5-mfd. condenser is fixed
across the low -frequency potentiometer to

by-pass the high frequency component.
The oscillator valve is one half of a

6A6, the other half being used for the
horizontal sweep amplifier. It should be
noted that small amplitude distortion of
the sweep amplifier is not of great import-
ance, since we are utilising only the out-
line drawn by the sum of the peaks of the
high -frequency sweep.

The mains transformer is wound with
No. 42 SWG enamelled wire, which makes
a very compact transformer, but it is
advisable to use a somewhat heavier
gauge of wire. The rectifying valve is a
i-V half -wave, and with the tiny 15 -henry
choke and 8 + 8-mfd. dry electrolytic
smoothing condensers produces about 28o
volts HT. No tapping is provided on the
mains side of the transformer, and the
equipment appears to function happily on
anything between 220/260 volts.

Hints on Operation

A point of considerable importance
centres around the high-pass filter input
to the sweep -amplifying valve. This is
series tuned, and the input load is there-
fore approximately that of the resistance
of the coil, which is but a few hundred
ohms. If the test is applied to a high -
impedance circuit then due regard must
be paid to this load. However, in most
cases it will only be necessary to insert a
resistance in series with the input to the
filter of 5,000 ohms or so. In the case
of individual valve tests, the high -
frequency amplitude is so small that the
low load is no disadvantage. A. switch
is provided which opens the filter circuit
when this is not required.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out
that, although the primary duty of the
equipment is the locating of audio am-
plifier troubles, its usefulness does not
terminate here. Numerous other appli-
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Cathode -Ray Amplifier Tester-
cations are possible, for instance, inter -
valve and output transformers may be
examined provided that due consideration
be given to the value of the primary cur-
rent and voltage required to load the
transformer under test, which may easily

experimenter to " wonder
why." One interesting ex- -
periment on a valve amplifier
is to filter out not only the
5o c/s but the 3,000 c/s as
well, by fitting a condenser
of about o.00r-mfd. capacity

LENS

(3,000)
3,000 O. SWEEP

(V)
VERTICAL

SWEEP

(S)
FILTER SWITCH

B

INPUT TO
AMPLIFIER

UNDER TEST

(H)
HORIZONTAL

SW CEP

0 ( I)
-(-.-- INTENSITY AND

AC SWITCH

(50)
SD c/s SWEEP

TO TEST

(F)
FOCUS

E

OUTPUT OF AMPLIFIER
UNDER TEST

Fig. 5.-The arrangement of the controls on the front

exceed the rating of the midget mains
transformer fitted to the equipment.
However, if tests of this kind are contem-
plated, then a much
larger or a separate
50 -cycle sweep trans-
former is desirable.
Under normal work-
ing conditions out-
put transformers are,
of course, tested in
conjunction with the
valve or valves to
which they are con-
nected, preferably on
a resistance output
load which is, unlike
the loud speaker,
constant at all audio
frequencies. Under
laboratory conditions
of test some' weird
and wonderful pat-
terns often appear
which challenge ana-
lysis and offer ample
opportunity for the

Rear view of chassis.
The mains trans-
former is unusually
small and is wound
with 42SWG wire.

Accessibility has been sacri-
ficed in the interests of com-
pactness. Fortunately the
instrument has proved to be

completely reliable.

in series with the in-
put to the cathode-
ray internal amplifier
filter, which now
mainly passes on the
third and higher har-
monics of the 3,000-
c/s frequency. It is
reasonable to expect
that the picture
drawn will resemble
the parent 3,000-c/s
picture, but often it
is much different and

in some cases may indicate, at various
points, a failure to amplify the harmonics
at all.

panel.

Much may be learnt about individual
valves which can be both enlightening and
instructive.

Finally, to the writer, a cinema en-
gineer, speed in locating trouble is often
a vital factor, and the test equipment
described was originally designed for this
purpose; it has proved its value where
other methods would have been unsatis-
factory.

News from the Clubs
Golders Green and Hendon Radio

Scientific Society
Headquarters: Regal Cinema, Finchley Road, Hamp-

stead, London, N.W.2.
Hon. See.: Lt. -Col. H. Ashley Scarlett, 60, Pattison

Road, Hampstead, -London, N.\1'
Mr.' D. N. Cortield recently lectured on " The Appli-

cation of the Cathode -Ray Tube to Measurement."
Waveform comparison and analysis were demonstrated.
The lecturer also demonstrated an electronic switch
which enabled the input and output waveforms to be
superimposed.

The 80 -metre DF competition organised by the Society
will take place near St. Albans on May 21st. All
interested are invited to write to the Hon. Secretary.

Tuttle!! Park Radio Club
Headquarters: 33, Pemberton Terrace, Tufnell Park,

London, Nal.
Meetings: Tuesdays am Fridays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. J. G. Wright, 78, Gladsmuir Road,

Highgate, London, N.19.
On May 5th Mr. King gave a lecture and demon-

stration of a well-known make of commercial superhet.
On May 9th another member demonstrated an ultra -
short wave converter.

The following programme of Friday -evening talks by
members has been arranged. In each case the talk
will last from 9.30 to 10.15 p.m.

May 19th.-" Propagation of Wireless Waves."
May 26th.-" Reception of Wireless Waves."
June 2nd.-" Short -Wave and Anti -Interference

Aerials."
June 9th.-" The Amateur Bands."
June 16th.-" Valves for Short -Wave Working:"
June 23rd.-" The Interpretation of Meter Readings."
June 30th.-" Hints and Tips on Learning Morse."

Sale and District Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Mary's School, Barker's Lane, Sale,

Lanes.
Meetings: Thursday evenings.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. S. C. 0. Allen, 31, Ennerdale Drive,

Ashton -on -Mersey, Lanes.
A series of lectures has been arranged on the funda-

mental principles of electricity and magnetism with
reference to radio communication. Two members of
the Society hold full transmitting licences and three
have artificial aerial licences.

This club is additional to those given in the
" Directory of Wireless Societies," published in The
Wireless World of April 6th.
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Letters to the Editor The Editor

Talkie Quality
T AM afraid I do not agree with " Dial-
1- list's " Swindon correspondent on what
he calls, in your issue of April 27th, the
" villainous quality " of the sound repro-
duction in cinemas.

As an ex -sound and maintenance talkie
engineer, I doubt very much whether the
control of sound in an auditorium is left to
the already overworked projectionist (here
I agree with him)-particularly in large
cinemas.

Surely there still remains the automatic
volume control system whereby the man-
ager, assistant manager, or someone re-
sponsible can control the volume from the
auditorium.

In my experience, most cinemas found
time to run through the feature films and
noted the bad spots. Scratches on a film
cannot be avoided, but oil is another
matter, and this shows the projectionist
does not attend to his apparatus properly.

I agree that the projectionist cannot
judge the correct amount of volume needed
for the auditorium by the sound in the
" box," but a cinema properly run should
have someone in the auditorium to check
the volume.

In conclusion, I maintain that the
average quality of sound reproduction to-
day in at least first-class cinemas is of a
high standard, and " villainous quality "
is an unheard-of thing.

London, W.C.
M. L. DIXON.

Reproduction Level and "'Scale Dis-
tortion ," : A Reply from America
WE read the letter of Mr. J. R. Hughes

relative to the article on our receiver,
printed in The Wireless World of April 13,
1939, with a great deal of satisfaction. It
is not too often that a correspondent grasps
the fundamentals behind a design as
thoroughly as Mr. Hughes has. I think that
we see eye to eye with one another
technically, and I will even go so far with
him, from a practical point of view, as to
agree that reproduction at the original
level, all other things being as near per-
fection as is possible, represents higher
fidelity than reproduction at any other
level. Beyond this, however, we differ,
and our absolute conviction of the imprac-
ticality of his stand is the basis for our
satisfaction in his letter, for if he is wrong
here he has only proved our point.

Our contention is that the average music -
lover in this country would be promptly
dispossessed by his landlord or hailed into
court by his neighbours if he persisted in
operating his reproducer at concert volume.
This situation is created by a combination
of circumstances such as crowded living
conditions, poor building construction in FO
far as sound -proofing goes, a lack of musical
appreciation on the part of the average man,
or at least a determination on his part to
select his own music and the time when he
will hear it. This situation, although per-
haps regrettable in part, is actual and must
be faced, we think, not only by the average
American, but also by a great many
Englishmen.

We have solved this problem to the ex-
tent of making it possible for the listener

to hear the deep bass and high overtones
of music in the proper proportions to the
middle register at no matter 'what loudness
he must or wishes to listen. As this indi-
cates, our set, having more power output
than the average, is capable of reproducing
concert volume in the average living -room
if the user wants it. Further, by adjust-
ment of the controls he may secure com-
pensation not only for the average ear char-
acteristics at the volume level which he
selects, but also for individual ear defects,
room acoustics, recording or transmission
limitations, etc., as well, and arrive at a
result which gives him his music the way
he wants to hear it, whether that requires
a flat curve or any other possible curve
lying between the limits shown by the two
curves printed in the article.

Relative to how a person will want to
hear his or her reproduced music sound, it
might be well to point out that the reduc-
tion in volume, in a well -designed concert
hall, will depend not only on where the
person sits, but also on the acoustical time
constant of the hail. In any event, it will
be small when compared with the reduction
usually necessary for reproduction in the
home.

For further information we suggest read-
ing an article in. the Atlantic Monthly for
January, 1935, by the well-known composer
and director, Leopold Stokowski, entitled
" New Vistas in Radio."

In conclusion, let us say that we feel we
have designed a radio and gramophone
which gives tone balance and high-fidelity
reproduction at concert volume as well as
the most faithful reproduction at reduced
or home level, which is not possible with
any other commercial instrument. We be-
lieve it represents a great advance in the
art.

L. G. PACENT,
H. C. LIKEL,

Pacent Engineering Corporation.
New York, U.S.A.

Single -wire Feeders
IAGREE with Mr. Redfearn's remarks in

your issue of April 27th ; a twin -wire
current -fed aerial is more suitable for the
novice. However, my article was not in-
tended to be a discussion on aerials.

I should like to point out at the same time
that, although a voltage -fed aerial was shown
in Fig. r, the inscription underneath stated
that the aerial could be either an end -fed
(voltage -fed) or a Windom, but even when
a Windom is used and matched it will
radiate harmonics, due to the fact that it
acts as a long-wire radiator to these un-
wanted harmonics.

A. G. CHAMBERS (G5NO).
Coventry.

Condenser Impedance
HAVING carried out experiments on the

impedance of condensers at high fre-
quencies, and published some data' on the
capacity for minimum impedance at any
frequency, I was very interested in Mr. F.
R. W. Strafford's article on this subject,
and welcome his more comprehensive data
taking into account leads of various lengths.

The Wireless World, September 29th, 1933,
and November loth, 1936, Radio Laboratory
Handbook, p. 321.

does not necessarily
endorse the opinionp of his

correspondents

To make this information suitable for the
purpose intended (i.e., for design) it is neces-
sary, however, to specify the disposition of
the leads. It would seem to be the natural
thing to run them as straight as possible,
joining the points between which the
approximation to zero impedance is de-
sired. Calculating the inductance at too
Mc /s of straight lengths of 20 SWG wire
of double the lengths given in Mr. Straf-
ford's Fig. 5 (which refers to each lead), the
capacity required for resonance is far less
(e.g., for 8 cm. leads at too Mc / s, 14,12µF
instead of rookt,uF), and I can only conclude
that the inductance was calculated for
parallel leads in Mr. Strafford's data, but
as the distance apart is not specified I can-
not confirm this.

My own data excluded external leads, and
referred only to the inductance of the con-
denser itself, which I had found by experi-
ment to be approximately equal to that of
a straight piece of wire joining its terminals.
Assuming these to be sin. apart, the opti-
mum capacity at too Mc /s is rooppF,
whereas the equivalent in Mr. Strafford's
data (a pair of leads each 1.25 cm. long) is

,000,uµF.
Although it is impossible to cover all pos-

sible wiring conditions exactly by simple
data sheets, I feel that if supplemented by
more definite information on the conditions
assumed, Mr. Stafford's graph .would pro-
vide a higher order of approximation.

Bromley, Kent. M. G. SCROGGIE.

Proposed New Amateur Code
WITH reference to the announcement on

page 436 of your last issue, we feel it
desirable to point out in fairness to your
readers who may be members of the. Radio
Society of Great Britain that the proposed
new Code was first submitted to the Society
as recently as May 4th last. On receipt,
the author was informed that the Code
would be placed before the Council for con-
sideration at its meeting on May gth.

The Council agreed, in view of .its in-
terest, to study it individually prior to the
next meeting, which will be held early in
June. J. CLARRICOATS,

London, S.W.r. Secretary -Editor,
The Radio Society of Great Britain.

Inert Cells
MY observations with respect to inert cells,

published in your issue of April 27th,
have resulted in my receiving a " purely
friendly protest " from Mr. R. A. Gascoine,
who suggests that my memory is at fault
concerning the 1916 experiments. He
claims that the apparatus was his and the
results obtained should be credited to him.

In lodging his claim he refers to the
matter as a " trivial affair," but, all the
same, the last thing I desire to do is to
assume as my own something to which
others believe me to be not entitled.

From long association with Mr. Gascoine
I have no doubt of his sincerity in the
matter and crave his indulgence, as well as
that of your readers, for what appears to
have been a misstatement of fact.

STANLEY G. RATTEE.
London, E.C.4.
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IN order not to place an undue
handicap upon racing -yacht

owners who are unable for
financial reasons to install the
expensive transmitting equip-
ment which gives their more
wealthy opponents an advantage
over them, the Royal Ocean
Racing Club has issued a special
regulation. It prohibits the use
of wireless for the transmission of
signals or messages in order to
obtain assistance in determining
position or obtaining weather re-
ports or forecasts.

It would seem that the rule
also tends to maintain the stan-
dard of skill required in naviga-
tion. Although yachts engaged
in ocean racing will no longer be
allowed to ascertain their posi-
tion by calling two coast sta-
tions and obtaining cross bear-
ings, the use of wireless for the

NEWS OF THE WEEK
MARCONI RESEARCH

Features of the Company's Annual Report
N the course of his report at Certain observations of Mr.

the annual meeting of the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company, Mr. H. A. White, the
chairman, stressed the import-
ance of research, which has been
the life -blood of the Company
whose future, he said, depended
primarily on the continuation
and expansion of the work.

The erection of a new main
building for research labora-
tories, and the enlargement of
the Marconi College at Chelms-
ford, where students of nineteen
nationalities were at present
working, were the joint cause for
a major part of the increase in
the value of the Company's fixed
assets, which had risen from
297,589 at the end of 1935 to

2,549,420 at the present time.

Opportunities for Research
" As a general rule," said Mr.

White,. " the student coming to
us without actual research ex-
perience does not become a pro-
ductive member of the staff until
he has completed at least two
years of service after the six
months' probation period at the
Marconi College."

" There is no foundation," he
continued; " for the assertion
frequently heard in these days
that there is nothing more to
discover in the field of high -
frequency engineering for wire-
less purposes. There are, on the
contrary, immense opportunities
for research, including, for in-
stance, the investigation of the
lowest band of ultra -short waves
from 1 to 3 metres, and of micro
%%ayes measured in centimetres
and perhaps ultimately in milli-
metres."

White's with regard to exports
are of particular interest. He
stated that during the last
twelve years more than eighty
per cent. of the Company's sales
have been to foreign countries.
This proportion has decreased
considerably during the last year
or two, but the home market
does not in normal times offer
sufficient scope, so that it is of
vital importance to the company
t(, maintain its export business.
Recent Marconi Inventions

During the year under review,
274 British patent applications
and 874 applications in oversea
countries were filed in addition
to a large number of applica-
tions in other countries by sub-
sidiary and associated concerns.
The total number of Marconi
patents now in force at home
and abroad approximates to
6,50o.
Television Mass Production

" The Marconi-E.M.I. Tele-
vision Company was formed in
1934 by Electric and Musical
Industries, Limited, and cur
selves," said Mr. White, "on a
fifty-fifty basis for the produc-
tion and sale of television trans-
mitter -3 and of apparatus acces-
sory to them and, as was to b3
expected, it has not yet earned
any profits in this pioneering
activity . "

He wound up this part of his
report by stating that the sale
of television receivers was rising
in the London area with such
rapidity that radio manufac-
turers are preparing for mass '

production in the very near
future.

NAVIGATION MADE TOO EASY
Limiting Use of Wireless in Ocean Racing Yachts

reception of direction finding
and meteorological signals is
unaffected by this new rule.

BRITISH TELEVISION IN U.S.A.
ENGINEERS are installing

Baird big -screen television
apparatus in several famous
Broadway cinemas in New
York. The entire equipment
has been shipped from England
and will be placed in operation
as soon as the installation is
completed. The National
Broadcasting Company will
seize any opportunities to tele-
vise the King and Queen during
their visit to New York, and ,
hundreds of people will appro-
priately be able to see Their
Majesties by means of British
receivers if present plans
materialise.

AMERICAN TELEVISION
Transmitting Frequencies

ALTHOUGH nineteen bands
for American television

stations are provided in the new
assignments by the Federal
Communications Commission
few of them are at present in
use or, for that matter, likely
to be in the near future.

None of the receivers at pre-
sent on the American market
provides for more than the first
five television bands in, the
accompanying table of alloca-
tions ; they ate those from 44-90
Mc /s. The present position,
therefore, regarding the bands
between 96 and ro8 Mc /s is
somewhat indefinite, and there
is apprehension as to their pos-
sible usefulness for transmitting
for home reception. The bands
from 156 Mc /s have been
chosen as the most suitable for
relaying transmissions. One of
them, for example, will shortly
be used for transmission between
New York City and Schenec-
tady, about 120 miles away.

American Transmitting Frequencies
Mc s 44.50 Television

50.56 Television
56-60 Amateur
60.56 Government
66.72 Television
72.78 Government
78.84 Television
84.90 Television
90-96 Government
95-102 Television

102-108 Television
156-168 Television Relay
168.180 Government
180-192 Television Relay
192-204 Government
204-216 Television Relay
216-224 Government
224-230 Amateur
230-234 Government
234-246 Television Relay
246.258 Government
258.270 Television Relay
270.282 Government
282.294 Television Relay

Government assignments are actually
slightly narrower to provide guard
bands. All television bands accommo.
date a sound and vision channel.

Some of the receivers provide
for reception on two bands
only ; they are those used by the
N.B.C. transmitter, W2XBS, in
the Empire State Building, New
York City, and the C.B.S. trans-
mitter, W2XAX, a few hundred
yards away in the Chrysler
Building. The frequencies used
by W2XBS are:. vision 45.25
Mc /s and sound 49.75 Mc /s.
The C.B.S. transmitter,
W2XAX, uses 51.25 Mc /s for
vision and 55.75 Mc is for sound.

After a long controversy as to
the best method of using the
6 -Mc /s bands it has been de-
cided in favour of the normal
transmission of sound and the
use of a type of semi -single -side -
band vision signal. For reasons
mainly to do with filtering losses
the side -band, towards the low -
frequency edge of the channel is
not attenuated at once, but a
relatively sharp cut-off is pro-
vided near the edge of the chan-
nel, starting about 0.75 Mc /s
from the vision carrier.

UP ALOFT. The transmitter of
the Milan ultra -short-wave sta-
tion is installed at the top of the

Littoria Tower.

ULTRA -SHORT WAVES IN
ITALY

ITALY'S second ultra -short-
wave transmitter has re-

cently been installed by the
E.I.A.R. in Milan, where use
has been made of an existing
tower, known as the Littoria
Tower, in the North Park. The
most interesting feature of the
station is that the transmitter
has been installed in a building
erected at the top of the tower.
This, of course, avoids the losses
encountered when using a long
transmission line from the trans-
mitter to the aerial.

The aerial, which consists of
six vertical aluminium tubular
di -poles of a quarter wave-
length, surmounts the trans-
mitter building. The station,
which is at present transmitting
the second Italian programme
from 4 to 6.3o p.m. G.M.T. on
43.79 Mc's (6.85 metres) with
a power of 400 watts, will ulti-
mately be used for television.
It is with this in view that the
present experimental transmis-
sions are directed.

REAL SERVICE
FOLLOWING the offeri. of the

Rola Company (Aust.) Pty.
to repair free of charge loud
speakers damaged in the bush
fires, the Australian journal
Radio and Electrical Retailer
states that many applications for
this service have been received.
Although some of the speakers
received were but tangled
wrecks, in every case Rola was
able to effect a repair.

Examination showed that the
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News of the Week -

heat in some cases was so great
that the brass screws were
melted into a shapeless mass.
To bring this about, approxi-
mately 1,500 degrees Fahrenheit
would be necessary, and al-
though steel is supposed to lose
its magnetism at i,000 degrees
F. all the permanent magnets
still retained their properties.

ARGENTINE'S RADIO
PLANS

ELONGATED countries like
Norway, Sweden, the Ar-

gentine and Chile have tended
to build a great number of low -
power broadcasting stations in
order to cover the country, and
to -day the Argentine possesses
no fewer than fifty broadcasting
stations, about 75 per cent. of
which are of purely local im-
portance, half of them being
under ro kW, while 25 per
cent. are scarcely r kW. Most
of them belong to private
societies.

Like Sweden, the Argentine,
too, is now changing to higher -
powered stations. Instead of
fifty stations there will probably
be thirty-one, six of them being
in the capital, Buenos Aires.
Four of those in the capital are
to have a power of 5o kW and
the remaining two to kW each.
The power of the regional
stations will be determined by
local conditions and require-

Short-wave stations for over-
seas broadcasting are also en-
visaged. Revenue would still
be sought by sponsored pro-
grammes, but all the under-
takings would, as far as possible,
be united in one national cor-
poration.

THE SCIENCE MUSEUM
IN the annual report of the Ad-

visory Council of the Science
Museum, which has just been
issued, mention is made of the
interesting acquisition of one of
the original manuscripts, dated
1888, of Henrich Hertz, whose
work laid the practical founda-
tions of radio communication.
This important document,
which describes his work on the
propagation of electro-magnetic
waves, was presented by his
widow, Frau Elizabeth Hertz,
now resident in England.

The successful television ex-
hibition held in the Museum last
year has provided the nucleus of
a permanent collection which
has been set out in a small gal-
lery adjoining the radio com-
munications section, although it
is pointed out that the space is
inadequate for this important
branch of wireless.

It is recorded that the number
of visitors to the Museum in
1938, exclusive of readers in the
Science Library, was 1,137,635,
which is over 130,00o less than
the previous year.

FLYING DOCTOR RADIO SERVICE
THE excellent work that is

being carried on by the
Flying Doctor Radio Service
under the auspices of the Aus-
tralian Aerial Medical Services,
formerly the Australian Inland
Mission, is reported by Mr.
E. J. T. Moore, who is the offi-
cial nominee of the I.R.E.
(Australia) on the Board of the
A.A.M.S.

The main station of the ser-
vice, situated at Broken Hill, is
linked by wireless to eighteen
outposts, at each of which the
sets are operated by pedal
generators. During a recent
period of four weeks the Flying
Doctor was actually in the air
for fifty hours.

SET METERS FOR LISTENER
RESEARCH

RADIO set meters are being
used to gauge " listener re-

action " in America, according
to Mr. R. J. E. Silvey, head of
the B.B.C. Listener Research
Section, who has just completed
a tour of the United States.

A meter has been devised
which, when fixed to a set,
registers the hours during which
it has been switched on and the
frequencies upon which it has
operated.'

I.W.T. OFFICERS
THE continued progress of the

Institute of Wireless Tech-
nology, as manifested by the
increase in applications for ad-
mission to membership, was
stressed at the thirteenth annual
general meeting of the Institute
held on April 28th, when the fol-
lowing officers were elected for
the year 1939-40:

President, Sydney A. Hurren ; Hon.
Treas., George Lea; Council, Frank
Boyce, Horace A. Brooks, B. Tun-
bridge Hogben, William E. Miller,
H. A. G. Howse, Leslie H. Paddle,
Gerald P. Sayers and Timothy F.
Williams.

It is interesting to note that
it will be Mr. Hurren's third
year of office as president.

RADIO -CONTROLLED CARS
TWO cars controlled by wire-

less crashed head-on at the
Cowley Works of Morris Motors
last week. The collision was
staged before the directors and
research engineers to test two
methods of construction. The
cars were started 150 yards
apart, and on the first run
missed each other. At the
second attempt the desired re-
sult was achieved. The cars
met at 3o miles an hour. One of
them was wrecked, but the
other, a new model, sustained

' only superficial damage.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

Civil Defence Research
DR. E. V. APPLETON, the well-

known physicist, who is secretary
of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, has been
appointed chairman of a com-
mittee of eminent scientists ap-
pointed by the British Govern-
ment to supervise researches into
civil defence measures.

New T.C.C. Director
MR. E. W. DOREY, A.M.I.E.E.,

who has been associated with the
Telegraph Condenser Company
for eighteen years, has been
appointed a director of the firm.
He will be in charge of the general
sales organisation.

Television Lectures
A couHsE of four lectures on

television is to be given by Mr.
H. J. Barton-Chapple at the Poly-
technic, 309, Regent Street, Lon-
don, W.', on Thursdays from
7.30-9 p.m., commencing on June
8th. The fee for the course is 6s.

The Four R's
CLEVELAND, Ohio, has a

director of education who pins his
faith to the ' Four Rs' as the
foundation of learning, which he
bases on Readin', Ritin', 'Rith-
metic and Radio."-The Journal
of Education.

Floating Signal School
.II.M.S. hrysantheinurn, the

convoy sloop which is now per-
manently berthed off the Victoria
Embankment, London, ahead of
H.M.S. President, will house the
signal school of the R.N.V.R.

Radio's Part in Jutland Battle
How radio helped both sides in

the battle of Jutland will be
in a new naval play,

" Jutland," by Captain Taprell
Dorling, D.S.O., R.N. (" Taff -
rail "), to be broadcast on the
National wavelengths on June
2nd. Although the radio equip-
ments of both fleets were remark-
ably efficient, "Jutland " will
show how slender was the amount
of wireless information received
from patrolling aircraft. On the
other hand, intercommunication
between ships reached a high
standard.

Sir Louis Sterling
THE directors of Electric and

Musical Industries announce that
they have with regret accepted Sir
Louis Sterling's resignation from
the position of Managing Director
which he has held for the past
seven and a half years. The Com-
pany was formed in 1931 to amal-
gamate the Gramophone Company
(H.M.V.) and the Columbia
Grapophone Company.

Interference -free Electrical
Apparatus

BELLING AND LEE have been
accepted by the British Standards
Institution as an approved testing
authority under the Radio Inter-
ference -Free marking scheme
which was outlined in The Wire-
less World of April 13th.

Licences Fall
A DECREASE of 5,259 in the num-

ber of wireless licence holders dur-
ing last month is indicated by the
total number in force at the end of
April which was approximately
8,962,850. This is believed to be
the first case of a decrease in a
month's figures since 1927. The
past year's increase was 358,450.

"Camera caddies" at Golf Match
PLANS are nearing completion

for the B.B.C. to televise a golf
match from Combe Hill on
June 1st. One mobile unit will
be used, and the three cameras
will be strategically placed to
cover at least eight or nine holes.
Between shots an army of
" camera caddies " will heave the
co -axial cable to different parts of
the course. The Emitron cameras
can now operate at distances up
to a thousand feet from the -scan-
ning van.

Portable Transmitter
LISTENERS with a critical ear

may be able to gauge the changes
in signal strength as Henry .Long-
hurst, broadcasting his description
of the Amateur Golf Championship
at Hoylake, Liverpool, on May
26th, traverses the greens and
bunkers with the new B.B.C.
knapsack transmitter.

News in Afrikaans
A TRANSLATION in Afrikaans of

the weekly B.B.C. news- for
Empire listeners is now broadcast
on Sundays in the short-wave
programme at 7.30 p.m., B.S.T.
The bulletin in English directed to
South Africa is normally radiated
at 7 p.m., B.S.T.

B.B.C. Audiometer Tests
THE B.B.C. is now using an

audiometer in St. George's Hall to
gauge the strength of applause for
individual items. The first appli-
cation of this almost infallible
device is in connection with the
" I Want to be an Actor " series.
The audiometer is operated for
fifteen seconds at the conclusion
of each turn and the total volume
of sound recorded affords a fair
basis of comparison.

Italy After Montreux
THE E.I.A.R. seems quite satis-

fied with the Italian wavelengths
allocated at Montreux. At present
she operates in the medium band
twenty-four stations on fourteen
frequencies, four of which are ex-
clusive. Next spring, when the
plan becomes effective, she will
be operating thirty-six stations on
fifteen medium wavelengths, six
being exclusive. The additional
stations are all low -powered relay
transmitters.

Touring Guide
A PROFUSELY illustrated 48 -page

touring guide is included free with
each issue of the special touring
number of our sister journal, The
Motor Cycle, on sale to -day, May
18th. No fewer than thirty-three
specially designpd maps printed in
two colours are contained in this
guide, which has been specially
prepared to introduce tourists to
the most beautiful parts of Great
Britain.

Learners
FOR those of our readers who are

contemplating learning to drive a
car we would recommend the
third edition of "The Autocar
Guide for the 'L' Driver," which
explains in simple language what
the beginner must be able to do
ill order to pass the driving test.
The booklet is obtainable from
booksellers price is., or from the
publishers, Dorset House, Stam-
ford Street, London, S.E.I, price
Is. 2d. post free.
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Frequency Modulation in America
ANTI - NOISE BROADCASTING UNDER TEST

(Concluded from last week's issue)

THOUGH greatly decreased in size
and number of adjustments, the
set at present used for receiving
frequency -modulated transmis-

sions is fundamentally like its 16 -foot an-
cestor. It remains a superheterodyne.
A high -gain tuned radio -frequency stage
is followed by the usual frequency -
changer, an IF system of very high gain,
a second detector and an audio system.
However, one of the later IF stages is a
" limiter " stage, prevented from respond-
ing beyond a certain amplitude, and the
detector is preceded by a circuit designed
to convert frequency swings into ampli-
tude swings. In its simplest form the
limiter IF stage is merely a pentode with
reduced DC voltages, so chosen that its
maximum performance is reached with 3
to 10 microvolts of carrier applied to the
input circuit of the set. A signal increase
of io,o0o/ i then produces little increase
of voltage at the succeeding valves,
though there still remains the possibility
of cross -modulating the incoming signal
for extreme overload. The 3- to 4 -stage
IF systems thus made possible accounts
for the ability of the receiver to utilise
weak signals.

The detector is usually a balanced pair
of diodes fed in such a way that the
carrier affects them equally, but changes
in frequency disturb the balance by an
amount proportional to the extent of the
frequency swing. In the original Arm-
strong receiver this was done by feeding
each diode from a 'series -resonant tuned

IN last week's issue the results of
receiving tests made on the

experimental American frequency -
modulated broadcast transmissions
were described. This article deals
with the special type of receiver
necessary, and also discusses such

matters as transmitter efficiency and
details of modulation.

circuit in series with a resistor which
preserved linearity. The two circuits
were resonant on opposite sides of the
carrier frequency and spaced widely
enough to bracket the maximum swing.
In the General Electric M-125 receiver
there is used instead a circuit resembling
the " discriminator " circuit used by the
same firm in automatic frequency control
systems. Here the two diodes are fed
from the ends of the secondary of a 3 -
megacycle IF transformer, this secondary
being coupled to its primary both mag-
netically (balanced) and by capacity
(connected to the centre -tap of the
secondary). At resonance the system is
balanced and the two diodes receive the
same voltage, though in opposite phase.
Any departure from resonance produces
phase shifts which upset the balance and
feed unequal voltages to the diodes,
whose rectified output feeds the audio
system. The merit claimed for this sys-
tem is greater sensitivity.

BY OUR NEW YORK
CORRESPONDENT

The audio system, loud speaker and
cabinet demand the treatment normal to
any true high-fidelity receiver. In the
case of the Armstrong receiver there is
used an audio system almost perfectly flat
to 16,000 cycles. Degenerative feed -back
and ballasting are used to remove various
undesirable effects. The output tubes can
deliver an undistorted output of 25 watts
to a pair of speakers in a columnar baffle
designed to load the " woofer " or low-
pitch speaker. In the G.E. receiver
audio degeneration (overall) is used with
R. & C. ballasting at suitable points in
the amplifier, which eventually feeds a
maximum undistorted output of 15 watts
to a io-in. parabolic -diaphragm speaker
with an exceptionally massive baffle -
cabinet well braced and vented. The
system is down only 5 db. at 15,000 cycles
and has negligible harmonic distortion.

AVC and " Limitation "

Since the detector works at essentially
constant level it cannot become a source
of AVC voltage. A good limiter may
compress amplitudes by as much as ioo
db. Accordingly, AVC is derived from
the limiter tube, but it is not certain that
this feature will be retained.

According to the General Electric Com-
pany: The cost of a frequency modula-
tion receiver as compared to an amplitude
receiver of equal quality is probably about

The power amplifying stages of the Yonkers station. On the right are the earlier amplifying stages, in the centre the push-pull driver and, on the
extreme left, the push-pull output stage, which delivers 600 watts at r IoMc,s. The output valves are air-cooled by a blower under the bench.
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Frequency Modulation in America-
the same. In general, however, the cost
of the frequency -modulation receiver will
be higher since the fidelity will ordinarily
greatly exceed that of the amplitude -
modulation receiver, requiring additional
expense in the audio and reproducing
system."

For equal power and frequency the cost
of the frequency -modulated transmitter
may not differ greatly from that of an
amplitude -modulated transmitter. The
ability to operate at steady load effects
savings sufficient to pay for the added
low -power stages.

It has already been stated that the
valves operate more efficiently for the same
frequency. Thus the W2XMN trans-
mitter, still working on 7 metres, might
be modified, as in the following table,
using the same final valves as at present.

40 -Hide
Carrier
possible

Modulation Valve carrier at bw
method capacity output frequency

(kW.) (kW.) (kW.)
Low level freq. mod. 2 x 50 40 100
Low level amp. mod.

and Class B final ... 2 x 50 10 21
High level amp. mod. 2 x 50 plus 40 100

2 x 50 for
modulators.

Note.-This theoretical tabulation is not altogether fair to
the Armstrong system in practice. Whereas W2XMN has met
with no service failures during 5 -hour runs at an output of 40
kilowatts, other transmitters using output valves of the same
type have encountered difficulty in maintaining very much
smaller carrier powers at about the same frequency with
amplitude modulation.

Both the second and third systems are
less efficient in the use of power, and pro-
duce unsteady loads on the power line.
The second system produces less output.
The third system requires more large
valves.

Simply as a matter of review, the Arm-
strong method of frequency modulation
is that of splitting a low -frequency carrier
(say 200 kc / s) into two streams so that
one may continue as an unmodified car-
rier while the other stream is passed
through a balanced modulator and in-
ductive amplifier before the two channels
are recombined in a resistive load. The
balanced modulator as usual delivers only
side -frequencies, having balanced out the
original carrier. The inductive amplifier
produces phase shifts in the side -
frequencies, proportional to the amplitude
of modulation, and these phase shifts are
subsequently much increased by passing
the modulated carrier through many fre-
quency multiplications. Various devices
for preserving linearity need not here be
mentioned. Some intentional unlinearity
is allowed to remain for the purpose of
securing exaggerated high -pitch modula-
tion and thereby better over-riding of
residual noise. This is compensated at
the receiver.

Maximum Permissible Swings

Over -modulation does not have as
definite a meaning as in amplitude modu-
lation, but for optimum performance the
deviation or swing used should be that
for which both sender and receiver were
designed. In any case, the swing should

be materially wider than the audio
channel, i.e., a 15,00o -cycle audio chan-
nel requires a swing of 4 to ro times 15,000
cycles on either side of the carrier fre-
quency.

Various investigators agree that for
fluctuation or " ground " noise the im-
provement in signal -noise ratio is

frequency deviation
1.7 audio'band width '

and also that for " impulse " noises, such
as ignition, most static and many power -
line noises, the improvement is

frequency deviation
2

audio band width
However, there is less perfect agree-

ment as to the range in which these effects
take place, that is, the ratio of carrier -to -
noise required before the action begins.
From what has previously been said it is
apparent that the threshold, if any, is
low. There is at least agreement that
noise reduction has definitely set in when
the limiter valve has "taken hold," and
this takes place in various of the present
receivers with carrier input (to the re-
ceiver) of from 2 to ro microvolts. Any
given value of field strength is more easily
attained with frequency modulation, since
peak power is used constantly.

The Armstrong receiver derives an
advantage from another' effect. The
accompanying oscillogram (a) is that of
an atmospheric crash in the form it had
assumed upon reaching the loud speaker
or. output transformer of a conventional
General Electric K -8o receiver. The

oscillogram (b) is
produced in the
same receiver by
discharging a con-
denser into one of
the tuned circuits.

The resemblance
clearly shows that
in both cases the
original disturb-
ance shocked the
receiver -tuned cir-
cuits into oscilla-
tion. Oscillogram
(c) shows the wave-
form of an atmo-
Oscillograms of im-
pulse interference :
(a) and (b) are to the

same scale.

spheric crash about two minutes later with
the oscilloscope connected across an ap-
proximately critical series resistor in the
aerial, the receiver being removed. All
three oscillograms are typical for this par-
ticular thunderstorm.

The dotted lines represent the approxi-
mate level of the amplitude -modulation
peaks due to voice modulation on a car-
rier which, prior to modulation, delivered
about i,600 microvolts to the receiver
input. The waveform (c) can be elimi-
nated more completely if attacked by an
amplitude limiter before its form factor
becomes altered by conversion into an
oscillation such as (b) or (a). In the
normal amplitude -modulation receiver this
is a difficult condition because of the " fly-

wheel " effect of the high -Q circuits essen-
tial to normal selectivity with good gain.
In a broad -band system this difficulty is
materially lessened and (for any sort of
modulation) the limiter becomes more
effective. However, it is especially so for
amplitude modulation, since there is no
possibility of peak -cutting distortion, and
therefore the gain ahead of the limiter is
normally kept high enough to ensure
limiter action.

If station W2XMN is taken as typical,
the off -hand impression is that the channel
width required for Armstrong modulation
is some 20 times that occupied by an
amplitude -modulated station.

Possibilities of Sharing Channels

This is a great mistake. It is to be re-
membered that W2XMN and W2XCR
both transmit high-fidelity signals. The
comparable amplitude -modulated trans-
mitter would require a channel 40 kilo-
cycles wide, in which it would place two
side -bands about 16 kc/s wide, leaving a
4-kc /s guard -band at either edge. Thus for
the same fidelity (noise not considered)
the amplitude -modulated station requires

/ 5th the band width, not z/ loth. Nor
could amplitude -modulated stations be
spaced more closely without sacrifice of
fidelity-one need only listen to the
nearest good receiver to discover that. On
the other hand, for frequency modulation
not only is closer spacing permissible, but
two stations can operate on the same fre-
quency with much less " hash area
is found for amplitude modulation.

These somewhat surprising statements
have both theoretical and experimental
proof. First as to the requisite spacing of
two FM stations not working on the same
frequency. Referring back to the early
public discussions by Major Armstrong, it
will be recalled that he pointed out an
advantage of wide -band or large -deviation
frequency -modulation due to the fact that
the beat -frequencies generated in con-
junction with noise -frequencies remote
from the carrier position were either self-
cancelling in the detector or inherently
inaudible, hence that a wide swing per-
mitted most of the operation to take place
in regions incapable of contributing noise
(other than high level impulses which can
still contribute to some extent by cross-
modulation), thus doubling .the band
width quadruples signal -over -noise in
terms of power. Now if two FM stations
delivering comparable signal strength are
centred with a supersonic separation be-
tween their carrier positions, many of the
resultant beat -frequencies are eliminated
by approximately the process above re-
ferred to, while others are eliminated by
the effect mentioned in the next paragraph.

Where two FM stations are operated on
the same channel there ensues an effect
which comes as a pleasant surprise. It is
this: if one signal is of more than double
the field strength of the other-that is,
6 db. superior to it-that signal takes pos-
sesion and the other disappears. Messrs.
W. E. Fyler and J. A. Worcester reported
an experiment done with a 50- watt trans-
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mitter at the General Electric plant in
Schenectady, New York, and a 150 -watt
transmitter at Albany, 15 miles away over

The " turnstile " aerial at W2XCR, formerly
W2AG, at Yonkers, N.Y. It comprises 14
sections and is supported by a iooft. tower.

open country. Both transmitters operated
on 4i -Mc / s and could be modulated by
either method.

Tests were then made with a portable
receiver at various points along the road
between the two stations. With amplitude
modulation there appeared the familiar
effect that the station spoils far more terri-
tory than it uses. Of the 15 miles of road
13 were occupied by a dismal garble.
With Armstrong modulation the effect was
altogether different; for nearly 13 of the
15 miles there was no interference at all.
The remaining 2 miles showed a mixture
of the two stations, but not in the usual
way. As the receiving car proceeded the
stations popped in by turns as one or other
attained the requisite 6 db. superiority
due to the standing wave pattern inevit-
able at 40 Mc / s. By stopping the car it
was possible to find a cross -over point so

sharp that one station or the other could
be selected by pushing the aerial over an
inch.

The difference lies in the fact that for
conventional amplitude modulation one
station must attain a superiority of 3o to
40 db. (say 250 times) before it can swamp
the other. In the large area where
garbling exists it is difficult for a listener
to escape the effect, since an aerial capable
of providing so large a directional dis-
crimination is too complex for household
use-and at wavelengths of more than ro
metres becomes very costly. On the other
hand, the smaller area of interference of
the FM system is due to level differences
easily counteracted by an aerial with one
director or reflector. If one were content
simply to listen to one of the two stations
no directionality at all would be needed
even in this area except for the fact that
the standing -wave pattern moved from
time to time, giving an effect like that of
the aerial movement above described. For
a considerable distance on either side of
this area the dipole plus director or re-
flector (or at the most both) suffices to
select either station at will. At points
nearer to one station or the other one is
merely in the normal state of the present -

Test Report

day listener, but with fading reduced in an
exceptionally good degree.

At the April loth meeting of the Wash-
ington Section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, Mr. I. R. Weir, of the General
Electric Company, reported on a further
test of the same kind, made by observers
in two cars driving from an experimental
200 -watt Armstrong transmitter at Albany,
N.Y., towards the 40 -kilowatt W2XMN
transmitter 120 miles away. The trans-
mitters were on the same frequency. From
Albany to Hudson, N.Y. (3o miles), the
Albany 20o -watt sender blocked off
W2XMN, which remained unheard up to
that point. At Hudson, which is well into
the hills, W2XMN began to break
through, being heard on the south side of
each hill, while the north side still pro-
duced the G.E. Zoo -watt transmitter. The
effect was similar to that in the Schen-
ectady -Albany test previously cited, that
is, the stations alternately took possession
of the receiver. A few miles farther south
W2XMN " took over permanently and
Albany's signal was heard no more. It is
to be noticed that the cross -over region
seems to be too close to W2XMN, but this
is accounted for by massive highlands to
the south towards W2XMN.

INVICTA NEW JUNIOR
PORTABLE

Four -valve Superheterodyne Battery Receiver
Price £7 15s. (including batteries)

ALTHOUGH taking up no more space
than the early type of battery
portable with a straight circuit,
this receiver has a full super-

heterodyne circuit which gives consider-
ably greater range and selectivity for an
expenditure of only a few more milliamps
of HT current.

The provision of a superheterodyne
circuit carries with it the advantage of
being able to employ automatic volume
control, which is of great value in a port-
able where the directional properties of
the frame aerials may produce consider-
able variations of the input voltage. With

automatic volume control one need not be
so careful over the placing of the set, but
at the same time the advantages of a
frame aerial from the point of view of cut-
ting out interference are not lost. If any-
thing, the " minimum " is sharpened by
the action of AVC.
Circuit-The input from the frame

aerials is taken to the grid of an octode
frequency changer. The next stage is a
variable mu pentode operating at
465 kc / s. The coupling transformers have
silvered mica fixed condensers and are
adjusted at the works by moving the posi-
tion of the iron dust core. The double-

FC 2 A VP 2 B TDD 2 A PM 22 A
SIGNAL RECTIFIER

FREQUENCY INTERMEDIATE 1st AF AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
CHANGER AMPLIFIER STAGE

AVC RECTIFIER

INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY

465 k/cs

LT 2 VOLTS

HT 90 VOLTS

AUTOMATIC GRID BIAS

Schematic circuit diagram of the Invicta New Junior portable.
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Invicta New Junior Portable-
diode-triode valve which follows is con-
nected in the usual way with one diode for
signal rectification and the other for AVC.
The bias derived from the latter diode is
applied to both the IF and frequency -
changer valves. The volume control
takes the form of a potentiometer input
to the triode amplifying portion of the
second -detector stage, which is trans-
former coupled to the pentode output
valve. A resistance in the negative
HT lead provides bias for the output
stage, and the delay voltage for AVC.

Performance.- The measured LT
current was 0.5 amp., and the total HT
current 14 mA from the 9o -volt battery.

use of the directional properties of the
frame.

The most notable feature is the ease with
which these results are obtained. Whereas
with a straight receiver a very good per-
formance can be obtained by skilful use
of the reaction control, in this set the work
is all done by the circuit, and the volume
control is the tap which turns on the
finished results.

The Celestion loud speaker, which,
incidentally, has a really sensible output
transformer as far as size is concerned,
gives efficient conversion of the output
available from the last valve. Provided
the volume control is not turned up too
far on the local station, the quality is per -

VOLUME CONTROL
AND ON -OFF SWITCH

TUNING CONTROL

WAVERANGE SWITCH

SIGNAL RECTIFIER
AVC RECTIFIER

AND 1 st AF
AMPLIFIER VALVE

TDD2A

FREQUENCY CHANGERCHANGER
VALVE FC2A

IF AMPLIFIER VALVE
VP2B

OUTPUT VALVE
PM22A

Although the chassis houses a superheterodyne circuit, it is remarkably compact and leaves
plenty of room for batteries.

Although this is appreciably greater than
the average HT consumption for a simple
straight set, there can be no doubt as to
the additional return in the matter of per-
formance.

The number of stations received on
both the medium- and long -wave bands
is comparable with that to which most
people are accustomed with their four -
valve superheterodyne table models, and
the selectivity is also practically the same.
In other words, the London Regional
transmitter at a distance of fifteen miles
does not spread more than z channels
on either side of its normal setting, and
the Deutschlandsender could, under
favourable conditions, be received clear
of Droitwich and Radio -Paris by making

fectly clear and is not marred by any
attempt to produce an artificial bass
resonance. On all stations other than the
local the volume control may be disre-
garded, as the range of AVC is sufficient
to prevent overloading.

Constructional Features.- Separate
frame aerials are mounted on opposite
sides of the cabinet. They are of interest-
ing design, and the turns are self-support-
ing. It would appear that the coils are
first of all wound as a short cylindrical
single layer, and then folded over at the
corners to produce a flat edgewise coil.

By careful disposition of the com-
ponents it has been found possible to dis-
pense with screening for the IF trans-
formers, the economy in space thus

WAVERANGES

Medium - - 200-550 metres

Long - 800-2,000 metres

effected being one of the reasons for the
compactness of the chassis. As a result
there is ample space for batteries, and the
LT battery is of 18 ampere hours capacity.
This is of the unspillable type, but it
should be examined after coming back
from charging to see that there is no acid
on the outside, as it is rather near to the
tuning condenser vanes and the oscillator
coil can.

The collapsible carrying handle is well
placed from the point of view of balance
of weight, and the cabinet is fitted with
a turntable. The total weight is 211 lbs.

Summary. -The makers have
achieved a very efficient performance
with simplicity, and hence potential re-
liability in the design and layout of the
chassis. In conclusion, we would corn-
mend the circuit diagram and list of com-
ponent values which are pasted on the
inside of the back panel of the set for the
use of servicemen.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 462)

TONY has overlooked the fact that a lamp
run on a 5o c / s supply flickers every

half -cycle, that is to say, roo times per
second. Therefore, he should have put on
77 stripes. The time taken by the turntable
to rotate through a distance equal to that
from one stripe to the next would then be
a hundredth of a second when running at
the correct speed, and the stripes would all
have shifted exactly one place round when
next most, brightly illuminated and hence
would apparently stand still, according to
the principle of stroboscope action.

The Wireless Industry
SOLUTIONS for silvering mica and ceramic

dielectrics are the subject of a booklet
entitled " Liquid Silver " issued by Melton
Metallurgical Laboratories, Seymour Road,
Slough, Bucks.

<>
A new edition of the leaflet dealing with

rotary converters for radio, television and PA
equipment has been issued by the Electro
Dynamic Construction Co., Ltd., St. Mary
Cray, Kent. It includes a three -page list of
prices of complete power supply units for all
the leading makes of receivers.

O O 4, <>
Mack Radio Stores, Elphinstone Street, Camp,

Karachi, India, would like to receive catalogues
and price lists from manufacturers of wireless
components.

<1.>

The suppression of interference from DC and
other commutating machines at the source is
dealt with in Eado Interference Bulletin No. 6o
issued by Belling and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge
Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

-s.
Mr. W. E. 'Wilkins, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., the

Northern representative for Westinghouse metal
rectifiers, has changed his address to Agden
Lane Farm, Agden, Lymm, Warrington.
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Television Topics
SAW -TOOTH CURRENT WAVES

mAGNETIC - deflection of the
electron beam necessitates a
saw -tooth current through the
deflecting coil. Such current

may be generated by connecting the
coil to a source of constant potential.
The resulting current rises slowly for the
scanning stroke. If the potential supply
is disconnected so that the current may
cease for the flyback, the coil begins to
oscillate freely (with the circuit capacity
or the self -capacity of the coil). If this
operation is interrupted after the comple-
tion of one half -oscillation and the coil is

L

R

Fig. I.-This diagram shows the basic circuit
of the deflecting coil ; R represents the coil

resistance and C the circuit capacity.

connected again to the potential supply,
the current rises again in a linear way.
The free half -oscillation, therefore, repre-
sents the short saw -tooth stroke.

With such a generator of saw -tooth cur-
rents it is important that at the moment
when the half -oscillation is released by the
linear rise, the exact conditions of connec-
tion are present (equal absolute value of
the current and equal first-time differ-
ential quotient). If this is not the case,
balancing oscillations occur. These must
be avoided because they cause interfer-
ence on the picture.

In deflection circuits for television pur-
poses the winding capacity of the coils is
so small that for the frequencies in ques-
tion the damping given by the ratio L /C
of the coil practically suppresses the
balancing operations. If a coil of this
kind has to be fed through a cable with
the saw -tooth current, it is possible that
the additional output capacity of the
cable may alter the ratio L /C in such a
way that the coil is only damped com-
paratively slightly and that the desired
current curve is falsified by balancing
operations. Additional damping of the
coil is not' always possible in view of the
current stroke to be applied, and, on the
other hand, an extension of the short
backward oscillations is also rarely per-
missible.

In Fig. r is shown the coil L in series

with its ohmic resistance R, and parallel
to both is the distributed winding and lead
capacity C. Through the coil L a saw -
tooth -shaped current (IL) has to flow, and
the question is what current i has to be
supplied to the arrangement so that 'no
balancing oscillations are possible.

Fig. 2(a) shows the curve of the
required coil current. The linear current
rise passes the value zero at the moment
of time to. At the moment of time tr
the linear curve is released by the sine
half -oscillation. (Both operations follow
each other with equal di/dt.) The maxi-
mum value is not reached at ti, but a
little later at t2. In accordance with the
fact that the coil oscillations are damped,
the negative maximum amplitude is
drawn smaller than the positive ampli-
tude. The negative maximum value is
reached at t4, and at t5 the linear rise
starts again, which passes again the zero
axis at t6.

The potential existing at the coil L may
be easily constructed from this current
curve ; it is the differentiated curve (Fig.
2(b) ). The potential Vc of the conden-
ser C is the sum of the potentials at the
coil L and at the resistance R. The latter
is proportional to the curve (a), and for
the sum of the coil potential and resist-
ance potential shown in Fig. 2(c) the pro-
portionality factor R is taken as I. From
the curve of the potential present at the
condenser the current causing this poten-
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Fig. 2.-The method of determining the rela-
tion between the coil and input currents is
shown here. (a) represents the desired coil
current, (b) the voltage across the coil, and
(c) the voltage across the condenser ; (d)
shows the condenser current and (e) the line

current.

iL= iR

F 4

dtdLLL

dVc
is -C dt
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t (a)

t (b)

t (d)

t (e)

tial curve can be
obtained by another
differentiation (Fig.
2(d) ). It is to be
observed that in (c)
the negative maxi-
mum value of the
condenser potential
is not reached at
t3, but only a little
later. Accordingly,
in (d) the current
value zero is passed
after t3. The curve
of the condenser
current is is exactly
equal, but in a re-
flected sense, to the
first postulated coil
current, which is

Fig . 3. - These
diagrams are simi-
lar to those of Fig.
2, but for the case
where a rectan-
gular coil current

is desired,
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obvious because the current always swings
backwards and forwards between L and
C. This equality does not, however, hold

(b)

(c)

( d )

is not limited to saw -tooth currents. As
a further example may be considered the
case where a rectangular current has to
flow through the coil L as in Fig. 3(a).

This leads in a
similar way to the
curves of Fig.
3(a -e). Here, again,
a step -shaped cur-
rent i is produced
which causes the
coil to oscillate in
the desired w a y
without balancing
operations. As the
coil oscillations are
damped they take
place in Fig. 3(a),
not around the
zero axis of the
current, but
around the parts of
the axis which are
shown in dashed

Fig. 4.-These dia-
grams illustrate the
steps in obtaining a
circuit to give a vol-
tage waveform which
is the same as the
current wave of Fig.

2 (e).

good for the zero axis shown in Fig. 2(d),
but for the dash -dot axis for which the
current value zero is passed at /3. The
dash -dot axis follows from the necessity
for the areas enclosed by the current curve
to have the same proportions, determined
by the damping, as in the curve of Fig.
2(a). If the currents of Figs. 2(a) and (d)
are added together, we get the current i
which is required by the whole arrange-
ment. This current is shown in Fig. 2(e)
and is of step shape.

This method of determining the current

lines. In accordance with the damping,
the curve in Fig. 3(b) is somewhat asym-
metrical. In spite of this, the condenser
current (Fig. 3(d) ) has a half -oscillation
which is the same but in a reflected sense
as the coil current.

The generation of the necessary current
curves may readily be carried out, and the
necessary steps are shown in Fig. 4 for
the case of a saw -tooth coil current. At
(a) a condenser C is charged from the HT
supply of the discharge valve V through
a resistance R, and is discharged through

In Next Week's Issue
CATHODE - RAY OSCILLOSCOPE.

How to make a simple general-purpose
oscilloscope for" operation with a 2f -in.
tube.

AERIAL MASTS. Problems of mech-
anical design ; choice of types ; strength
and other properties of materials.

DC MAINS SUPER. Constructional
 details.

the valve V, which is controlled by posi-
tive impulses on the grid. A saw -tooth
potential is developed across C.

If a resistance RI (b) is connected in
series with the condenser a potential is
present at the terminals A and B, which
consists of a saw -tooth and a super-
imposed impulse as shown on the right.
If a rectifier VI with a potential supply E
is connected in parallel with the condenser
C and the resistance Rr(c), the result is that
the impulse is cut off horizontally parallel
to the t axis. If, during the impulse, a
positive impulse is added to the existing
impulse we obtain the required step -
shaped potential curve which, if used as
a control potential for a pentode, produces
the desired step -shaped current curve.
In Fig. 4(d) the circuit of Fig. 4(c) is
raised by the potential drop across a resist-
ance R2 connected in the cathode lead of
a discharge valve V2, which is controlled
by positive impulses in a similar way to
the valve V. In Fig. 4(a -d) (right-hand
side) the potential curve existing between
the terminals A and B is shown, and the
potential which is obtained at the next
stage is indicateil by dotted lines. This
method of determining the circuit charac-
teristics necessary has been developed by
the Telefunken Co.

New Apparatus
"OMCO " DUMMY ANTENNA

THE adjustment of amateur transmitters
is generally carried out on an artificial

load resistance consisting of a standard

" Omco '' type
D. oo dummy
antenna resis-ta nce for
powers up to

roo watts.

tungsten- or carbon -filament lamp. The
resistance is usually doubtful and the im-
pedance at RF unknown. Such a simple
device is therefore unsuitable where measure-
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ments of output power and efficiency are
required. _

To meet this difficulty the ," Omco "
dummy antenna has been developed. The
resistance element is an opposed two -layer
coil of fine wire widely spaced on a mica
former and enclosed in a gas -filled bulb
mounted on a 4 -prong base which fits the
standard American -type valve holder.

By a careful choice of material for the
wire and adjustment of the residual in-
ductance in relation to the distributed
capacity it has been found possible to render
the resistance independent of both frequency
and load up to 15 Mc / s and too watts. In
practice it may be used without appreciable
error up to at least 22 Mc /s. Two types
are available, with resistances of 73 and 600
ohms. The former has an inductance of
0.33µ11 and the latter of 1.1/.411. The dis-
tributed capacity is the same in both types,
namely, 5 micro-mfd.

The price is Li and retail supplies are
obtainable from Webb's Radio and G5NI
(Birmingham), Ltd. Trade enquiries should
go to Electronic Engineering Services, Ltd.,
Swakeleys Road, Uxbridge, Middx.

Varley mains transformer and choke for the
Three Band AC Super.

RECENT VARLEY RRODUCTS

THREE components of interest to readers
of this journal have recently been

submitted by Varley. The first is a new
beat -frequency coil assembly designed for
receivers of the communication type. It is
made in two values to beat with IF stages
working at 465 kc/ s or 1,600 kc / s, and is
intended for use in an electron -coupled
oscillator with a screen -grid or RF pentode
valve.

Coarse adjustment of frequency is effected
by a bottom -capacity trimmer screw, and
fine adjustment by an inductance trimmer
passing through the top of the can. A
range of to kc/ s is given for 18o -degree
rotation of the latter control; and a shaft
adaptor and mounting bracket for front of
panel control is available, price 6d. The
465 kc/ s coil costs 6s. 6d., and the 1,600
kc /s coil 5s. 6d.

The other two components have been
produced for the power supply circuit of
The Wireless World Three Band AC Super

Wireless
World

(December 22nd and 29th, 1938). The
mains transformer (EP45), which is in

The new Varley beat -frequency oscillator
coil is fitted with a fine
adjustment which is adapt-
able for front -panel control.

skeleton form with leads for direct con-
nection in the circuit, has an electrostatic
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shield between primary and secondary and
gives 90 mA at 300-0-300 volts, 2 amps.
at 4 volts, and 3 amps. at 6.3 volts. The
primary is tapped 200, 220, and 240+10
volts.

The smoothing choke (DP56) is also
fitted with loose connecting leads, and gives
an inductance of 3o henrys at 90 mA with
a DC resistance of 800 ohms. The price of
the choke is 12s., and of the mains trans-
former 22S. 6d.

Marconi and Osram KT44
ANEW valve intended primarily for use

in magnetic time -base circuits has been
released. It is the Marconi and Osram
KT44, and has characteristics similar to the
well-known KT66. Its heater rating, how-
ever, is 4 volts 2 amperes, and it has a 7 -pin
base with a top -anode connection. It is
priced at 15s.

Film Industries 6/15/PP Amplifier
THIS compact and low-priced r5 -watt

amplifier is supplied in kit form with
blue prints and full instructions for
wiring. The chassis is of channel

section, and is constructed of 16 SWG steel
with all holes drilled ready for assembling
the components.

There are two input circuits with a centre -
tapped fader, and the output transformer
has tappings giving output impedances of
4, 8 and 16 ohms. The first stage is a
resistance -capacity coupled triode with a
shunt resistance -capacity tone control across

15 -watt amplifier built
from a kit of parts.

its anode
triode, is
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circuit. The second stage, also a
transformer -coupled to two 6N6G

double -triode output
valves operated in
Class B push-pull.
High - tension cur-
rent is derived from
an MU r4. rectifier
with one stage of
smoothing. A fuse

Frequency response of
the Film Industries
6/15/PP amplifier with
the tone control (a) in
the maximum, (b) mid-
way and (c) minimum

high -note positions.
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Input-output curve of the
Film Industries amplifier at
400 cls. Output resistance

16 ohms.

is included in the HT circuit
as well as in the mains leads.
The mains transformer is
adjustable for AC mains be-
tween 200 and 25o volts.

The group of three fre-
quency characteristics taken
with the tone control in the
minimum, maximum and
mid way positions indicate
that the flattest response will
be found somewhere in the
first half of the range of tone
control. The rising charac-

teristic at maximum high -note response
is useful, and will no doubt be appre-
ciated for PA work where clarity of
diction is important.

An output of 15 watts is reached with
some overloading apparent on the cathode-
ray tube. Departure from pure sine wave
is discernible when the level passes 5 watts.
Full output was reached for an input of
o.o8 volt.

The amplifier should prove useful, among
other things, for modulating amateur tele-
phone transmitters, and has, in fact, already
demonstrated the good quality of repro-
duction it is capable of giving under these
conditions.

The makers are Film Industries, Ltd., 6o,
Paddington Street, London, W.1, and the
price is L9 9s.
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Random Radiations
Not So Easy

AT a friend's house the other evening my
eye was caught by a new " all -wave "

receiver standing in the place previously
occupied by something that, to say the least
of it, wasn't exactly up to date. " Hullo,"
I said, " you've gone in for a new set, I
see." He told me that he'd had to, as the
reproduction of the old one had become so
awful that he couldn't stand it any longer.
1 had been wondering .for many months how
he could stand it at all ! " Do you make
much use of the short-wave range? " I
asked. His reply was that he'd tried it once
or twice, but hadn't found much except for
the Empire transmissions and one or two
Europeans, and had decided that the tuning
was a bit too difficult for him. He thought
that the set must be capable of bringing in
short-wave stations in countries farther
away, he'd like to be able to bring some of
them in at times ; but he didn't feel up to
doing the niggling and fiddling with the
tuning knob that appeared to be called for.

Worth Thinking Over
At his suggestion I tried the receiver. It

wasn't one of the small, cheap " all -wave "
sets. By to -day's standards the price paid
for it wasn't a low one, and it was obviously
good value for money. On the medium and
the long waves it was a distinctly good per-
former and quite easy to handle. But
when I turned to the short-wave range I
found myself in deep waters. To a sketchily
calibrated scale, some six inches in length
and covering about 12.5 megacycles, add a
thick pointer and a not -so -slow-motion drive
not entirely free from backlash, and the pro-
cess of tuning in a distant station becomes
almost as exasperating as doing one of those
horrible puzzles which call on you to separate
inseparable keys or to shake steel balls into
inadequate holes. I did manage to get hold
of a number of distant stations, but it wasn't
easy. I asked my friend if he wouldn't
gladly have paid an extra pound for simpler
tuning arrangements on the short waves.
He most certainly would, and as there must
be many like him, I pass on the hint to set
manufacturers.

The Rustlers
ARE you annoyed by the paper rustling

in which some announcers and some
speakers indulge when they are before the
microphone? I must say that I am. Lately
we seem to have had a good deal more of
it than for some time past. Possibly an-
nouncers have been agitated by seeing
larger crops of fearsome foreign names than
usual on the typewritten sheets before them.
Possibly we have had more than the normal
quota of speakers new to the microphone
and suffering from fright thereof. I don't
know; but I'm sure that paper rustling has
increased for some reason or other. Years
ago I made the suggestion that the news
bulletins, at any rate, should be typed on
some fine washable fabric such as cotton
or linen instead of paper. I still think it
would be a good idea ; but if it's not practic-
able, the paper manufacturers, if asked,
would doubtless put their heads together to
produce a rustle-poof paper intended
specially for broadcasting purposes. With

By "DIALLIST
so many stations in the world to -day, all giv-
ing such quantities of news items and talks,
the demand should be considerable.

% 11.

The Real Enemy
I'VE always believed firmly that tele-

vision's greatest enemy in the London
area is not the cost of the apparatus neces-
sary for receiving it, or the shortness of the
programme hours, or the comparative small-
ness of the domestic screen. The real foe
is interference, particularly that produced
by car ignition systems. Go into the aver-
age dealer's shop and witness a demonstra-
tion of television. At intervals, depending
on the density of the traffic stream in the
neighbourhood, the images on the screen
are all but blotted out by a snowstorm,
whilst noises that are anything but pleasant
are torn from the loud speaker. The de-
monstrator explains that that's merely a
passing car, which he can't help ; the would-
be purchaser reflects that motor cars are not
unknown in the neighbourhood of his house.
He is told, possibly, that it will be " quite
easy " to get rid of the interference at his
home. If it's so easy, he cannot help won-
dering why the dealer hasn't rendered his
demonstration room immune !

A Big Problem
From articles and letters that have ap-

peared from time to time in The Wireless
World, one surmises that, though some cars
may not have their performance seriously
affected by some interference -suppression
systems, there is as yet no system that will
adequately (and satisfactorily) cope with
all cars. It's a very unsatisfactory position,
and it's high time that the car manufacturers
and the radio industry went into a huddle
to tackle this serious problem by co-opera-
tive effort. Here we are, on the one hand,
spending immense sums to develop the
broadcasting of entertainment on the ultra -
short waves, and, on the other hand, produc-
ing vast quantities of motor -driven vehicles
so designed that each one that takes the road
is doing its bit towards making the use of
these waves more difficult Given a fair
chance, the ultra -short waves might play
an even more important part in human
affairs than the medium and long. But if
they're not given that chance they may be-
come in time all but useless.

Creeping
PERHAPS I'm wrong, but I don't notice

much improvement in the matter of
oscillator creeping in the moderately priced
class of receiver. I was using one recently
which wouldn t hold even the local stations !
If, for example, I adjusted it carefully to
resonance with the London National at the
beginning of the nine o'clock news bulletin,
the announcer's S's sounded like the release
of soda -water from a syphon before he was
half -way through his reading. This wasn't
a press -button set, though I'd had sets of
that kind that were almost as bad. Another"
set would creep from one station to another
on the short waves, if left to itself ; in fact,

to hold a transmission you had to be con-
stantly juggling with the tuning knob. One
would have thought in these days of button -
tuning the problem of oscillator creep would
be receiving plenty of attention. Creep is
preventable, of course; but to do so puts up
costs, and that, I suppose, is the reason why
it is found in so many of to -day's sets.

1°.

W6XBE in S.A.
FROM Johannesburg comes a letter telling

me of R8 reception of W6XBE, the
new General Electric short-wave station.
Its writer is surprised at his success. As
the station's beam for the transmission that
he heard was directed on Asia, he suggests
that some lateral refraction must have been
taking place for it to be heard so strongly
in South Africa. I don't think so.
W6XBE is on Treasure Island, San Fran-
cisco. I haven't had time to work out the
Great Circle course, but, so far as I can see
by looking at a terrestrial globe, a continua-
tion of the path between San Francisco and
Southern Asia would pass not a long way
from Johannesburg. In the ordinary way,
I learn, American broadcasting stations on
the short waves are not well received in that
city. I predict, though, that my corre-
spondent will be able to receive this beamed
transmission from W6XBE on most days
when conditions are not unfavourable. By
the way, the time at which he heard the
broadcast that he reports was a little
before 15.0o GMT. The frequency was
9.53 Mc/s.

Water Wears Away a Stone
YOU can't help feeling sorry for the fel-

lows who come round trying to sell
vacuum cleaners ; theirs is a hard job, and
I'm afraid that one is apt to be a bit short
with them. I always try to be as gentle
with them as I can when they manage
somehow or other to penetrate the outer
defences to my den. The other day,
though, I couldn't help asking one of them
whether the one that he was demonstrating
was guaranteed not to interfere with wire-
less. He professed to think that it was
innocuous, so I got him to turn it on and
then switched on the set, with the usual
results. " My wife does want a new one,
I said, " but I've sworn an oath not to buy
anything that causes interference. Tell
your people that you've lost a possible sale
because yours does." If readers would
take the same line the makers of these
appliances would soon begin to do a bit of
useful thinking. Similar reports from
representative after representative would
eventually have their effect.

Non -interfering !
Just as I'd written that last paragraph a

card was brought in to me with the informa-
tion that its owner was very anxious to see
me, as he had something special to display.
A vacuum cleaner man ! As he pencilled
on the card " Does not affect wireless sets,"
I saw him. He was most anxious that I
should make a practical test, so I switched
on a set, bidding him put his cleaner to-
gether. He finished assembling the bits
and pieces, plugged in and switched on. A
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noise like that made by a squadron of aero-
planes all but drowned the London
Regional programme ! ' There you are,"
said he. " W -w -where? " I gasped. " You
see," he explained, "it does not stop the
set working." He had apparently the idea
that interference meant something that put
the set right out of action ! As kindly as
possible I disillusioned him. Then I led
him to a distant room, switched on a set
there and let him hear what his infernal
machine could do at long range -the second
set is 8oft. from No. r and connected to
another aerial. At that moment my next-
door neighbour came in to ask if I could

render first aid to his receiver, which had
gone mad and was emitting horrible noises.
The vacuum cleaner merchant left, a sadder
and (I hope) a wiser man.

'6 '6 '6
Not the Food of Love

THE other evening, when I was en-
deavouring to do some work, my ears

were assailed by appalling strains of
mangled music. The noise sounded rather
like that which used years ago to be pro-
duced at times when some enthusiast was
proudly demonstrating to a friend the mar-
vellous volume of which his set (five " R "

valves and a horn loud speaker!) was
capable. At first I thought that one of my
neighbours had installed some atrocity and
was giving it a trial " all out " run. Then

realised that a fair was being held in a
field about a quarter of a mile from me.
The modern showman has discarded the
steam organ in favour of pick-up, turn-
table and a public-address amplifier with
rather awful results. His clients like a lot
of noise, so he turns the volume control
right up and lets things rip. A distant
steam organ did not sound beautiful ; but
it was sweetness itself in comparison with
an overloaded PA outfit blaring out jazz !

DIRECT RECORDING BLANKS Compiled by
Donald W. Aldous

In the May 19th, 1938, issue of " The Wireless World " a Table of direct play -back blanks for sound -recording was
published, which was prepared by the present writer. Below is a revised version of this Table of blanks which are
all readily obtainable in this country. Details of foreign blanks are not included, but a list of the names and

addresses of the principal blank manufacturers abroad is appended.

Abbreviations : SS = Single -sided. DS = Double -sided.

Name
Type

Diameter
Prices
Retail Manufacturer or
Each. Main Stockists.Base Surface Coating I Processing

Decelith... Unbacked Non - inflammable Polishing fluid only ... 8in. (DS) 2s. Od. Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
(flexible). material. 10in. 2s. 6d.

12in. 9s. Od.

Electradix Aluminium
alloy

Before cutting a lubricant may be applied, e.g.,
paraffin or olive oil, or " Vaseline."

6in. (DS)
10in.

3s. 3d. (doz.) Electradix Radios, 218, Upper Thames
7s. Od. Street, E.C.4.

G. C. Master Zinc ... Cellulose acetate 10in. (SS)
12in.

Is. 8d. G.C. Electrical Recording Co., Ltd., 181,
2s. 8d. Wardour Street, W.I.

10in. (DS) 2s. 6d.
12in. 4s. Od.
13in. 4s. fkL

Neo-Cire Metal Cellulose c o m -
pound

Electrolytic, as these blanks are primarily intended
for use as masters when solid stock pressings
required.

llin. (SS)
13in.

4s. Od. V. G. Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Gorst Road,
5s. Od. Park Royal, N.W.10, and Makers' Agents,

Agents, Ltd., High Holborn House, High
Holborn, W.C.1.

Phono-Disc ... Aluminium Non -fluid chemi- None ... ... 6in. (DS) 5s. (doz.)*. Phono-Disc Ltd., 65, Bolsover Street, W.1.
cal lubricant
impregnated in
surface of alu-
minium.

10in.
12in.

10s.

Presto ...

Presto ...

Presto .-

Aluminium

Aluminium
Thick (Green
Seal)

Aluminium
Thin (Orange
Seal)

Usual cutting lubricant, if desired

Cellulose c o m - Preserving fluid, known as " Disclube " is avail -
pound able.

Pt PP

Bin. (DS)
8in.

10in.
12in.
16in.

6in. (DS).
8in.

10in.
12in. ,,
16in.

6in. (DS)
8in.

10in.
12in.

Prices not
available

price
schedule

under
revision.

A. C. Clifford, 17, Wigmore Street, W.1.

Pt n u 7,

PP

Pyral

Cardboard ... Cellulose c o m -
pound

Zinc ... Cellulose c o ra -
pound, plus
black varnish

Aluminium ... IP PP

None, although a hardening or polishing fluid may
be used if desired.

I I

6in. (DS)
8in.
8in. (DS)

10in.
12in.
10in. (DS)
12in. ,,
16in. ,,

8d.
10d.

Is. 6d.
2s. Od.
3s. Od.
2s. 6d.
4s. Od.
8s. Od.

V. G. Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Gorst Road,
Park Royal, N.W.10, and Makers' Agents,
Ltd., High Holborn House, High Holborn,
W.C.1.

Simplat

Simplat

Unbacked,
flexible.

Glass ..,

Gelatinous com-
position (non-
flani.)
PP tt

Chemical treatment, i.e., hardened and polished Tin. (DS)
by fluids containing formaldehyde and waxy oils
respectively.

Pp PI PP 7in. (DS)
10in.
12in.
14in. ,,
16in.

ls. Od.

2s. Od.
3s. Od.
4s. Od.
6s. Od.
8s. Od.

V.G. Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Gorst Road,
Park Royal, N.W.I0.

fluperent Aluminium ... Cellulose acetate
(Black

coloured).

Chemical treatment, if desired, and very light oil
applied before and after cutting will prolong
useful playing life.

10in. (SS)
12in.
13in.
10in. (DS)
12in.
13in.

2s. 8d.
3s. Od.
5s. Od.
3s. 6d.
4s. 6d.
7s. Od.

M.S.S. Recording Co., Ltd., 83, The Green
Kew, Surrey.

W.D. Metal ... Cellulose acetate Polishing fluid only ... 8in. (DS)
10in.
12in.

2s. Od.
3s. Od.
4s. 6d.

Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle Street, W.C.2.

 (Phono-Disc :) Smaller quantities are not supplied at proportionate prices.

1) Allied Recording Products Co., 126, West 46th Street,
N.Y.C., U.S.A.

(4) Presto Recording Corporation, 242, West 55th Street,
N.Y.C., U.S.A.

(7) Sound Apparatus Co., 150, West 46th Street, N.Y.C.,
U.S.A.

FOREIGN BLANK  SUPPLIERS.
(2) Cellutone Record & Mfg. Co., Los Angles, California,

U.S.A.
(5) Rangertone Inc., 201, Verona Avenue, Newark, New

Jersey, U.S.A.
(8) Svenska Radioaktiebolaget, AlstrOmekgatan, 12, Stock-

holm, Sweden.
(10) Wiener Gelatinewaren Industrie, XVII/3, Hemalser,

Haupstrasse, 130, Vienna.

(3) Mirror Record Corporation, 58, West 25th Street, N.Y.C.,
U.S.A.

(6) Recoton Corporation, 178, Prince Street, N.Y.C., U.S.A.

(9) Universal Microphone Co., Ltd., Recording Division, Ingle-
wood, California, U.S.A.
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Recent Inventions
RELAYING TELEVISION

SIGNALS
TO maintain the correct balance

as between the high and low
frequencies in a transmission line
for relaying television signals,
attenuation losses are compensated
by deliberately increasing the
amplitude of the high -frequency
components at the input to the
line, and then reducing them to
their proper proportion at the out-
put end of the line.

At the input, the signals are
subjected to a process of double
modulation and are passed through
" distorting " circuits which make
the desired frequency discrimina-
tion, the process being reversed as
the currents are delivered from the
far end of the line to the local
amplifiers. The overall or resultant
distortion is thus reduced to zero,
both as regards phase and fre-
quency.

Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd.; K. G. Hodgson; and W. N.
Roseway. Application date July
21st, 1937. No. 499317.

0000
TUNING CONTROL

VVMEN a receiver is fitted with
automatic tuning control, it

is difficult to tune in to a weak
station that happens to be adjacent
to a strong station, because the
ATC action tends to " pull " the
circuits into tune with the domin-
ant station. One way of over-
coming this difficulty is to provide
a switch for cutting -out the ATC
action when searching for a rela-
tively weak signal.

The figure shows a convenient
arrangement in which the ATC is
maintained operative for relatively

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section.

strong signals, but is automatically
cut out of action when tuning the
set to a weak signal. In the latter
case, for instance, the normal AVC
bias gives the IF valve V a low
impedance, so that sufficient cur-
rent flows through the cathode rb-
sistance R to energise a relay K.
The lower pair of contacts C are
thus closed to short-circuit the
ATC voltage across the leads L.
Tuning is then completed by hand
control.

For a strong signal, the im-
pedance of the valve V is increased
by the AVC bias, the relay K is
de -energised, and an upper contact
CI is closed to energise a winding
W. This puts a braking action on
the movement of the tuning spin-
dle S through a disc D, and so
warns the operator to release the
tuning knob T, so that the ATC
voltage can complete the tuning.

E. K. Coles Ltd., and A. W.
Martin. Application date Septem-
ber i8th, 5937. No. 501934.

0 0 0 0
LARGER PICTURES

RELATES to a cathode ray
television receiver of the kind

in which an image of the tele-
vised picture is projected through
a screen of variable transparency
on to a large viewing screen
mounted outside the tube.

As shown, the electron stream
from the gun G is made to scan
a screen S in the usual way.
Instead of being fluorescent the

T lei' J
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

C

Cl

I

Circuit for rendering
ATC inoperative on

weak signals.

screen S is composed of a trans-
parent substance capable of
developing static charges under
the action of a scanning stream.
Mounted immediately behind it is
a shallow disc -like chamber C
filled with paraffin oil containing
a large number of iron particles in
solution.

Normally the iron particles
arrange themselves indiscrimin-
ately, and in this condition they
block the passage of a ray of light

be used for the " robot " control
of an unmanned aeroplane;

The indicator is fed with signal
voltage picked up on a frame aerial
and combined alternately in and
out of phase with the pick-up from
a non -directional aerial. This
gives a reversed cardioid curve, the
necessary phase -changing being
effected by a motor -driven switch.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd.; and T. A. Vallette.
Application date September 4th,
5937. No. 501550.0000

MOSAIC SCREENS
AKNOWN method of producing

television signals is to project
a picture on to a mosaic screen

C

s_ _ _ t =1=7=1

Projection -type cathode-ray tube for large television pictures.

from a powerful lamp L. But
under the action of the scanning
beam-which sets up local static
charges on the screen S-the.iron
particles are aligned " end -on " to
the screen, and so permit the free
passage of light from the lamp L
to an extent varying with the
intensity of each picture point.

This allows an image of the
picture to be projected from the
lamp L, through the paraffin, on
to a large -sized viewing -screen
which can be mounted outside the
tube.

F. J. G. Van den Bosch. Appli-
cation date September 3rd, 5937.
No. 501816.

0 0 0 0

DIRECTION FINDERS
IN an automatic direction -finder

for " homing " on to a beacon
station, the bearing -line is indi-
cated by the point of intersection
of two separate pointers which
Move over a dial marked with a
series of radial lines diverging from
a common centre. When the
machine is flying " on course,"
the pointers intersect on the
centre -line, the pointers gradually
travelling down and along it as
the machine approaches the trans-
mitter.

This avoids having to use any
critical degree of AVC to compen-
sate for varying field strength in
the course of the flight. The same
kind of indication is given along
an inclined radial line, when the
beacon station is to port or star-
board of the machine. Used in
conjunction with a compass, the
arrangement gives a reliable indi-
cation of wind drift. It can also

of photo -sensitive cells, so that an
electric image is formed, which is
then discharged by scanning it
with an electron beam. The
strength of the picture signals so
produced can be increased by in-
creasing the beam current, but a
limit is set by the production of
dark patches. These are due to
the liberation of secondary elec-
trons, which set up a space -charge
in front of the scanning stream.
Owing to the scanning movement
of the stream, the patches tend to
" wander " and generally drift
from the outer edges towards the
centre.

According to the invention, this
distortion effect is prevented by
constructing the mosaic screen so
that it has a variable instead of a
uniform sensitivity, both as re-
gards photo -electric response and
the production of secondary elec-
trons.  The screen usually consists
of a silver plate with an oxidised
surface, and the required effect is
obtained by shading -off the degree
of oxidation from the centre to-
wards the edges of the plate.

W. Heimann. Convention date
(Germany) September loth, 1936.
No. 502024.

The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price

1/- each.
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...and, of course, RED 'Ey VALVES

for QUALITY*
MULLARD RED `E' VALVES, in whatever stage

they are used, make a big contribution to Quality
Reproduction.

Their extra reserve of efficiency is a safety margin for
the designer. It means that he need never extract the last
ounce from them. Where ordinary valves must work at
the pitch of their performance, Mullard Red `E' Valves
carry out their functions with efficiency to spare.

That's the secret of the success of sets fitted with these
valves. They are streets ahead of others on Performance
PLUS Quality.

Mullard
RED 'E' VALVES

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE COMPANY LTD.
VALVE SALES DEPARTMENT

225 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

* Extra Efficiency in the Frequency
Changer Stage is an important con-
tribution to Quality Reproduction

Quality in the output stage is more easily obtained if
the valves in the preceding stages afford that vital
safety margin of reserve efficiency. In the superhetero-
dyne receiver, therefore, quality really starts with the
Frequency Changer. The new Mullard Triode-Hexode
ECH3, in addition to its outstanding constructional
improvements, has remarkably good characteristics.
Its conversion conductance is 0.65mA V (resulting in
high conversion gain); mutual conductance of the
triode oscillator section is 3.8 mA V ; optimum hetero-
dyne voltage for maximum conversion gain is 8 volts
R.M.S ; and the cathode wattage is only 1.25 W.

HEATER VOLTS 6.3 V.
HEATER CURRENT 0.2 Amp.

A. V. C.
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VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

Wireless
World

DEFERRED DELIVERY MADE EASY
Our " Deferred Delivery " system, advertised on February 23rd,
elicited many requests for details. It meets the case of those
who are unwilling to tie themselves down to the payment of

. regular amounts, and who wish their goods to be " bought and
paid for " before delivery. Take a simple illustration. Imagine
that whenever Mr. X buys a packet of cigarettes he puts aside
an equal amount of cash and send us this money each month,
plus £1 if he can manage it. He is tied down to nothing, and
we give him a special " Deferred Delivery " credit on his money
equal to 1/- per £ per annum. Mr. X gets his unit in less than
a year. How ? Very simply ; look at the account below.
He puts aside roughly 6/- a week ; never pays more than
£2 7s. in one month ; pays nothing when he cares not to ;
submits to no compulsion ; and receives credits totalling 711-

' thus saving this amount on the price of the unit.
Amount Steed.

lE s. d.
Total

£ s. d.
Credit

January 18 0 18 0 Nil
February 1 14 0 2 12 0 2d.
March ... 2 2 0 4 14 2 4d.
April ... 2 7 0 7 1 6 7d.
May ... 2 4 0 9 6 1 9d.
June... 1 19 0 11 5 10 Ild.
July ... 15 0 12 1 9 1/-
August (holidays) ... Nil 12 2 9 1/-
September ... 1 17 0 14 0 9 112
October (new suit) ... Nil 14 1 11 1/2
November (to clear) ... 16 11 15 0 0 Unit supplied

46 weeks-£14 12s. Ild.
-So pay down any amount you like as a first deposit and your
D.D. account is open. What an incentive to save ! Get
your Voigt Speaker some time soon. You will never regret it.

VOIGT PATENTS LTD., THE COURTS, SILVERDALE, LONDON, 8.E.26
Tel.: SYDenhom 6666 Regd. Office : 22, Castle Street, E.C.I.

IIBL
COPPER
EARTHING
RODS

for
WIRELESS
APPARATUS

(U.K. Potent Nog
438598, 423385, 430000.,

100%
MORE

SURFACE
AREA

Designed to give a low resistance earth
contact. Made from solid drawn
copper. The multiple fins ensure larger
surface area and better contact with the
earth than any driving earth of similar
diameter and weight at present on the
market ; giving nearly 50 per cent. more
contact area than a circular rod of equal
diameter, or 100 per cent, more than
a solid rod of equal weight.
About 1,k" of the rod is left exposed and
the earth lead is simply clamped against
the rod by means of the copper clamp
ring and screw. No sweating or soldering
is required. Supplied in two standard
sizes, 18" and 24". Longer rods of similar
type can be supplied, if desired, to meet
special requirements.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.,
CABLE MAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

PRESCOT, LANCS. Tel. No. PRESCOT 6571

BELLING -LEE
B " TYPE

TERMINALS
specified for
",WIRELESS
WORLD"
D.C. MAINS

SUPER
List No. 1001
Price each 8d.

MP,
111=M __II=

MAY 18TH, 1939.

'100% BETTER
than an ordinary
GOOD AERIAL"

THIS is the verdict of one user who is enjoying

first-class reception in a busy shopping centre surrounded

by electrical interference. Testimonials are being received

every week from radio dealers and private users in all parts

of the country, telling how the Belling -Lee ' SKYROD

Aerial System is reducing electrical interference to

negligible proportions, improving volume, bringing in

far more stations and doubling listening enjoyment.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Prove the Skyrod '-under any conditions-with your own
set. If it fails to fulfil any claims we make, your money will be

returned in full. See your dealer to-day-he'll gladly demon-

strate-and, remember, hire purchase terms are available.

The BELLING -LEE

KYROD
I

In four different mountings from

f3.19.6 to f6.7.0
or on 11.P. Terms from 1/3 weekly.
Prices do not apply to Eire,

"'°' AERIAL SYSTEMPATENTS
APPLIED FOR

Belling & Lee Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enfield, Middlesex.

la
atiatAiiirotee

7417

DATED MAY 18th

A comprehensive review of the work
and machine equipment of the R.A.F.

and Fleet Air Arm. Also many pictorial
features, including striking air photographs
by "Flight" photographers.

Guide to Empire Air Day displays

GREATLY ENLARGED
SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED

ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES 6d. AS USUAL

Flight Publishing Co. Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention..
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CATHODE RAY

TUBE
TYPE 4096 A

THE
4096 A Cathode Ray Tube is a hard vacuum

tube suitable for use with anode voltages from 800

to 2,000 volts and has a screen diameter of 3 inches.

The screen provides a blue spot of high actinic value
necessary for photographic purposes and, in addition,

owing to its intense brilliance, is suitable for visual work.

Efficient electrostatic screening is ensured by the

internal coating of the tube with aquadag while

the connections to the " Y " plates are brought out
to separate pins, thereby facilitating the use of balanced

circuits and providing for improved focussing.

The cathode- is indirectly heated and thus the heater

may be supplied with raw A.C. This tube is fitted

with an American type octal base.

The popularity of this tube has now enabled us to
offer it at the attractive price of

£2.10.0 NETT

Delivery in Gt. Britain or Northern Ireland
within 2 days of receipt of order.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
NORTH WOOLWICH, LONDON, E.16

Telephone : Albert Dock 1401

BRANCHES AND REPRESENTATIVES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,:
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3 - and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNT' are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5",,, 26 con-
secutive, 10" ; 52 consecutive, 15",,.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26", Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made -Co. payable to ILIFFE.& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Whitsun Holidays the
issue of "THE W IR EL ESS WOR LD" for
June 1st must be closed for press earlier
than usual.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISE-
MENTS for insertion in that issue
can be accepted up to

FIRST FOST FRIDAY, MAY 26th.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

DEGALLIER'S " Challenger Radio Corporation."

SEND 2d. stamp for Handsome Illustrated Catalogues
Telling of our Superb Range of Receivers; direct

public sales optic y (saves you 40%). most exceptional Value
on the marl:et, from a T.R.F. Midget at £3/5 to a 19 -
valve general purpose receiver, 6 bands, with two P.A.
speakers, at 30 gns.; 6 -page brochure of 1Vireless World
report on this set is available; car radio; any known
American valve, all 5/6 each; also American P.A.
speakers, cabinets, and the Challenger 6 -valve A.C. tuning
unit. 5 bands 6-10. 12.8-50, 65-200. 190-550. 900-2,000
metres. Hours business 11 a.m. until 9.30 p.m.
T1EGALLIER'S, 31, Craven Terrace, London, W.2.

Paddington 6492. Nearest point Lancaster Gate
Tube Station. [8443

R
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.

ALL Lines Previously Advertised Still Available.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Holborn 4631. [8471

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

1930 Midwest 15 -valve A.C./I).C. Aliwave, 6 wave-./ bands, 5-1.500 metres. I) and new. in handsome
walnut console cabinet; listed £36:15. £20; two oniv.
1939 Midwest 9 -valve AC. Radiogram, 6 wavebands.

5 1.500 metres, band new, in massive walnut
cabinet; £18/10.
HENRY'S, 72, Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill, N.15.

Stamford Hill 2907. [8438

ARMSTRONG'S
NEW HEADQUARTERS

After many years a' our old premises :n Camd en Town
we have moved our Offices, Show rooms and Develop-
ment Departmen: to a modern buildin-1 centrally
situated in
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
.Fend for Illustrated Catalogue of our full range, which
include; the following outstanding chassis.

MODEL AW125PP .. Price ,17.17.0
12-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

5 waveband 12-550 continuous 1,000-2,000 in..
R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. :itages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C.
coupled Triode P.P. output.

MODEL AW93PP ... Price ge 10.10.0
9-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

3 wavebands, R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 3 stages of A.V C
and 8 watts R.C. coupled Triode P.P. output.

MODEL RF96 Price £8.0.0
6-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

(Incorporating R.F. Amplifier,
3 wavebands, 17.9-50, 200-550, I,000-2,000 m.. 3
stages of A.V.C., corrected 3f watts output. Complete
with Matched M.C. Speaker.

All communications to be addressed to

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
Telephone NORth 3213,

SIGN OF
Geared slow-
motion dials.

 Metal
Chassis.

 Racks and
Panel-.

 Turned
and
Machined
Parts.

Send your
enquiries to-

-For
MANUFACTURERS. Dia-

t h er my.only -
We specialise in the produc-
tion of equipment and parts
to individual needs and
gladly offer our long experi-
ence in the design of special
requirements.

PRECISION'

 Short -
Wave.

 Ultra
S Wave.

 Electro-
Medical.

. . . and all
allied equip-
ment.

P.S.E.I ,11 'dings, Limited, Pilot House, Stoke Newington.
Ch reh Street. London, 8.16. 'PAone 98/5.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT

8 -Way Battery Looms 7d. each
4 -Way Looms, with two 271n. screened

leads 8d. each
Phone Cords 6d. each
Speaker Transformers, 70 to 1 Ratio 2,6 each
Power Pack Metal Chassis (cut out for

Transformer and Valve) 7d. each
2 Gang Condensers with Trimmers,

2/- each.G00a0n5g
Condensers with Trimmers,

.0005 3i6 each
Tubular Condensers, .0001, .0002, .0003,

.002, .003, .01, .0ti. .05 6d: each
Resisters, All Values 6d. each
5 ohm Mains Filter Chokes 6d. each

ALL POST FREE.
'We shall be glad to send quotations for anything
in Radio on receipt of enquiries. We do NOT issue

a catalogue.
UNIVERSAL, 8 & 10, Brown Street,
'Phore : Deansgate 5009. MANCHESTER, 2.

" Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abacs Post free

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in
registered envelopes : its all such cases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

Vii- DEPOSIT -SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is 2,6; over £50, 5,'-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE. -Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

BATTERY CHARGING PLANT
TUNCAR Charger. 5 circuits, 30 cells circuit, 11/2-11/2-2-

2-7 amps, trade £21/10, practically new; £14. -
Morris, 2, Cottersloe Rd., Norton -on -Tees. [8462

USED SETS FOR SALE
SCOTT

SCOTT
Imperial, 23 valve, auto -radiogram, improved

type, 13-2.000 metres, three speakers. new valves,
Garrard record -changer, in magnificent mahogany and
ebony -Milton Grande cabinet, cost 185 gas.; £55.-Bedson,
Tower llouse, 78, Westmoreland Rd., Bromley, Kent. [8455

W.W. STRAIGHT SIX
NIT.W. Straight Six and Push-pull Quality Amplifier,

with valves, speaker, excellent condition; £10.-Kella-
way, 67, Park Drive, Colne. [8460

CAR RADIO
A
ANC:LP-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

NEW Trav-Ler Car Radio, 1939 models.

1.:7 117 6. -Model 620, distinctive Trav-Ler tea-
tures, press button tuning., can be set

tip and changed at will, no tools required, shielded power
supply, full A.V.C. energised moving coil speaker, illu-
minated slide rule dial, improved superheterodyne cir-
cuit in brown steel container, 17in. x 6in.x 6in.

28/17/6.; delru6101,,
same

e 1 o

specifications
ined

as
model 620, except that it covers the 900-2,000 and 200-
600 meter bands

ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.,
Albion Douse. 59, New Oxford St., London,

'Phone Tem. 3231. [8473

C1ROSLEV Push-button 1939 10 -guinea Models, 51
gas,; aerials overheads, police type, etc., from 8/6;

trade enquiries solicited. -Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,
Manchester. [0622

(V1NEST American Twin Running -board, Aerials, emu-
pletely robber covered, maximum signal pick-up, mini-

mum noise, easy mounting, now only 1716 pair complete;
handsome chromium roof aerials. to mount straight or
" vee," complete. 15(-; immediate despatch, carriage paid;
cash with order or c.o.d.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,

Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

Wanted
CHEAP Car Radio, in good condition, 12v. -Box 9770.

c/o The Wireless World. 18456
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PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
voRTExiw, P.A. Equipment.

IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

A .c.-D.O. Dance Band Amplifier, 10 watts output, coin-
pletee in case, with moving coil microphone, speaker

and cables, weight 221b.; 12 gns.
A.C.-20 15 -20 -watt Amplifier, 38-18,000 cycles, indepen-

dent mike and gram., inputs and controls, 0.037volts required to full load, output for 4, 7.5, and 15
ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum level;
ready for use; 81/2 gns., complete.

C.P. 20, 12 -volt battery and A.C. mains model, as used
by R.A.F., output as above; 12 gns.

A .C.-20, in portable case, with Collaro motor, PiezoA pick-up, etc., £14; C.P.20 ditto, £17/17.
5/1-WATT Output 6L6s, under 60 -watt conditions, with

V" negative feed back, separate rectifiers for anode
screen and bias, with better than 4X regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former, and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike and pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.

COMPLETE in Case, with turntable B.T.H. Piezo
pick-up and shielded microphone transformer; £20.

8 il-WATT Model, with negative feed back; £25, com-
l., plete.

in-MTATT Model, with negative feed back; £40,
v -v Complete.

250 -VOLT 250 m.a. Full Wave Speaker, field supply
unit; 25/-, with valve.

ALL. P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. Phone:' Lib. 2814. [8241

" TIDARTRIDGE P.A. Manual," free to trade, from N.
-I- Partridge, B.Sc., A.I.M.E.E., King's Buildings, Dean

Stanley St., London, S.W.1. [0631
QUALITY Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
vo.4 Hire or Permanent Installation. -Harmony House,
116, Cambridge Rd., Oputhport. [8307

AMPLIFYING Equipment, P.A. vans for sale or hire.
Booklet on request -Alexander Black, Ltd., 55,

Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129. [0599

PUBLIC Address Contractors Can litre P.A. Vans,
loud speakers, microphones and equipments of all

types from Hire Dept., Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Surrey. Tel.: Richmond 1175-6-7. [0618

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.
VORTEXION Supply G.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B. Why not

you?
ALL Models Super Shrouded, primaries screened and

tapped, 200-250v., filaments C.T.
ANY Model Fitted 5v. or 6.3v. Filaments if Required.

011-0-500 150 m.a.,2.5a., 4v. 2a., 4v. 2a.,
xv 4v. 2a., 35/-; 400 or 350v., same price.

5 0A-0-500 a20 m.., 4v. 4a.. 4v. .5a., 4v. 1 -2a., 4v.
1-2a.,1 28/-; 400v. or 450v.,2same pri ce.

42 -0-425 150 m.a., 4v. 8-10a., 4v. 2.5a., 4v. la..
cv 4v. la., 32/-.

3 fi-0-350 120 MA., 4v. 4a., 4v. 2.5a.. 4v. 1-2a., 21/-;
e-, 1-/ with extra 4v. 6a., 25/-.

350-0-350
75 m.a., 4v. 2.4a., 4v. I -2a.; 18/-.

250-0-250 60 MA., 4v. 2-4a., 4v. 1-2a.; 151,

AUTO Transformers, 100-120 to 200-240v., 80 watts,
11/-; 120 watts, 14/6; 200 watts, 21/-; 250 watts,

25/-; 300 watts, 28/-; 500 watts, 47/6.
W.W. Q.A. Output Transformer; 21/-.

MICROPHONE Transformers. in heavy magnetic
.11-1- shielding; 12/6.

CHOKES. -30h., 60 mai., 7/6; 7-13h. 120 MA., 12/6;
30h. 150 m.a., 15/-; 25h. 150 MA., 21/-.

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.

CAR Battery Charger, 6 and 12v., 1.V.; to 2 amperes;
30/- complete.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon.
London, S.W.19. Telephone: Liberty 2814. [8469

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS
Q IN CLAIR Speakers for All Types. -Alma Grove, Copen-

hagen St., N.1. [0603
BAKERS' Nov Corner Horn Speakers, surplus bar-

gains and triple cone conversions, from 29/6.
-Leaflets free from Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex
Rd., South Croydon. [8434

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

ROLAS for 6/11; G12's, 47/6; %d. stamp for lists. -
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0606

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.-Rola
012 P.M. speakers, 62/6; G12 energised, 50/-; with

transformers, brand new. [8467

3,000 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised,
4in. to I4in., including several Epoch 18in.

-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0591

EPOCH 18in., rebuilt, any field, £5; with A.C. equip-
ment, £2 extra; Epoch 14in. mains energised, 70/-;

fitted A.C., 30/- extra; several 10in., 12in., and 15in.
energised and P.M.s, from 20/ -.-Sinclair Speakers, Alma
Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0628

"Foundations of

MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS
are important factors in successful Public
Address. The large Grampian range of
M.C. Speakers
includes types for
all purposes.
They all employ
powerful Per-
manent Magnets
of Nickel alumi-
nium. The cone,
of Curvilinear
design, prevents
the generation of
sub -harmonics up to high outputs. The
response curve is very smooth. The gently
rising characteristic gives an essential

clarity.
Two types particularly
useful for Public
Address are the K.80
and K.11. The former
is a 12" Speaker which
handles 12 watts. Mag-
netic flux of 10,000 lines.

Impedance 15 ohms. Price 95/-. The K.11
is a 9" Speaker handling 6 watts. High flux
of 9,500 lines gives extremely high
conversion efficiency.
Price 45/-.
Cabinets for these units
can be supplied for any
purpose. The two
cabinets illustrated here
for use in churches, are
an example.
We are also manufacturers of Microphones
of all kinds, Amplifiers, and all forms of
P.A. equipment -portable and permanent.

STOP PReEssInstallations

SS
Latest Grampian Public Addr

include

P.A. AND RUGBY LEAGUE
CUP:-

FINALS
HM S PRINCE

LAUNCHING

Wembley Stadium

OF
WALES

at Birkenhead
by H.R.H.

the Princess
Royal

G RAM N
ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS OF

U/1 PA:
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD.
Kew Gardens, Surrey.- Tel. : Richmond 1175.

Wireless," Second Edition. 4s 6d. net. Post

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
EPOCH Domino Loudspeakers can. Now be Converted

to the Famous " NEW " Super Cinema Speaker with
14in. Cone, replacement for all Epoch speakers, also
output transformers; a genuine Epoch hand -made cone
for any speaker.

"'ALFORD DISTRIBUTORS, Ltd., 31. St. George St.,
W.1. Sole manufacturers of Epoch loudspeakers

and the dfamous Raiford Phantom radio set, [0612

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
BARGAINS. -Clearance of surplus stock, valves, coin-

ponents, transmitters, receivers; stamp for lists.-
Fox Radio, Thrussington, Leicester. [8461

A.C.S. RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus,communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves andcomponents. -Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK.Technical Manager. [0550

GSNI -The oldest and largest distributors ofamateur equipment, transmitting and receiv-ing; short-wave catalogue, 1.,/s.d.; G5NI 70 -page Manual,75/,d., post free; authorised direct distributors for Collins,National, R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammerlund, Bliley, Tay-lor, Eimac, etc., etc. -44, Holloway Head, Birmingham.
[0531

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose,

CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under costof manufacture (undrilled); 30/- upwards; motors atwholesale prices.

" FIT -A -GRAM " Cabinet, 31 x 17 x 15; 21/,
UNDRILLED Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinets,from 3/6.

TNSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country
-11- cus-tomers.
ILT. L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., W.2.-11-1 Tel.: Pad. 5891. [0485
CLEARANCE Sale/ - Radiogram and televisioncabinets; prices slashed! 10 gns. worth for 50/-5 gns. worth for 20/ -I -Write, wire, 'phone or 'call,Cameo Co., 23, Denmark St., W.C.2, (Tem. 5900.) [8353

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
TI.C.-A.C. Convertors, motors, all voltages, for sale andwanted.-Easco, 18w, Brixton Rd., SAY.9. [0558

ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-tery chargers, petrol -electric generator sets, etc., instock, new and second-hand.
A .C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2110;150 watts output, £3110.

WARD, 46; Farringdon St.,. London, E.C.4. Tel.:Holborn 9703. [0518
ELECTRADIX Rotary Converters for A.C. Radios onD.C. mains; alternators 50 to 500 cycles; mainsmotors and motor generators for 1 to 600 cells; petrol
engines and switeligear.-218, Upper Thames St., London,
E.C.4. [0619

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker

units, £4/7/6: recording motors, £3/17/6. -Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595
PROFESSIONAL Recording Block, ribbon microphone,

14 watt amplifier, mixing panel, polished recording
desk with V.G. tracker recording motor and switching,
guaranteed perfect; £45. -Liverpool Sound Studios, 83a,
Bold St., Liverpool. [8463

VALVES
ALL Types of American Tubes in Stock of Impex and

Arcturus makes at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a, Full Range of Guaranteed Re-

placement Valves for Any British non -ring, Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

SEND for Lists of These, and also electrolytic condensers,
line cords, resistances, etc.

CHAS. F. WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
Tel. : Holborn 9703. [0452

AMERICAN Valves, first grade, by leading makers,
guaranteed, popular types; standard base 5/6; octal

base 6/6; 6L6G, 7/6 -General Radio Distributors, 309,
Falloden Way, N.W.11. .[0626
2 /9 R.C.A. American Valves, 50 popular types; also

National Union, Hytron; also British non -ring
valves, cheapest in Britain; Y2d. stamp for revised lists. -
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0607

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE -Special offer:
American valves, in makers' cartons, 3/- each;

Octals, 3/6 each; American valves, first grade, in all
types; trade supplied. -1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000. [0436

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.

ALL Lines Previously Advertised Still Available,

RAI-oil?oor
CLEARANCE,

'MANCE,
Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.

[8470

free 4s. lid.
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on this page.

tOants

RADIO SUPPLIES. 22, Faraday Av., Manchester, 8.
Tel. : Col. 1261.

JUST Arrived from America, the latest " Automatic "
5 -valve car radio, tone control, 3 watts output, one -

hole fixing. complete with all accessories, in sealed car-
ton, 6 -volt; .E4/816.
A FEW Only, 5 -valve, medium and long wave Car radios.

with 5 push buttons, all accessories, in sealed car-
ton, 6 -volt; £6.

RE Latest " Trav-ler " 6 -valve High Fidelity Car
Radio, Triode output, 6 push buttons, easy installa-

tion, complete with all accessories, all in sealed carton;
£51716.

OVERHEAD Car Aerials, heavily . chromium plated,
11/- each; 12 -6 -volt dropping resistors, 316 each.

B RAND New Belmont 1st Grade American Valves,
boxed, types available, 75, 78, 606, 43, 42 and 18E;

2/9 each, 2/ 6 each in dozen lots,
B RAND New Philco Boxed Valves, 01A and 38E;

2/6 each, 2/3 in dozens.
RECORD Rectifiers, 350-0-350 volt, 120 ma., boxed;

2/9 each, 2/6 each in dozen lots.
MIDGET Type Band Pass Coils, medium and long

wave; 9d. each, 6/- a dozen.
AMERICAN Goat Cans, complete with base; 2/6 a

dozen.
RADIO Record H.F. Pentodes, equivalent to Mazda

AC/ VP1, boxed, 3/- each, 2/9 each in dozens.
BRAND New Large Decea Mains Transformers. 200-

250 -volt primary, secondary 350-0-350 volt 120 ma.,
4 -volt 2.5 -amp.. 4 -volt 6 -amp., 13 -volt 2 -amp.; 3/- each,
2/6 each in dozens.

BRAND New Magnavox and Blue Spot Mixed Output
Transformers; 2/- each, £112/6 a dozen.

MIDGET Tubular 8 mid. Condensers, 500 volt working,
finest make; 1/- each, 10/6 a dozen.

B OLA G12 P.M. with large multi ratio output trans-
former, boxed. £2112/ 6 ; Rola 8in. P.M.s, with

large matching transformer, boxed, 9/- each.

THREE Only, G.E.C.A.C. All -wave 5, 1938 model,
shop soiled only, listed at Ell / 2/6; for £4 each.

THREE Only, Ever Ready 5 -valve A.C. All -wave, 1938
model, shop soiled only, listed at Ell / 11 /5; for

£4 each.
ENTRALAU Pots. long spindle, less switch, sizes

available 10,000. 50,000 and 1/2 meg.; 1/. each, 11/-
a dozen.

B .I. 50 mid. 50 -volt Condensers, 1/- each, 101- a
dozen; Plessey cardboard cased electrolyties. 6+6+

4+2+25 mfd., 450 volt working, 1/. each, 10/6 a dozen.
ASUITABLE Amount Must, be Included to Cover

Postage.
SPECIAL Trade List for Dealers Radio Supplies.

SIX Only. Ever Ready Band. Pass 3 battery sets, 1937-
38 model, complete, in perfect order, slightly shop

soiled; £1 /10. [8464

RVALLS RADIO. 280, High Holborn, London, W.C.1,
offer new goods, post free.

ELLIPTICAL. Speakers, Celestion. suitable Ekco replace-
ments, 750 and 1,250 ohms, less transformers, speech

25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts, carry up to 120 m.a.; 5/6
each.

SPECIAL Offer of New Ferranti Transformers, AFS,
OMP6, AE6c. OPM16c, 8,9; AF17c, B2 chokes, 6/9;

OPM8 (15-1), AF10, B8 chokes, OPM1c, 4/9; all each.
GARRARD AC Induction Type AC7a Gramophone

Motors, with pick-ups complete, 200-250e., 12in.
turntable and unit plate, auto. stop, speed regulator,
new; 32/6 each.

1TEAR1TE 110 k.c. I.F.'s with Top Trimmers, 1/6 each;
sets band pass air core superhet coils. ex Ilalycon,

screened chassis type, 4/9 set five; 110 kc. with coil details.
B.1. Tubular 4mf. 200v. 6d. each or 4/- dozen; B.I.

0.05. 1/3 dozen 7/9 gross; B.I. 0.25 mf. tubulars,
2/- dozen, 4/6 per three dozen.

SPEAKERS, pairs, brand new, elliptical cone speakers,
made by first class firm, quality of reproduction out-

standing, push-pull pentode transformer, fields 325 ohm
for smoothing choke, 8,600 as bleeder, circuit available,
handle 10-15w.; 14/- pair.-Ryalls Radio, see above. [8374

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a. Strand. W.C.2.-Ask
for free list; metal rectifiers, IfT10. 10 / -; 11T9, 9/-

VAUXHALL.-Hivac valves, all types; full range of
pick-ups, from 11 /-.

VAUXHALL.-T.C.C. dry, 8 mfd., 2/6; 600v. aluminium
containers; T.C.C. 600v. dry, cardboard containers.

8 mfd., 1/9. [8468

T ONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES. -See last two
.1-1 issues for bargains still available. New lines this
week.
" 1X7 AVE-CLIPPER Products " Television Aerials in

copper or special metal alloy, 25/-; special anti -
interference radio aerial, copper rod model, 12/6; both
complete with fixing brackets.
MORSE Keys, made to A.R.P. reserves specification,
- 3/6; Senior model, chrome finish, 7/6; Ferrantimeters; moving coil, 2t/in. type, 1 m.a., 25/-; other
ranges also, cheap; call and see above and many other
bargain clearance lines, London's only walk round radio
shop.

LONDON'S OENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,
Leicester Sy London, W.C. Gerrard 2969. [8472

PREMIER* RADIO *
PREMIER L.T. IRANSFORMERS

All Primaries tapped 200-250 volts. Between winding
insulation 1,000 volts.

4 v., 5  CT 9/6
3a + 6.:3 v., 3a10v., 8 amps CT 8/6 2.5 v.,

5 v., 3  CT 8/6
2.5 v., 3a2. + 5 v., 8066

7.5 v., 3  CT .8/8
3,000 volt list Type6.3 v., 3  CT 8/6

10 v., 3-4  CT 11/6
2.5 v., 5a CT ... 11 6

12 v., 4-5  CT 11/6
2.5 v., 10a CT. ... 12 6
10 v., 4a CT. ... 14 6

Auto Transformers. Step up or down A.C. Mains
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/-; 100 watts, 11(6.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and 'uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter I:it ... 17 6
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Nit ... 20
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 226
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... 2E/-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58,1

PREMIER 3 -BAND S.W. KITS
11-50 metres without coil changing. Complete Kits of
Parts with Valves and Circuits. One Valver, 12'6 ;
Two Valver, 19/6.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTAL*
7 mc. Band, 10/. each, with Calibration Certificate.
Enclosed holder and Base, 3i-.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and eepin types,
13-26, 22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit
Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with
circuit. Premier 3 -band SM. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1 Ratios,3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 117 ;
411 mmf., ., 119 ; 100 mmf., ; 160 mart, 2)3 ; 250
amt.,
TROLITFUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-.
DENSERS. 15 mmf., 2/9 ; 40 mmf., 36 ; 100 mmf.; 41- ;
160 mint, 4/6.
NEW TROLITUL SPLIT STATOR CONDENSERS,
50 x 50 most, 10'6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
G.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Nqlves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./H.L.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., AC./
VMJ' A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H, Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., 5,6; A.C./P.X.4, 6/1 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 816 ; 'Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8./6; Tri. Grid Pen., 10M ; 3) -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-NIL.. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL MODULATION
TRANSFORMERS

Will match any modulator to any R.F. load. 50 watts,
17 6 ; 150 watts, 211/6 ; 300 watts, 49/6.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance. 11 ratios from 13 : 1 to 80 : 1.
5-7 watts, 13'6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29/6.
Send for full details.
PREMIER AC/DC MOVING IRON METRES. 21in.
diam. Flush Mounting. All ranges. 10 MA., 30 M.M.
50 MA., 100 MA., 250 .m.a., 500 m.a., 5/9 each.
AMMETERS. 1, :3, 5, 10 or 30 amps., 5/9 each.

PREMIER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
A New Complete Range of 7 High Fidelity P.A. Amplifier
far A.C. or A.C. D.C. Mains operation. Completely

Kit of Parts Wired an
with Valves. Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... 12 0 0 82 15
3 -watt A.C./D.C. 22 0 0 £2 15
6 -watt A.C. ... 15 5 0 £6 0

8 -10 -watt A.C.jD.C. ... 24 10 0 £5 5
15 -watt A.C. . £5 15 0 £7 0

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
NEW PREMIER SELF -POWERED RF TUNING UNIT,
incorporating a Var.-Mu pentode amplifier followed by a
power grid detector. Designed for high-fidelity reception.
Wave range 200-500 and 800-2,000 metres. £4 - 9 - 6
complete with valves.
IGRANIC insulated midgets jacks 1/6 each. Plugs 1/3.
CONDENSERS. CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC, 4 mf.
or 8 nit 500 v., 1,'6 each -, 8+4 mf. 500 v., 2/3 ; 8+8 mf.
500 v., 216 ; 4+4+-4 mf. 500 v., 216 ; 16+8 mf. 500 v.,
3/6.
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLYTICS by famous
makers. 4 or 8 mf. dry, 500 v., 2/6 each. 8 mf. wet,
450 v., 2/3. 8 mf. 650 v., Peak dry, 4/-.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 51- please
:old lid. postage.
Have you had our 1 93 9 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual? 90 pages of Radio Price 6d.Bargains and Interesting Data.

ALL POST ORDERS TO: Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW PREMISES.

169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Centrai 2333
for 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macru.d.v 2331 r

COMPONENTS-SECOND .HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
COLLARD A .c./ D.C. Record changers, 200-250, plays

eight lOin. or 12in. records, mixed, also incorporates
repeater and rejector; limited quantity, £5/5, in sealed
cartons.
IT ENRY' S. 72. Wellington Ave.. Stamford Hill, N.15.
13 Stamford Hill 2907. [8216
SOUTHERN RADIOS Bargains. -Sale now proceeding

of hundreds of bargain lines, goods previously adver-
tised still a va ilable.-Southern Radio, 46, Lisle St., Lon-
don, W.C.1. Gerrard 6653. [8236

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
immediate delivery, carriage paid; call mornings.

telephone Tudor 4046; stamp for list 227; Transatlantic
all -wave tuning packs now available from stock, stamp
for details.
TAUBILIER Mica Tag Condensers, 0.00005, 0.0001,

0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005 mfd.; 3d., 2/6 dozen.
AMAZING Resistor Bargain, N.S.F. 1 and 2 watt,

new, marked, colour coded resistors, 20 different
useful sizes in parcel; 50 for 2/6 only.

CLIX Unused Chassis V -holders, 5 -pin. 7 -pin, 3d. each;
all American sizes, 6d. each; best sleeving, 11/gd. yd.;

T.C.C. metal can 8 mfd., 600v, dry electrolytics, 2/3.
TUBULAR Condensers, 400 volt working, wire ends,

best make, 0.0001-0.05 mfd., 4d.; 0.1 mfd., 4d.; 0.25.
0.5 mfd., 6d.

CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, long standard
spindle, unused, all sizes, 5,000 ohms, 2 megohm.,

2/-; with mains switch, 2/3.
POLAR Midget Latest Three -gang Condensers, screened.

trimmers, 1/sin. spindle, 0.0005 mid., 110 k /c tracker,
unused; 2/6.

ERIE One Watt, colour coded, unused resistors, any
size, 50 ohms to 5 megohres, yuur selection, 3d.,

2/6 dozen; two watt, 6d.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 4-6.

Muswell Hill Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4043. [8457
1;0R Disposal Below Cost, quantity of new receivers,

amplifiers, feeder units, chokes, condenser banks,
Ferranti and other transformers, etc.; state requirements;
write, 'phone or call. -W. T. Rickards, 17, Reathlield
Rd., King's Heath. Highbury 1804. [8390

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
SERVICE With a Smile.
AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairers

of all types of American and British receivers.-
F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. [0434

HIGH Class Radio Service, any model, collected and
delivered; quotations per return; finest component:

only used.
ANGLO-A ME R ICA N RADIO (and MOTORS),

Albion House, 59, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
'Phone: Tem, 3231.

BAKERS. -Send your next speaker repair, any make,
to the pioneer manufacturers, Bakers Selhurst Radio,

South Croydon.
[8LOUD-SPEAKERRepairs, British, American, any5

make, 24 -hours service; moderate prices. -Sinclair
Speakers, Alma. Grove, Copenhagen. St., N.1.

UARANEED Repairs Any Transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-Sea below.

L.". (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.l.
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3 lines).

MAINS Transformer Service. Repairs, rewinds,891065o62rrconstruction

to specification of any type, competi-
tive prices and prompt service. -Sturdy Electric Co., Dip -
ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. -Guaranteed
repairs to American and British receivers, American

valves, service parts and rewinds; trade supplied. --E1004215.
Finchley Rd., N.W.1. Speedwell 3000.

SCOTT-SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE. -All types of
receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired,. including

American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV.. etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
years from I.and'a End to John -o -Groats; van col-

lection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE. Exchange
Works, Muswell Hill, N.10. Tudor 4101-2. [7497

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-SpeakerRepair

Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.

CIVILIAN Wireless Instructors Required.

VACANCIES Wireless Instructors
at the Plecic11and Wireless

Force, Cranwell, Lincs. The commencing rate of pay is
£4 a week inclusive which may be increased to £4 55.
a week after a short period of satisfactory service. Candi-dates must be capable of lecturing and must have 'a
sound knowledge of electrical principles and their appli-
cation to radio and low -power electrical engineering.
Applications should be addressed to the Commanding
Officer, Electrical and Wireless School, Cranwell, Lincs,
giving full particulars as to previous experience, age, etc.
Candidates will be required to appear before a Selection
Board at the School for interview and test. The test will
include the giving of a lecture on any subject which may
be chosen by the candidate, involving the principles of
modern radio. Lecturing sequence and style are om5o7s1t
important.

"Radio Laboratory Handbook." Price 8s. 6d. net. Post free 9s,
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ELECTRAD IX
KEYS. Govt. Morse Keys. Type KBSL. Polished wood

massive braes pivot bar, tungsten spring -mounted
contacts and base lamp. Do your
training on one of these, only 7/6.
Walters Service bakelite enclosed
transmit Key. for high voltage. 10 amp.
contacts, good bridge key, 1018. Super
Keys, Brown's Car -Patrol, double
acting, beautifully made and balanced
totally enclosed. cast Ali. cover, for
H.T. -. Massive Navy type Ship

A.R.P. WARDENS and Other,. -Portable Army Field 'Phones in case.
transmits code and speech. Unbreakable Govt. Cable. 55 ' -mile. Portable
Day and Night Signal Lamps. Alills Trigger or Lucas Key. Army type,
battery only. Hand or tripod. Mains Bells for warnings, D.C. or A.C.
Hand Generators; for field or emergency transmitters (D.C.), 800 volts and
1,500 volts. Morrie Inker Recorders for use when 'phone unsuitable. makes
code message reconi on paper tape. Walnut cared. as new, portable type,
spring driven, with tapper key and meter indicator, C. Open G.P.O.
type with tape reel In base, 55x'10-. A few soiled and incomplete. with
perfect spring drive, 35,-. Dry cells work 1nkers, no radio needed. G.P.O.
Sounders. 76. 3.eolour light switch box with Morse Key fitted for rode
signals, 1,6. D.C. Generators. 500. 800 and 1,500 volts. Electric Motor
Pumps. will deliver 120 galls. per hour lift. on a 12 v. car battery or mains,
A.C. or D.C., g3T 6. Electric Blowers, Foul Air Exhausters and Porthole
Fans.
BELLS ! BELLS ! for all purposes. House. wall and table 'phone bells
for battery and mains. Single stroke per push Works Bells. Call Busters.
Fire Alarm Bells and Pushes. First-class British. cheap.
D.C. GENERATORS, 120 watt 12 volts 10 amps., with vee pulley, 35:'-.

Kw. 1_'16 volts 30 amps., with vee pullet, 45,-. Shunt wound. -110
'Oa 1amp.. 15 - ; 200 volts amp., 176 ; 200 volts It amp.,
D.C. WINDMILL GENERATORS, totally enclosed, ball -bearing, start
charging at 300 revs., 6 to 12 volt. 8 amps., -. 25 amps.. 45-.
AS NEW E.D.C. ROTARY COW/RATERS.-For A.C. Receivers, on D.C.
230 v. A.C. output. In silence cabinet, with filter. All sites in stock from
50 watts to sets for televisors of 450 watts.
D.C. MAINS MOTOR GENERATORS. D.C./D.C. 220 v. to 30 v. 10 ampS.,
£7'10:'-. M.G. 'rompton, D.C./D.C., 100 volts to 17 volts 6 canna., 54/7/6..
200 v. to 16 v. 5 amps., £5. Estro M.G. ditto to 6 volts k amp., 415,'--

Mottn. Generators for all outputs up to 60 amps.
MOTORS FOR A.C. MAINS. Midget 311..
P20 vol., 106. 1 00 H.P. with pulley,
Type 50. 1,500 revs.,18, 6. Enclo. Induction
3,10 H.P. Motors, 2.500 revs., 35/, Sell -
starting, I H.P., 1,425 revs., 55-. etc1.,2,e6tci
D.C. Mains Motors, 1.40 H.P., 110 v.,
220 v. series Type K.B., 1.750 revs., 15
Ditto, G.E.C., 230 v.. 2.000 revs-, la-.
Croydon 1 12 H.P., 110 v., 18.-. 220 v.
shunt. 1,700 revs.. 22.6.
MR COMPRESSORS for Spraying, Cleaning,
Inflation, etc. Foot operated, 3'7,6. Electric,

No. 1 size, £515 -. No. 2, Twin,y1.. 27,10;-. Retrig. Compressors, 35
BATTERY CHARGING ON A.C. MAINS.
The A.C. NITNDAY will keep your battery fit without attention. Model
11 A6, 100 250 volts A.C. and D.C., 6, 8 volts I amp.. 15 -. Model Non
101 250 volts to D.C., 0 8 volts 1 amp., 25 -. Model N 06, 100 250 volts
to Do 6 volts 2 amps.. 35'-. Model N D12, Dm 250 volts to 12 volts

aron. 32 -. Mite, 15 volts 2 amps., with 6 -volt tap, 55-. 3 amp.;
24.10,-.
MICRO -AMMETERS for Valve Voltmeters, etc. 0 to
50 micro -amps, fall scale 50 mV. moving coil. 1,000
1,111ms flush panel, 2jin, dial, 40,-.
METERS. Genuine Weston model 354. Central zero
1 to 15 amps., pot meg. dead beat. Flush panel, 2Iin.
dial, nickel or -black. Sale price 66. Mounted in solid
mahog., tin. sq.. Hoyt CZ MG,. coil mllliammeters.
25.11-25 ma., 10,-. Weston 5, 30 and 50 ma. mov. coil
milliammeters, 176. Turner 100 MA. panel meter for transmitters
with shunt switch, 18'6. 2,000 Switchboard Meters, all sites and ranges;
faso 516.

LOW COST SOUND RECORDING. Blanks
now 8,8 per dozen. Electric FEIGH set
has ball -bearing centre gear box and geared
traverse rod. Set with Tracking Gear, Pick -
no and Tone -arm fitted diamond. 87:6.
Tracker gear only, less Piek-up and Tone -arm.
is 21/6. Diamond Cuttei. Needles fit all

so pick-ups, 76. bin. Blank Discs, 3'8 dozen.
Complete Acoustic Sets de Luxe. 18 - ;

sem No. 2. 10,6 ; Junior Type, 5,6 each.ses Complete.
PARCELS of useful oddments for the Experimenter who wants a junk.box
of t 'Oil, Magnets, Wire, Chokes, l'ondenser. Switches, etc., mostly ex.W.D.
parts worth a lot more than 10 lbs., 7,-, or 7 lbs. for 5,'-. poet free. British
Isles only.

Dynamos, Alternators, Rotaries & Motors all Sizes.
Send for Radio -Electrical -Scientific Illus." W."

E LECTRACOIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Phone: Central 4611

THE INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925. Incorporated),

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The advantages of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless engineers.

Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Secretary. Institute of Wireless Technology, 4, Vernon Place,
Soilthampton Row, London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 4879.

WELBURNINATTAMPLIFIER
Designed and built for consistent hard work. Reliability and first -
clan, performance on bcth speech and music were our Met eon-
eideration.

NOTE THESE POINTS:
No distortion ; No hum ; Cool running ; Small Input (only 0.008v);
Output 12 watts ; Over Ono 116dBri ; No pre -amplifier required.
Linear Amplification coed Med with Level Response; Mike-Gramo-
Mixer ; Mazda Valve.s Self-contained In dust -proof steel case.

A SOUND JOB FOR ALL SOUND PURPOSES
Write for 12 pp. descriptive brochure

RETAIL PRICE £14

GATESHEAD
VALLEY

-ON-TYNE

Wireless

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.

,DIRECTORATE of Signals (Civil Aviation).

APPLICATIONS are invited for appointments as Civilian
Wireless Operators at Air Ministry Civil Aviation

Wireless Stations.
 A PPLICANTS, who should not have reached their 40th

birthday on June 1st, 1939, should preferably possess
the First Class Postmaster -General's Certificate or the Air
Operator's Certificate in Wireless Telegraphy and have
had experience of radiotelephony, direction -finding and
maintenance work. Operators will be required to serve
at any Air Ministry Civil Aviation station at home or
abroad. At present there is only one station situated
outside the United Kingdom manned temporarily by Air
Ministry staff.

SALARY is at the rate of 67'- a week, rising by annual
increments for approved service to 112,'- a week in-

clusive. Should candidates be required to serve abroad.
appropriate additional allowances would be paid.
THE first two years of service will constitute a proba-

tionary period and confirmation of appointment will
be contingent on an operator passing an examination in
all phases of his work.
POSTS will be Unestablished, i.e., non -pensionable in

the first instance. A proportion of the total staff is
pensionable, however, and subject to the existence of
vacancies in the permanent staff operators may be con-
sidered for establishment according to their seniority, con-
duct. and ability, provided that the probationary period
has been satisfactorily completed.
REQUESTS by Postcard for Forms of Application should

be addressed so as to reach the Under -Secretary of
State, Air Ministry (S.1.e.). Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
not later than May 24th, 1939.

'ELECTED Applicants will be required to attend at the
Li Air Ministry for interview on June 12th and 13th,
1939.

NO application will be considered unless the applicant
states that he will be able to attend on either of

these dates.
No other arrangement regarding interview can be enter-

tained. [8425

AIR MINISTRY.

AERONAUTICAL Inspection Directorate.

VACANCIES Exist for Unestablished Appointments as
Examiners in the W.T. and Instrument Branches.

Qualifications :-

APPLICANTS for Vacancies in Instrument Branch
must have Good General Education, theoretical know-

ledge of physics, and training in light engineering or
instrument making. Candidates should be able to read
drawings, understand specifications. and use micrometers
and other types of measuring instruments. If necessary,
preference will be given to candidates having a good know,
ledge of thermometry and optical and pressure measur-
ing instruments.

APPLICANTS
for Vacancies in W.T. Branch having

the Following Qualifications will receive Preference:
Good general edutatien, sound technical knowledge of
high -frequency engineering equal to City and Guilds Final
Examination in Radio Communications, practical know-
ledge of 'modern W.T. and electrical equipment. Candi-
dates should be able to read drawings, understand speci-
fications, and use micrometers and other measuring in-,.
strumente.
QUCCESSFUL Candidates will be given a Period of
1-0 Training in Inspection, as applied to these subjects,
not exceeding three months.

DURING Training, candidates will be regarded as on
probation and paid at the rate of £184 a year;

on satisfactory completion of the training course they
will be appointed as Examiner and paid at £246 a year,
rising by increments of £12 if service is satisfactory to
£337, except that the starting salary for entrants below
the age of 24 years will be reduced by £12 for each
year below that age.
SUBSISTENCE Allowance, at the rate of £115 weekly,

is payable whilst under training to married men
(and others with certain dependents) who normally reside
outside the training centre.
SALARIES are paid Monthly in Arrear.

CANDIDATES Must be Prepared to Serve in Any Part
of the United Kingdom, and be willing to fly as

observers in connection with their duties.
NORMAL Age Limits, 21-50 years; candidates between

50-55 years will be considered if they have had
previous inspection experience.

CANDIDATES who, on interview, fail to qualify for
the Examiner Grade may be considered for: -

ASSISTANT Examiner. -Salary scale, £184-X10.£246.

ASSISTANT Examiners do not undergo Training, but
are appointed direct to an A.I.D. station; they

may later .become eligible for promotion to Examiner on
attaining the requisite standard of efficiency, provided
they are willing to undertake the obligations required
of Examiners as above.
APPLICATION Must Be Made on Form 786, copies

of which can be obtained on application (by post-
card only) to: -
THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE, Air Ministry

(I,C.S./Rec.40), Berkeley Sq. House, Berkeley So.,
W.1. [8466 '

WIRELESS Operator Seeks Relief Voyages, direct em-
ploy, experienced. -Box 9745, c, o The Wireless

World. [8452

QUORTFIAND-TYPIST, familiar wireless technical terms,
Li wanted -in London; quick and accurate. -Apply Box
9712, c/o The Wireless World. [8449

BULGIN
QUALITY PRODUCTS

VIBRATORS
T.

L T.
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L .T.
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H.T.
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Products of modern un-
ending research, these new Vib-
brators have long working life and
high efficiency in every way, yet both prices
and size are reduced. A Bulgin H.T.-
from-L.T. Vibrator for all requirements.
RANGE OF NEW HIGH -QUALITY

LOW -PRICE MODELS
List No. Input IVatts Base Price
HTVI6 4V. 15-18W. 5 pin *

112/6HTVI8 6V. I)
HIV 20 12V.
HTV.22 24V. EACH
HTV24 32V. *
HTVI5 4V. 5 pin +
HTVr7 6V.

1 5
HTV2z 24V. PP + EACH

/ "'HTVig 12V.

HTV23 32V. IP

+ Synchronous-U.S.A.-type 5 -pin base.
Non -Synchronous. Base as above.

TRANSFORMERS for all voltages, to give r5oV.
or 250 V. max, output, and up to 6ornA., are available,
from 1016 to 17/6.

AND ALL ACCESSORIES:
HOLDERS for above Vibrators, chassis type, List
No. V.H.55, Sd. each.

ALL SERVICE REPLACEMENTS:
Stock types (other than those above), and Special
Types at a few days' lattice, meet all needs. Fit
BULGINRELIABLE REPLACEMEN I VIBRATORS

COUPON
- CUT OUT 8. SEND THIS NOW

To : A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.,
ABBEY ROAD,

BARKING, ESSEX.
Please send me a selection of leaflets of new
products wilt all details of, and circuits for, new
Vibrators. I !,d. stomp encl.

NAME

ADDRESS
W.W.18539

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BARKING, ESSEX
RIPpleway 3474-5-2

Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s. net. Post free 25s. gd.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
TELEPHONE and Radio Testers or Servicemen Re-

quired. -Write, stating age, education, experience and
salary required, to Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., Tele-
phone Installation Section, Woolwich, S.E.18. [8459

WAYLEAVE Officer Required, undertake reorganisation
of feeders, must have practical knowledge wiring,

able take charge, supervise, instruct wiremen; knowledge
wayleave office procedure; experienced obtaining wayleaves.

RELAY Wiremen, thoroughly experienced, required..-
Write fully, Western Wireless Relay Co., City Rd.,

Bristol. [8451
RADIO Engineer With Experience in Design and11,Con-struction of Mcdern Super Heterodyne Receivers,

capacle of working without supervision. All applications
will be replied to. -Box 9769, c/o Thu Wireless florid.

[8454

RADIO Valve Engineer (Junior) Required by Radio
-11 Valve Manufacturers in North London, some knowledge
of valves and set circuits essential. -Write, stating age,
experience, training and salary required, to Box 9765,
c/o The Wireless World. [8453

VACANCY Exists for a Television Engineer, experienced
in the design and production of modern Television

Receivers, good prospects for the right man. -Apply in
confidence, stating age: experience and salary required, to
Box 9786, c/o The Wireless -World, [8465

DRAUGHTSMAN (Male, Aged 18-26 years) required.
with some experience in detail work and knowledge

of workshop practice. -Write, stating nationality, age.
education, experience and salary expected, to Siemens
Brothers and Co., Ltd., 715, Telephone Department, Wool-
wich, S.E.18. [8450

VACANCIES Exist for Civilian Wireless Instructors at
the Electrical and Wireless School, Royal Air Force.

Yatesbury, Wilts. The commencing rate of pay is £4
a week inclusive. which may be increased to £4 5s. a

week after a short period of satisfactory service. Candi-
dates must be capable of lecturing and must have a
sound knowledge .of electrical principles and their appli-
cation to Radio and low -power electrical engineering.
Applications should be addressed to the Commanding
Officer, No. 2 Electrical and Wireless School, Yatesbury,
Wilts, giving full particulars as to previous experience,
age etc. Candidates will be required to appear before a
Selection Board at the School for interview and test.
The test will include the giving of a lecture on any sub-
ject which may be chosen by the candidate involving the
principles of modern radio. Lecturing sequence and style
are most important. [0616

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
REMINGTON, hand, Shavemakter, Packard and Casco.

-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St.,
Blackpool. [0633

MILECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.C. /D.C., 200-50 volts,
"Minute Man," list price £2110, our price X1/10.

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; tend
for details; trade supplied.

HENRY'S, 72 Wellington Ave., Stamford Hill, N.15.
'Phone: Stamford Hill 2907. [8441

MISCELLANEOUS
PHOTO -ELECTRIC Cells, brand new; 15/-

versal, 221, City Rd., London, E.C.1. [8370
P.O. Engineering Dept (no experience required); corn.G mencing £3/13 per week; age 18-23; excellent

prospects; Iree details of Entrance Exam. from B.I.E,T.
(Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.I. [8396

EVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader " should

send his trade card at once for a specimens copy and lull
details of the " Trader " Services. " The Wireless and
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders. Trade only, 15/- per annum,
post free. -Published at Dorset House, Stamford St., Lon-
don, S.E.1. [0615

"
ENGINEER'S Guide to Success " Shows How to

1:a Qualify in Television Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide -free -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such as
A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.I.R.E.. A.M.I.T.E.. C. and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed. -The Tech-
nological Institut, of Great Britain, 82. Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.) [8409

PATENTS
"PRACTICAL Dints on Patents," free on application.

-The Imperial Patent Service, First Avenue House,
High Holborn, W.C.I. Preliminary consultation free.

[0481
THE Proprietor of the Patents Nos. 461128, for "Scan-

ning Device for Television," and 461417, for "Im-
provements 'in or relating to a system for facsimile trans-
mission and reception," is desirous of entering into
arrangements by way of licence and otherwise on reason-
able terms for the purpose of exploiting the same and
ensuring their full development and practical working
in this country. -All communications should be addressed
in the first instance to Haseltine Lake and Co., 28,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

18420

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE. TO BE LET, OR WANTED

" 1.LIE Wireless and Electrical Trader" Is an essential
part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its

pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it.
is re -id by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/. per annum, post free. -Send
your trade. card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford St.. London. [0614

Wireless
World

Said Peter Augustus De Wet,

Ive found out what's wrong with
this set.

For all it's requiring

Is just a rewiring,

And this time, with FLUXITE
um, let F.

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house
-garage-workshop -wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers -in tins, 4d., 8d., 1 4 and 2(8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial -
Complete with full instructions, 7;`6.
Write for Free Book on the art oi " SOFT "
SOLDERING --and ask for leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS' Your wheels will NOT keep roond and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-
ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple -with FLUME -but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite
on the soldering job instantly.
A little pressure plans Po
right quantity on the right sop/
and one charging lasts for ages.

Price 1 6 or filled 2

ALL MECHANICS W/L HA

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
LuxiTE LTD., Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.1

ADIOMART
CCEIZIMSEMINI

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER : :

Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer. While
they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
T28703-373 373 v. 150 m A., 6.SV5A. 2.5V5A. 5V3A. 15'-
T19610 -350,33e v. 130 m A., 2.5V6A. 2.5V2A. 5V3A. 12 6
T7236-375,375 v. 1211ns A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 10:'6
T7326-350'350 v. 100 mjA., 6.31/CT. 3A. 5V3A 8 6
T7307-350/350 v. 80 W.A., 6.3V('T. 3A. 5V3A 7 6
T7000-320/320 v. 80 m/A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A 7 6
T6025-320'320 v. 80 in/A., 2.5V6A. 5V3A 7 6
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250 v. 5 6
T1113AR-110,230 v. 500 watt Auto Transformer 20 6
The following chokes are interleaved and impregnate&
T7007-250 135 ohms, 20-8 Hy.. cadmium shrouded 12 6
T7007A-150 m A.. 240 ohms, 30-12 Hy., cadmium shrouded 12.6
toe m A., 20 Hy., 500 ohms, unshrouded J 411
la) m A.. 15 Hy., 250 ohms 1'11
HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER for models, bells, etc., 6 v. 9 a., 2,'3.

4 nil., 1,500 v. test 500 v. wkg, oil tilled condenser., 2/,
HEAVY DUTY Mains Transformer, worth 45/, 350-350, 150 mita.

4 v. 2.5 a. CT. 4 v. 0 a., CT, 12 ; 300-300 v., 80 m/A.. 4 v. 3 a.,
'T, 4 v. 2 a., CT, 6 6. Moving Coil Speech Transformeni, 1/11.

GANG CONDENSERS with Airplane Dial, 8 and 80-1. Cost 35,', Few
only. 4 11. l'illity. 7 6. Microdials, 813

WE, 8in, PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Extension Type (nu Transformer), 8.11. Standard Type (with Transformer),
106. Energised 8', 1,200 ohms with Transformer, 8/11.
PSHBACK Wire, 6 yds., Bd., heavy, 9d. Resin -cored Solder, fift.,

8d. : Screen.' Flea, single, 6d. yd. twin 9d. yd. Assorted Solder
Tags, 6d. packet. Humdimroers, 6d. each.
Centralab pots, all ales, 1.6 ; switched, 2:- tubular glass fuses, 2d,
Afillianoneters, 0.25 num., umeards, 5 9 ; Super, cp.
P0oUnRE.N.E.77113d8-PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable information.

tTHE

NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows downs of New Short-wave
Components and is yours for lid. post free.
VALVES. -A mcoplclo range of replacements, showing a saving of over

53 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types required. Quantity
Discounts to Service Engineers. TRADE enquiries for communication
equipment solicited.

RADIOMART Telephone:
MIDIand 324

G5 NI (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRIVIINGHANI

Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless World High Quality Communi-
cation Receiver Type WW51-45/-.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
Westmoreland Rd., London, N.W.9. 'Phone Colindalt 7131

MAY 18TH, 1939.

TUITION
RADIO Training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E. Diploma;

prospectus free. -Technical College, Hull.
WIRELESS.-Complete training, Marine, Broadcastand

Television. Posts waiting. Mod. fees. Boarders
taken. Approved college, prosp.-Dept. W., London Radio
College, Grove Park ltd., London, W.4. (Chi. 3244.)

[0580

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data. -The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and ap-
plications of all types of American valves; invaluable to
all servicemen; post free, 2/3; abroad, 3/ -.-Leonard. Heys.
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0594
" THE Wireless World" Diary for 1939 contains 77

1 pages of facts, formulre and general information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to follow.
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EDITORIA L
Suppression of

Television Interference
"We've Got to be Prepared"

THE British Standards Institution
has recently issued a " Speci-
fication for Radio -interference
suppression for Automobiles

and Stationary Internal-combustion
Engines." This is the fifth technical
specification dealing with radio inter-
ference to be issued by this Institution.
The preparation of all these publications
represents an enormous amount of
time and effort devoted not only by the
Institution itself but by the repre-
sentatives of the numerous co-operating
organisations.

In issuing this new specification, the
B.S.I. states that " it must not be
inferred from the publication of the
specification that all motor cars will
immediately be fitted by the makers
with suppression devices. In the
event of relevant legislation coming
into force, however, the guidance given
in the specification will be of consider-
able assistance to the industry, and
in the meantime car owners and
designers will find much in the speci-
fication to interest them."

Wasted Effort
It seems to us an extraordinary

state -of affairs that so much work
should have been undertaken before
there was any guarantee that it would
ultimately serve a useful purpose. At
present it is to be regarded as of
" interest " to car owners and designers
but it will only become of practical
value " in the event of relevant legisla-
tion coming into force."

We have often expressed the view
that it would be expecting too much to
hope that manufacturers generally
would go to the trouble and cost of

COMMENT
fitting suppressing devices to inter-
fering sources unless it becomes com-
pulsory to do so, nor do we think it
fair that any manufacturer should be
asked to take such action on a volun-
tary basis whilst his competitors may
decline to do so.

If suppression is to be effective it
must be made compulsory, yet the
years go by and no progress in this
direction is apparent. As time goes
on the complexity of the problem of
legislation increases.

Is it not time that the matter should
be reviewed to see if it is not possible
to introduce some simple form of
legislation which will render inter-
ference in principle illegal without
waiting for the evolution of an ideal and
comprehensive statute ? We should
then justify the work of the B.S.I. on
the principle that " we've got to be
prepared."

B.B.C. Statements
Quote the Authority

ON another page we print a letter
from a correspondent who, though
not completely in agreement with

our views, expressed in a recent issue,
on B.B.C. news bulletins, is clearly
with us in belieN'ring that the source of
Government -inspired statements should
be given. In this matter we would
indeed go farther than our corre-
spondent, and urge that the origin of
every statement should be made clear.
This rule should apply even to the
admittedly trivial and often innocuous
items that are often broadcast in such
a way as to suggest that they emanate
from the B.B.C. itself. The fact that
the Corporation appears sometimes to
assume the responsibility of admonish-
ing its listeners has surely done much
to incalcate in simple minds the idea
that it is speaking with Government
authority.
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Aerial Masts
PRACTICAI. HINTS ON DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

By R. H. WALLACE

WHEN one has taken consider-
able trouble in the erection of
mast and aerial, it is very dis-
appointing to find the whole

brought down by some extra -strong gale,
yet there are many points to be considered
if this is to be avoided. In the present

4 article only the more ordinary types of
receiving aerial and mast will be con-
sidered, and the formula and calculations
will be omitted, enough data being given
to enable reasonable alterations to be
made to the typical designs set out, while
at the same time the various factors affect-
ing the strength and endurance of the mast
will be indicated.

The first step in the actual design of an
installation is a decision on the type and
dimensions of the conductor; this may
seem to be the wrong end to start at, but,
in fact, it is only when this has been done
that it is possible to evaluate the hori-
zontal pull on the mast, which must be
known before the necessary strength of
the top section in particular, and the
structure as a whole, can be determined.
Since the more ordinary types are here
being discussed, there will in general be
one or two wires only, the total length
being limited by the G.P.O. regulations
and by the space at one's disposal. There
will not usually be more than loft. or so
of single, or about half this length of
double, conductor, so that the weight and
wind loading will be about the same for
the two. This length is accordingly the
longest that will be considered, and it can
be taken that where double wire is used
it will be precisely equivalent to twice the
length of single wire so far as the effect
on the pole is concerned.

Choice of Wire

The size and material of which the con-
ductor is made do not admit of much
variation, as for such short spans the
strength of hard -drawn copper wire is
more than sufficient. This will, therefore,
be the obvious choice on the grounds of
its superior conductivity. The minimum
cross-sectional area is fixed by the tensile
stress it may be called on to bear, which
should not be allowed to exceed 30,000 lb.

per sq. in. The stresses are dependent on
several factors, one not often recognised
as important by the amateur being
actually the most likely to cause failure,
namely, the stress due to the weight of
the wire. Some readers may call to mind
the well-worn maxim, " No power on
earth, however great, can stretch a cord,
however fine, into an horizontal line
which shall be absolutely straight. The
stress increases very rapidly as the sag
becomes small, and, unless a sufficient
amount of this is left when erecting, the
wire may break should temperature
changes or ice formation cause additional
stress.

A good practice is to leave a sag of from
two to fours pet cent. of the span, the
smaller figure if the erection be performed

WHILE most readers are likely
to possess a good knowledge of

the electrical properties of aerials, it
is probably true to say that com-
paratively few have full knowledge
of mechanical design and construc-
tion. This article treats of this aspect
of the subject, and deals with the.
erection of both steel and wooden
masts. Detailed constructional in-
formation is given for masts of

various heights and diameters.

on a cold, frosty day, and the latter if the
day be warm. With a sag of two per
cent. the pull on the supports will be
about six times the actual weight of the
wire. This is not an over -cautious figure;
indeed, if this were all, the design would
be a very simple matter. Actually, if this
figure alone were taken into consideration
when designing the mast, then it would
almost certainly collapse when sleet and
frost produced a coating of ice on the con-
ductor. The weight of such a coating is
not easy to estimate, but, fortunately, we
can profit by the experience of others with
transmission and telephone lines. These
are usually designed on the assumption
that they may have to bear an additional
loading equal to that due to a radial thick-
ness of tin. of solid ice. Coatings much

TABLE I
Horizontal Pull with Various Spans of Copper Wire with a sag of .2 per cent. (in lb.)

Size of
wire

Span of Conductor

30ft. 40ft. 50ft. 60ft. 70ft.
Remarks

7/22 3.1 4.1 5.2 6.2 7.3 Normal.
7/22 22.8 30.6 39.2 45.8 53.6 With tin. radial thickness of ice.
7/26 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.5 2.9 Normal.
7/26 19.6 26,4 33.6 39.4 46.2 Witlqin. radial thickness of ice.

The effect of using an unduly thin mast with ou
guys to counteract the wire pull is clearly

visible in the case of the foreground mast.

thicker than this do occur, but they are
rarely as dense as solid ice, and this figure
makes all the allowance that is necessary.
This extra loading due to ice may make
the pull on the mast several times greater
than before, and the necessary allowance
must be made, together with those for the
other stresses. It should be noted, how-
ever, that by increasing the sag sufficiently
it is possible to reduce the stress to any
desired value above the weight of the wire,
but this is hardly worth while, as the side
pressure on the mast due to gales may
reach as high a figure as the stress due to
ice loading at two per cent. sag.

Wood or Steel ?

Table I, showing the pull due to a sag
of this amount, with different spans, and
for two common sizes of wire, is included
to show the great effect this factor has on
the design of the mast. Calculations show
that, for a span of loft., the tensile
stress approaches the safe maximum for
7/26 copper wire; there is, however, no
reason why this should not be used,
though the use of 7/22 will give a greater
factor of safety, and is recommended by
the writer for all spans over 4oft. It
should be noted that the use of insulated
wire will result in the stress under ice con-
ditions becoming much greater than is the
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case with bare wire, as, among other
things, the diameter is larger. In prac-
tice it has been found that the use of
7/26 insulated wire cannot be advocated
for spans over 3oft., and it is, in the
writer's opinion, just as satisfactory to use
bare wire.

In this article attention is being con-
fined to tubular steel masts and their
wooden equivalents, and the first point to
be decided is which to use. There is not
any overwhelming advantage possessed
by one or the other, and the question has
to be settled mainly on the score of rela-
tive cost and availability. The wooden
pole is cheaper and often more easily
available, it has grown to withstand much
the same sort of stresses as are now re-
quired of it, and has a naturally correct
taper; also its ability to bend through con-
siderable angles without damage is in its
favour. On the other hand, wood has
undoubtedly a shorter life than a properly
protected steel mast, and larger factors of
safety have to be allowed in the case of
the former, since the presence of defects
of uncertain magnitude is always prob-
able. The steel mast is capable of an in-
definite life if properly protected, and
there is less uncertainty about its strength,
nor will this be likely to depreciate greatly
during its life, as is the case with wood.
Steel tubes are not readily available in
the lengths which are likely to be required,
however, and there is the problem of
jointing to be considered; also tapered
tubes are not within the realm of econo-
mical manufacture for this purpose, and
two or mare diameters will have to be
used, since the bending moment increases
as the base of the pole is reached.

Methods of Staying

Self-supporting masts have the merit of
neatness, and, if properly erected, are
very attractive, but they have the disad-
vantage that they need to be much
stronger, and also there is no means of
counteracting the pull of the wire, with
the result that they can never be quite
straight at the top. The greatest diffi-
culty lies in their erection and in the main-
tenance of vertical alignment. In general,
they are more costly and more difficult to
erect, but there are many circumstances
where their other good points outweigh
these drawbacks, and they may be
adopted with success.

A compromise between the entirely un-
stayed and the fully guyed mast can be
made by using spreaders at the middle
of the pole, guy wires being attached at
the top and brought over these to the
foundation of the mast. This arrange-
ment avoids the necessity of a large piece
of ground, and, since in many cases it is
desired to take advantage of the full
length of garden available, enables the
use of a longer aerial without having to
fix stays on other people's property.

The pull on the top is not the only stress
the mast has to bear; it must be strong
enough not to break in erection, when the
weight is largely borne by the section

nearest the base, while there is the wind
pressure on the pole itself to be allowed
for, besides that on the wire. Calcula-

domestic sort, the service stresses will be
greater than those encountered in the
course of erection, so that if it is strong

TABLE II
Recommended Maximum Lengths of " Steam Quality " Tube, free and with .various Spans of 7/22

copper wire at 2 per cent. sag, and with }in. radial thickness of ice.

Tube lengths with aerial spans as under
Nominal Outside Maximum
size of diam. of length 30ft. 40ft.
tube tube, in In in

in. in. feet feet feet

50ft.
in

feet

60ft.
In

feat

70ft.
In

feet

Length of
lower
tube

in feet
(see note)

1 1.309 17 8 6/ 51 4/ 4
11 1.650 22 131 114 10 9 8
1/ 1.882 24 16 14 12 11 10

2.116 25 18 16 141 13 12
2 2.347 26 181 17 16 15 14 12
21 2.587 28 13
21 2.960 32 14

Note.-Length when carrying the maximum length of tube sin. smaller in diameter.

tions show that, in the sizes likely to be
used for receiving installations of the

AERIAL
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STRAINER

A compromise between the unsupported and the
fully -stayed mast can be made by stretching
stays of 7/20 SWG galvanised steel wire from
the top of the mast to the base, passing en route
through a slot cut in the outer end of spreaders
attached radially to the centre of the mast.
Three spreaders and stays, spaced at an angle

of 120 degrees to each other, are used.

enough to bear the former under the
worst conditions, there will be no likeli-
hood of failure. It might be added that"
the weather conditions envisaged in the
designs that follow are those probable in
the British Isles, but it must not be for-
gotten that there are some places where
these assumptions will not be valid and
would result in too low a factor of safety.

Jointing Steel Masts
The wind pressure, at normal heights,

may be as high as 5o lb. per sq. ft. of
projected section, but an allowance is
usually made for round objects by taking
half of this, and since the above conditions
are very exceptional it will be sufficient
if the maximum pressure on a round spar
is taken as 15 lb. per sq. ft. This makes
the total side -thrust on a pole, 3oft. high
and tin. in diameter, equal to 75 lb.
Weight, a very considerable value indeed,
and one that cannot be neglected.

In the design of a steel mast one is
usually restricted to the standard sizes
obtainable from stock, and it may be
useful to give some indication of these ;
seamless tubes are expensive and not
normally available, and the most con-
venient source of supply is those welded
tubes, which are made for gas, water and
steam, and are used for plumbing installa-
tions and the like. Those intended for
carrying steam usually have thicker walls
than gas or water pipes. Standard fit-
tings, such as coupling sockets, caps,
flanges and various pieces for joining
several tubes together, are readily bought,
and from these can be assembled most of
the necessary types of mast; at a slight
additional cost these may all be had in a
galvanised finish,- which is well worth
while even if the whole is to be painted,
and is essential if this is not the case.

The jointing, which will be necessary at
least once in the height, may be done
either by driving one tube into the other
so that they overlap about 6in., using a
piece of sheet metal to make the fit correct,
or by the use of screwed couplings. The
latter :nethod is easier, but has the dis-
advantage that the section of the tube at
the joint is reduced by the threading, and
it is therefore necessary to use one thick-
ness greater in order to allow for this. In
either case it is wise to sweat over the joint
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with solder so that no moisture can gain
admittance and cause corrosion and sub-
sequent failure. This is especially neces-
sary with galvanised tubes, where there
exists the possibility, in certain circum-
stances, of electrolytic action. This
may be prevented by a coat of paint.
Steam and water tubes are sometimes not
readily obtainable galvanised, and these
should have at least one coat of good paint
over the somewhat indifferent coating put
on by the manufacturers. This painting
should naturally be done after assembly of
the mast and before erection:

The full calculations necessary to ascer-
tain the stresses in the mast and guys are
out of place here, and, instead, tables are
given which will facilitate the adoption of
designs other than the standard. Table II
gives the maximum recommended lengths
of the various sizes of steam tube, both
without any pull due to the wire and also
with different spans of 7/22 copper. The
probable wind pressures on pole and wire
with the additions for ice loading have
been taken into account and a reasonable
factor of safety allowed. These figures
refer to an unsupported mast, and give the
permissible length of the top section. To
cover the requirements of the lower parts
the last column is included ; this shows the
length of tube which can safely support
the full length of a top section Sin. smaller
in diameter than itself, i.e., if the top part
is 'in. nominal, then the next one should
be rein., and the length may be 12ft.
Similarly, if three sections are required,
then the lowest of them may be a 12ft.
length of 2in. diameter. It should be
noted that the part in the ground is not
included in the above, and this may be
added to the bottom tube without increas-
ing the stress.

Securing the Base

Where lengths greater than those thus
shown are needed, it is clear that stays will
have to be used ; also, if more than two
sections are included it is wise to run guys
to each junction. In these cases the
lengths may safely be increased to the
figures given for a free tube of the appro-
priate size. The amount of the tube that
should be below the ground is a great deal
affected by the nature of the latter ; it is
smallest for good clay and greatest for
sandy soils. It is also dependent on the
size of the mast, and is greater for steel
than wooden poles, as the latter have a
smaller diameter at the base. A very usual
allowance is a depth of setting equal to
one -fifth of the height above ground ;*
somewhat less than this may be permitted
for guyed masts in good soil, but where
the unsupported and small -base types are
used, the full amount should be allowed.
Even for wood masts in poor gromid this
will be insufficient, and a concrete founda-
tion, at least six inches square at the top,
should be provided to distribute the
pressure better. Unless these precautions
are taken the mast will, sooner or later,
begin to lean, and there are few things
more unsightly than this. Alternatively,
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in the case of wood poles, kicking blocks
may be used. These are blocks fitted
crosswise to the mast at the butt and just
below ground level so that they help to
take the bending action of the wire -pull,
and thus prevent movement. For steel
masts which are not guyed in the conven-
tional manner, it will be necessary to use
a concrete base, and in soft soil it would
be a wise precaution even with a well -
stayed mast ; it has, too, the advantage
that it protects the base of the tube from
corrosion.

Where normal guying is adopted the
wires must be anchored in the ground
and, though this may be done by driving
stakes into the earth and attaching the
stays to these, a much better way is to
fasten them to plates or boards buried 'n
the soil at a depth of, say, 4ft. ; at this
depth a plate ift. square will hold any
pull that is likely to be experienced. In
order to ensure that the guys are tight it is

Fittings for masts showing tube with coupling
sleeve and locking nut, wall hook, cap, clip for

screwing on wood, crosspiece and flange.

best to fit screwed strainers a short dis-
tance above ground ; the slack may then
be taken up with precision. For the
small -base type of construction it is
necessary to fix the stays near, but not to,
the base of the mast, and since this type
will have a concrete foundation, it is easy,
when pouring the latter, to arrange to
embed suitable hooks, or the lower end of
each strainer, therein. When attaching
the guys to steel masts a standard flange
is useful. This may be drilled to take the
aerial pulley also, and then screwed on to
the top of the pole before fitting the cap.
Where stays have to be fixed to the joint
of the tubes this is also the neatest way of
doing the  job. A flange is also useful
at the bottom of the mast to increase
the area where this would otherwise
sink in soft ground. If a concrete founda-
tion is not used the bottom of the tube
should be closed with a cap to lessen
corrosion.
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In Next Week's Issue
SHORT-WAVE COILS. Design and

constructional data for efficient win-
dings.

VOLTAGE -CURRENT RELATION-
SHIPS. Simplifying points in AC
theory that often cause confusion.

TRANSMITTER MEASURE-
MENTS. Constructional details of a
valve voltmeter and methods of using
it.

L

Where it is required to fit spreaders at
the centre of. the mast, this may be done
by the use of a flange having lengths of,
say, Sin. tube fixed to it as shown in the
diagram. As these are always in com-
pression there is little tendency for them
to slip even if the bolts shown are omitted,
but these are an additional precaution
and are recommended ; a cap should be
fitted to the ends of these pieces of tube
and a groove filed in this to locate the wire.
In the case of wooden masts such struts
should be at least I Sin. square and may
be secured to the pole by small rectangular
brackets, such as are used to support
shelves.

The number of guys may vary from the
single one, used where it is desired merely
to counteract the bending of the top
section in an unsupported mast, to four or
more, but the writer advises the use, where
possible, of three, set at an angle of 120
degrees to each other and with the aerial
wire opposite to one of them. By the
adoption of this construction the mast is
fully stayed and does not depend on the
aerial, which may break, to offset wind
pressure. The stays should be strained a
little when erection is complete, but not to
an excessive amount, or the whole system
will be too rigid ; if they are so tight that
they " sing " nicely at a low pitch the
stress will be about right. This also gives
a means of ensuring that all are equally
loaded as, being the same length, they
should give the same note.

(To be concluded.)

BOOKS RECEIVED
Building a Television Receiver at Home,

Pp. 112. Published by Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd., 37-38, Chancery
Lane, London, W.C. Price 2s. 6d.

Constructional details are given in this
booklet of television receiving apparatus for
s -in., 4 -in., and r2 -in. tubes of the electro-
static type. The contents are reprinted, with
revisions, from Television and Short-wave
World:

Radio Marketing Trade Annual, 1939.
The information contained in this book of
reference is grouped under three main head-
ings : Directory, Technical, Commercial
and Legal. It contains a list of wireless
firms, a " Who's Who," business informa-
tion for dealers and others, while, in the
technical part of the book, there is a new
television servicing section. The annual
costs 5s., post free, and is published by
Radio and Electrical Marketing, 29, Bedford
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Cathode-ray Oscilloscope
SIMPLE UNITS

THE modern trend is more and
more towards the use of the
cathode-ray tube for testing pur-
poses, and an oscilloscope is un-

doubtedly an extremely versatile and
robust piece of apparatus. Its great ad-
vantage is that it gives a two-dimensional
response so that it indicates the combined
effect of two voltages.

For many purposes the cathode-ray
tube with its power supply is sufficient,
but for others a linear time -base is neces-
sary. The apparatus described in this
article is consequently built in two units,
thus giving a maximum of flexibility.
Before discussing the applications of the
apparatus, it is advisable to have some
idea of what it is, and we shall accord-
ingly deal with this first.

The circuit of the CR tube unit is shown
in Fig. i. The tube used is the Osram
4081 with a diameter of 24in. The screen
colour is green. It is a two -anode tube
with an indirectly -heated cathode, and all
four deflector plates are brought out for
external connection.

The HT supply is provided by a full-
wave rectifier in the conventional manner,
the reservoir condenser CI having a
capacity of 8,11F. Owing to the low cur-
rent consumption it is possible to dispense
with a smoothing choke and to use a

EMPLOYING A 2Ain. TUBE

A view of the tube unit ;
the mains equipment is

at the rear

Fig. i. -- This diagram
shows the circuit of the
tube unit with its HT

supply.

THIS versatile equipment meets the basic appli-
cations of the small CR tube for test purposes. It

is easy to build and, being arranged in unit form,
construction need only be carried as far as the par-
ticular requirements demand. Many industrial
applications of the CR tube preclude the use of a
ready -built unit and trouble may be saved by working

to this clearly set out design.
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io,000-ohm resistance RI instead. The
smoothing condenser C2 is 8pF.

Positive HT is taken directly to the
second anode of the tube, and the other
electrodes are connected to tappings on a
potentiometer across the HT supply. This
comprises R2, R3, R4 and R5. The first
anode is fed from the slider on R3 since
the potential required is critical for
focusing. R3 thus forms the focusing
control. The cathode is connected to the
junction of R4 and R5, and the grid is
taken to the slider on R5, so that it is
negative with respect to the cathode. The
bias is adjustable to form a brilliance
control.

The HT supply is taken to an output
socket so that it can be fed to the time -
base unit if this is employed. Heater
windings are also provided on the mains
transformer for this unit.

It is important to note that the positive
HT lead is earthed to the chassis. This is
done because the deflector plates must be
returned to the second anode, and they
are at earth potential since they must
be available for connection to external
circuits.

Two of the deflector plates are taken to
the terminals Xi, Y1, and the other two
are taken to the terminals X2, Y2, and are
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Cathode-ray Oscilloscope-
also connected to the second anode
through the 5-megohm resistances R6 and
R7. In use there must always be a con-
ductive path between Xi, Yi and E.
Normally these three terminals are con-
nected directly together, and if they are
not, then resistances must be interposed
between Xi and E
and between Yi
and E.

The output of the
rectifier is some
400 volts, and the
potentiometer
across the HT
supply takes 2.2
mA. The first
anode potential is
variable from
about 5o volts to
16o volts, and up
to 22 volts bias is
available. T h e
second anode po-
tential with respect
to cathode is 378
volts.

T h e deflection
sensitivity is ap-
proximately 0.397
mm. per volt or
0.156 in. per volt.
For a deflection of
one inch some 64 volts is thus needed, or
for one centimetre 25 volts. This is for
a steady potential applied between Xi,
X2 or Yi, Y2. With an alternating
potential the deflection depends on the
peak -to -peak voltage which is 2.828
times the RMS value for a sine waveform.
In terms of RMS voltages, therefore, the
sensitivity is 22.6 volts per inch and 8.9
volts per cm.

These figures are, of course, approxi-
mate only, for they will vary somewhat
with different tubes and depend on the
precise second anode voltage. It is, how-
ever, an easy matter to calibrate the tube
with a battery and voltmeter.

To do this connect XI, Yi and E and
join Y2 to E. Switch on, and when the
tube has been given time to warm up
advance the brilliance control gradually.
A fuzzy spot will appear in the centre of
the screen. Then adjust the focus control
for the smallest and most sharply outlined
spot. While doing this it may be neces-
sary to reduce the brilliance. With a
stationary spot great care should be taken
to avoid excessive brilliance, otherwise
the screen may be burnt.

Having obtained the focused spot, con-
nect a battery between X2 and E. The
spot will move horizontally to left or right,
depending on the polarity of the battery.
Measure the amount of the displacement
and also the battery voltage. Repeat, this
time using the Y2 plate ; the spot will now
move vertically. The sensitivity is
approximately the same in this direction,
but may, not be exactly so.

Connected in this way the tube can be
used as a voltmeter of high input imped-
ance, and it is as accurate at audio- and
low radio -frequencies as it is to steady
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potentials. At the highest radio fre-
quencies errors may occur, but not within
the commonly used range.

It is worthy of note that while the appli-
cation of a steady potential to the deflector
plates merely results in a shifting of the
position of the spot, the application of
an alternating potential results in the

appearance of a

(b)

O O
(c) (d)

Fig. 4.-Modulation depth can be determined
with the CR tube as explained in the text.
Modulation less than zoo per cent. produces
a picture such as (a), while zoo per cent.
modulation gives (b). Over -modulation gives

the effect of (c), and phase shift of (d).

line. The length of
this line, which is
due to the spot
moving rapidly to
and fro, indicates
the peak -to -peak
value of the applied
voltage.

While the ability
of the tube to func-
tion as a voltmeter
is useful, it would
not alone justify its
use, 'and in most
cases both sets of
deflector plates are
employed. When
alternating poten-
tials are applied to
both sets of plates,
the position of
the spot at any
instant depends on
the instantaneous
values of both

potentials, and with the usual repeti-
tive waveforms a pattern appears on the
screen.

One particularly useful application lies
in the determination of distortion. The
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amplifier under test is fed from the usual
fixed frequency source, and the output is
applied to one pair of plates, say between
Y2 and E. The source must be of fairly
high voltage and only a fraction of it
applied to the amplifier, for it must also
be connected to the other pair of plates,
say, between X2 and E. Alternatively, a
separate and distortionless amplifier can
be used between the source and the X -
plates.

If the adjustments are made so that
the voltages on the X and Y plates are
equal, and the amplifier is free from dis-
tortion, a straight line inclined at an angle
of 45 degrees to the vertical will appear
on the screen. Inequality in the voltages
will be shown as a change from this
angle.

Amplitude distortion results in the line
being no longer straight, and phase dis-
tortion makes it turn into an ellipse. In
an extreme case where the voltages are
90 degrees out of phase the trace becomes
a circle.

The tube can also be used for com-
paring frequencies. A known frequency,
such as a potential from the 5o c / s mains,
is applied to one set of plates and the un-
known to the other. From the resulting
figure the ratio of the frequencies can be
deduced, provided that the ratio is
such that a stationary figure is obtained.
The figures obtained are known as
Lissajous' figures, and are given in most
textbooks dealing with cathode-ray appa-
ratus.

One case where this may be very useful
is in the calibration of a beat -frequency

List of
TUBE UNIT

I Mains transformer, 370-0-370 v. 4o mA.
4 volts 2.5 amps, 4. volts 1.5 amps
C.T., 4 volts 2 amps - Haynes TB64

I Condenser, 8-8 mfds., electrolytic, com-
mon negative lead, case isolated,
CI, C2 Dubilier 9203E

Resistances:
2 5 megohms, f watt, R6, R7 Dubilier Ft

o,000 ohms, i watt, RI Dubilier Fl
I 25,000 ohms, x watt, R4 Dubilier Fl
 roo,000 ohms, z watt, R2 Dubilier Fl

1 Potentiometer, io,000 ohms, wire wound,
R5 Haynes

1 Potentiometer, 50,00o ohms, wire wound,
R3 Haynes

3 Connectors, plug and socket Bulgin P73
1 Valve holder, 5 -pin W.B.
I Valve holder, 9 -pin W.B.
2 Knobs, black, f -in. hole, 2 grub screws
Aluminium Chassis, comprising baseplate,

2 side pieces, front plate and engraved
paxolin panel, 2 large brackets, 2 small
brackets, small plate for tube holder,
fitted with grommets and insulated
terminals Haynes

6 Feet Flex, triple 5 -amp
Miscellaneous:

Screws, wire, sleeving.
Valves:

MUr4, Tube 4081 Osram

TIME BASE AND AMPLIFIER
1 Mains Transformer, 375-0-375 v., 4 volts 2.5

amps, 4 volts x amp Haynes T2714
I Volume control, 1 megohm, R5

Dubilier " A "
I Volume control, 0.5 megohm, R9

Dubilier " A "
1 Volume control, wire wound, 25,00o ohms,R13Haynes

Parts
I Volume

R I
Condensers:

 o.000r mfd., mica, C10
x 0.002 mfd., mica, C15
 o.oi mfd., mica. C14

control, wire wound, 50,000 ohms,
Haynes

Dubilier 691
Dubilier 690
Dubilier 690

4 0.02 mfd., mica, C4, C6, C9, C11
Dubilier 680

 o.i mfd., tubular, C13 Dubilier 4603S
2 0.5 mfd., tubular, C12 (two in

parallel) Dubilier 4608S
 Triple z mfd., paper block condenser.

C3 Dubilier 8E379
2 8-8 mfds., electrolytic condensers,

common negative lead, case isolated
Cl, C2, C7, C8 Dubilier 9203E

 25 mfds. electrolytic condenser, C5.
Dubilier 3016

Resistances:
I 300 ohms, f watt, R17 Dubilier Ff
 35o ohms, I watt, R6 Dubilier Ff
1 5,00o ohms, f watt, R14 Dubilier Ff
2 Io,000 ohms, f watt, R7, R8

Dubilier Ff
3 25,000 ohms, f watt, R2, RIO, RI2

Dubilier Ff
4 loo,000 ohms, f watt, R3, R4, R15,

R16 Dubilier Ff
I 25,000 ohms, x watt, RI Dubilier Fl

2 Valve holders, 5 -pin W.B.
2 Valve holders, 7 -pin W.B.
I Switch, 4 -way (or 5 -way) with condenser -

holding plate and 2 spacers Peto.Scott
5 Knobs, black, f -in. hole, 2 grub screws
Aluminium Chassis, comprising baseplate,

2 brackets, front plate and engraved
paxolin panel with insulated terminals

Haynes
Miscellaneous: Screws, wire, sleeving.
Valves:

 MUz4, r MSP4, r W42, z GT113 Oscan
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oscillator, for with a little care and in-
genuity it is possible to carry out an
accurate calibration based on the 5o c/ s
mains. Using the CR tube as an indica-
tor a direct calibration against the mains
is possible up to
about 50o c / s.
From this a
separate oscillator
can be fixed exactly
at 50o c/s, and
then used to take
the calibration up
to 5,000 c/s.
Another fixed oscil-
lator can then be
calibrated and the
main calibration
extended inde-
finitely.

As an indicator
of modulation
depth in a transmit-
ter the tube is par-
ticularly useful.
The modulated RF
output is applied to
one pair of plates,
and the AF output
of the modulation amplifier to the other
pair. The result is a figure which depends
on the modulation depth.

With perfect modulation the figure takes
the form of Fig. 2 (a) and the modulation

-
dedepth is given by

CD With
CD +

AB
AB

ioo per cent. modulation AB is zero and
the figure is a triangle (b). When the

modulation exceeds ioo per cent. the
figure is a triangle with a line extending
from the apex (c). A phase difference
between the modulation and the modula-
tion voltage will modify the figure to the
form shown at (d).

The amplifier and time -
base unit is of similar
size to the tube unit.

Although the CR tube unit alone is very
useful, there are many cases where a
linear time -base is desirable. This is an
oscillator delivering an output voltage
which rises steadily with time until a cer-
tain maximum is reached, when it falls
back very rapidly to its initial value and
starts to rise again, and so on.

The output is applied to the X -plates to

give the horizontal deflection, and the
waveform under examination- is applied
to the Y -plates. The pattern on the tube
is then that which would be obtained by
plotting as a graph the voltage variations
against time with linear scales. A direct

picture of the wave-
form is obtained.

The circuit of the
time - base unit is
shown in Fig. 3,
and it also includes
an amplifier for the
waveform to be ob-
served. The saw -
tooth oscillator is
operated from the
tube HT supply in
the tube unit, and
the mains equip-
ment in this unit is
provided solely for
the amplifier.

Additional
smoothing of the
time -base HT
supply is provided
by the io,000-ohm
resistances R7 and
R8 in conjunction

with the 8-pF. condensers C7 and C8.
The saw -tooth oscillator is a gas -triode
with a Soo -ohm resistance R17 in its anode
circuit to limit the anode current to a safe
value. The charging condensers are Cie
to C15, the required value being selected
by the switch Si.

In order to obtain a linear waveform a
charging valve is used, the W42 ; it is

20 V

20 V

200 V

10 V

To X2)

R1
25,000

C2
8 Adds

86114

0
375 V

a V IA

C5
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350 0

C6 OS
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v

E

o.5 ma

R 9 SYNC.
1C11
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R10
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50,000 0
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R12
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90fde
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Fig. 3.-Circuit diagram of the time -base unit incorporating al amplifier for the observation of waveform.
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Cathode-ray Oscilloscope-
operated with zero grid bias, and has its
anode joined to the cathode of the gas -
triode. The screen is fed from a voltage -
divider across the HT supply, and its
voltage is adjustable by R13. This is the
main frequency control. The saw -tooth
frequency is adjustable in steps by Si and
precisely by R13.

The grid of the gas -triode is also taken
to the voltage divider, and the setting of
RI' determines its grid bias, and hence
the amplitude of the sweep. Synchronising
is obtained by applying a portion of the
voltage tb be examined to the grid of this
valve, and this is done with the aid of R9.

In operation the gas -triode is non-
conductive, and the charging condenser,
say Cie, charges from the HT supply
through the charging valve. The rate of
charge depends on the screen potential of
this valve. As it is a pentode, the anode
current, which constitutes the charging
current, is substantially independent of
anode voltage. The voltage across Cie
consequently rises at a uniform rate.

At length the voltage is sufficient to
operate the gas -triode. The gas ionises
and the valve becomes conductive and
very rapidly discharges C12. The cycle
then recommences. When the generator is
synchronised a portion of the work volt-
age is applied to the grid. The change of
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grid voltage in a positive direction,
occurring just before the gas -triode would
normally strike of itself, causes it to fire
at a definite point of the signal cycle every
time, with the result that successive traces
are superimposed and a steady picture is
obtained.

The amplifier is provided so that a
reasonable deflection can be secured with
a small input and is extremely useful in
many applications. An RF pentode is
used with an input gain control. It is
biased by R6, shunted by the 25 µF. elec-
trolytic condenser C5, and the screen is
fed from the voltage divider R3 R4. Re-
sistance coupling to the tube is adopted.

As it is inconvenient to operate the
amplifier from the same HT supply as the
tube, because the supply for the latter has
its positive earthed, separate mains equip-
ment is provided. Resistance smoothing
is again adequate, and is provided by RI
in conjunction with Cr and C2.

When using the amplifier it is important
to note that it reverses the phase of the
" signal " voltage. This means that if a
certain waveform produces a pattern on
the tube when the amplifier is not used
and it is then inserted, the pattern will be
upside down. In most cases this does not
matter, but if it is forgotten misleading
results may occasionally be obtained.

(To be concluded.)

PROBLEM CORNER -21
An extract from Henry Farrad's corre-

spondence, published to give readers an
opportunity of testing their own powers of
deduction :-

go, Fays Way,
Vectorford.

Dear Henry,
We have been having a bit of an argu-

ment, and as it has reached a deadlock I
am hoping you will be able to clear it up.
It cropped up while discussing how to
arrange for several loud speakers to be
worked from one output transformer. Sup-
pose A represents a secondary winding cor-

no
TURNS

A

20

100

100

100
TURNS 100

C

100

rectly designed to supply a load of 20 ohms
as shown, and for the sake of argument let
the number of turns be zoo. Then according
to the well-known rule that the ratio of
turns is proportional to the square root of
the ratio of impedances, it looks as if a
zoo -turn winding ought to be correct for
supplying a quarter of the load resistance -
5 ohms.

But now suppose that a centre tap on the
winding is joined to a centre tap on the
load, as at B, it ought (according to the
Wheatstone bridge principle) to make no
difference, because it joins two points that
are at the same potential. But now we have
io ohms across zoo turns. In fact, the two

halves of the winding could be separated, as
shown at C, and this disagrees with the
rule mentioned above.

There must be a fallacy somewhere, I
suppose, but none of us can see just where
it lies.

Yours sincerely,
Fred New.

How can the above result be reconciled
with the "square -root -of -the -impedances"
rule?-Solution on p. 501.

The New Murphy
Portable

Superheterodyne Circuit with an RF Stage
THE first Murphy receiver designed for

quantity production was a battery port-
able and now after nearly Da years the firm
has introduced a new model, the B81.

First consideration has been given to per-
formance and to judge from the specification

A black rexine case with green trimmings has
been adopted for the B81 Murphy portable.
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this should be of a high order. Adequate
7rolume for an economical use of HT current
is assured by the use of a QPP stage and a
most unusual feature is the inclusion of an
RF stage before the frequency -changer in the
five -valve superheterodyne circuit. This
should give sensitivity comparable with a
four -valve table model on a medium-sized
aerial and better signal-to-noise ratio than is
usually available in portable receivers.

The entire chassis is mounted on rubber
supports and quick -fitting rubber straps hold
the batteries in place. The weight is about
25 lb. with batteries, and the price (less bat-
teries) L8 15s.

Television Programmes
Sound 41.5 Me/s Vision 45 Mc/s

An hour's special film transmission in-
tended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. to 12 noon each week-
day. The National or Regional programme
will be radiated on 41.5 Mc/s from approxi-

mately 7.45 to 9 p.m. daily.
THURSDAY, MAY 25th.

3, " Lonesome Like," a short play by Harold
Brighouse. 3.30, Gaumont-British News. 3.40,
245th edition of Picture Page.
9, 246th edition of Picture Page. 9.30-10.45,
Boxing O.B. from Harringay Arena. The World's
Welterweight Championship ; Armstrong v.
Roderick.

FRIDAY, MAY 26th.
3, Adelaide Hall in " Dark Sophistication," the
coloured cabaret from the Old Florida Club.
3.30, British Movietonews. 3.40, " Smiling at
Grief," a play by Walter Hudd.
9, Naunton Wayne in Cabaret. 9.30, Cartoon
Film. 9.35, " Looking for a House," Pearl
Binder describes the successful outcome of her
trials. 9.45, Gaumont-British News. 9.55,
Vanity Fair-modern dress design. 10.10,
Film. 10.20-10.30, Music Makers-Dorothea
Aspinall, pianoforte.

SATURDAY, MAY 27th.
3, C. H. Middleton, " In Our Garden." 3.15,
Gaumont-British News. 3.25, Cartoon Film.
3.30, The Vic -Wells Ballet present the third act
of " The Sleeping Princess."
9-10.30, " Behind the Schemes," by G. H.
Grimaldi. The action takes place in the pub-
licity office of " The Daily Quiver," Fleet Street.

SUNDAY, MAY 28th.
3, The Hotchkiss Marionettes. 3.15, Cartoon
Film. 3.20, Cartoons by Harry Rutherford.
3.30, Mabel Constanduros in " Zoo and You."
3.40, Marcella Salzer in a One -Woman -Enter-
tainment. 3.55, British Movietonews.
8.50, News. 9.5-10.35, Edmund Knight in
" First Stop North," a new play by Nicholas
Phipps.

MONDAY, MAY 29th.
3, Ray Ventura et ses Collegiens. 3.35,
Gaumont-British News. 3.45-4.10, Polo O.B.
from Hurlingham.
9, " Fantastic Garden," No. 3. 9.30-10.30,
" The Fighting Texan "-Film.

TUESDAY, MAY 30th.
3-4.30, D. A. Clarke -Smith in " The Great
Adventure," by Arnold Bennett.
9-10.30, " The Insect Play," by Karel Capek ;
adapted by Nigel Playfair and Clifford Bax.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 31st.
3-4.30, " Behind the Schemes " (as on Saturday
at 9 p.m.).
9, Cabaret Cruise, with Commander A. B.
Campbell. 9.45, British Movietonews. 9.55,
Sunday in the Country. 10.15, Cartoon Film.
10.20, Pouishnoff, playing Grieg's pianoforte
concerto in A minor with the B.B.C. Television
Orchestra. 10-.50, News.
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Footless Valves

ONE of the greatest disadvantages
of the conventional form of valve
construction is the length of the
internal connecting leads between

the base pins and the electrodes The
promixity of these leads adds very con-
siderably to the interelectrode capacities,
and their length makes their inductance
appreciable at high frequencies.

The inductance of the cathode lead is
probably the most important, for it makes
proper decoupling of the circuits impos-
sible. One serious result is that on short
waves the input resistance of the valve is
considerably lower than would be the case
if the electron transit time were the only
factor to be taken into account. The in-
ductance of the screen -grid lead is also
disadvantageous, since it makes the effec-
tive capacities rise with frequency.

Recent valve development has lain very
largely in the direction of reducing the
length of the internal leads, and consider-
able improvement in valve performance
has resulted. This process was carried to
its logical conclusion some years ago in the
well-known acorn, in which the very small
electrode clearances also greatly reduced
electron transit time effects.

While the acorn is the only suitable type
of valve for some applications, it is too
difficult to manufacture and too fragile for
general use. Recent development, there-
fore, has had for its aim the attainment
of electrical characteristics approaching

NEW TUNGSRAM RANGE FOR SHORT WAVES

VALVE development pro-
ceeds very rapidly nowa-

days and the changes are more
often than not in the mechanical

form in order to obtain increased
efficiency on short waves. One of the
latest trends-fhe abolition of the
pinch and top cap-is described in

this article.

those of the acorn combined with a mech-
anical construction which is not inferior to
that of ordinary valves.

This was first approached by adopting
conventional forms of construction, but
reducing the length of the valve and using
a special form of base to reduce the length
of the internal leads. One example of this
development is the well-known " E "
series with the side -contact base.

The next stage was to abandon the use
of the glass pinch for supporting the
electrodes and to substitute for it a glass
ring of the same diameter as that of the
circle of base pins. This ring forms part
of the glass wall of the bulb, and not only
gives a considerable reduction in the
length of the leads, but the leads them-
selves are much more widely spaced in the
glass support. This results in a reduction
of the inter -electrode capacities and at the
same time gives greater mechanical
rigidity. In addition, it makes it possible
to bring both anode and grid connections
out to the base, instead of having to take
one of them to a top -cap, because there is
now room to .introduce internal screening
between the leads.

This in itself is by no means an un-
important development, because it per-
mits a considerable reduction in the length
of the connecting leads external to the
valve. The top -cap has long been a
nuisance in receiver design.

Valves of this type with an all -glass
construction have been described in The
Wireless World, and the practice has been
to retain the usual vertical electrode
assembly.' In Germany, however, Tele-
funken have produced a range of valves
with the electrodes arranged horizontally
,and use an all -metal construction with
glass beads for insulating the leading out
wires.' The horizontal construction is
claimed to give increased rigidity, because
the electrodes can readily be anchored at
each end.

A new range has now been introduced
by Tungsram. The valves are in some
ways similar to the Telefunken, for they
have a horizontal electrode assembly
and have the same arrangement of the
base pins, but they are of all -glass con-
struction with an external metal cover for
screening and protection.

The base is a modified octal, but with a
larger pin circle to increase the spacing ;
the pins are provided with a waist to give
a locking action in the socket.

In this way mechanical rigidity and
easy assembly are combined with the
desirable electrical properties of the foot-
less valve, and at the same time the
advantage of the well -tried evacuation
technique of a glass valve is retained.

The makers claim that in a comparison

The Wireless World, February 16th, 23rd,
1939.

2 The Wireless World, November loth, 1938.

Fig. I.-This diagram shows the simple arrangement which can be used with the valves. Initial grid bias is not essential.
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Footless Valves -
of these new valves with the usual types
with a pinch construction the following
advantages are gained :-

Lower inter -electrode capacities and
reduced internal lead length, giving im-
proved performance on short- and ultra -
short -waves.

Grid and anode connections at the same
end, thus reducing external lead lengths.

Greater mechanical rigidity (every elec-
trode has a "three- or four -point suspension
instead of the usual two -point).

Smaller physical dimensions.
Greater reliability because of the

simpler construction.
Reduced leakage, due to the absence of

the pinch and the use of fewer mica
spacers, thus giving quieter operation.

The valves so far produced in this
range are a variable -mu RF pentode
EFii, a straight abrupt cut-off RF pen-
tode EFI2, a duo-diode-RF pentode
EBFii, a triode-hexode frequency -
changer ECHir, an output pentode
ELAN, and a rectifier AZii. Further
valves to be produced are a cathode-ray
tuning indicator EMI', and an AC/DC
output pentode and rectifier CLiiN and
CYrr.

The EFIi is rated for 25o volts and roo
volts anode and screen potentials, and at
the normal bias of - 2.2 volts the anode
and screen currents are 6 mA. and 2 mA.
respectively. When the screen potential
is fixed, a bias of 17 volts is needed to
reduce the mutual conductance from its
normal value of 2.2 MA/ V. to 0.022
mA/ v. If the screen is fed from the 250 -
volt line through a dropping resistance of
75,000 ohms, howeVer, 45 volts bias is
needed to obtain this value of mutual con-
ductance. The valve can thus be arranged
to have either a short or a long grid base,
as desired. The maximum cathode cur-
rent is to mA, and the input and output
capacities are 6.1 and 6.5 iu.p.F. re-
spectively with a grid -anode capacity of
0.002 ilktF. The straight RF pentode
EFI2 has similar general characteristics,
but the mutual conductance is 2.8 mA/ v.

The Triode-hexode

The triode-hexode ECHir is rated for
25o volts anode and roo volts screen
potentials on the hexode section with
currents of 2.3 mA. and 3 mA. at 2 volts
grid bias. With fixed screen potential,
13 volts bias is needed to reduce the con-
version conductance from 0.65 mA/v. to
0.00325 mA / v., whereas if the screen is
fed through 50,00o ohms a bias of 21 volts
is necessary to bring the conversion con-
ductance down to 0.0016 mA/ v.

The triode section, which is used as the
oscillator, should have a 50,00o -ohm grid
leak, and with the correct amplitude of
oscillation the grid current is 200 ILA.
The anode should be fed through 30,000
ohms from the 250 -volt line and it takes
a current of 3.3 mA. This section has a
mutual conductance of 2.8 mA/ v. with
an amplification factor of 20. '

The hexode section has input and out-
put capacities of 5.3 pia'. and 9.1

respectively ; the triode grid -cathode capa-
city is 4.3 fy.F., the anode -cathode capa-
city 2.5 iup,F. and the grid -anode capacity
1.5 pp.F. The capacity between the
hexode grid and anode is 0.001
between the hexode grid and the triode
grid 0.2 py.F., and between the hexode
grid and heater o.00i

The characteriitics of the pentode
section of the EBFII duo-diode-RF pen-
tode are very similar to those of the EFir.
The anode and screen currents are 5 mA...
and 1.8 mA. respectively, however, and if
a dropping resistance is used for the screen
supply it should have a value of 85,000
ohms.

The particular feature of this valve is
the extremely low inter -electrode capa-
cities. The input and output capacities
are 4.9 ,cttLF. and 6.2 µp.F. respectively
with a grid -anode capacity of less than
0.002 µilk'. The diode capacities are DI -
cathode 2.3 µµF., D2 -cathode 2.7 p.p.F.
and DI -D2 0.5 µILE% The capacity between

it----------
--

A sketch of the electrode system of an RF
pentode is shown here, together with the

arrangement of the base pins.

the pentode anode and either diode anode
is less than 0.015 ,up.F. and- between the
pentode grid and either diode anode it is
less than 0.0or p.µF.

These four valves all have heaters rated
at 6.3 volts 0.2 ampere, but the output
pentode ELiiN takes o.9 ampere at this
voltage. The similar CLAN will have a
heater rated at approximately 40 volts
0.2 ampere.

The ELiiN is rated for 25o volts anode
and 275 volts screen potentials with 6 volts
grid bias, the currents being 36 mA. and
4 mA. respectively. The bias resistance
should be 150 ohms and the load imped-
ance 7,000 ohms. The output is given as
4.5 watts for to per cent. total harmonic
distortion and the input as 4.2 volts RMS.
The mutual conductance is 9 mA/ v. and
the AC resistance 50,00o ohms.

The AZii rectifier has a 4 -volt r.r-amp.
filament and is of the full -wave directly -
heated type. At 300 volts RMS input

BASE CONNECTIONS

Pin
---

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

EF11
EBF11
ECH11
EL11N
AZ11

-
A
A--

}I
H
H
H
F

H
H
H
H
F

-
DA
OG--

A
DA
OA
A
A

SG
_SG..
SG
SG
A

G
G
G
G-

C, 14, Sup.
.,C, Af,,Sup.
C, M
C, Sup.-

the maximum output current is roo mA.,
but at 500 volts input it is rated at 6o mA.
only.

The base connections for these valves
are given in the accompanying table, and
it wilt be noted that the metal shell is
internally connected to the cathode pin.
Partly because of this, and partly to,
reduce the length of the external common
cathode connection to the valve, the use
of cathode bias is not recommended in the
early stages.

Bias by means of a resistance in the,
negative HT lead can be used, but is
usually inconvenient. The makers recom-I
mend the omission of any initial bias and
that the circuit be arranged in the form
shown in Fig. i, where RIC", R2C2, R3C3,
R4C4 are the usual AVC filters. In the
EBFir one diode is used as the detector
with R5 for the load resistance and C5
for the by-pass condenser. The other
diode is connected after R4 to give a small
measure of delay on AVC.

Owing to the fact that the diode passes
current up to about -i volt anode poten-'
tial, the normal no -signal anode potential
is about -0.9 volt, and the controlled
valves consequently have .a slightly nega2
tive grid potential which prevents their
cathode currents from becoming exces-
sive. On any normal signal, of course,
bias is provided by the AVC system.

This method of operation considerably
simplifies the receiver, and its only dis-,
advantage is some reduction in the initial
sensitivity. This may not always be con-
sidered a disadvantage, howev.er, for the

- effect is that of a QAVC action-.
The EFii, EFI2, ELiiN and CLirlsT,

are provisionally priced at los. 6d. ; the'
ECHir and EBFii at irs. 6d. ; the AZ111

- and CYra at 9s., and the EMI' at 8s. 6d.

The "Princely" Poitable
Model 905M, for 'Operation 'from Mains

' or Batteries

THE valves used in this receiver, which is.
5. available in this country through the

Princely Radio and Television Corporation
(of Gt. Britain) Ltd., 5 and 6,' Clipstone
Street, London, W.r, are of the latest
r.4 -volt type, and when used as a battery
set the LT is derived from dry 'cells. The
HT battery is divided' into two 45 -volt
units.

There are four valves in the superhetero-'
dyne circuit, with a fifth as rectifier when
the set is connected for mains operation.

The Model 9o5M costs Li° 17s. 6d., and
there is a model (90413) for battery opera =-!
tion only at 0 18s. 6d.

The Electric Gramophone
IN

the article in the May 11th issue under the
above heading reference was made to the

Varley BP26 Nicore HF choke. For the con-
venience of readers Who are contemplating the
construction of this equipment, Varley, Cam-
bridge Row, Woolwich, London, S.E.i8, are
arranging to manufacture a special centre -
tapped choke at a list price of 5s.

Special models of the push-pull output trans-
former, -range are also being produced, with
split primary windings, at the standard price
of I'8s. These will be known as the types
DP46SP, DP47SP and DP48SP.
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NEWS THE WEEK
HIGH -POWER

TRANSMITTERS
Decision of the F.C.C.

SOME interesting sidelights on
the refusal of the Federal

Communications Commission to
renew the 500 -kW licence of the
Crosley Radio Corporation's
station WLW, as announced in
The Wireless World of March
2nd, are revealed by our Ameri-
can correspondent.

Originally a 50 -kW station,
WLW's power has been 500 kW
for nearly five years under the
experimental licence granted
by the F.C.C. Since the com-
mencement of the high -power
transmissions there has been
almost continual controversy on
the advisability of the granting
of the licence-the only one in
existence.

At 500 kW WLW's field at
Connecticut, about 700 miles
away, was said to be precisely
that arrived at in the theoretical
calculations which prompted the
request for the increase of
power. Advocates of high -
power transmitters desired to
have perhaps a dozen similar
stations in the States to work in
broad clear channels for the pur-
pose of high-fidelity transmis-
sion in the hope of covering the
entire nation.

Service Areas
This system, our correspond-

ent says, was suggested as pos-
sibly capable of replacing the
present tangle of hundreds of
stations each spoiling more terri-
tory than it covers.

Perhaps the best argument
of the opposition was that in a
country more than 2,500 miles
wide even a reasonable number
of Soo -kW stations could not be
certain of producing dependable
service areas covering all States.
It is, however, difficult to say
definitely what consideration
finally governed the F.C.C.'s
decision.

It is perhaps of interest to
mention that the Federal Com-
munications Commission of the
United States Government is
composed of political nominees
who acquire their appointments
after examination by a com-
mittee from the Congress, and
are therefore not necessarily
radio engineers.

Whether an aerial power of
500 kW is desirable or not, it is
still fairly easy to conclude that
technical considerations alone
did not sway the F.C.C. in its
decision to refuse the renewal of
WLW's 5oo-kW licence. How-
ever, high -power transmitters
have apparently passed from
the American radio picture.

TELEVISION
INTERFERENCE

British Standards for Suppression

AS the result of co-operative
effort on the part of the

Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders, the B.B.C., the
Electrical Research Association,
and the G.P.O., the British
Standards Institution has issued
a specification which deals with
the suppression of radio inter-
ference caused by ignition
systems.

This new specification relates
to the suppression of interfer-
ence of various kinds, including
that caused by the sundry elec-
trical equipment of cars. It is
primarily concerned with the
protection of reception at points
not in the immediate vicinity of
the sources of interference, and
the degree of suppression re-
quired has been specified with
this end in view.

The causes and characteristics
of the interference have been ex-
haustively investigated by the
B.S.I. Committee, and certain
methods of suppressing the
interference to an adequate ex-
tent without appreciable detri-
ment to the operation of the
machinery involved have been
arrived at and are described and
illustrated in the specification.

The publication of this speci-
fication must not be taken as in-
ferring that motor cars fitted by
the makers with suppression
devices will soon be on the
market. In the event of relevant
legislation coming into force,
however, the guidance given in
the specification should be of
considerable assistance to the
motor car industry, and in the
meantime car owners and de-
signers will _find much to interest
them in the specification
B.S. No. 833-1939. This can
be obtained from the British
Standards Institution, 28, Vic-
toria Street, London, S.W.',
price 2S. 2d. post free.

PROPAGATION OF RADIO
WAVES

Amateurs Help in Investigations

BETWEEN the Quinquennial
International Telecommuni-

cations Conferences, the last of
which was field at Cairo in Feb-
ruary, 1938, are held technical
conferences which are officially
known as Comite Consultatif
International d e s Radiocom-
munications meetings. In pre-
paration for the next C.C.I.R.
meeting, which is to be held in
Stockholm during 1940, a com-
mittee has been set up by the
G.P.O. to investigate the prob-
lems emerging from the last
meeting, held in Bucharest.

Great Britain is responsible
for three questions at the Stock-
holm meeting. In the current
issue of The T. 6 R. Bulletin
it is pointed out that one of the
questions to be discussed, that
on the propagation of radio -elec-
tric waves, provides the amateur
with an opportunity of making
a practical contribution to the
next C.C.I.R. meeting.

Data relating to horizontally
polarised waves is wanted by
the R.S.G.B., which has again
been invited to send representa-
tives to serve on the G.P.O.
Committee. Information cover-
ing amateur observations on all
frequencies above 28 Mc / s will
be appreciated, and in par-
ticular practical data dealing
with work on frequencies around
6o, 120, and 240 Mc/s.

A Technical Sub -Committee
has been set up by the R.S.G.B.
to correlate the information sub-
mitted by members, and the
data provided is asked to be put
under eleven general headings,
which are tabulated in The T.
6' R. Bulletin.

The amount of information
procurable on the propagation
of the ultra -high frequencies will
doubtless be lessened by the
recent decision of the G.P.O.
not to issue further licences for
transmission above 56 Mc/ s.

NEW RADIO TELEPHONE
Post Office Experiments Between

Great Britain and Norway
THE growth of telephone com-

munication between the
United Kingdom and Norway
has taxed the submarine cable
beyond its capacity. In order
to avoid the rather formidable
expense involved by the laying
of a new cable, a series of experi-
ments is being carried out to
investigate the practicability of
a beam radio -telephony service
between the Orkney Islands and
the west coast of Norway.
Daily transmissions from a
G.P.O. experimental station
have been successfully received
by the Bergen Radio engineers.

Our correspondent states that
the Norwegian Post Office is
likely to construct a similar
beam telephony transmitter,
and Mr. Flanagan, a G.P.O.
radio engineer, recently arrived
in Bergen to inspect a site at
Ulrikken close to that town.

CONCERT PITCH
World Standard Fixed

AT the recent Conference
called by the British Stan-

dards Institution at Broadcasting
House, it was decided that the
international standard of musi-
cal pitch should be fixed at 440
c / s per second for the note A
in the treble clef. The Confer-
ence was attended by experts of
five nations and subject to the
approval of their recommenda-
tions by members of the Inter-
national Standards Association,
the standard will be universally
adopted.

It is suggested that musicians
should be able to receive the
note by wireless and by tele-
phone. It was the International
Broadcasting Union which urged
the I.S.A. to endeavour to bring
about an international agree-
ment.

7.Mcis BROADCASTING
A Protest from British Amateurs
THE Radio Society of Great

Britain has registered a pro-
test with the G.P.O. regarding
the unjustified and illegal opera -

Televising President Roosevelt (marked by arrow) at the opening of the
World's Fair. The transmission inaugurated the N.B.C. television service.
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News of the Week-
tion of the French colonial
station, Paris Mondial, on
7.28 Mc / s. The reason that
prompted this protest, and that
recently lodged by the A.R.R.L.
with the American authorities, is
that whilst the Cairo Telecom-
munications Conference agreed
that from September 1st, 1939,
broadcasting stations could
transmit on frequencies between
7.2 and 7.3 Mc /s, Paris Mondial
is already using 7.28 Mc /s.

The importance of the 7 -Mc / s
band to amateurs is stressed by
the R.S.G.B., and the bi-
annual occupancy figures of
transmitters in this country
using the band show that
whereas in the second half of
1935 there were 716 amateurs
transmitting on this frequency,
the number in the same period
last year was 1,263.

"AERADIO" TRAINING SCHOOL
AT Wallington, Surrey, about

one mile from the Croydon
Airport, Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company has opened
an air -radio training school, the
chief instructor at which is him-
self a qualified operator and
engineer.

In addition to the practical
and theoretical training required
for the Aircraft Wireless Tele-
graph Operator's Certificate, in-
struction is provided for the
signalling sections of pilots' and
navigators' examinations, em-
bracing Morse lamp signalling,
radio direction finding, blind -
approach guidance, etc.

As there are no fixed sessions
instruction is arranged to suit
students' individual require-
ments, and subject to the exist-
ence of vacancies students may
be enrolled at any time.

The school is under the local
management of the manager of
the Marconi Aircraft Wireless
Establishment, Wandle Road,
Hackbridge, Surrey, to whom
applications for admission
should be addressed.

90 -METRE D.F. COMPETITION
QOUTHALL RADIO SOCIETY
-/ captured the first and
second prizes in the 40 -metre
open direction finding competi-
tion which the Golders Green
and Hendon Radio Scientific
Society organised in the St.
Albans -Harpenden area last
Sunday, May 21st. The trans-
mitter, which was operated by
Mr. Corfield, G5CD (P) of the
organising society, took up four
different positions.

More than 6o members of the
various participating wireless
clubs spent a very enjoyable
day. Mr. Rapsey was the win-
ner, with Mr. Swan a close
second, whilst third place was
taken by Mr. Black, of the
Golders Green Society.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS

Television and the Cinema
LAST Thursday the Postmaster -

General received a deputation
which included representatives of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Association and the Kinemato-
graph Renters' Society to discuss
the effect of the development of
television on the cinema industry.
The deputation undertook to
submit a written statement of
their considered views on the sub-
ject, which the P.M.G. promised
to bring to the notice of the Tele-
vision Advisory Committee.

Anti -German Broadcasts
A PIRATE broadcasting station

which has been transmitting anti -
German propaganda in Belgium
was discovered by the police last
week in a house at Berchem, near
Antwerp.

Pictures by Wireless
THE new system of picture

transmission by wireless, now
operating between Montreal and
London, and New York and Lon-
don, provides for the transmission
of an 81 x4iin. picture in less
than eight minutes, a third of the
time previously taken. As a
result, finished pictures of the
King and Queen's landing in
Canada began to arrive at the
offices of Cable and Wireless in
Electra House, Moorgate, within a
few minutes of the event.

Sabotage
THE Arabic and Hebrew broad-

casts on the Palestine White
Paper, due to have been given
from Jerusalem at 8 p.m. on May
17th, were not heard. It is re-
ported in The Times that a break-
down was caused by the cutting
of the telephone wires between the
Jerusalem studio and the Ramal-
lah transmitter. The staff went
to Ramallah and the programme
was resumed at 9.3o p.m.
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GERMAN ENTER-
PRISE. Perhaps the
secret of the expan-
sion of the German
radio industry's over -
sea market lies in
the care taken to
provide every facility
for the listener
abroad. Part of the
tuning dial of a Tele-
funken receiver in-
scribed in Arabic is

illustrated.

B.B.C. Foreign Service
AN extended service of B.B.C.

transmissions for listeners in Latin -
America will start on July 3rd.
The programmes, which are to
take place from 11.25 p.m. to 2.20
a.m. (G.M.T.) daily, will be an-
nounced in Spanish and Portu-
guese. They will be radiated on
GSO in the 19 -metre band and
GSC in the 3r -metre band.

The B.B.C. in Europe
MR. H. R. CummiNcs, former

London representative of the
League of Nations Secretariat, has
taken up the post of B.B.C.
Public Relations Officer for
Europe. He was in the Wireless
News Department of the Ministry
of Information in the Great War,
and the News Department of the
Foreign Office. He joined the
Secretariat in 192o.

Political Intrigue
NEWS of political intrigue and

wireless comes from the port of
Pirxus, Greece, where an Athen-
ian architect erected a.mortuary
chapel to the memory of his de-
ceased wife. Headed by the
Bishop of Athens, a procession
bearing the corpse made its way
to the chapel, where subsequently
the architect spent long periods of
mourning shut up with the coffin.
The police became suspicious, and
during the mourner's absence con-
ducted a thorough search. It was
revealed that the coffin contained
a complete short-wave trans-
.mitter, which was being used for
nefarious political, purposes. The
mourner's meditations were cur-
tailed abruptly.

I.E.E. Wireless Section
THE Committee of the I.E.E.

Wireless Section has made the
following nominations to fill the
vacancies which will occur on the
committee at the end of Septem-
ber: Chairman, E. B. Moullin,
M.A. (Oxford University); Vice-
chairman, Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose
(N.P.L.); ordinary members,
W. L. McPherson, B.Sc. (Eng.),
(Standard Telephones and Cables),
J. A. Ratcliffe, M.A. (Cambridge
University), and M. G. Scroggie,
B.Sc. (a consulting radio engineer
and frequent contributor to The
Wireless World).

Amateur Awards
WILSON E. BURGESS, of Wester -

ley, U.S.A., will be presented with
the William S. Paley amateur
radio award for 1938. He receives
this distinction for his work dur-
ing the hurricane which swept
large areas of New England.
When power was cut off and tele-
phone lines wrecked he kept a
battery -operated transmitter work-
ing, and was for forty-six hours
the only link between Westerley
and the outside world.

The Hiram Percy Maxim award
for 1938 goes to Owen J. Dowd, of
Brooklyn, New York. The prize
is awarded to the amateur under '
twenty-one years of age whose
radio work is voted by his con-
freres to be the most outstanding
of the year.

Car Radio Banned
A NEW regulation has been in-

cluded in. the Calcutta Motor
Vehicle Rules by which wireless
and gramophones are not to be
permitted in motors in the city. '

National Field Day -

THE seventh annual National
Field Day organised by the
R.S.G.B. will be held on June 3rd
and 4th. A complete list of the
stations, totalling over Jo°, which
will be operating in 28 districts,
is given in the May issue of The
T. 67 R. Bulletin. In each dis-
trict, with the exception of one,
there will be transmissions in the
1.7-, 3.5-, 7-, and r.4-Mc/s band.

Extending Television
FOLLOWING the Manchester ad-

dress by Mr. C. 0. Stanley, Chair-
man of the R.M.A. Television
Development Committee, in which
he stressed the need for television
facilities in the provinces, the
Hon. Lionel Berry referred to the
harmonious contact which his
company, Allied Newspapers, had
always had with wireless manu-
facturers. " We have not said
` television is coming to the
North,' " he continued, " we
have been careful, while advo-
cating television, not to mislead
the public by wild, rash state-
ments."

At Imperial Airways
AMONG those affected by the

extensive reorganisation of the
staff of Imperial Airways is Sqdn.
Ldr. E. F. Turner, former Radio
Superintendent. He will now
become Communications Officer,
in which capacity he will be re-
sponsible for all the Company's
wireless and telephone equipment,
as well as the meteorological ser-
vices. Sqdn. Ldr. Turner was a
Signal Officer in tht,R,F,.C. and
R.A.F. from 1915 to 1935. He
joined the staff of Imperial Air-
ways in' 1936.

Cost of World Convention
THE World Radio Convention,

held at Sydney from April 4th to
14th, 1938, cost just over £6,300,
of which sum £2,500 was granted
by the N.S.W. Govermilent. The
actual cost to the organisers, the
Institution of R'a,dio Engineers
(Australia), was a little over L.roo,
the bulk being provided by contri-
butions.

Australian I.R.E.
THE growth of the Institution

of Radio Engineers (Australia),
which commenced its present
activities in May, 1932, is given
in a recent Proceedings of the
Institution. This shows that,
whereas in March, 1933, the
number of members was Io8, the
membership at the end of Novem-
ber last year was 441.

Enthusiasm Carried Too Far
RAIDERS drove up to a wireless

dealer's shop in Spencer Street,
E.C., shattered the window with
a coal -hole cover, and carried
away a television set. Are stolen
peeps the sweetest?

Miscellaneous Advertisements and
Whitsun

ALTERATIONS in our printing
arrangements are necessitated with
the approach of the Whitsun holi-
days, and miscellaneous adver-
tisements intended for the issue
of June 1st must, therefore, be
received not later than first post
to -morrow, Friday, May 26th.
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AF Transformers Simplified
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER TYPES

By N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

AS the author of this article points out, the belief seems to have grown up
that speech -frequency transformers have little in common with power or

similar types designed for constant operating conditions. A knowledge of the
many points of similarity that actually exist is a great help towards a

proper understanding of transformer operation.

TRANSFORMERS as employed
for radio purposes fall into two
well-defined groups : (a) mains
or power transformers and (b)

audio or speech transformers. The two
types have drifted farther and farther
apart until nowadays each possesses its
own technical jargon and it has become
traditional to treat them as distinct and
separate.

This duplicity of theory is liable to
puzzle the novice and to make him wonder
if there is or is not a basic principle
governing transformers as a whole. How
is it that in the one case voltage ratios
are so important, while in the other the
square root of the impedance ratio takes
priority? Why is the no-load current

mentioned in connection with audio
transformers and primary inductance
totally ignored in the power type? What
is the difficulty about bass response when
a power transformer can be designed to
work on 25 c /s without the slightest
trouble?

The relationship between the mains and
audio branclies of the transformer family
is a little analogous to that existing
between the imaginary Smiths of Eastown
and the hypothetical Smythes of Westown.
In reality both are
very human indivi-
duals, guided by the Appliance

same emotions and
striving towards the
same end. The ap-
parent difference is to
be found in the tech-
nique of living and is
entirely superficial as
far as the zoologist,
anthropologist, or
whatever - ologist
studies these things,
is concerned.

For example, our
Smythes might in-
dulge in an aperitif
before dinner,
whereas our Smiths
would undoubtedly
prefer half a pint at the local hostelry prior
to their equivalent of the aforesaid meal.
Note how unlike are the technical terms:!
Nevertheless, a few simple experiments
with apéritifs and half-pints will reveal
certain points of similarity to the scientific

Lamp...

Lamp...

Bowl Fire ...

Radiator

enquirer. Likewise the procedures of
" indulging in " the former and " having
one " of the latter possess much in
common.

Mains and audio transformers are funda-
mentally the same, but the widely different
applications have made it convenient to
approach design
problems in tech-
nically different
ways. Allowing a
brief interval sub-
sequent to the
" half-pint " experi-
ments, we will pro-
ceed to show how
the two modes of
thought may be cor-
related.

Electricity f o r
power and lighting
is distributed by
means of a constant voltage system. This
does not necessarily imply that one's
supply voltage is, in fact, rigidly constant,
but simply that all the houses in one dis-
trict have the same mythical number
stamped upon their. meters. Should this
be, say, 230 V, then we make a special
point of buying lamps, cookers, etc., that

TABLE 1

Watts Volts Amps Ohms.

60 100 0.600 167.0
110 0.545 202.0
200 0.300 666.0
230 0.260 885.0
250 0.240 1,040.0

100 100 1.000 100.0
110 0.910 121.0
200 0.500 400.0
230 0.435 528.0
250 0.400 62.5.0

500 100 5.00 20.0
110 4:54 24.2
200 2.50 80.0

.230 2.17 106.0
250 2.00 125.0

000 100 20.0 5.0
110 18.2 6.05
200 10.0 20.0
230 8.7 26.4
250 8.0 31.3

are constructed to operate on 23o V.
Hence one of the first things a purchaser
wishes to know is that the nominal voltage
of the equipment in view agrees with that
of his supply. The next thing is, how
much will it cost to run? Power is sold by

the kilowatt-hour, and therefore the cost
per hour or per day will be proportional to
the watts. It follows that the current prac-
tice of rating things in volts and watts,
such as a 230-V, 6o -watt lamp or a 210-V,
3 -kW fire, is very convenient and is suffi-
ciently simple to be of use to the non -tech-
nical public.

All apparatus taking constant watts at a
stated voltage must draw a fixed current
which can be calculated by dividing the
watts by the voltage. Thus the 23o -V, 6o -
watt lamp will pass 0.26 amp. and it might
well be called a 23o -V, 0.26 -amp. lamp,
which is electrically just as specific.
Again, the lamp has got a resistance or
impedance which is found by dividing the
voltage by the current and is, in this case,

230V 60 WAT TS
60

CURRENT = .0.26A
230

IMPEDANCE =
230
0.26
885.0.

RATIO =230°="9

OR =
202

= 2.09

I 10 V 6OWATTS

CURRENT=
60=0.545A
110

IMPEDANCE =
I100.5,,5

20211

Fig. I. -Illustrating the functioning of a power transformer working
under constant operating conditions.

885 ohms. Hence we might call it a 230-
V, 885 -ohm lamp, or perhaps a 0.26 amp.,
885 -ohm lamp or, indeed, a 6o -watt 885-
ohm lamp. Any one of these specifications
is complete in itself and all of the others
can be derived from it. Table 1 sets out
the watts, volts, current and impedances
of several typical pieces of domestic ap-
paratus.

In order to get back to transformers, we
will assume that Mr. Brown has had a

ro-V, 6o -watt lamp bequeathed to him
and that he wishes to use it in his home,
which is connected to the 230-V, 50 -cycle
system. Any ordinary individual can see
that a transformer with a 230-V primary
and an output of Tic) V, 6o watts will do
the job admirably. The ratio of the trans-
former would be 23o ÷ Iro= 2.09 to I step-
down, and from a knowledge of small
transformers the no-load current would be
about o.o6 amp.

Designing by " AF " Rules

But suppose Mr. Brown is not an ordi-
nary individual. Imagine him to be an
ardent designer of audio -frequency gear,
whose life is one long round of decibels and
impedances. Referring to Table r, it will
be seen that an impedance of 202 ohms,
i.e., that of a ro-V, 6o -watt lamp, has got
to be matched to, or made to behave like,
885 ohms, i.e., impedance of a 23o -V, 6o -
watt lamp (see Fig. I). Therefore Mr.
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Brown might absentmindedly say that the
transformer ratio should be

/885 x/4.38= 2.09
202

and, extraordinary as it may seem, he will
get the correct answer. Actually there is
nothing extraordinary about it, because
the voltage ratio and the root of the im-
pedance ratio are one and the same thing.
The two calculations are just two different
ways of arriving at the same answer.

Having determined the transformer
ratio, Mr. Brown will probably ponder
upon the frequency of the supply. Being
as low as 5o c/ s, the transformer must
have a good bass response. The upper
register is unimportant, so he can afford to
make the primary impedance, say, four
times that of the load (885 ohms), and the
required primary inductance comes out at
around 12 H, which is the same as that of
a 230-V mains transformer drawing o.o6
amp. no-load current.

Our newly acquired friend gets accurate
results even if he does go a long way
round the houses to get them. But why
should he choose so cumbersome a scheme
when our own volts -watts mode of working
is so delightfully simple? The answer is
that an optimum load or a loud speaker
cannot usefully be rated in volts and watts.

Consider a 15 -ohm speaker engaged
upon the task of emitting a typical radio
programme. Between items there is
silence and, therefore, no audio -frequency
volts across the speech coil and no audio -
frequency current through the winding. A
little later massed trombones and tympani
may be rendering Wagner, and there will
be an abundance of volts and amps.
around the speech coil. Clearly the speech
volts, current and watts delivered to the
speaker will vary from instant to instant
throughout the entire transmission. There
is only one thing that can, with justifica-
tion, be regarded as constant and that is
the nominal impedance of the speech coil,
namely, 15 ohms.

The above reasoning applies equally to

3,00 on 3 WATTS

AF VOLTAGE 94.5V

75/1 3WATTS
A F VOLTAGE 4.7 V

RATIO=
94.5-

= 20
4.7

OR

J3,000
7.5

Fig. 2. -This diagram, representing a speech -
frequency transformer in an output stage,

should be compared with Fig. z.

pick-ups, sound -heads, microphones,
speech lines, valve anode circuits, etc.
One is compelled to talk in terms of im-
pedances instead of volts and watts. Thus
we say that a certain valve has an op-

timum load of 6,000 ohms. Sometimes
the maximum output, perhaps 5 watts,
may be added. But the latter is strictly
a statement of maximum power and does
not compare with the watts specification
of a lamp which relates to the power taken
continuously.

Table 2 is the equivalent of Table 1, but
deals with optimum loads and speakers
instead of household appliances. The first
group of volts and amps shows the volt-
ages and currents that would result if a
steady 3 watts were being dissipated. The

Once again the same answer is obtained,
whichever of the two methods of working
are used. It should be noted, however,
that in order to use the simple volts ratio
we had to devise Table 2, which involved
a lot of juggling with Ohm's Law and
several arithmetical processes. Mr.
Brown's idea of taking the root of the im-
pedance ratio avoids this inconvenience
and gives the answer in one step.

A good transformer, mains or audio,
should have a high efficiency, and the watts
put into the primary should be substan-

TABLE 2

Impedance
Ohms

3 Watts 6 Watts 9 Watts 12 Watts

Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps.

10,000 173.0 0.0173 246.0 0.0244 300.0 0.0300 347.0 0.0346
8,000 155.0 0.0193 219.0 0.0274 268.0 0.0336 310.0 0.0386
6,000 134.0 0.0224 190.0 0.0316 232.0 0.0388 268.0 0.0448
4,000 109.0 0.0275 155.0 0.0386 189.0 0.0476 219.0 0.0550
3,000 94.5 0.0317 134.0 0.0447 164.0 0.0549 189.0 0.0634
2,000 77.5 0.0387 109.5 0.0548 134.0 0.0670 155.0 0.0774
1,000 55.0 0.0545 78.0 0.0770 96.0 0.0948 110.0 0.1090

30 9.4 0.32 13.4 0.45 16.4 0.55 18.9 0.64
15 6.7 0.45 9.5 0.63 11.6 0.77 13.4 0.90
10 5.5 0.55 7.8 0.77 9.5 0.95 11.0 1.10
7.5 4.7 0.64 6.7 0.90 8.2 1.10 9.4 1.28
4 3.5 0.86 4.4 1.36 6.0 1.50 7.0 1.72
2 2.45 1.22 3.46 1.73 4.25 2.12 4.9 2.44

remaining columns give similar informa-
tion for powers of 6, 9 and 12 watts.

An example or two will make clear what
this table is about. Suppose a push-pull
pair of valves has an anode -to -anode load
of ro,000 ohms. If a steady voltage is fed
to the grids of these valves and the volume
adjusted so that an output of 3 watts is
obtained, then the audio -frequency voltage
across the io,000-ohm load will be 173 V
and the audio -frequency current will be
0.40173 amp. Similarly, if the volume is
increased until the output reaches 9 watts
the figures will become 300 V and 0.030
amp. Corresponding values for 6 watts
and 12 watts are shown in the table to be
246 V, 0.244 amp. and 347 V, 0.0346 amp.
respectively. The lower impedances men-
tioned in the table correspond to those fre-
quently employed for speakers. Thus a
15 -ohm speaker fed with a steady 6 watts
will draw 0.63 amp. at 9.5 V and a 2 -ohm
speaker 1.73 amp. at 3.46 V.

Having held up the programme in order
temporarily to fix the volts, current and
watts we may as well see if our elementary
ideas of voltage matching hold good.
Suppose we try to match a 7i -ohm speaker
to a valve requiring a load of 3,000 ohms.
At 3 watts the corresponding voltages are
4.7 V and 94.5 V, hence a transformer with
a primary wound for 94.5 V and a
secondary output of 4.7 V should be
correct, i.e., the ratio would be 94.5 + 4.7
= 20 : I (see Fig. 2). At a volume cor-
responding to 6 watts the values are 6.7 V
and 134 V, which again give a ratio of
20 : 1. And still the same ratio is arrived
at by taking the figures given for 9 or 12
watts.

The more orthodox calculation for de-
termining the output transformer ratio
would be : -

V3000 =- 4/400= 20
7.5

tially equal to the watts given out from the
secondary. Hence all a transformer does
is to increase or reduce the voltage and
current in such a way that the product of
the two, i.e., the watts, remains unaltered.
The apparent impedance of the primary
and the impedance across the secondary
can be calculated from Ohm's Law. (volts
divided by the amps.) and the root of the
ratio of these impedances always comes
out to be the same as the voltage ratio,
which in turn is the same as the reciprocal
of the current ratio. When converting
one voltage to another the transformer
ratio is most easily calculated direct from
the voltage ratio, when working in currents
it is best determined from the reciprocal
of the current ratio, and when dealing
with audio circuits, where neither voltage
nor current is constant, the quickest
method in the long run is to employ the
root of the impedance ratio.

Conclusions

The foregoing revelation does not en-
tirely reduce the audio -frequency trans-
former to the level of the power trans-
former. Neither does it suggest that they
are equally simple to manufacture. The
power transformer works on a fixed fre-
quency and at a constant flux density,
i.e., constant voltage. It is not difficult to
design a transformer to operate at io cycles
or at 20,00o cycles, but it is rather a task
to make it work well at both of these fre-
quencies. Again, flux density has a strong
bearing upon iron loss and iron distortion.
The output transformer must be satisfac-
tory in this respect at any density from
the maximum downwards and at any fre-
quency. The power transformer can be
regarded as a special case of the output
transformer in which the frequency and
primary voltage are fixed.
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DC Mains
Super

CONSTRUCTION
AND ADJUSTMENT

THERE is nothing difficult in the
construction and wiring of the
receiver, for all parts are reason-
ably accessible, and the details

are shown in the drawings which accom-
pany this article. Care should be taken
to see that the switches are mounted cor-
rectl3 in the tuner. This is chiefly a
matter of ensuring that the centre rotat-
ing discs carrying the contact studs are all
in the same relative positions before in-
serting the operating shaft. This point
should be watched, since it is possible for
the shaft to be inserted with the switch
discs turned 18o degrees from their cor-
rect positions. Naturally, the contact
studs do not then fall on the contact arms.

Check this carefully while assembling
the components, for it is then easy to put
it right if a mistake has been made. If
it is only discovered when the coils and
wiring are' in place a lot of dismantling
will be needed.

The coils are identifiable by their

An birds eye view of the top of the combined
chassis of the receiver unit.

appearance, but the long, medium and
short-wave coils also bear the numbers r,
2, and 3 respectively, stamped on the
brass mounting strips. The aerial coils
are unmarked otherwise, the RF trans-
formers carry a red spot on the former,

(Concluded
from page 462
of last week's issue)
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THREE -BAND RECEIVER
FOR THE DC QUALITY

AMPLIFIER

1N this article details are given of the construction and adjustment of this DC
mains set. A description of its performance is also given when tested in

conjunction with the DC Quality Amplifier.

and the oscillator coils a blue spot. In
every case the long pair of solder tags is
for the tuned winding. For the medium
and short-wave coils, the grid end of the
coil is remote from the primary winding
and can readily be traced to its tag ; the
identification of the other tags then follows
from the drawings. On the long wave-

band it does not
matter which of the
long tags is used for
the grid connection.

It must be remem-
bered when using the
apparatus that the
chassis and all metal
parts are live to the
mains. Adequate in-
sulation must thus
be provided both
from earth and from
accidental contact.
When the apparatus
is installed in a cabi-
net, do not forget to
see that the grub
screws in the control
knobs are adequately
sunk so that they
cannot be touched.

In order to avoid
hum pick-up a
screened lead should
be used for the AF

connection between the receiver and the
amplifier, and " chassis " terminals are
provided on each unit for connection to
the screening. The connection should
not, of course, be longer than necessary,
but a yard length has been used.

The initial adjustments needed are only
the usual and are best made with a modu-
lated test oscillator. This oscillator should
be set to 465 kc/s and its output clipped
to the grid of the IF valve. The two
trimmers in T2 are then to be adjusted
for maximum output. The oscillator
output is then transferred to the grid of
the frequency -changer and the two trim-
mers in Tr similarly adjusted for maxi-
mum response-of course, with the
switch S7 set for high selectivity. Then
check over all four IF trimmers carefully.

Ganging

Next connect the test oscillator to the
aerial and earth terminals and set the
waveband switch for the medium waves.
If the oscillator is capable of a fairly large
output; as most are, set it to 1,50o kc/s
(too metres) and the gang condenser to
its minimum capacity. Short-circuit the
medium -wave oscillator coil by a short
lead terminating in crocodile clips and
connect a low range voltmeter across R2.
With the test oscillator at full ,output,
tune to it by the trimmers C7 and Cr7.
As the circuits come into resdnance the
meter reading will fall slightly if the oscil-
lator output is adequate.

Then set the oscillator to 1,40o kc/s
and tune the receiver to it by the gang
condenser and readjust C7 and C17 at
this frequency. Then remove the short-
circuit from the set oscillator and reduce
the output of the test oscillator consider-
ably. Follow this by adjusting C27. Its
setting will be very critical.

The next steps are to reapply the short-
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The Wireless World DC MAINS SUPER : Wiring Diagram
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R17

The identification of the components is readily carried out with the aid of the reference letters and the circuit diagram printed last week.
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DC Mains Super-
circuit to the set oscillator, to set the test
oscillator to full output at 600 kc/s and
to tune the set to it by the gang condenser,
again using the voltmeter as an indicator.
Then remove the short-circuit, reduce the
output of the test oscillator, and adjust
the padding condenser C29. A return to
1,400 kc/s should then be made for a
probable slight readjustment to C27.

On the long waveband the procedure
is exactly the same, but the trimmers are
C8 and CDS for the signal -frequency cir-
cuits and C3o and C32 for the oscillator.
The first three are adjusted in exactly the

Wireless
World

tuning control so that -its frequency co-
incides with the receiver tuning. There
will be two settings and one will give a
stronger signal than the other. They will
be found round about 12-15 Mc/ s (2o-25
metres).

Choose the stronger setting, and then
adjust C6 and Ci6 for maximum signal
strength. Next bring the test oscillator
over to the other weaker setting and note
whether it corresponds to a lower or a
higher frequency than the stronger. If
the weaker setting is at a higher frequency
(lower wavelength) of the test oscillator
than the strong one, all is well.

495 -

high standard of reproduction. The
quality, in fact, was up to the best AC
standards and far superior to most DC
equipment.

On the mains employed in the tests hum
was inaudible. There is no reason why
hum should be expected in any district,
but DC mains undoubtedly do vary
greatly and it is impossible to be certain
that hum will be absent in every case. In-
dividual treatment is sometimes necessary
with a DC supply.

The receiver covers the usual medium
and long waves and is capable of receiv-
ing most worth -while transmissions on

An underside view that will simplify the identification of components and connections when studied with
the wiring diagram.

same way as the medium wave ones, but
at 26o kc/s instead of 1,400 kc/s. Then
C32 is adjusted at 170 kc/s.

This procedure is theoretically possible
also on short waves, but in practice rarely
works very well. Set the gang condenser
with the vanes about one -quarter en-
meshed, and screw up C6 and C16 about
half way. Then "adjust C24. Even if
no signal is found, there will usually be
a point at which some hiss or local inter-
ference becomes audible. This affords an
opportunity to adjust the signal circuits
roughly.

Then connect the test oscillator to the
aerial and earth terminals and swing its

If it is at a lower frequency, however,
the receiver has been lined up on the
wrong beat. Increase the capacity in C6
and Ci6 and reduce that in C24, while
retuning by the main control to keep the
signal. Then carry out the adjustments
in the manner already described.

The padding condenser C26 should be
adjusted at the other end of the band,
while rocking the tuning control back-
wards and forwards. It is not usually
very critical, however, and is generally
nearly fully screwed up.

On test the receiver was found to give
a very good account of itself, being sensi-
tive and selective, while capable of a very

these bands. When interference con-
ditions permit, advantage can be taken of
the variable selectivity to improve the
quality to a really high standard, but for
general distant listening the use of high
selectivity is advised.

The aerial is not unimportant and an
outdoor aerial of reasonable efficiency is
to be recommended, not necessarily be-
cause the receiver will not give a good
signal with a poor aerial, but because the
signal -noise ratio is always better with a
good one.

On short waves the band of about 16-
45 metres is covered so that the more im-
portant stations are included. Tuning here
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is quite critical and the control should be
rotated quite slowly or all but the strong
signals will be passed over unnoticed. At
suitable times, signals on the 16 -metre,
19-, 25-, and 31 -metre broadcast bands
can usually be found, as well as the 20 -
and 40 -metre amateur bands. In between
these bands there are hosts of commer-

Wireless
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cial transmissions employing CW or ICW
morse, or " scrambled " speech.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out
that two errors occurred in the circuit
diagram in last week's issue. The padding
condensers C31 and C32 were shown in
parallel instead of in series, and the two
leads to the centre and top contacts on the
left-hand side of S8 should be -reversed.

Test Report

McMICHAEL MODEL 382
Table Model AC Superheterodyne (8 Valves + Rectifier) and
Tuning Indicator Price 181 guineas

/N designing this receiver the makers
have first of all established a radio per-
formance adequate for present receiving
conditions and have then concentrated

on refinements in the controls and auto-
matic tuning arrangements which will im-
prove the ease of handling without affecting
performance. In particular, quality of re-
production has been carefully nursed
throughout the circuit, and the performance
in this respect is outstandingly good. An
efficient motor tuning mechanism gives
push-button selection of eleven stations.

Circuit.-The valves in the direct line
of amplification from aerial to loud speaker
comprise a triode hexode frequency -
changer with band-pass input on medium
and long waves, pentode IF amplifier, diode -
triode signal rectifier and first AF amplifier
and a beam tetrode output valve.

The control voltage for the tuning indica-
tor is taken from the diode load resistance
and an untuned third winding on the output
IF transformer goes to the auxiliary IF am-
plifier supplying the AVC and automatic
tuning (AFC) circuits. The use of this extra
valve as a separate IF amplifier instead of
as an RF stage before the frequency -
changer has the advantage that signals
below the AVC delay level which may be of

good programme value are still capable of
operating the AFC .circuits. Of equal im-
portance is the complete isolation of the
AVC diode from the signal circuits and the
consequent elimination of AVC distortion.

The AFC discriminator is the conventional
balanced diode arrangement and the control
bias is applied to a separate screened pen-
tode valve which alters the reactance of the
oscillator section of the frequency -changer
valve in the appropriate direction to correct
the tuning of the incoming signal.

A very effective tone control system incor-
porating both selectivity in the IF stage and
negative feedback in the AF circuits has
been adopted. There are four positions. In
the first (" Fidelity ") the band -width in the
IF amplifier is increased by tighter coupling
in the input transformer, and negative feed-
back incorporating tone correction which
increases low -note response is introduced in
the'AF circuits. For the remaining positions
the selectivity is returned to maximum and
the second (" Normal ") setting gives nega-
tive feedback at all audio frequencies, i.e.,
less bass as well as a reduction of top from
the increased selectivity. In the third
(" Bass ") position, one correction is re-
introduced in the feedback restoring the rela-
tive lift in the bass and a by-pass condenser
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is connected across the volume control to
increase the cut top. Finally, in the fourth
position (" Foreign ") the top cut is left as
it is and the bass boost removed by once
again applying negative feedback at all fre-
quencies.

Negative feedback is taken from the
secondary of the output transformer and
introduced into the grid circuit of the triode
first AF amplifier via a tapping on the
volume control. The effect is to increase
the ratio of bass response at low volume
levels and so to compensate for the subjec-
tive raising of pitch.

As in most receivers with motor tuning it
is necessary to verify the setting of the
waverange switch before (or after) pressing
one of the station buttons, but in all other
respects the mechanism has been rendered
foolproof by a comprehensive switching
system. Automatic frequency control is
made inoperative when the manual tuning
button is pressed and also while the motor
r

WAVERANGES

Short
Medium -
Long

- 18.6-50 metres

- 200-550 metres

- 850-2,000 metres

is running during automatic tuning. In
this 'way, " trailing " of a powerful local
station which might take charge up to the
point where. the motor came to rest is
avoided. If two buttons are pressed simul-
taneously the contacts are so arranged that
only one takes effect and the motor cannot
" lock."

Performance.-Among the many attrac-
tive features of this set we would put
first the quality of reproduction. A cabinet
on the large side for a table model, a ro-inch
loud speaker and a powerful output stage all
contribute to the impression of console
rather than table model quality. In the
" Fidelity " position of the tone control
switch the set does not require any special
type of programme to show off its paces, a

sure sign that the fre-
quency range is wide
and free from resonances.
Both bass and treble show
a considerable extension
beyond the limits usually
set in commercial re-
ceivers, and it is interest-
ing to see that the makers
regard the now almost
forsaken band-pass input
circuit as a worth -while
refinement. The volume
is unusually full, and
there is little doubt that
the output tetrode is giving
the 5 watts at which it is
rated with the minimum
generation of harmonics.
The tone compensated
volume control works
well, and maintains a
good foundation of bass at
low levels, and the four -
position tone control with
its multiple functions in
various parts of the circuit
is a great improvement
over the simpler types.

The set makes no pre-
tence to a " hot stuff "
performance, but, never -

MOTOR DRIVEN
PRESS -BUTTON TUNING

ACTH 1

INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY

465 k c/s

ME 41

TUNING
INDICATOR

ACVP 2 HL 41 DD

UU 4

AC 5 PEN
SIGNAL

RECTIFIER
FREQUENCY INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT
CHANGER AMPLIFIER STAGE

1 st AF
AM PLIFIER

V 914
AVC

RECTIFIER

OSCILLATOR
CONTROL

VALVE

AFC
DISCRIMINATOR

AVC AND AFC
AMPLIFIER4

ACSP 1 V 914 ACVP 2

EXTENSION SPEAKER
IMPEDANCE

2 TO 4 OHMS

Schematic circuit diagram of the McMichael Model 382.
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McMichael Model 382-
theless, brings in everything worth listening
to with unobtrusive efficiency and the _mini-
mum of background noise. This is especially
true of the medium and long waves which
are clear of self -generated whistles, and suffi-
ciently selective to satisfy all normal re-
quirements. London Regional at a distance
of 15 miles spreads the usual ri channels
each side of its normal tuning point, and

of the scale to another, and the small centre
knob final manual adjustment with a high
reduction ratio. If the " scanning " control
is operated while the set is under automatic
control, a loud hum from the receiver warns
the user " not to touch."

Summary.-This receiver gives a re-
freshing change from the stereotyped per-
formance of the small table model super-
heterodyne. The extra cost is more than

cycle field day. There have also recently been talks on
USW and DF apparatus. Several field days are to be
held during the summer.

Maidstone Radio Society
Headquarters: 244, Upper Fant Road, Maidstone, Kent.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 7.45 p.m.
Hen. Sec.: Mr. P. M. S. Hedgeland, 8, Hayle Road,

Maidstone, Kent.
A party of members spent an enjoyable evening at

the Medway Society's " harnfest " on May 10th.
On June 3rd and 4th Mr. S. A. G. Cook will be oper-

ating his portable transmitter as an unofficial NFD
station. A DE field day will be held on June 18th.

MEDIUM -WAVE
BUTTONS

LONG -WAVE
BUTTONS

VOLUME CONTROL

TONE CONTROL

TUNING CONTROL

WAVERANGE SWITCH

ON -OFF SWITCH

TUNING INDICATOR VALVE ME41

FREQUENCY CHANGER VALVE ACTH1

POWER RECTIFIER UU4

OSCILLATOR CONTROL
VALVE ACSP1

IF AMPLIFIER VALVE
ACVP2

AFC DISCRIMINATOR
V914

AVC AND AFC
AMPLIFIER VALVE

ACVP2

AVC RECTIFIER
V914

0 SIGNAL RECTIFIER
;AND 15tAF AMPLIFIER

VALVE ACHLDD

OUTPUT VALVE AC5 PEN

Layout of valves and controls in the McMichael 382. As sent out from the works three buttons are set for long and eight for medium -wave
stations. The bottom right-hand button changes the circuits for manual operation.

on long waves the Deutschlandsender pro-
gramme can be well received with the tone
control in the " Normal " position.

The good entertainment value of the re-
ceiver owes much to its efficient amplified
AVC system, the advantages of which are
nowhere more apparent than on the short-
waves. Instead of flitting from station to
station we found much more incentive to
settle down to the enjoyment of full length
programmes.

Constructional Details.-The chassis
is a straightforward engineering job without
gadgets, and is finished to the standard
which McMichael have always set them-
selves. The cabinet design is simple and
dignified with a large, rectangular tuning
scale bordered by two vertical rows of push
buttons. Indicators show the settings of the
waverange and volume controls, and a pilot
light coloured to match the tuning indicator
shows when the controls are set for auto-
matic tuning. The tuning indicator is illu-
minated only when the " Manual " button
is pressed.

A concentric two -speed tuning control is
fitted, the outer ring of which gives motor
" cruising " or " scanning " from one part

justified by (r) the exceptionally good
quality of reproduction, (z) the general
smoothness and ease of handling imparted
by a good motor tuning device backed by
efficient AFC and AVC systems.

Club News
Edgware Short-wave Society
Headquarters: Constitutional Club, Edgware.
Meetings: Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. F. Bell, 118, Colin Crescent, Hendon,

London, N.W.9.
Three more members have now obtained transmitting

licences, making a total of 18 fully licensed members
of the club. Several other members are applying for
licences. At the debate held on May 10th on " Phone
v. CW " it was agreed by all that CW and phone should
occupy separate parts of the amateur waveband, CW
having two-thirds of the available ether space.

Future activities include a lecture by Dr. Smith on
" Telcon Cables," a 5 -metre field day and the R.S.G.B.
field day.

Hoddesdon and District Radio Society
Headquarters: Blairgowrie, Station Road, Broxbourne,

Herts.
Meetings: Second and fourth Wednesdays in the month

at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. T. Knight, Caxton House, High Street,

Hoddesdon, Herts.
On May 10th Mr. Jackson, of Bishop's Stortford, gave

a talk on television and demonstrated his home -con-
structed receiver. On May 21st there was a 1.7 -mega -

Medway Amateur Transmitters Society
Headquarters: The Navy Wives' Club, Dock Road,

Chatham, Kent.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. S. A. C. Howell, " Veronique," Broad-

way, Gillingham, Kent.
The ' hamfest " held on May 10th was attended by

amateurs from many parts of Kent. 02I0 gave a talk
on television, and 06WY dealt with the use and misuse
of the amateur bands.

The transmitter is now complete and it is hoped that
the Society's licence will be granted very soon.

Sale and District Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Mary's School, Barkers Lane, Sale,

Lanes.
Meetings: Thursday evenings.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. S. C. 0. Allen, 31, Enuerdale Drive,

Ashton -on -Mersey, Lanes.
At the last meeting a letter was read from Sir

Edward Grigg, the M.P. for the Altrincham division,
replying to the recent resolution passed by the Society
calling for an extension of the television service to the
north. Sir Edward promised to do all he could to
support the resolution.

Slough and District Short-wave Club
Headquarters: 35, High Street, Slough, Bucks.
Meetings: Alternate Thursdays at 7.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. K. A. Sly, 18, Buckland Avenue, Slough,

Bucks.
At the last meeting the main item of interest was a

demonstration by a member of high -voltage electrical
phenomena. Three members have enlisted in the Terri-
torial Army, including Mr. R. J. Sly, who has, there-
fore, been forced to resign the position of hon. secre-
tary. A successful junk sale has been held. The next
meeting will take place this evening (May 25th).
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UNBIASED
A Raw Recruit

IAM,
as you well know, always willing

and ready to help readers in their wire-
less troubles to the best of my ability, and
nothing pleases me more than to see my
breakfast table stacked high with tech-
nical queries, although I may say that
these feelings are not always shared by
Mrs. Free Grid, more especially when, as
sometimes happens, the whole pile topples
over on her as she is consuming her morn-
ing portion of filleted frogs, a new reduc-
ing diet which I am told is all the rage in
certain circles at present.

There are, however, limits to my
patience, and sometimes I must admit the
queries irritate me very greatly, as many
of them betray a crass ignorance of the
elementary principles of radio to a degree
which I could hardly believe possible in
these enlightened days. One letter which
I found in my postbag the other morning
betrayed exceptional lack of knowledge,
and although it was not of a technical
nature it revealed such amazing ignor-
ance of the ways of the world of wireless
in general that I feel constrained to men-
tion it to you.

Briefly, my correspondent told me that
he was engaged in the construction of a
new receiver, and had duly ordered all the
components, most of which had arrived,
but that he, was completely hung up in
his constructional work by the fact that a

Toppled over on her.

certain tuning condenser had not yet
turned up. " It is now ten whole days
since I ordered this component," he
wrote, " and not only has it failed to
arrive but I have not received one word of
explanation from the manufacturers con-
cerning this unheard-of delay. I trust,
therefore, that you will not only write to
this manufacturer on my behalf but will
give due publicity to this monstrous state
of affairs in the pages of The Wireless
World."

I think I need hardly say that I was
amazed at the contents of this letter, and
it was not until I came to the postscript
that I was vouchsafed an explanation.
" I think I ought to mention," my corre-
spondent wrote, " that I am a newcomer
to wireless." This, of course, explains
everything. " To know all is to forgive

all," as the old wisecrack has it, and I
freely forgive him.

My correspondent has a lot to learn yet
of the weird ways of our wireless manu-
facturers. Ten days, indeed ! Perhaps it
will help him if I tell him that I am still
awaiting delivery of a marvellous new
crystal which I saw favourably mentioned
in the editorial columns of The Wireless
World as far back as 1926. " Ananite,"
it was called, and when I ordered it I was
told that the demand exceeded the supply
with the result that the whole factory out-
put was sold for some time to come and
I might, therefore, have to wait-a con-
siderable time for delivery. I am still
waiting !

A Fishy Story
IDARESAY that most of you noticed

the picture published recently in this
journal (p. 421, May 4th) of a dog with a
small receiver and loud speaker strapped
to his back. However far the dog strays
from home, its owner has only to speak
into the microphone of his home -built
transmitter and he can summon the animal
home. According to the reading matter
underneath the picture, the dog and its
owner reside in Sydney, but as the four
towns of this name are situated many
thousands of miles apart, and the writer
very skilfully omitted to say which one he
meant, I was prevented from sending a
telegram of protest to the authorities of
the place concerned.

If this sort of thing is allowed to go un-
checked abroad it will not be very long
before it spreads to this country, and we
shall have a new source of interference to
contend with. It was not for some con-
siderable time that it dawned on me that
several of the cats wandering about my
neighbourhood and belonging to a rather
vinegary -looking spinster carried sus-
picious -looking bundles on their backs,
bundles which I had always taken to be
merely superfluous clothing which some
spinsters insist on inflicting on their unfor-
tunate pets.

Needless to say, I lost no time in im-
pounding one of the cats which I found
wandering about in the neighbourhood
and quickly removed its bundle of cloth-
ing, expecting to find a miniature battery
portable and loud speaker. To my sur-
prise, however, I came across something
very much more serious which puzzled me
for a Tong time. It was nothing more nor
less than a miniature flea -power USW
transmitter. I use the expression flea -
power in a purely figurative sense, of
course, in order to convey an idea of the
smallness of the power employed and not
to indicate that, by some ingenious sys-
tem, power was obtained from the fauna
in the cat's fur.

I was very puzzled for a long time, and

By FREE GRID
even more so when I found out by listen-
ing in on my USW receiver that a long
dash was being sent out automatically
every few seconds. I lost no time in im-
pounding all the other similarly clad cats
in the neighbourhood and it was due, I
suppose, to the fact that some tittle-tattling
neighbour must have seen me that event-
ually I found a policeman on my doorstep.

It appears from the explanations that
were given that the transmitters were the
property of a scientific investigator who is
lodging in the spinster's household, and is
carrying out DF research work in connec-
tion with A.R.P. The cats have been
chosen because they are first-class noc-
turnal wanderers, and it was just this sort

011111Intor....
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Suspicious -looking bundles.

of thing that was wanted to enable the in-
vestigator to check up on his DF experi-
ments. For the life of me I cannot think
what DF has got to do with A.R.P. ; in
fact, it all seems very fishy to me, almost
as much so as the state of my laboratory
after my feeding the cats on their favourite
diet during their few days' enforced stay
with me.

After 17 Years
IAM delighted to learn that after all these

.years of radio exhibitions it has been
decided that this year there shall be a tech-
nical section. Apparently the matinee
idols are still to be retained on the ordinary
stands in order to give the women and
children something to look at while father
is having a quick one in the technical sec-
tion. I fully realise that we do not want
the technical part of the show jammed up
with people who have come merely to see
the fat lady and other sideshows, but if
the technical section is to be made a

 sanctum sanctorum of men, as I learn, it
will only lead our womenfolk to think that
the technical experts whom we go to con-
sult about our mixer problems are brassy
blondes, more used to drink -mixing than
frequency -mixing.
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The B.B.C.'s German News Bulletins
ARE THEY RECEIVABLE ON THE

" VOLKSEMPFANGER "

AS the average German broadcast receiver is well known
to be of lower sensitivity and selectivity than its British

counterpart, most readers will have wondered whether the
B.B.C.'s broadcasts in the German language have been
successful in "getting over." A correspondent in Germany
has, therefore, been commissioned to make- a test under
ordinary conditions with the two most popular German sets.

SOME doubt has been expressed in
certain quarters as to whether the
B.B.C.'s news broadcasts in the
German language are really serving

their purpose in putting the British point
of view before the German man -in -the -
street. It is not a question of whether
the text of the bulletins is suited to the
particular psychological make-up of the
ordinary German citizen-that is another
matter rather outside our province-but
whether they can, be heard at all having
regard to the simple type of receiver
commonly used by many of the inhabi-
tants of Germany. It was in order to
answer this question that a special corre-
spondent of The Wireless.. World was com-
missioned to conduct certain receiving
tests in Germany, the results of which we
detail herewith.

The Volksempfdnger, shown here, has many
refinements not found in the Kleinempfanger,

including a separate output valve.

Probably everybody has heard of the
Volksempfanger or "People's Receiver,"
and the reason why it was put on the Ger-
man market, namely, to bring wireless
reception within the limited means of the
great majority of the population. From
the fact that it was found necessary to
market this cheap receiver, which for
mains operation costs only 3 15s., it may
be safely assumed that there was a crying
need for it, or, in other words, that many

The Volksempfanger
and the Kleinemp-
fanger compared.
Both are straight-
forward detector AF

receivers.

Germans could not, or would not, pay
any more. That this assumption is more
than justified is proved by the fact that
it has been necessary to produce a still
cheaper receiver, which is called the
Kleinernpfanger, or " little receiver,"
and can be obtained for thirty-five
shillings.

Now it needs very little effort of the
imagination to realise that, at the prices
mentioned, the Volksempfanger and the
Kleinempfanger must be very simple in-
struments indeed, without any pretentions
to sensitivity and selectivity, but neverthe-
less adequately fulfilling the purpose for
which they were mainly intended, ,

namely, to enable the population to listen
in to the political pronouncements of the
German authorities. These are, of
course, always simultaneously broadcast
by all stations on important occasions,
thus enabling them to be heard even by
the owners of the Kleinempfanger, which
is intended to be very little more than a
local -station receiver. These receivers,
being of the simple regenerative detector -
AF type, cannot be used for foreign -
station listening without a certain amount
of juggling with the reaction control.

The Sets on Test
There are, of course, a large number of

ordinary superhets sold every year in
Germany, but there is rather a big gap be-
tween the 3 15s. Volksempfanger, and the
cheapest superhet which costs nearly £11,
and, although there is evidence to show
that an astonishing number of the German
working class do possess these more sensi-
tive receivers, there must be a far greater
number who do not, otherwise the Volks-
empfanger and the Kleinempfanger would
not be necessary. Within their obvious
limitations, these sets are effective enough
from the sensitivity and selectivity points
of view, but they are, of 'necessity, far be-
hind the ordinary superhet in these
respects.

With regard to the actual tests, both sets
were tried out in a Berlin flat, using an
indoor aerial ; conditions which are fairly
representative of those under which town -

dwellers in Germany have to use wireless.
The Kleinempfanger, although surprisingly
sensitive, failed to bring in any British
station during normal broadcasting hours.
An outdoor aerial would probably have
remedied this so far as actually hearing
British stations was concerned,- but the
background from the local transmitter,
which was rather annoying even when
using the indoor aerial, would have
rendered reception impracticable, without
careful adjustment of an external wave -
trap. After the German stations had
closed down, Droitwich and one medium -
wave transmitter were the only worthwhile
transmissions heard from this country.

The Volksempfanger, as might be ex-
pected, did somewhat better. The North
Regional station was received during the
time that the German stations were on the
air, but our correspondent points out that,

Fig. 3.-The Kleinempfanger employs orp,
multiple valve and a mains rectifier.

on any set, the reception obtainable from
this station varies greatly from day to day.
Late at night the London and Northern
Ireland Regional stations were heard.
Droitwich was also picked up, but this
station's transmissions were, as they
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The B.B.C.'s German News Bulletins-
usually are, marred by considerable morse
interference.

The important point to remember is,
however, that tuning was done by some-
body who has had considerable experience
in using many types of wireless receiver for
several years past, although, on the other
hand, our correspondent reports that the
necessary tuning was well within the capa-
bilities of the average completely non-
technical citizen. He also states that, as
might be expected in the case of these
cheap sets, the various stations do not al-
ways come in at the same spot on the dial
but vary with the adjustment of the
reaction control.

Bearing all these facts in mind, there-
fore, we have to ask ourselves whether the
average German citizen would bother to

Wireless
World

tune in the British transmissions? The
ordinary British listener of to -day certainly
would not do so in the same circumstances,
but we must remember that the average
German is far more painstaking than our-
selves and, in addition, has not been
pampered with a surfeit of superhets and
push -buttons as we have. Also it must not
be forgotten that there is a considerable
number of country -dwellers in Germany
who, by reason of their remoteness from a
powerful local transmitter, and their facili-
ties for erecting a good outdoor aerial,
would have little difficulty in receiving the
British transmissions.

Even making these allowances, how-
ever, we are reluctantly drawn to the con-
clusion that the B.B.C. broadcasts do not
" get across " to the bulk of the German
population as well as they might do.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions of his correspondents

Condenser Impedance
T WAS very glad to notice Mr. M. G.

Scroggie's letter in your issue of May
18th concerning my article in the preceding
number.

A careful check on the calculated in-
ductance of straight
wires did not indi-
cate the discrepancy
in the resonant fre-
quencies as sug-
gested by Mr. Scrog-
gie, but a further
search revealed that
the formula used
included a print-
ing error which
accounted for the
discrepancy. I must
apologise for this
unforeseen error and
hasten to append
herewith a cor-

Revised graph show-
ing the resonant fre-
quency of various
capacities with 20-
SWG leads of lengths

up to 20 cm.

While the operation of frequency -modu-
lated broadcasting stations may not be
practicable at the present time, an imme-
diate use for this system suggests itself. I
refer to the provision of a radio link between
Alexandra Palace and the television trans -
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rected family of curves with which I trust
Mr. Scroggie will agree.

For his and readers' information they are
computed on the base of negligible mutual
inductance between the wires, which are
assumed to lie along the longitudinal axis
of the condenser itself. The main object of
the article was to point out that the so-
called non-inductivity of a tubular condenser
is unimportant, since the connecting leads
themselves are by far the greatest con-
tributors to this property.

F. R. W. STRAFFORD.
Enfield, Middx.

Relaying Television Use of
Frequency Modulation

THE articles by " Cathode Ray " and by
your New York Correspondent on fre-

quency modulation or, as it is sometimes
called, phase modulation are of great
interest.

mitter which it is proposed shall be erected
in the Midlands immediately the Television
Advisory Committee have concluded their
deliberations.

There are many advantages in using fre-
quency as opposed to amplitude modulation
for this purpose. The installation and run-
ning costs are likely to be minimised owing
to the low power and greater range of the
former type of transmitter. Secondly, the
quality is  likely to show a considerable im-
provement, due to the absence of atmo-
spherics and interference. Thirdly, the
greater range might easily reduce the num-
ber of relay stations or " repeaters "
required between any two points.

It may be said that there is no record of
frequency modulation having been used for
television purposes and that there is not suffi-
cient time available to develop it. To this
I would reply there is probably ample data
available in America for the asking ; and,
further, that the television station to be

MAY 25th, 1939.

erected in the Midlands will not by any
means be the last. I would therefore sug-
gest that there is no time to be lost in
examining a form of_ communication of
which little is yet known in this country.

HOWARD HEATON,
Radio Correspondent,

Sunday Mercury, Birmingham.

Voice of the State
JHAVE read with interest your remarks in

The Wireless .World of May 11th, and
regret you should find yourself advocating
a form of censorship. As things stand, the
B.B.C. provides the only news service with-
out partisan politics. A Press review,
although desirable, would not adequately
replace the present news service.

You allege that the average man thinks
that the B.B.C. speaks for the Government,
but are not yOu yourself labouring under
a worse misconception ? The Government
under the British Constitution is not the
State. Furthermore, the B.B.C., to my
mind, is, and rightly, the voice of the State.

Its job is to speak for every section of
society in this country and to provide an
unbiased foreign news service on the spot,
not six or twelve hours late in the shape of
a Press review. The average man does not
want the B.B.C. to become the voice of the
Government, as is the case in the totalitarian
States.

If confusion does exist, it would be a
simple matter to broadcast official com-
muniqués separate from general news.

Uxbridge, Middx. JOHN GREGORY.

Shaver Interference
YOUR correspondent in The Wireless

World of May 11th, Mr. W. H. Pierce,
has my sympathy. I am keen on ultra -
short wave reception and I use a Philips
362A. Recently I was given an electric
shaver, and it certainly caused a lot of inter-
ference. I have since found that a migdet
o.oi-mfd. condenser across the points com-
pletely eliminated all interference.

My razor was fitted with a small con-
denser, but it is not connected across the
points.

If my next-door neighbour was using an
electric shaver I should volunteer to fit a
condenser free. It would be well worth it.

Southampton. J. A. YEARSLEY.

Designing a School Receiver
j SUBMIT the following comments on the
1. design for a school receiver as proposed
by " Assistant Master " in your issue of
May rrtp:-.

(a) Arrange each section of the set on
separate metal baseboards. (I have used
with success thin sheet metal, either
aluminium or zinc, fitted to wood bases fin.
thick, the thin metal being easy to work by
hand, either drilling or punching.) As
ventilation is necessary, the glass covers
would have to be removed when the equip-
ment is used, or, alternatively, the front and
top could be of glass, with metal gauze (for
free air circulation) for the sides.

(b) The circuit suggested should be very
suitable, especially for high -quality repro-
duction, and the tone -control stage most
desirable. For the resistance capacity -
coupled amplifier The Wireless. World one,
described in the issue of April 3rd, 1936,
should form a suitable basis.

(c) As the accuracy desired is not always
easy to obtain, except in well-equipped
workshops devoted to the manufacture of
radio apparatus, it would be more desirable
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to purchase the inductances than to wind
them.

(d) Good soldered joints should be made
where possible.

(e) The valves should be 4 -volt types, all
indirectly heated, except the power valves
in the audio -frequency output stage, which
might be directly heated 4 -volt types.

(f) Heater current obtained from large -
capacity accumulators is quite suitable.

(g) High tension from large -capacity cells
is very good, if attention is paid to them.
Interference (mains -borne) is greatly reduced
by their use.

(h) The output suggested would enable
good -quality reproduction to be obtained,
without working the equipment near " full -
out " position. Also, several loud speakers
could be used, with adequate volume per
speaker, if this was required, as it sometimes
may be.

The use of metal baseboards (not chassis)
not only leaves the set open for inspection
and demonstration as desired, but also cost
is reduced, and construction is easier for
persons not accustomed to this kind of work.

The tone -control unit described in The
Wireless World of January 6th, 1938, should
be a suitable type. KEN. G. PAYTON.

West Bromwich.

Paper Records
SIR JOHN FALSTAFF said : " I can find

no remedy for this consumption of the
purse." His wail must be echoed by many
nowadays who like to have good gramo-
phone records. The announcement about
" Paper Records " in your issue of May 11th
gives one hope. They seem to be just what
the doctor ordered. Let us hear more of the
" Paper Phonogram." It ought not only to
provide the remedy Falstaff sought, but do
much more, to wit : (s) cure needle scratch;
(2) allow a full bass; (3) and full -range
treble; (4) save the exasperating changing of
records and needles in the longer pieces of
music and for speech recording.

Think also of the gain to schools, lec-
turers and for instructional purposes of all
sorts. W. McKECHNIE (Lt. -Col.).

Hastings.

Random
Radiations

By "DIALLIST "

Concert Pitch
WELL, one thing at any rate has at

last been standardised the world over,
and the B.B.C. can claim a large share of
the credit. At a conference between
experts forming a committee of the Inter-
national Standards Association, held
recently at Broadcasting House, it was
decided that the " A " of the treble clef,
used by orchestras as a tuning note, shall
have a frequency of 440 cycles a second.
Up to now different countries have had
their own standards, varying from 435 to
442. With the A at 440 c /s, middle C
becomes 262, D 294, E 331, F 35o, G 392,
and B 495. Once the standardised tuning
comes into force, as presumably it will
almost immediately, those with good ears
will be able without trouble to assign an
exact frequency to loud speaker and cabinet

resonances that they, track down. Reso-
nance hunting has always been rather fun ;
it will be still more interesting with a
standard pitch for concert transmissions.
I wonder, though, whether the next series
of measurements made with the cathode-ray
oscillograph of Drs. van der Pol. and
Addink`, will show that orchestras are
strictly keeping the new pitch!

Whiskrospherics
MY deepest sympathy goes out to Mr.

Pierce, of Beckenham, Kent, who re-
ported in a recent issue of The Wireless
World that a neighbour's electric razor was
completely blotting out morning reception
of the 14 Mc /s Australian and New Zealand
stations. I have heard that the motors
used in razors are very difficult to suppress.
One wonders why those who make the
things didn't have a bit of research done
before putting them on to the market with
a view to seeing whether an innocuous motor
couldn't be evolved. Couldn't a small in-
duction motor be designed to do the job
quite .well? One thing I do know is that
the use of interference -causing motors is
having some adverse effect on sales. Several
people who refuse, in the interests of wire-
less, to have radiating appliances in their
homes, have told me that they have sent
them back after trial. My own good deed,
as a practical contribution to the anti -inter-
ference campaign, was to turn down my
better half's suggestion of giving me one for
a birthday present.

%I

Adverse Conditions
APITY-wasn't it?-that bad radio con-

ditions accompanied the relay from
Quebec of the landing of the King and
Queen from the Empress of Australia. I
hadn't been listening to it long before I'
began to congratulate myself that it wasn't
my job to work the controls at the receiving
end. That must have been a ticklish busi-
ness, for there was a nasty little morse
signal that kept on drifting in and out.
Luckily the fading and the various forms of
interference were not bad enough to spoil
the relay. When the signal went right out
just as the commentator announced that the
King and Queen were about to step on to
the gangway, I feared the worst. Luckily
it came back again in time and we were
able to hear the cheering and the twenty-
one gun salute as His Majesty's foot touched
Canadian soil. Later I tuned in direct the
N.B.C. commentary on the 15 -Mc / s band.
It was weak, fading badly and also suffer-
ing from the unwelcome visits of a morse
signal. What a nuisance those morse trans-
missions are on the higher -frequency short-
wave bands ! There don't seem to be many
of them as a rule; but as sure as eggs are
eggs if there's one about it will be on the
station that you most want to hear.

1 " Orchestral Pitch," by van der Pol and
Addink, The Wireless World, May s sth, 1939.

More Power to Their Elbows -
THE R.M.A., I observe, has appointed a

small committee of its members to con-
duct a campaign against interference. I am
all in favour of small committees : with
larger ones it's always difficult to " cut the
cackle and come to ,the 'osses " ; small ones
can get things done. I hope that this com-
mittee will take the line that the best way
to get rid of undesirable things is to strike
at their roots. With that end in view they
might well launch their campaign by bring-
ing home to manufacturers and others con-
nected with the radio industry the folly (to
put it mildly !) of turning out domestic
electrical appliances that produce interfer-
ence and then of urging wireless shops to
sell them. It's of little use for the man -in -
the -street to be encouraged at one moment
to do his bit against intereference if at the
next he is urged to buy and to use in his
home apparatus that is certain to cause it
in his own house, and very likely in those
of his neighbours as well. Nor will other
manufacturers give much heed to any pro-
tests that the R.M.A. may make unless it
can show that it has already cleaned up its
own stables.

Theatres of the Future
THE present position of television in the

eine theatre programmes, in which it
provides more or less brief interludes be-
tween films, rather reminds one of what
used to be done in the early days of the
cinematograph. Those whose memories
stretch back into the early nineteen
hundreds may remember that before there
were any regular cine theatres, the " bio-
scope " was often used to provide, one or
more turns in music -hall programmes.
Television entertainment is a bit better
than that and on the big screen it is not
just a turn. I shouldn't be surprised if the
television theatre, with full-length pro-
grammes, is one day as common as the
dile theatre is -now.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 486)

FRED NEW'S equivalent rearrangements
from A to C are quite sound so far as

they go, but they do not go far enough. C
can be redrawn as D here, and as each wind-
ing generates the same voltage there is no
reason why their ends should not be joined
(E). So far as anybody knows, the two
soo-turn windings may be wound close to-
gether, perhaps in the same outer covering.
In fact, they may just be two strands in
one piece of flexible wire, so can now be
regarded as one and the same winding, hav-
ing so° turns. Meanwhile the two so -ohm
loads, being in parallel, are equivalent to
one 5 -ohm load. So finally we arrive at F,
which justifies the square root rule, for com-
pared with A there is a quarter the load

impedance across
half the number of
turns.

The fallacy con-
sisted in consider-
ing the two halves
of C separately.
One half, with so
ohms across soo
turns, is, of course,
not equivalent to
any of the arrange-
ments A -F.
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Recent Inventions
TELEVISION SCREENS

TN order to intensify the output
1 from a cathode-ray tube, it
has been proposed to use a relay
arrangement in which the light
produced on a fluorescent screen
is subsequently projected on to a
light-sensitive screen, preferably
of the mosaic -cell type, so that the
resulting electric image forms the
source of a new stream of elec-
trons.

The Figure shows the construc-
tion of a double screen used for
this purpose. It consists of a
group of small glass or quartz rods
R, which are laid side by side in
parallel formation and bound to-
gether by waterglass. The near
end or face A of each rod is coated
with fluorescent material F, whilst
the opposite end B is covered with
light-sensitive material M, so that
collectively they form a mosaic
screen.

In this way the fluorescent light

Method of increasing the in-
tensity of the visual output of

a cathode-ray tube.

produced at F by the impact of
the original stream of electrons is
conveyed to the mosaic cells B by
total internal reflection inside each
of the rods, and the usual disper-
sion losses are minimised.

Baird Television, Ltd.; V. A.
Jones and K. A. R. Samson.
Application date July 29th, 1937.
No. 499785.

0 0 0 0

RADIOGONIOMETERS
1ACONVENIENT arrangement
is described for finding the

" sense " as well as the direction
of a distant beacon station on a
radiogoniometer. After the bear-
ing line has been ascertained in the
ordinary way, it is usual to apply
the pick-up voltage from a verti-
cal or non -directional aerial, so as
to convert the figure -of -eight curve
given by the frame aerial into a
cardioid curve. The latter, having
only one critical " minimum," in-
stead of two, then serves to show
on which side of the bearing line
the distant transmitter is located.

According to the invention, the
usual search coil of the radio-
goniometer is replaced by two
" crossed " coils. One of these is
used when the bearing line is be-
ing taken, and is then switched
out and replaced by the second
coil (which is coupled to a verti-
cal aerial) for " sense " determin-
ation. The control switches are
conveniently mounted on the
hand wheel used for rotating the
search coil, the phase of the auxi-

The British abstracts published here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of LH.M. Stationery Office,
from Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- each.

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents

will be included in this section.

liary " vertical " aerial being re-
versed by a press ring of the kind
used on the steering wheel of a
motor car for sounding the horn.

C. Lorenz Akt. Convention date
(Germany), May 14th, 5937. No.
499708.

0 0 0 0

RECEIVING ULTRA -SHORT
WAVES

A RECTIFYING circuit for
handling very short waves is

designed to avoid any perceptible
damping effect on the tuned in-
put circuit. With very short
waves, the transit time taken by
the electrons to pass from the
cathode to the control grid sets up
an out -of -phase relationship with
the incoming signals, and so pro-
duces a grid current which tends
to damp the selectivity of the
tuned RF circuit.

According to the invention, a
two -grid valve V is operated on
the Barkhausen-Kurz principle of
a negative anode and positive
grid. The tuned input circuit
LC is connected across the
cathode and anode, the latter
being negatively biased through a
resistance R. The grid nearer the
anode is positively biased through
a resistance lir, and the rectified
signals are tapped off from a re-
sistance. R2 connected to the
second grid. The resistance R2
presents a considerable impedance
to the rectified current.

The only damping effect which
can occur is that due to the
absorption of the energy required
to accelerate the electrons flow-

ing through the valve, and this is
extremely small.

N. V. Philips' Gloeilampen-
fabrieken. Convention date (Ger-
many) July loth, 1937. No.
501890. 0 0 0 0

USW FILTER CIRCUITS

1-1
A HIGH -FREQUENCY " trans-

mission line " such as a pair
of parallel or coaxial conductors,

a quarter -wave long, presents a
high impedance to frequencies
corresponding to that wavelength,
as well as to odd multiples of it.

MUTING CIRCUITS
AMUTING circuit is used to
keep a receiver silent until a

worth -while signal, of predeter-
mined threshold strength, removes
the bias and brings the loud
speaker into operation. The object
of the invention is to carry out
this operation in a more clear-cut
manner than usual.

Use of quarter -wave coaxial or parallel conductors as rejectors for
waveband filtering.

This principle is utilised to con-
struct a filter circuit covering a
selected band of wavelengths.

As shown in Figure (a), a
number of quarter -wave units A,
B, C, D are connected in series
across a pair of terminals T. Each
is short-circuited at the far end,
and each acts as a resonant choke
or rejector circuit at the frequency
for which it is designed, so that
the combined unit serves as a
waveband filter. A similar
arrangement of half -wave elements

Barkhausen-Kurz type circuit for
eliminating damping on ultra -

short wavelengths.

with open ends can be used for
alternating currents when no D.C.
component is present. Fig. (b)
shows a practical arrangement in
which the different units A, B,
etc., are mounted to project radi-
ally from a pair of clamping
discs M.

Belling and Lee, Ltd., and
F. R. IV. Stafford. Application
date July 21st, 5937. No. 49959o.

For this purpose, a glow -dis-
charge tube is inserted in series
with the impedance across which
the incoming signal builds up the
voltage required to remove the
muting bias. At the threshold
point, the signal voltage reaches a
strength sufficient to cause the dis-
charge tube to strike. This re-
moves the muting bias in a clean
and effective manner, and allows
the incoming signal to be promptly
reproduced.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. and 0. E. Keall. Appli-
cation date, July 28th, 1937.
499774. 0000
SHORT-WAVE GENERATORS
ANY variation in the mains -

supply voltage to an ultra -
short -wave generator valve tends
to make the frequency of the out-
put fluctuate. The invention is
concerned with ways and means
of preventing this.

It is pointed out that such fre-
quency variations are due to
changes in the space charge set up
around the .control grid of the
valve. A rise in the voltage
applied to the cathode, for in-
stance, results in increased emis-
sion and a higher density of space
charge. On the other hand, an
increase in the positive voltage on
the grid nearest the control grid
tends to draw away the accumu-
lated electrons, and so lowers the
space charge.

A circuit arrangement is de-
scribed in which one of these
effects is made to counterbalance
the other, thus keeping the
capacity -between the control grid
and cathode constant at all times.
This stabilises the generated fre-
quency in spite of variations in
the supply voltage.

NV. Philips Gloeilampenfabrie-
ken. Convention date (Germany).
March 8th, 1937. No. 499546.
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Are our

Condensers &

Resistances

the most

reliable ?

IF we said quite simply, " Yes, they are," and left it at that,
you probably wouldn't believe us-and we wouldn't blame
you. Then, what proof can we give you ? Well, our range

of fixed and variable resistances is probably the largest of ny
British manufacturer-we've been making Condensers for every
electrical purpose for many, many years now - through all
those years we have concentrated above all on reliability.
Are you convinced ? If not, may we add this-" The Wireless
World " have specified 15 Dubilier Condensers and 18

Dubilier Resistances for their Cathode Ray Oscilloscope.
And you know as well as we do that you can't take chances
with condensers and resistances in Electronic Apparatus.
Convinced now ?

UBI LI E
CONDENSERS AND RESISTANC3S

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3.

C R. Casson 14b

ga.0
CATHODE RAY
MONITOR TUBE

PRICE 55/- each

TYPE 4081
2/ inch Screen

The handy and efficient
Tube for all general
oscillographic purposes.

® Low operating voltages.

* High spot brilliance.

* Fine Focus.

© High sensitivity for short
length.

Write for Technical leaflet
O V.8698

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

rm
1,11NHAL ES_FL

RADoo

THE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

TUBE UNIT TB64
Mains Transformer.. £1.13.0
Potentiometer 50,000
ohm:, 5.0

Potentiometer to,000
ohms . . . . . 5.0

Aluminium chassis
comprising baseplate,

side pieces, front
plate and engraved
paxolin panel, 2 large
brackets, 2 small
brackets, small plate
for tube holder, fitted
with grommets and
insulated terminals £1. 3.6

TIME BASE and AMPLIFIER
Mains Transformer
T2714 .. £1,10.0

Potentiometer 25,000
ohms 5.0

Potentiometer 50,000
ohms 5.0

Aluminium chassis
comprising baseplate,
2 brackets, front
plate and engraved
paxolin panel with
insulated terminals Aet 5.0

Knobs.. .. .. 4d. each.

HAYNES QUALITY RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS and FILTERS.

List free on application to

HAYNES RADIO LTD.
QUEENSWAY, ENFIELD, MIDDX.

(Howard 1171)

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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* ANNOUNCING A NEW

THE MARCONI
Prospectus from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.,

Aircraft Wireless Establishment, Hackbridge, Surrey.

Hag SERVICE!
THE MARCONI AERADIO TRAINING SCHOOL.

The practical experience of Marconi experts is now

placed at the disposal of pilots, navigators, wireless

operators, and others requiring training in radio,

direction finding, blind approach, flag, lamp, semaphore

and all signalling requirements for the various Air Ministry

Certificates. In addition to the complete courses the

School provides REVISION AND QUALIFYING COURSES, and

instruction arranged to special requirements.

1. Radiotelephone Certificate. 2. WIT Operators Certificate. Revision Courses. Special

qualifying course for ex-R.A.F. operators and others. 3. 1st and 2nd Class Navigators'

Certificates (Visual Signalling section, radio direction -finding and blind approach)

Covers

CONTINUOUS
fundamental

frequency band
from

95 Kc. to 40 Mc.

BRITISH MADE.

The

ALL -WAVE

Avo - OSCILLATOR
Read. Trade 41 a r'.7

3attery Mode:

9 Gns.
,Complete with Batteries

A.G. Mains Model

10 Gns.
r Leather CarryiJ Cu;

35)-)

DEFERRED TERM
IF DEM RIFD

Covers complete band from 95 Kc. to 4o Mc.
by six fundamental ranges. Extended to So
Mc. by harmonic calibration. Directly cali-
brated throughout. Externally modulated,
internally modulated, or R.F. signal obtained
at will. Internal modulation is 30% at goo
cycles, the L.F. signal being available for
external use. Double attenuation enables
signals to be varied from a few microvolts
to yo millivolts, with a force output of r volt.

 Write for fully descriptive leaflet.

Bole Proprietors re Manufacturers

The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. 'Phone:Victoria :1404/7.

Fe I
 . specified

for the

gl kg
I"WIRELESS

WORDD .C. MAINS D

SUPER

1 BAR 3 -GANG CONDENSER
3 x 0005 fitted ceramic rod in-
sulations. VVithout
trimmers. Type 17/6C.1703. Price - -

1 MICRO HORIZONTAL DRIVE
Provides two reduction ratios of 10-1 and
50-1 operated by a single knob. Station
Name Scale. Calibration for 0-180' or wave-
lengths only, supplied to order.
Lampholders supplied.

Price 9/6
1 MICA DIELECTRIC 2 -GANG
TRIMMER Ceramic base. Brass vanes.

Capacity
150-550 mmf. Type 55. 2i_

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
12, DARTMOUTH STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

POLAR WORKS, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
7625
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COODM

POST
THIS

COUPON
NOW

Advertisements 3

riciits ackevemenil
AN AUTHORITATIVE 20 -Page
BROCHURE-YOURS FOR THIS

COUPON
This Brochure, acclaimed by the technical
press as the most informative of its kind,
describes the problems met with in the quest
'or "high fidelity" reproduction. The
difficulties encountered in the attainment of
evel response, wide frequency range, and the
reduction of sub -harmonics, etc., are fully
described, together with the results of many
tests and methods employed to overcome
these difficulties.
This Brochure, of valuable technical data on
the fundamental principles of loudspeaker

design and with typical response
curves, will be sent to you on

receipt of the coupon
below. Post it now !

600italCas

Sa.

AAS MDUSTRIES,LTD.
To GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middx.

Phone: Wembley 4001,5

Please send me a copy of your Brochure-
" The Attainment of an Ideal." I enclose
t/d. stamp to cover postage.

W.W.25.5.39 ATTACH TO YOUR CARD OR LETTERHEADING.

SWITCH on To
ras.1-69,
SOLDERING !

READY IN 4 MINUTES
No troublesome heating up
with the Solon Electric Sol-
dering Iron! Simply plug it in
to your electric supply. Con-
stant heat means there's no
need to rush your work.
Element clamped within the
bit, concentrates all heat at
the point.
EFFICIENT

Easier to solder-all the heat
where you want it.

CLEAN
No flames, no dirt.

ECONOMICAL
15 hours' use for I unit.

CONVENIENT
All wearing parts easily

replaceable.

With solder, flex and lamp
adaptor 8/6.

fileetPie SOLDERING IRON
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.,
(DEPT.! 12, E) HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C. I

RADIO
LABORATORY
HANDBOOK
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Issued in conjunction w.th "The Wireless World"

" Radio Laboratory Handbook " gives
the serious wireless worker complete
information from first-hand experience
about laboratory equipment, the instru-
ments which are necessary and the
correct methods of operating them.

The fundamental principles are fully
discussed, as well as the sources of
power and signals, instruments and
measurements. Ultra- high - frequency
work, the working out of results, and
reference data are also dealt with.
There is a collection of the most useful
symbols, abbreviations, formulae, laws,
curves, tables and other data.

A complete index, numbered sections
and cross references enable the reader
to find what is required without loss of
time.

384 pp. 21 1 illustrations

PRICE 8/6 NET By Post 9/ -

From Bookstalls and Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.E.I

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

for theW.W. D.C. MAINS SUPER
B.P.122 I.F. Transformer 465 Kc. .... Price 7/9
B.P.124 I.F. Transformer 465 Kc. .... Price 8/3

(with variable coupling).
These I.F. Transformers have again been selected
by the designer of W.W. Receivers. Fitted with
Litz wound iron cored coils with high " Q " and
best quality Mica Di -electric trimming condensers.
B.P. 124 has auxiliary coupling winding allowing
single peak curve for selectivity or double peaked
curve for quality.

* * *
VARLEY BATTERY RECEIVERS
Blue prints of three Battery Receivers are available
for the Amateur Constructor. All receivers have
been designed for easy construction and full

instructions are supplied with Blue prints.
Extremely suitable for emergency use if electricity
mains should be disconnec.ed.

B.P.112 Battery Superhet Receiver 465 Ks. Price Gd.
B. P.114 3 -Valve S.G. Battery Receiver , 6d.
ARP. 2. 2 -Valve Battery Receiver , 4d.

VARLEY (Props.: Oliver Pell Control Ltd.),

CAMBRIDGE ROW, WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less, 3 - and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5%, 26 con-
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15".).

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 28", Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Whitsun Holidays the
issue of "TH E WIRELESS WOR LD " for
June 1st must be closed for press earlier
than usual.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISE-
MENTS for insertion in that issue
can be accepted up to

FIRST POST FRIDAY, MAY 26th.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

R.
C.
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1,
by offering brand new receivers, maintain their repu-

tation as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radios.

BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Superhet Chassis, 4 wave bands, 2 short

medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base Ameri-
can type valves. Brief specification : Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2,000
metres; valve combination 6K7 Pre H.F., 6J7 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, .6K7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F., two 6F6s, parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station
names etched on glass, controls 2 -speed tuning, volume
and on -off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch, wave change plus gramo. switch; size of chaisis
131/2in. x 10in. x 3M.; supplied complete with valves, escut-
cheon, knobs, but less speaker, £511916 each; complete
receiver in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above,
complete with speaker, £7/7.

DECCA 6 -valve 3 -waveband Battery Chassis, fitted
complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP output;

these chassis give a sparkling performance on all wave-
bands, and are the product of a well-known manufac-
turer, complete with valves, £3/3 each; complete re-

ceiver in handsome walnut cabinet, details as above, com-
plete with speaker, £3119/6 each.

ALL the Above Fitted Ring Valves Throughout.

SEE Our Advertisement under Components.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Telephone : Holborn 4631. [8502

"Radio Data

ARMSTRONG'S
NEW HEADQUARTERS

After many years at our old premise, in Camden Town
we have moved our Offices, Showrooms and Develop-
ment Department to e. modern buildin7 centrally
situated in
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
iend for Illustrated Catalogue of ou: ful' range, which
ncludes the following outstanding chassis.

MODEL AW125PP .. Price £17.17.0
12-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

5 waveband; 12-550 continuous 1,000-2,000 ro.,
R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stales with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control :end 10 watts R.C.
coupled Triode P.P. output.

MODEL AW93PP ... Price £10.10.0
9-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

3 wavebands, R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 3 stages of A.V C
and 8 watts R.C. coupled Triode P.P. output.

MODEL RF96 Price £8.0.0
6-V. ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

Complete with Matched M.C. Speaker.
Incorporating R.F. Amplifier. 3 wavebands, 17.9-50,

200-550, 1.000-2,000 m., 3 stages of A.V.C., corrected
3!., watts output.

All communications to be addressed to

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade).
M111.1.11110 Telephone: NORth 3213. IIIM111.111111

'

ualitti
LOUDSPEAKERS, LOUD-
SPEAKER CONES LOUD
SPEAKER COMPONENTS,
TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS,
TRANSFORMER HOUSINGS,
TRANSFORMER WINDINGS,
CHOKE WINDINGS, FIELD
COIL WINDINGS, PERMANENT
MAGNETS, PRESS TOOLS AND
PRESSINGS, JIG BORING,
AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINEPARTS UP TO 2 DIAMETER.

Contractors to
the Admiralty,
War Offic,, and

Air Ministry.Call on
BRITISH ROLA LTD.
M INERVA ROAD , PARK ROYAL ,N.W10.

'PHONE:WILLESDEN 4322-3-4-5-6 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

Charts," A Series of Abacs Post free 4/10

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters

may be addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in
registered envelopes : in all such cases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

I DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.

The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be retumed to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is 'paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsi-
bility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is 2/6; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited. -

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-
ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Adver-
tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

DYNATRON RADIO Annual Clearance Sale -of Re-
cently Obsolete and Reconditioned High Fidelity

Radipgramophones, receivers, and chassis, at extremely
attractive prices: Ether Empress Radiogramophone, 115
gns. list, 65 gns.; Ether Knight Ftadiogramophone, 29
gns., receivers from £4; all -wave tuners with straight,.
superhet. feature, model T1014, £15; surplus chassis,
record changers, speakers and components; send for list.-
Perfects Works, Ray Lea Rd., Maidenhead [8493

USED SETS FOR SALE

DENCO
TENCO 11.11.F, Superhet, 5-65 Mc., Acorn valves; 611 gns.-26, Moor Park Rd , Northwood, Middlesex.

[8489

MISCELLANEOUS
A NUMBER of Reconditioned Sets in Good 'Order;

from £5 upwards.-Halford Radio, 31, St. George
St., W.I. [0617

SOUND SALES Quality II.F. Tuner, 6w. amplifier,
G12P.M., H.M.V. record player, suitable radiogram

cabinet, new Christmas; offers; demonstration.-Box 9816,
c/o The Wireless World. [8473

CAR RADIO
NEW ccIab,oliolvfernounse, £4/10; used caradios from 3,31..8-41,

°ROBLEY Push-button 1939 10 -guinea Models, 5y.,
gns.; aerials overheads, police type, etc., from 8/6;

trade enquiries solicited.-Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,
Manchester, [0622

FINEST American Twin Running -board, Aerials, com-
pletely rubber covered, maximum signal pick-up, mini-

mum noise, easy mounting, now only 17/6 pair complete;
handsome chromium roof aerials, to mount straight or
" vee," complete, 15/-; immediate despatch, carriage paid;
cash with order or c.o.d.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,

Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191. [0577

PUBLIC ADDRESS
" PARTRIDGE P.A. Manual," standard handbook on

electro-acoustics, amplifiers, and audio circuits;price 2/6 (free to trade).

" PARTRIDGE Amplifier Circuits," describes many
-a- modern constructional amplifiers, 2w. to 45w. out-

put, battery, A.C.-D.C., etc.; price 2/- (no free copies).
PARTRIDGE, N., B.Sc., A.M.I.F-E., King's Buildings,

Dean Stanley St., London, S.W.1 [0630
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VORTEXION 15W
Type CP20 AC and 12 -VOLT DC AMPLIFIER

"THIS small Portable Amplifier, operating
either from AC mains or 12 -volt battery

was tested by " THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
October 1st, 1937, and has proved so popular
that at Customers' demand it remains un-
altered except that the output has been
increased to 17.2 watts and the battery con-
sumption lowered to 6 amperes. Read what
"The Wireless World " said :-

During tests an output of 14.7 watts was obtained without
any trace of distortion so that the rating of 15 watts is quite insti-
lled. The measured response shows an upper limit of 18,000 c/e
and a lower of 30 c,s. Its performance is exceptionally good.
Another outstanding feature is its exceptionally low hum level
when AC operated even without an earth connection. In order
to obtain the maximum undistorted output, an input to the micro-
phone jack of 0.037 volt was required. The two independent
volume controls enable one to adjust the gain of the amplifier
for the same power output from both sources, as well as super-
impose one on the other, or fade out one and bring the other up to
full volume. The secondary of the output transformer is tapped
for loudspeakers or line impedances of 4, 7.5 and 15 ohms."
AC and 12 -volt CHASSIS with valves, etc. E12 12 0
Or in Rexine Case with Collaro Motor,

Piero P.U. and Mike Transformer E 17 17 . 0
AC only CHASSIS with valves, etc. E8 18 6
Or in Rexine Case with Collaro Motor,

Piezo P.U. and Mike Transformer E14 0 0
Gauze Case for either chassis 12 6 extra.

SEND NOW FOR FULL DETAILS.
Vortexion Ltd., 182, The Broadway,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. 'Phone: LIBerty 2814.

RA1._DEIOMART
THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL OFFER ! ! !

Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer. While
they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
T28708-375/375 v. 150 m/A., 6.3V5A. 2.5V5A. 5V3A.

1125/6-T19610-350/350 V. 150 m/A., 2.5V6A. 2.5V2A. 5V3A.
T7236-375)375 v. 120 m/A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A 10/6
T7326-350/350 v. 100 m/A., 6.3VCT. 9A. 5V3A 816
T7307-350/350 v. 80 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A 7/6
T7000-320/320 v. 80 m/A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A 716
T6025-320/320 v. 80 m/A., 2.5V6A. 5V3A 7,6
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250 v. 5/6
T1113AB-110/230 v. 500 watt Auto Transformer 29/6
The following chokes are interleaved and impregnated.
T7007-250 m/A., 135 ohms, 20-8 Hy., cadmium shrouded 12/6
T7007A-150 in/A., 250 ohms, 30-15 Hy., cadmium shrouded .... 12/6
100 mIA., 20 Hy., 500 ohms, unshroudedf 4111
60 mi y., 250 ohms 1/11
H EAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER for models, bells, etc., 6 v. 3 a., 2/3.

4 mt., 1,000 v. test 100 v. wkg. oil filled condensers, 2/-.
H EAVY DUTY Mains Transformer, worth 45/.. 350-350, 150 m/A.

4 v. 2.5 a. CT, 4 v. 6 a., CT, 12/6 ; 300-300 v., 80 m/A., 4 v. 3 a.,
CT, 4 V. 2 a., CT, 6/6. Moving Coil Speech Transformers, 1/11.
GANG CONDENSERS with Airplane Dial, 6 and 80-1. Coat 35/-. Few

only. 41.11. Utility, 7/6. Microdials,
W.B. Bin. PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST
Extension Type (no Transformer), 8 11. Standard Type (with Transformer),
10/6. Energised 8", 1,500 ohms with Transformer, 6,11.

PIISMULCat
Wire, 6 yds., 6.1., heavy. 9d. Resin -cored Solder, 611.,

6d.; Screened Flex, single, 6(1. yd.: twin 9d. yd. Assorted Solder
Tags, 6d. packet. Humdimmers, 6d. each.
Centralab pots, all sizes, 16 ; switched, 21- ; tubular glass fuses, 24.
Milllammeters, 0.35 rasa.. upwards, 5,9 ; Super, 619.
OUR NEW 66 -PAGE MANUAL, packed hill of valuable information.
Post Free, 71d.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dose= of New Short -ways
Components and is yours for 160. post free.
VALVES.-A complete range of replacements, showing a saving of over

50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types required. Quantity
Discounts to Service Engineers. TRADE enquiries for communication
equipment solicited.

RADIOMART Telephone :
MIDland 324

GSNI (Birmingham) Ltd.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BI Fr MR IN IG A NI

We don't claim to make the cheap-
est transformers but wedo claim to
make good ones. Most of the
professional P.A. men seem to
think so, too.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
Westmoreland Rd., London, N.W.9. 'Phone: Colinctisle 7131

"Foundations

PUBLIC ADDRESS
V
VORTEXION P.A. Equipment.

IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration

A .C.-D.C. Dance Band Amplifier, 10 watts output. com-
- plete in case, with moving coil microphone, speaker
and cables, weight 221b.; 12 gns.
A.C.-kt 15 -20 -watt Amplifier, 38-18,000 cycles, indepen-

dent mike and gram., inputs and controls, 0.037
volts required to hill load, output for 4, 7.5, and 15
ohms speakers or to specification, inaudible hum level;
ready for use; 81/c gns., complete.
C.P. 20, 12 -volt battery and A.C. mains model, as used.

by R.A.F., output as above; 12 gns.
in portable case, with Collaro motor, Piezo

pick-up, etc., £14; C.P.20 ditto, £17/17.

5 -WATT Output 6L6s, under 60 -watt conditions, with0negative feed back, separate rectifiers for anode
screen and bias, with better than 4% 'regulation, level
response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver trans-
former, and output transformer matching 2-30 ohms im-
pedance electronic mixing for mike and- pick-up, with tone
control, complete with valves and plugs; £15.

COMPLETE in Case, with turntable B.T.H. Piezo
pick-up and shielded microphone transformer; £20.

80 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £25, com-
plete.

fk -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £40,
AS kr complete.

2 5 0 -VOLT 250 !ma. Full Wave Speaker, field supply
kr unit; 25/ -, with valve.

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
S.W.19. 'Phone : Lib. 2814. [8241

QUALITY Amplifiers and Microphone Equipments for
log Hire or Permanent Installation.-Harmony House,
116, Cambridge Rd., Southport. [8307

ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd., Established 1925.-For
microphone equipment when quality counts. Book-

let on request. -55, Ebury St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129. [0596

"PUBLIC Address Contractors Can Hire P.A. Vans,
loud speakers, microphones and equipments of all

types from Hire Dept., Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Surrey. Tel.: Richmond 1175-6-7. [0618

RIBBON Microphone, 7 models,from £3/19;6, list free;
15 -watt, high gain, high fidelity, 4 -stage amplifier

for ribbon microphones, £12/10; 30 -watt ditto, £18.-
floliday and Hemmerdinger, Ltd., 74, Hardman 8t., Man-
chester. [8475

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.
ALL Transformers at Last Week's Prices.

VORs.TEC9IONI.hLortide.
2T8In.8Broadway, Wimbledon,I5

NEW LOUD -SPEAKERS
QINCLAIR Speakers for All Types.-Alma Grove, Copen-

hagen St., N.1. [0603

B AKERS' New Corner Horn Speakers, surplus bar-
gains and triple cone conversions, from 29/6.

-Leaflets free from Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex
Rd., South Croydon. [8434

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

EPOCH 18in., energised, new; bargain, £3.-Fawcett,
707, Barking Rd., London, E.13. [8492

RO,LAS for 6/11: G12's, 47/6; Yod. stamp for lists.-
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [0606

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.-Rola
G12 P.M. speakers, 62/6; G12 energised, 50/-; with

transformers, brand new. [8499

HARTLEY-TURNER Drunk De Luxe, 2,500 ohm field,
PPLL transformer, new condition, cost £8/15;

nearest £4.-96, Vicarage Lane, Stratford, E.15. [8497

HARTLEY-TURNER Eluode De Luxe, mains energised,
with push-pull output transformer, condition perfect,

cost £7/10; sacrifice, £3115.-Gerry, Bank St., Newquay.
[8491

3 ,0 0 a Speakers from s/ each, P.M. and energised,
kr 4in. to 141n., including several Epoch 18in.

-Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0591

EPOCH 18in., rebuilt, any field, £5; with A.C. equip-
ment, £2 extra; Epoch 14in. mains energised, 70/-;

fitted A.C., 30 / - extra; several 10in., 12in., and 15in.
energised and P.M.s, from 20/ -.-Sinclair Speakers, Alma
Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1. [0628

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
E POCH Domino Loudspeakers can Now be Converted

to the Famous " NEW " Super Cinema Speaker with
14in. Cone, replacement for all Epoch speakers, also
output transformers; a genuine Epoeh hand -made cone
for- any speaker.
HALFORD DISTRIBUTORS, Ltd., 31. St. George St.,

W.1. Sole manufacturers of Epoch loudspeakers
and the famous Halford Phantom radio set. [0632

of Wireless," Second Edition. 4s. 6d. net. Post free

' PREMIER
* RADIO *

PREMIER MOVING COIL METERS
Guaranteed Accuracy within -Jr 2 per cent.

Model No. 21. Model No. 311.
3in. square ease. 3in. diameter round case.

0-1 m/A. 18/6 0-1 m/A. ... 22 6
0-10 m/A. 17/6 0-10 m/A. ... 20 -
0-50 m/A. 17/6 0-50 m/A. ... 20 -
0-100 m/A. 17/6 0-100 m/A. ... 20 -
0-250 m/A. ... 17/6 0-250 m/A. ... 20 -
Model 311. 0-1 m/A. movement, with calibrated scale,
volts-ohms-m/A., 25/-.
VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER RESISTANCES. guaranteed
accuracy f 2 per cent. All standard ranges, 1/3 each.
TAPPED SHUNT to provide readings of 5 m/A., 25 m/A..
250 m/A.; and 1,000 m/A., 5/6.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each kit
is supplied with -a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adapter Kit ... 179
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit . 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit ... . . 25/-
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and. Pentode Kit 58/6

PREMIER 3 -BAND S.W. KITS
11-86 metres without coil changing. Complete Kits of
Parts with Valves and Circuits. One Valver, 12/6 ;
Two Valver, 19/6.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS -
7 me. Band, 10/- each, with Calibration Certificate.
Enclosed holder and Base, 3 -.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin types,
13-26, 22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit
Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with
circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-80
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ;
40 mmf., 1,9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 muff., 2/3 ; 250
mmf., 2,6.
TROLITUL DOUBLE SPACED TRANSMITTING CON-
DENSERS. 15 mini., 2/9 ; 40 mmf., 3/6 ; 100 mmf., 4/- ;
160 mmf., 4-6.
NEW TROLITUL SPLIT STATOR CONDENSERS
50 x 50 mmf., 10'6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-
tributors for TRIAD High,grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./H.L.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./
V.H.P., A.G./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex., Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6 ; 3i -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.M. Rect., 5/6.
13 V. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 , H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL MODULATION
TRANSFORMERS

Will match any modulator to any R.F. load. 50 watts,
17/6 ; 150 watts, 29/6 ; 300 watts, 49/6.
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS. Will match any output valves to any
speaker impedance. 11 ratios from 13 : 1 to 80 : 1.
5-7 watts, 13/6 ; 10-15 watts, 17/6 ; 20-30 watts, 29/6.
Send for full derails.
PREMIER AC/DC MOVING IRON METERS. 21in.
diam. Flush Mounting. All ranges. 10 ma., 30 ma.,
50 ma., 100 m.a., 250 ma., 500 5/9 each.
AMMETERS. 1, 3. 5, 10 or 30 amps., 5/9 each.

PREMIER 5939 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
A New Complete Range of 7 High Fidelity P.A. Amplifier
for A.C. or A.C./D.C. Mains operation. Completely

Kit of Parts Wired and
with Valves. Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... 82 0 0 £2 15 0
3 -watt A.C./D.G. 322 0 0 £2 15 0
6 -watt A.C. ... £5 5 0 £6 0 0

8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C. ... 24 10 0 £5 5 0
15 -watt A.C. , 15 0 £7 0 0

Black Crackle 'Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
NEW PREMIER SELF -POWERED RF TUNING UNIT,
incorporating a Var.-Mu pentode amplifier followed by a
power grid detector. Designed for high-fidelity reception.
Wave range 200-560 and 800-2,000 metres. 94 - 9 - 6
complete with valves.
OIL -FILLED HIGH VOLTAGE. 1,000 volts working;
1 mf., 5/- ; 2 mf., 7/- ; 4 mf., 10/6. 2,000 volts working;
1 mf., 8/- 2 mi., 12/- ; 4 mf., 14/-.
BIAS CONDENSERS, 6 mf. 50 v., ed. ; 50 mf. 12 v. 1/- ;
25 mf. 25 v., 1/- ; 50 mf. 50 v. 11-.
TUBULAR, all values from .0001 to .5 mf., 6d. each.
Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/- please
add 6,1. postage.
Have you had our 1 939 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual?90 pages of Radio
Bargains and Interesting Data.

ALL POST ORDERS TO: Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Ciipton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723,
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW PREMISES,

169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Central 2833
for 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2331 de

4s. rid.
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Sez you 1-
This Americanism expresses a strong doubt.
We prefer the English version " You have
said it "-equally strong, but with a very
different meaning.

As producers of Quality Components,
Radio Receivers and Amplifier Equipment,
we have not hesitated to tell you, through
our advertisements, how good our products
are.

Substantiation of our statements reach us
regularly from users in various parts of the
World, and here is an extract from one of
the many letters recently received.

Referring to his Customer's order a Dealer
says :-

" He wants to make quite sure that the
speaker is properly fed, and he could find
nothing better or anything as good ! "

Surely, if you are interested in Quality
Reproduction, then you must be inter-
ested in SOUND SALES PRODUCTS.

May we send YOU a copy of our latest 6D
catalogue and technical manual . . . PRICE

Specified by the Exper-ts

SOUNDI SALES
MARLBOROUGH RD.,

ICI
(Contractors to the

UPPER HOLLOWAY, G.P.O., etc.)
LONDON, N.19. LIMITED, Tel.: Archway 1661/2/3

Hours of Business-
Monday to Friday, 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SATURDAYS CLOSED

WELBURNI2wATTAMPLIFIER
Designed and built for consistent hard work.I;Itelishility and trot -
class performance on both speech and music were out first con-
sideration.

NOTE THESE POINTS:
No distortion ; No hum; Cool running ; Small Input (only 0.008v, ;
Output 12 watts; Overall (1,1,1116i:1Ra ; No pre -amplifier required.
Linear Amplification comt ined with Level Responre ; Mike-Oraino-
Mixer ; Mazda Valves; Self-contained in dust -proof steel case.

A SOUND JOB FOR ALL SOUND PURPOSES
Write for 12 pp. descriptive brochure

RETAIL PRICE £ 14
MUM RADIO LTD

QUEENSWAY TEAM VALLEY
GATESHEAD -ON -TYNE

WI/MI NEERS!
ARE NW WHIN

LE' THAN IL 10 PER WEEK
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading our
268 -page Handbook. The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home -
Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, " Talkie " Engineering,
Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.A.E.

I

A.M.I.W.T., A.M.LR.E., G.P.O..
MATRIC., and all Exams. We Guarante e

" NO PASS-NO FEE." Whether you b.:
an old hand or a budding apprentiea get this
book to-da7. FREE and POST FREE.
CRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY.

337. Sha',espeare Hous'. 1719. Stratford
Placa, London. WA.

BOOKS ON WIRELESS
Writ e to romplo'e lint to

Iliffe & Sons Ltd Dorset Mouse, Stamford St., London, S.E.1
W.W.I.

"Radio

Wireless
World

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
A.C.S. RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus,

communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
cornponents.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK.
Technical Manager. [0550

G 5 NI. -The oldest and largest distributors of
amateur equipment, transmitting and receiv-

ing; short-wave catalogue, 11/2d.; G5N1 70 -page Manual,
71,[,d., post free; authorised direct distributors for Collins.
National, R.M.E., Thordarson, Harnmerlund, Bliley, Tay-
lor. Eimac, etc., etc. -44, Ilolloway Head, Birmingham.

(0531

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

CONVERT' Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost

of manufacture (uralrilled); 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale prices.
" FIT -A -GRAM " Cabinet, 31 x 17 x 15; 21/-.

UNDRILLED Table Console and Loud -speaker Cabinets,V from 3/6.
INSPECTION Invited; photos loaned to country cus-1 tomers.

. L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., \V.2.HTel. : Pad. 58A.. [0485

CLEARANCE Sale!! - Radiogram and television
cabinets, prices slashed ! 10 gns. worth for 50/-!

5 gns. worth for 20/ -!-Write, wire, 'phone or call,
Cameo Co., 23, Denmark St., W.C.2. (Tern. 5900.1 [8353

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
D.c;;.,9ritCe.d.CoLecrot,,o rise

Brixton
for sale [0a5nerd

ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-
tery chargers, petrol -electric generator sets, etc., in

stock, new and secoLd-hand.
A .C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-

La- ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10;
150 watts output, £3/10.
WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.:

Holborn 9703. [0518

M.L. Convertor, 50 -volt D.C. input, 230 -volt 85 -watt
A.C. output, excellent condition; £2/15.--Cyco-Rado,

I.td., 3, Mill St., Maidstone. [8476

Wanted
WANTED, rotary converter, 100 d.c. to 230 a.c. 150

watts.-Davies, The Grove, Stubbington, Hants.
[8481

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker

units, £41716; recording motors, £3117/6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

[0595

PROFESSIONAL. Recording Block, ribbon microphone,
11 14 watt amplifier, mixing panel, polished recording
desk with V.G. tracker recording motor and switching,
guaranteed perfect; £45.-Liverpool Sound Studios, 83a,
Bold St., Liverpool. [8463

FEIGN Recording Sets are Within Reach of All; ball
bearing gear box, worm drive traverse; records on

soy disc, Morse, speech or music; diamond cutter -pickup
on tone arm, the set 37/6; 6in. blanks, 3/3 doz.; 10in.
discs, 7/- doz.-Electradix, 218, Upper Thames St.. Lon-
don, E.C.4. [0620

VALVES
ALI, Types of American T 'tripes'Tubes in Stock of and

Arcturus makes at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Ite-

placement Valves for Any British non -ring. Ameri-
can or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

SEND for Mats of These, and also electrolytic condensers,
line cords, resistances, etc.

CHAS. F. WARD. 46. Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
Tel. Holborn 9703. [0452

AMERICAN Valves, first grade, by leading makers,
guaranteed, popular types; standard base 5/6; octal

base 6/6; 6L6G. 7/6-General Radio Distributors, 309,
Falloden 'Way, N.W.11. [0626

/isvR.C.A. American Valves, 50 popular types; also
National Union, llytron; also British non ring

valves, cheapest in Britain; !AA stamp for revised lists.-
Shippers, 18, Corporation St., Manchester. [C607

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE-Special offer:
American valves, in makers' cartons, 3/- each;

Octals, 3/6 each; American valves, first grade, in all
types; trade supplied. -1021, Finchley ltd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000. 10436

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.

ALL Lines Previously Advertised Still Available.

AX0IgorCnLLX3IitANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, WEir47.16R
pREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on page 5.
[0488

Laboratory Handbook." Price 8s. 6d. net. Post free gs,

MAY 25TH, 1939.

Third Edition of

WIRELESS

DIRECTION

FINDING
BY R. KEEN, B.Eng.

A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION AND REFER-
ENCE FOR ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS,
TELEGRAPHISTS AND OTHERS EN-
GAGED OR INTERESTED IN THE USE
OF DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPHY FOR THE NAVIGATION OF
SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT.

The third edition of this well-
known book deals with the
principles of Wireless Direction
Finding and gives an account
of the circuits and apparatus
used in its application to navi-
gation. The Adcock Aerial has
a separate chapter covering its
principles together with much
information on its installation
and performance. Further
chapters are included on Shore,
Ship and Aircraft installations
as well as a special section on
the choice of a suitable site for
the Aircraft Ground D.F., with
Adcock Aerials.

Engineering students and
research engineers will find useful
references to a selected list of
some 600 of the more important
contributions to the literature
of D.F.

800 pages 550 illustrations

PRICE :

25/- net By post 25/9

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE,
STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

W.W.so
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COMPONENTS-SE-CON6.HAND,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
RVALLS RADIO, 280, High Holborn, London, W.C.1,

offer new goods, post free.
ELLIPTICAL Speakers, Celestion, suitable .Ekco replace-

ments, 750 and 1,250 ohms, less transformers, speech
25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts, carry up to 120 na.a.; 5/6
each.

NNEW Ferranti Transformers, AF5, OPM16c
(15/22/45-1), AF6c, OPM15c, OPM5 (4/7/10-1),

AFL5c, -OPM6; all 6/9 each.
GARRARD AC Induction Type AC7a Gramophone

...71- Motors, with pick-ups complete, 200-250v., 12in.
turntable and unit plate, auto. atop, speed regulator,
new; 32 / 6 each.

WEARITE 110 k.c. I.F.'s with Top Trimmers, 1/6 each;
sets band pass air core superhet coils, ex Halycon,

screened chassis type, 4/9 set five; 110 kc. with coil details.
B.i. Tubular 4mf. 200i.. 6d. each or 4/- dozen; B.I.

0.05, 1/3 dozen, 7/9 gross; 0:25 mf. tubulars,
2/- dozen, 4/6 per three dozen.

AMPLIFIERS, A.C.-D.C. type, output 13 watts, complete
with valves and- pair elliptical speakers, ready for

use, push-pull output, 3 -stage, 200-250v. input; 52/6
complete. .

AMPLIFIERS, A.C. 200-250v. only, output 25 watts
from pair 6L6 in push-pull, complete with speakers

as above; 72/6.
SPEAKERS, pairs, brand new, elliptical cone speakers,

made by first class firm, quality of reproduction out-
standing, push, -pull pentode transformer, fields 325 ohm
for smoothing choke, 8,600 as bleeder, circuit available,
handle 10-15w.: 14/- pair.-Ryalls Radio, see above. [8374

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.-Ask
for free list; metal rectifiers, HT10, 10/-; HT9, 9/-.

VAUXHALL.-Hivac valves, all types; full range of
pick-ups, from 11/-; Screened iron -cored 2 -gang coils,

switch, circuit, 11/3.
'VAUXHALL -T CC. dry, 8 mfd., 2/6; 600v. aluminium

containers; T.C.C. 600v. dry, cardboard containers,
8 mid., 1/9. [8498

3 WAVE -BAND Tuning Packs for British Valves,
aligned and tested; 3 -gang H.F., F.C., 32/5 only;

465 K/C 1FTs, for above, 2/6 each.-S.A. Radio, 293.
Norwood Rd., S.E.24. [8495

COLLARO A.C./D.C. Record -changers, 200-250. plays
eight 10in, or 12in. records, mixed, also incorporates

repeater and rejector limited quantity, £5/5, in sealed
cartons.

HENRY'S.
72, Wellington Ave.. Stamford Hill. N.15.

Stamford Hill 2907. [8216

QOU'itIERN RADIOS Bargains. -Sale now proceeding
of hundreds of bargain lines, goods previously adver-

tised still available. -Southern Radio, 46, Lisle St., Lon-
don, W.C.1. Gerrard 6653. [8236

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES. -All lines adver-
tised iii the last 3 issues still available; also endless

bargains for callers. -London Central Radio Stores, 23,
Lisle St., W.C.2. Gerrard 2969. [8504

STARTLING Improvement from Gramophone Repro-
duction Obtainable by the Use of the Famous Novo -

tone Unit; 'used Novotones in steels at 1 gn.; also new
units at 3 gns.-Halford Radio, 31, St. George St.. W.I.

[0635
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer

immediate delivery, carriage paid; call Mornings,
telephone Tudor 4046; stamp for list 227; Transatlantic
all -wave tuning packs now available from stock, stamp
for details.

DUBILIER Mica Tag Condensers, 0.00005, 0.0001,
0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005 mfd.; 3d., 2/6 dozen.

'AMAZING Resistor Bargain, N.S.F. 1,12, 1 and 2 watt,
new, marked, colour coded resistors, 20 different

useful sizes in parcel; 50 for 2/6 only.
CLI% Unused Chassis V -holders, 5 -pin, 7 -pin, 3d. each;

all American sizes, 6d. each; best sleeving, 14I,d. yd.;
T.C.G. metal can 8 mfd., 600v. dry electrolytics, 2/3.

TUBULAR Condensers, 400 volt working, wire ends,
best make, 0.0001-0.05 mfd., 4d.; 0.1 mfd., 4d.; 0.25,

0.5 mfd., 6d.
CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, long standard

spindle, unused, all sizes, 5,000 ohms, 2 megohm.,
2/-; with mains switch, 2/3.

POLAR Midget Latest Three -gang Condensers, screened,
trimmers, 14in. spindle, 0.0005 mid., 110 k/c tracker.

unused; 2/6.
ERIE One Watt, colour coded, unused resistors, any

size, 50 ohms to 5 megobms, your selection, 3d.,
2/6 dozen; two watt, 6d.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 4-6,

Muswell Hill Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4046. [8457

Wanted
WANTED, surplus electrical geode -Description, quan-

tity and price to Box 9866, c/o The Wireless World.
[8497

WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand
Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.

We pay more than any other dealer. Part exchanges.
Bring, send or will call. -University Radio, Ltd., 238, Eus-
ton Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810. [8494

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE With a Smile."

AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; repairers
of all types of American and British receivers.-

F.R,L, Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. [0434
BAKERS. -Send your next speaker repair. any make,

to the pioneer manufacturers, Bakers Selhurst Radio,

Wireless
World

PETO-SCOTT
"Wireless World" Cathode Ray

OSCILLOSCOPE
TIME BASE and AMPLIFIER
KIT "A" Cash. or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid. £7 : 3 : 6
or Deposit 12,6 and 12 monthly payments of 12,5.

Comprising all parts for Time Base and Amplifier only, to " Wireless
World" specification, including Haynes Mains Tramforrner, Aluminium
Chassis, Peal -Scott switch, screws, wire and sleeving but less all
valves.

OSCILLOSCOPE KIT " A " £4 : 10
or Deposit 8/- and 12 monthly payments of 7/10.

Comprises all components for Oscilloscope only, including specified
Mains Transformer, Chassis Assembly, wire, flex and screws but
less valve and Cathode Ray tube.

COMPLETE KIT C.Cash £17:8:0O.D.
or Deposit £400:0 and 12 monthly payments of El :4:3
'omprising all parts supplied to above "A" Kits plus all specified
:dyes and Cathode Ray Tube.

W.W. DC SUPER -
RECEIVER KIT "A" abet. £9 : 7 : 9
or Deposit 16,3 and 12 monthly !payments of 16/S.
Kit " A " comprises all parts to " Wireless World " specification
for the Receiver Kit only and includea Peto-Scott Switch
Assembly, ready -drilled Tuner and Receiver Chassis, all wire,
flex and screws but less valves.
4 specified valves 38i- or add 3,3 to Kit "A" deposit and
monthly payments.

KIT BITS. Supplied in Kit "A."
PETO-SCOTT specified SWITCH ASSEMBLY
PETO-SCOTT specified TUNER CHASSIS 11/6
PETO-SCOTT specified RECEIVER CHASSIS

W.W. ALL -WAVE TEST OSCILLATOR. Finished
meet to recent "Wireless World" designer's circuit. Complete inCabinet
with calibrated scale. Price 88.10.0, lees batteries. Trade supplied

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd. 1
E

1
stablished9

77 (W.W.161, City Road, London, E.C.1 Clissold 9875-6-7.
New Showrooms: Clerkenteell 5911.

41 (W.W.II)), High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Holborn 3248.

THE INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925. Incorporated).

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The advantages of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless engineers.

Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained front the
Secretary, Institute of Wireless Technology, 4, Vernon Place,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 4879.

This John McClure
MODEL A.C.7.A.W.6. 6 waveband receiver
chassis incorporates the famous ACT6 Tuning
Unit, covering a wave range of 5.5-12.5 m.,
12.5-35 m., 30-80 m., 75-200 m., 200-
600 m. and 750-2000 m. Dual ratio drive
H.F. stage on all bands, delayed AVC, un-
distorted beam power output of 5 watts.
Our reputation for unrivalled performance
is in every way upheld by this chassis.
When we designed this model only a moderate
demand was anticipated, but the sales have greatly
exceeded our expectations. Producing in larger
quantities enables us to buy material on a more
economic basis with the result that the price,
including valves, is now reduced from £18. 10.0 to

£16
UNIVERSAL AC/DC Model
U.7.A.W.6 (formerly f20)

Price E17. 10.0
Particulars of other models

on request.

JOHN
McCLURE
LTD. (G61M)

ERSKINE ROAD,
LONDON, N.W.3.

PRImrose 5435.
LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American, any

make, 24 -hours service; moderate prices. -Sinclair
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., Ni.. [0590

"Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition. Price 25s. net.

Advertisements 7

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
RADIO Service, all types receivers and amplifiers;

aligning and testing constructors' sets 'a speciality;
moderate rates.-S.A. Radio, 293, Norwood Rd., S.E.24.

[8496
GUARANTEED Repairs Any Transformers, choke,

motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
prices, 'immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-Sea below.

L.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.).
Willesden, N.W.10. Willesden 6486 (3 lines).

[6892
MAINS Transformer Service. Repairs, rewinds, or

construction to specification of any type, competi-
tive prices and prompt service. -Sturdy Electric Co.. Dip- 
ton, Neweastle-on-Tyne. [0516

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. -Guaranteed
repairs to American and British receivers, American

valves, service parts and rewinds; trade supplied. -1021.
Finchley Rd., N.W.1. Speedwell 3000. [0435

EPOCH Speaker Service -Guaranteed replacement
diaphragms, 20c., etc., 4/6; A2, B7, 99, etc., 10/-;

Domino, D4, etc., 15/-; auditorium and super cinema,
25/-; carriage paid; field coils, mains and output trans-
formers rewound from 3/ 6.-L.S. and Radio Repair Ser-
vices, 45, Crown St., Reading. [8490

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including

eliminators, quist.sel; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt . service. -Loud -Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

[0394

SITUATIONS VACANT
AIR MINISTRY.

DIRECTORATE of Signals.

APPLICATIONS are Invited for Appointment as an
Assistant Signals Officer in the Civil Aviation Signals

Service.

THE Commencing Salary will be Determined According
to Qualifications and Experience, within the scale

£350 rising by annual increments of £18 to £500 per
annum:

THE Qualifications Required Are:-

EDUCATION to Degree Standard in Light Electrical
Engineering. Experience in the design of modern

radio transmitters and receivers.
PREFERENCE will be Given to Candidates who have

not Reached their 45th Birthday, and who have the
following additional qualifications.

EXPERIENCE in the Design, testing and installation
of aircraft radio equipment.

AGENERAL Knowledge of the Application of Radio
Aids in Aviation.

ADMINISTRATIVE Experience.

THE' Officer will be Largely Coneerned with Approval of
New Types of Aircraft Radio Apparatus and his duties

will be Mainly Administrative, but may involve occasional
flying as an observer.
SUBJECT to a Period of Satisfactory Probation the

Selected Candidate will be Eligible for Consideration
for a Post on the Permanent Establishment when Vacan-
cies Arise.

REQUESTS by Post -card for Forms of Application
Should Reach the Under -Secretary of State, Air

Ministry (S.1.e.), Adastral House, Kingsway, not later
than 31st May, 1939, and the completed forms must be
returned by 5th June, 1939. [8483

AMPLIFIERS. -Good opening for technician with fac-
tory experience; write in confidence, stating, age

and salary required. -Box 9847, c/o The Wireless World.

VACANCY for Apprentices in Radio Manufacturer's
Organisation, constructing transmitters and receivers

for Govermient Departments; works situated in Surrey.-
Write Box 9867, c/o TheW ircless World. [8501

TELEPHONE and Radio Testers or Servicemen Re-
quired. -Write, stating age, education, experience and

salary required, to Siemens Brothers & Ltd.; Tele-
phone Installation Section, Woolwich, S.E.18. [8459

DRAUGHTSMAN
(Junior), capable of producing

finished radio circuit drawings from rough layouts,
and chassis illustrations from photographs; no works ex-
perience necessary; permanent position.-" The Wireless
and Electrical Trader," Dorset House, Stamford St.18Lon-
don, $.E.1.

SERVICE Engineers. -A number of well-connected, first
class, independent service engineers are required in

all parts of the country to act as agents and service
representatives for Scott -Radio Receivers; liberal com-
mission paid and exclusive territory granted success-

applicants.-Write for details, enclosing particulars
of your business to E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Ltd.,
72a, Carlton Hill, N.W.8.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ENGINEER, University degree, good theoretical know-

ledge, 12 years' practice in radio and telephone de-
sign, seeks situation. -Write Radio Agency Tenser, Buda-
pest, Szervitoter, Hungary. [8486

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS
REMINGTON, Rand: Shavemaster, Packard and Casco.

-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St.,
Blackpool. . [0633

REPAIRS to All Makes of Electric Shavers, voltages
changed. -Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copen-

hagen St., London, N.1. [0634

Post free 255. 9d.
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS!!!
TRANSMITTERS SHIP KEYS with
otamive contacts, 21/6. First-classKeys,

balanced movement and
heavy contacts of gold -silver, tungs-
ten. etc. Panel Keys to fold up
flat, 6/6. Fullerphone double acting
Key, 616. 51KESL R.A.F. Morse
Key, mild lacquered brass on mahog.
base. 7/6_ Three -colour -light Switch
Box with morse key for code signals,
4/6. Walter's enclosed Key, all
Bakelite, 10/8. Super Transmitting Radio Key, 51KE, 21/-.
TAPE MORSE RECORDERS. For radio to 30 w.p.m. or laud line. New
portable walnut case, very complete model with key and meter indicator.
Standard G.P.O. type with tape reel on base. For experimenters we have
a few incomplete with perfect spring drive. Paper tape reels, 6d.
RELAYS. Selector 25 way, 8 gang. Auto, 10/, Single -blade No. 1
Belays, 1,000 ohms, 6/0. No. 2, 2,000 ohms, C.O. Relays, No. 5,
polarised 8/8 and so on. 16 distinct types in stock. Transmitters Relays,
Sounder Type, 5 amps., 15,'-. Yankee Ham Relays, 7:6. Ship Magnetic,
15/-. Creed Polarised, 2 -way, 25/, Ask for Relay brochure  S.W."
SUPERSENSITIVE MOVING COIL RELAYS. For operation from micro -
amps. Small panel tli" 50 so/sos. Relay W.1 for photo cells, 55/-. Lab.
type Moving ('oil Relays. Centre of 2 contacts. Paul at Weston cased.
Fully guaranteed. Half price.
5 METRE TRANSCEIVERS. A.C. Mains type. Also eight portable
battery type. lf metres Epoch with Lecher aerial with power pack.
('heap.
TELESCOPES. Navy Telescopes, hand spotters, 25'-. Gun type, 17/8.
MAGNETIC I tin. COMPASS with Plain Scale. Bevel glass, brass body. A
British Bargain for 6d. only.
MOVING COIL MIKES. Torpedo P.M. moving -coil mike, model T.M.,
needs no battery, directional correct frequency response, ideal for P.A.
and recording, 55, Table stand, 7/6. Traasf. 7,13. Epoch type ditto,
a very robust and handsome P.M. kl/C mike, 35;6 ; with table stand,
42/6. Transformer, 7r6.
FLOOR STANDS, 26in., 12,1 ; 3iin., 15'- 48in.. 186.

THE " LIDEBBX BIJOU " ELECTRIC
WATER PUMP is a centrifugal, all -bronze
pump. 21t. lift. 120 gale. per hour.

f Throws jets 10ft. Runs for 20 home for a
unit. A.C. or D.C., any voltage
supplied; or 12 or 50 volts D.C.
Costs only 67/6. Supplied in hard-
wood case for 5/- extra. High lift
Cesspool Pumps. Type " R " with

..INthelectric motor, 15 10..
MOTOR BLOWERS. Fume Ex-
hauster andlAir Circulators. Strong
iron body, fan, outlet, direct

coupled to motor. A.C. 220-v., 65/-; 110.v. D.C., 45/-; D.C. 220-v. ,
BuFTwwl. Buzzers for Signals, Wave -meters or Testing. High Note
Platinum contacts. List 10/-. Sale. 61 -. High Note " D.M." Buzzer
in case, 316. Service Buzzer No. 24. 12.B. Dill Double Circuit Twin
Buzzers, 10/-. 20 volt G.P.O. Buzzers, 516. Small Buzzer, 1/6. Large
models, 2/6 and 3,'-.

 BELLS. ALARM BELLS. Mains, battery or magneto waterproof
types. 1.01)0 British House Bells, wall and table. Priority for A.R.P.
A.R.?. workers and especially Hams may want portable H.T. for emer-
gency outdoor field transmitters. Portable Hand Generators in teak
cases by Evershed. 800 and 1,600 volts D.C. Portable Field Emergency
Telephone stations in leather case, light Army types. Battery type for
key and speech. Not many left now. Light weight twin field cable
unbreakable Army type, 55/ -mile. Police and Fire Brigade, day and night
Lucas and Aldis Army Signal lamps, telescopic sights, hand or tripod.
Crystal sets, 7,6. Battery set kits, oak cabinet panel fitted 2 varia
condensers and range switch, terminal panel, etc., partly wired. Maker's
surplus. 15/-.
EMERGENCY ENGINE SETS. Stuart petrol -electric sets, water-eooled,
coupled to 30 volts 5 amp. dynamo, 812. 50 volts 10 amps, 217. Port-
able air-cooled engine sets. 2( kW. for field charging.
EDISON Steel Storage Cells. DYNAMOS and Switchboards from 50
watts to 50 kW. Morse chains and wheels, &- set. Skewgear boxes.

h.p., 10/-. Gear boxes, 2-1 for h -p., 4'6. Electric Governors, 7,6.
Bowden E.A.F. Remote Controls, 18 points, 7/6.

MERCURY S.P. MERCURY CONTACT TUBES, 5 amps., 4/-;
10 amps., 5/...

, THERMOMETERS. Panel 21in. dial, 5ft. ether
tube, for distant indicating, reading 0 to 100
deg. Cent, 7:6. Cambridge ditto, 10/6.
FOURNIER THERMOMETERS by Cambridge
Instrument Co., 4in. dial, 10-110 deg. Cent. Fitted
adjustable electric contacts, 45/-. 12 in. rightSWI CHES angle Immersion Thermom., to 150 Cent., 3/6.

CNN PROJECTOR 35 min. Powers No. 6, 33 mm. Dallmeyer lens
and condenser, motor drive, on stand with lantern and arc, £7.
Sound head with head Amplifier and spool box for talkies. £8.
15 -DAY TIME SWITCHES. Venner 1 amp., 5 amps., SO amps., 100
amps., 200 amps., cheap.

LIGHT RAY CELLS. Selenium, unmounted, 5/-, mounted
71 and 10/-. Raycraft outfit with relay, 45,-. Caesium
Photo -cells, for Small:ton-Film and Ray Work, R.C.A., 25-,
as iliue. ; G.E.C., 25/- to £3,10;-. Beck Angle Prisms,
mounted in carrier, 5/6.
X-RAY TUBES. Brand new W.D. pattern, cost 5 guineas,
12/6. Packing 2/6.
MIRRORS. Olin. dia., Hello or Television, 1/6. Parabolic
Concave, SOM., 26/. ; 24in., 30/-. Carr. fwd. Neon Lamps,
2/8 and 3/- each with holder. Miniature Peons, 2/6.

Send for the MAY BARGAIN LIST "W."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

'1' 'tone  C Ideal 4611

ramphonic
AMPLIFIERS

Pamshonic Resroducers Ltd. (-1s.,),-iate.1 PY E Lt.'.
45, St. Pancras Way London, N.W.1.

'Phone : EUSton 1727.

EVERY
FRIDAY

FOURPENCE

Wireless
World

MISCELLANEOUS
CLI.P.O. Engineering Dept (no experience required); com-

mencing £3/13 per week; age 18.23; excellent
prospects; !me details of Entrance Exam. from
(Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1. [8396

'LIVERY Radio Dealer Who is Not a Regular Reader
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader " should

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and full
details of the " Trader " Services. " The Wireless and
Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, the largest
weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manu-
facturers and traders. Trade only, 15/- per annum,
post free. -Published at Dorset House, Stamford St., Lon-
don, S.E.1. [0615

"
ENGINEER'S Guide to Success " Shows How to

-us Qualify in Television Radio Engineering and ,Ser-
vicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide -free -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such as
A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., A.M.1.W.T., C. and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed. -The Tech-
nological Institut. of Great Britain, 82. Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 19s7. 20,000 successes.) [8409

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS

GCE and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Mem. R.S.G.B.. etc.), 51-52,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Holborn 4547-8.

handbook free. [0001

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE. TO BE LET, OR WANTED

" THE Wireless and Electrical Trader " is an essential
X- part of the equipment of every Wireless Trader; its

pages reflect the very latest turn of trade events, and it
is read by all the leading dealers and manufacturers, for
particulars of businesses offered or wanted. By subscrip-
tion to the trade only, 15/- per annum, post free. -Send
your trade card for specimen copy to Dorset House, Stam-
ford St., London, S.E.1. [0614

NEED for Radio and Cycle Dealer on Large New Estate.
Main road position. Success assured. No premium.

-Apply Fairway Homes, Mutton Lane, Potters Bar.
Tel.: .931. [8477

TUITION
RADIO Training-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E. Diploma;

prospectus free -Technical College, Hull. [0611

WIRELESS. -Complete training, Marine, Broadcast and
TV Television. Posts waiting. Mod. fees. Boarders

taken. Approved college, prosp.-Dept. W., London Radio
College, Grove Park Rd., London, W.4. (Chi. 3244.)

[0580

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
ALL Wireless and Radio Engineering Books Available

on New Financial Terms, as low as 2/6 monthly. -
Write a card for details from Phoenix, Chandos Place,
W.C.2. [8484

CATHODE Ray Tubes. -40 pages of valuable practical
data on " How to Use Them " (by J. H. Reyner,

B.Sc., A.I.M.E.E.), 30 instructive photographs of wave-
forms, etc., 1/1 post free from Furzehill Laboratories,
Boreham Wood, Herts. [8503

AMERICAN
Valve Data. -The new 200 -page Raytheon

Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and ap-
plications of all types of American valves; invaluable to
all servicemen; post free, 2/3; abroad, 3/ -.-Leonard Heys,
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0594

THE Wireless World " Diary for 1939 contains 77
pages of facts, formulae and general information of

the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to follow.
Also a list of the most important European Broadcasting
Stations and short-wave stations of the world. Twelve
pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and units.
-B1 post 1/7 from Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford St., London. $.E.1.
" FOUNDATIONS of Wireless." fly A. L.

edition. An elementary
Sowerby,

on receivers. Deals fully with the construction of wire-
less sets, valves. and the process of detection. Price 4/6
net. By post 4/11, from Dale and Sons, Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London. S.E.1.
"110pi ADIO Data Charts." By R. T. Beatty. M.A., B.E.,

AA, D.Sc. Second edition. A series of Abacs provid-
ing most of the esential data required in receiver design
and enabling problems to be solved without having re-
course to complicated mathematical formulae Price 4/6
net. By post 4/10, from Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.
r VLEMENTARy Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and

1-1.1 Telephony." By R. D. Banguay. Revised by 0. F.Brown, B.Sc. Third edition (1930). The standard text-
book for wireless students and beginners. Deals withthe whole subject of wireless telegraphy and telephony,
avoiding too technical a treatment of the problems in-
volved Well illustrated. Price 7/6 net. By post 8/,
from Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St.,
London, S.E.1.

Wanted
WANTED, good second-hand copy Appleton's " Ther-

minute Vacuum Tubes."-Longstaff, Australia House,
Strand, W C 2 Tern. 1188. [8479
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Fourth Edition -Revised and
Enlarged with 50 additional pages

WIRELESS
SERVICING
MANUAL
By W. T. COCKING

(of "The fireless World")

The most complete book of reference
of its kind. A reliable practical guide
for amateur and professional.

BOUND IN CLOTH BOARDS.
SIZE7 ins. x 5 ins. 288 PAGES

5/- net. By post 5/5

Issued in conjunction with "THE WIRELESS
WORLD" and Published by the Proprietors :-

ILIFFE & SONS. LTD.
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,

LONDON, S.E.1

W.Wzo.
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CORK -TIPPED or PLAIN
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LEARNING
MORSE

the Offices of e Wireless World
Published from

.LIFFE& SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1

AN EASY

METHOD OF

MASTERING THE

INTERNATIONAL

SIGNAL CODE

6°NET
BY POST 7d.

WIRELESS
ENGINEER

The Journal for Professional Engineers
and Advanced Wireless Experimenters

Monthly Annual Subscription

2/6 net. 32/- post free.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.i

W.W.

SOUND
AMPLIFYING
EQUIPMENT
Rack and Panel or Port-
able Equipments to suit
particular requirements

AMPLIFIERS-Units of 10 to 120 watts undistorted
output. (Volume expansion and contraction
when required).

MICROPHONES-Carbon, Ribbon, or Moving Coil.

SPEAKERS-
Indoor:- 6 ins. to 10 ins. Cone- P.M. units.
Outdoor :- 3 ft. and 6 ft. Horns ; metal

diaphragm units.

When sending in your enquiries, please state
approximate area to be served, and power supply.

To Sound Reproducer Sales-

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED, RUGBY, ENGLAND
A2750N

The ELECTRICAL
REVIEW

The Complete Technical Journal
Practical articles on all aspects of electricity
supply and utilisation - industrial, commercial
and domestic. Latest news of the electrical
industry and developments. Advertisement
pages form a comprehensive buyers' guide.

Contents of May 26th Issue :-
NEW PLANT AT BRIMSDOWN

High-pressure boiler and generating equipment installed by the North
Metropolitan Company.

BLENDED LIGHT
The use of gas -filled and mercury -vapour lamps in combination for

shop -window lighting.

A SWISS VISIT
A description of the Swiss National Exhibition and some leading

electrical engineering works.

THE E.T.U.
One of the series "Organisations of the Industry," giving an account of

the Union's history and activities.

Other Countries
Subscriptions : United Kingdom LI 14 8

EVERY FRIDAY 6d.Canada £1 12 6
E2 I 6 per annum, post free.

REVIEW LTD.
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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What Does
BEVERLEY

BAXTER
say about it?

The news is often confusing. One thing
seems to contradict another, and events
move too fast for a plain man to make
up his mind.
That is why thousands of people turn
to Beverley Baxter's article in the
SUNDAY GRAPHIC. They know that
his views are sound, clear and logical.
They can rely upon Beverley Baxter, M.P.

Every Sunday in the

SUNDAY
GRAPHIC

Best for News, Views and Pictures


